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(ABSTRACT)

This dissertation examines the question of whether Transfer of Development Rights (TDR), a

technique developed in the United States, might prove useful in Calcutta for urban conserva-

tion.

ln many cases, municlpal governments in India have been unable to preserve structures of

historic value because they lacked the funds to compensate the Iosses imposed by desig-

nation. The owners of the Iandmark structures sufier financial Iosses for not being allowed to

develop their properties to their full potential. The TDR technique has the advantage that

through this program the owner of a designated Iandmark ls compensated from the sale of the

unused development rights ln his property. The community is benetitted because of the land-

mark being preserved without the community’s cost. The City is benetitted by the additional

tax from the development potentials transferred from the Iandmark properties, which would

have remained untaxed othervvlse.

This paper begins by providing an overview of the developments in building regulatlons, and

emergence of TDR as an useful means for land use management through flexlbility in zoning.

The ongoing TDR programs of seven American cities and a forthcoming one are then studied

to identify the central issues and features of this technique. The next chapter ls devoted to the

analyses of the problems and prospects of TDR programs in the United States. This includes

an examination of the issues derived from the case studies as well as a questlonnaire survey.

The discussion in the following chapter provides some background on the city of Calcutta. The



demand for redevelopment ln the central clty ls compounded by the sltuatlon that the growth

of populatlon ls not matched by physical expansion of the city. CaIcutta’s economic cllmate,

political environment and conservation ethics are also dlscussed to provide a comprehensive

perspective of the testing ground. The test of the technique in Calcutta ls dlscussed ln the

following chapter with reference to some cases. The concluding chapter includes the general

and particular principles that ought to govern the TDR program in Calcutta. The concluslon

also includes the administrative and institutional details that will be necessary to apply TDR

technique In Calcutta.

To summarlze the findings of this research, lt can be stated that the existing programs ln the

US cities have entered a second generation. While the legal issues attracted most attention

in the first generation, the emphasls has now shifted to the design and implementation of the

programs. The need for the program's close coordination with the overall planning and urban

design of the city has been recognized. However, each program is designed according to

some bias, and in view of supplementing some other planning goals - some of them being

compatible, while others are not. The main issues of the program are: balance between TDR

supply and market demand, distance between the originating and receiving sites, urban de·

sign and planning in the receiving districts, overage limit ln relation to the zoned density,

transfer from public landmarks, banking of TDRs, and a 'single window' administration of the

program for easy and 'fast track' approval incentive. Although a general downzoning and

suspension of other bonus provisions will facilitate the TDR program, the market does not

seem to support such steps.

lncorporation of a TDR program in Calcutta is possible without any change in the existing

building by-laws, but with a relaxation in the regulations governlng the land ownership limits.

The TDR prices in the receiving sites in BBD Bag and Esplanade areas commensurably match

with the TDR values in the sending district of the Bag. But a dlstrict-wise transfer will have to

be allowed rather than only to physically attached sites. Other receiving districts ln the north

and south axis along the rapid transit line have potential for future transfers.
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1 . Introduction

Problems of urban conservation are manifest everywhere, varying only in degree, as an out-

come of the interconnected forces of each city’s redevelopment pressure, its regulatory

mechanisms and its pIanners' will for constructive resolution of the conflicts. A city’s rede-

velopment pressure is a function of several factors. They are : the city’s position in the urban

hierarchy of the region / country, its changing urban functions and adaptability of the existing

built-up spaces, and the rising land prices which determine the obsolescence of an existing

building. Regulatory mechanisms are institutional efforts on the part of the City to control,

guide and influence the development forces. Such measures of governmental interventions

and control are devices created by the planners to achieve certain public purposes. Urban

conservation is being increasingly accepted as a public objective; but necessary regulatory

measures are not always available to address it.

Redevelopment in central city areas are actions from profit motive, whereas the conservation

appeal ls from moral, sentimental and environmental concerns. A conflict raised by causes

of such polarity cannot be dealt with in the absence of well-thought-out regulatory measures.

Last few decades of preservation movement in America has been a record of evolution of such

measures, their battle with the real estate market, and subsequent adjustments to redress the

conflict.

1. Introduction 1



While evolution of regulatory measures In America and in Europe has been commensurate to

the degree of the conllict between redevelopment forces and conservation, that In the devel-

oping nationshas been far from achieving a balanced level. ln general, priorities in developing

economies are different than those in the developed world; but soclal goals are not always

tuned to economic affordabllity. Paul N. Perrot noted this in his forwarding address in the 1984

conference on the ‘ChaIlenge of Our Cultural Heritage‘ held in Washington D.C. As he men-

tioned,

"Enthusiasm for historic preservation is manifest now in virtually every part of the world. Yet
despite enormous stride in conservation technology, ....... our collective heritage ls perhaps un-

der greater jeopardy today than any time in the past. This is particularly true in economically less
developed nations that are aspiring to parity with their more fortunate, distant neighbors."*

Conservation of urban landmarks amid enormous redevelopment pressure has been a

mounting concern as a direct reaction to the devastating building boom of the late 1950s. In

America, the boom was triggered by the rapid growth of the economy. By the middle of 1970s

over 50 per cent of the 12,000 buildings listed in the Historic American Buildings Survey,

commenced by the federal government in 1933, had been razed. Professor John J. Costonis

was right to mention that "urban landmarks merit recognition as an imperlled species along-

side the ocelot and the snow leopard.”2

This crisis of diminishing urban landmarks becomes even more tense in the case of a third

world city, where growth and spread of the city has been restricted by various reasons of re-

sources, management, envision and planning as well as of geography and climate (e.g;

Calcutta). ln such cases the old central city remains the only urban area where services and

infrastructures are available. Despite overloaded, the core areas have to absorb the growth

1 Isar, Yudhisthir Raj; (ed) The Challenge to Our Cultural Heritage, Why Preserve the Past, Smithsonian

Institution Press, Washington D.C., 1986, p.7. (Paul N. Perrot was the Director of Wrginia Museum of

Fine Arts and the President of the ICCROM Council. Yudhisthir Raj Isar was the Director of the Agha

Khan Progeam at Harvard and MIT.)

2 Costonis, John J.; "The Chicago Plan : Incentive Zoning and the Preservation of Urban Landmarks,”

Harvard Law Review, 85, 1972, p.574. (Professor John J. Costonis has been one of the vanguards to
conceptualize and articulate the TDR program for urban Iandmark conservation)
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demands, and are subjected to harsh redevelopment pressure In which the underdeveloped

urban landmarks become the easy prey.

Yudhisthir Rai Isar diagnosed the reasons for such crisis in a developing world situation. He

pointed out that, in the poorer countries many of the errors of past industriallzation are being

repeated today. In adapting to modern needs, planners and developers in developing coun-

tries, according to Isar, "are bent upon to recreate the factors to which the success of

Europe’s industrial revolution is wrongly attributed."° The problem of urban conservation in

the developing world, therefore, is of the nature where the lack of resources and planning ls

further compounded by the chances of committing mistakes. A clear understanding of the

experience elsewhere, therefore, is of utmost importance to avoid the common mistakes.

1.1. The Objective

The goal of this research is to investigate the possibilities of using Transfer of Development

Rights (TDR), as developed in the United States, for application in Calcutta to redress its urban

conservation conflicts. The TDR technique has the advantage of compensating the Iandmark

owner, not from public money, but from the market mechanisms. The objective of this re-

search is to first undertake an in-depth study of the TDR programs, both ongoing and forth-

coming in the United States. Drawing from this experience, the tool is then to be juxtaposed

in the Calcutta situation to test its applicability there.

The reasons for choosing Calcutta for testing are as follows. First, Calcutta does have a seri-

ous need for some means to resolve her outstanding urban conservation disputes. Secondly,

the investigator’s familiarity with the city’s architectural / planning processes through his 15

years of professional involvement shall be useful in hypothetically subjecting the regulatory

* Isar, Yudhisthir Raj; op. cit., p.23.
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measures for test. Thirdly, the investigator’s position in the Department of Architecture,

Jadavpur University, Calcutta offers a scope of involving interested faculty and students for

obtalning necessary information from Calcutta. Fourthly, the tremendous redevelopment

pressure at the central city as an outcome of a host of factors, as will be discussed in Chapter

5, has generated a reconstituted love for the remnants of the city’s glorious past. And finally,

”
Calcutta has been very successful in using and repaying World Bank Ioans for various works

of municipal development} which is indicative that planning functions of the city are now ln

good shape. lt is perhaps the right time for incorporating preservatlon in the planning activ-

ities.

There is also another very important reason why a market—oriented urban conservation policy

should now be tried in Calcutta. The underground rapid transit line is now partially under op-

eration, while the construction of the remainder portions are nearing completion. This 26

kilometers long transit facility, which is one of the biggest public investment made in the city

in recent times, has been changing the activity patterns along its entire length, where the land

prices have gone up substantially. This is the right time for the city to tap the benefits made

available by the transit line to integrate conservation and planning in a complementary way.

For instance, conservation of certain landmarks of the city can be exchanged for additional

construction in the sites along the route.

Preliminary studies have indicated that the Transfer of Development Rights (TDR) provision

has a strong potential to be useful in this regard. lt should be particularly useful because it

compensates the landmark owner from the market mechanism and, therefore, relieves the

pressure on public funds. The hypothesis in this research is that TDR shall be useful for al-

leviating urban conservation problems in Calcutta, and the dissertation shall be a test of this

hypothesis.

‘
Lea, John P. and Courtney, John M. have evaluated Calcutta's achievement to be exemplary in their

publication entitled Cities in Conflict, Studies in the Planning and Management ol Asian Cities, The

World Bank, Washington D.C., 1985. pp.61-77 & 101-109.
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1.2. The Perspective

The general upsurge in the conservation ethic, and broadening of the perception with regards

to urban conservation can be viewed as a reaction to the inadequacy of the tools available to

deal with the problem. lt has also been for the enlargement of the perception with regards to

urban conservation, Before a discussion of the tool is done, it is necessary to understand the

total embodiment ot the conservation perspective; and to clearly identity, from there, the

premise ot this research.

ln recent years, the problems of urban conservation have been further compounded by the

broadening of the concept of historlc monuments. The 1964 Charter of Venice recognlzed that

preservation could no longer be limited to only associative structures. As the Charter defined,

"This (the concept of historlc monument) applies not only to great works of art but also to more
modest works of the past which have acquired cultural significance with the passing time."*

There can be some disagreements regarding the criteria for the selection of significant

buildings according to this definition. Nevertheless, it is lmperative by this definition that urban

conservation can no longer be limited only to masterpiece buildings and sites. For instance,

buildings and sites not included in the ‘World Heritage List', established by the ‘World Heritage

Convention' of the Unesco, are also important. The Convention itself recognlzed this when it

emphasized equally the importance of the protection ot unscheduled artifacts!

Further, there has also been a growing awareness tor environmental character. There are

also recognizable areas in many cities where some particular character exists. Protection of

a single monument there is useless as the setting and ambience of the environment get lost

in the absence of care for the surrounding structures. The protected monuments in such cases

1 The Venice Charter, 1964, ICOMOS, Paris, Article — 1.

'
Article - 12, Convention concerning the Protection ot the World Cultural and Natural Heritage (com-
monly known as The World Heritage Convention), Adopted on November 16, 1972 by the General
Conference of Unesco at its 17th session held in Paris.
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stand strange in the changed environment, no matter how well preserved. Samuel Wilson, Jr.,

seems to express the common concern of the preservation community in general when he

suggests that the 'Tout Ensemble" is important, "not only the great buildings of the past but

also the Iesser and later structures that form part of the local character of the area."7 This

environmental issue in preservation was also considered aptly in the Charter of Venice when

it replaced the term ‘monument‘ of erstwhile charters by the term 'cultural property'.

The profundity of preservation concern has also been influenced by the rate of change in our

cities. As Donald Appleyard points out,

"..... the rapidity of change has been difficult for people to absorb. Change no longer conveys a
sense of freedom when it takes place too fast and out of one’s control. Change, then represents

a loss more than gain."'

In this race, the depth of history becomes a function of the pace of change. Said another way,

the more rapid is the change, more recent are the buildings and sites that are thought to be

important and dear. Samuel Wilson, Jr. also recognizes this issue when he mentions 'Iater’

structures also to be important for his 'Tout Ensemble' . Michel Parent introduces the 'new-

style history', while discussing the extension of the field. According to Parent, the "new-style

history" comes out of the narrowness of the "conflict between princes and people" and in-

cludes "knowledge of everyday life, of community life and of mentalities.”* The issue of recent

heritage was also accounted by John S. Pyke, Jr. when he showed that by late 1960s there

was not a single building in Manhattan dating back to the 17th century and only nine going

back to the 18th.‘°

7 Vthlson, Samuel, Jr.; "Evolution of a Historic Area's 'Tout Ensemble'," Old and New Architecture: De-

sign Relationship, Papers from a Conference, The National Trust for Historic Preservation, Washington

D.C., 1980, p.115. (Samuel Vlhlson, Jr. has been the most prominent preservationist architect in New

Orleans).
•

Appleyard, Donald (ed); The Conservation of European Cities, The MIT Press, Cambridge, 1979, p.19.

•
Parent, Michel; ICOMOS, Its Mission and Orientations, Paris, 1983, p.18. (Michel Parent has been the

President of International Council on Monuments and Sites).

1° Pygkg, John S., Jr.; Landmark Preservation, Citizen Union Research Foundation, Inc., New York, 1970,
p. .
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There has also been considerable change in the perception of preservation simultaneously

with the broadening of the concept. Preservationists gradually recognized that change is in-

evitable in a growing society. Lewis Mumford dealt at a length with the importance of the
l

values in the changing society to create a humane city, and to bring a kind of equilibrium. As

Mumford wrote,

"Now, in every organism, the creative and the destructive are constantly at work. Life and growth
depend, not on the absence of negative conditions, but on a sufticient degree of equilibrium, and

a sufficient surplus of constructive repair, to absorb novelties, to regulate quantities, and to es-

tablish give~and-take relations with all the other organisms and communities needed to maintain
baIance."11

Mumford was preaching to work for the equilibrium in change, because the growing societies

would have to accept change as an essential part of their progress. Urban renewal has been

the key function in the post war era to repair and enlarge the activity spheres in our cities with

massive projects of redevelopment. A compassionate planner like Professor Hans

Bluemenfeld could not but accepted this fact of urban life when he wrote,

"Just like automobiles and refrigerators, cities and parts of cities become obsolete from the

moment they are produced, and sometimes before. Obsolescence is the reverse of progress and

often faster than the later. Only in a stagnant society is there no need for renewal."1*

Other experts like Hiroshi Daifuku accepted the need and merits of renewal; but suggested

inclusion of an environmental / circumstantial aspect to it by preferring the term 'retrIeval’

rather than ‘renewaI’. Daifuku, indeed, went further to suggest that renewal was not essential

for all bad parts of a city. According to him,

"lt was assumed a priori, for example, that certain areas were decaying and contributing to the
malaise of a city. Perhaps these localities contained old residences since converted Into shops

or rooming houses, old warehouses, or well-worn buildings of outmoded Industries. However,

recent studies have shown that many such old and worn quarters of a city - just as marshlands

fronting a sea - may have an Important functional role in urban ecology."11

11 Mumford, Lewis; The city in History, Harcourt, Brace 8 World Inc., New York, 1961, p.556.

1* Bleumenfeld, Hans; "Urban Renewal," The Modern Metropolis, The MIT Press, Cambridge, 1967,

p.190.

11 Daifuku, Hiroshi; “lntroduction : Urban Retrieval Too," The Conservation of Cities, Unesco, St.

Martin's Press, New York, 1975, p.11. (Hiroshi Daifuku was the Chief of the Sites and Monuments
Division, later called the Operations and Training Section, in Unesco's Division of Cultural Heritage).
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Dalfuku’s concern for urban ecology goes against massive bulldozlng of old decreplt areas

of a city. He nonetheless seem to accept the need for the soft changes of rehabilitation and

adaptation. ·

Recognizlng that change is lnevitable, the preservationists today are concerned with the

concept of 'change management‘.1‘ The goal of preserving the character of an area amid the_

changes is naturally a matter subjected to great challenge, and suffers from confusion. The

challenge stems from the market force of maximizlng the returns from an urban property. The

confusion is from the subjectiveness of the issues of design relatedness in new construction.

These two postulates of preservation movement need to be distinguished at this stage, as

ways and means to deal with them vary considerably. This research shall address only one

postulate of the two - the former one.

It is quite common today to identify an entire area to be important as a historic district,1° and

imposition of a ‘historic district ordinance‘ is an usual measure taken by the cities to regulate

preservation, adaptation, rehabilitation and change in that area.1° The question of design re-

lationship in the changes, i.e; in new construction, ls usually dealt with by incorporating design

guidelines in the historic district ordinances.1' Although subjectiveness of design controls in

1* The term 'change management' was introduced by James Biddle, the then President of The National

Trust for Historic Preservation, in his forwarding address in the 1980 conference in Washington, DC

on the theme of "OId and New Architecture, Design Relationship."

1* Papers presented by Murtagh, William J. and Argan, G. C. at the Seventh General Assembly of the

International Centre for Conservation, Rome, Italy in 1973 discussed the issues of identification and

social aspects of Historic Districts. The eight criteria of Location, Design, Setting, Materials, Work-

manship, Association and Key Structures devised by Murtagh have been used frequently to identify

a historic district.

1* The first ordinance of this kind was enacted in Charleston, South Carolina, in 1931. Until mid—1960s

the number of communities adopting such ordinances grew slowly to 51, but since then there was a

sudden surge in interest in local preservation. A 1975 study by the National Trust for Historic Pres-

ervation found 421 active historic preservation commissions across the United States. The number

has more than doubled in the last 10 years. By 1983, there were between 800 and 1,000 historic

preservation commissions around the country. (Roddewig, Richard J.; Preparing Historic Preservation

Ordinance, Planning Advisory Service Report No. 374, February, 1983. Mr. Roddewig is one of the

leading legal consultant on zoning and preservation in the Chicago region.)

17 Although the ploneering thought in this line was expressed by the Providence City Planning Com-

mission, Rhode Island as early as in 1959, the first organized one was produced in Savannah, Georgia

in 1971 (Muldawer, Paul; "Criteria for Urban Relatedness, Contemporary Building in Historic

1. Introduction
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this kind of ordinances is still an issue of debate, it can, however, be dealt with when an

identiliable district is clearly demarcated. But the Iandmarks scattered in the high prlced core

areas of giant cities, such as Manhattan in New York City or the inner loop in Chicago, cannot

be controlled by such an ordinance as it would result in virtual stagnation of the city core.

Furthermore, the gap between the existing volume of urban Iandmarks and their potential

volume is usually so big that a downzoning for the entire area — lmperative in a historic dis-

trict ordinance — ls impractical. The objective of this research is to address this challenge

faced by downtown Iandmarks where an overall historic district zoning ls not possible, and

Iandmarks are to be conserved by isolated designation.

Traditlonally, preservation in developing countries remained limited to the antiquities and ru-

ins. The city centers, where the pace and volume of change were greatest, remained unat-

tended. These urban centers are the areas where the mistakes referred to by Isar are most

prevalent. Also, during the earlier years of independence from colonial rule, most developing

nations viewed the colonial buildings as reminder of erstwhile suppression, and preferred

their replacement. However, as their origin receded into history they became politically de-

symbolized. They are no longer viewed so clearly as symbols of their originators, creators,

or users; but rather as cultural symbols of common heritage. Whereas originally they be-

longed to one social group, the hated and powerful one, now they are treasured as belonging

to all. As Appleyard has pointed out,

"Only such a transformation can explain, for instance, why many ex-colonial countries, thirty

years after decolonization, have begun to repair and restore the formerly hated symbols of

colonialism, the buildings of the colonial administration and former homes of the slaveowners,

or why the Soviets have painstakingly restored the czarist palaces."‘*

The recent upsurge for the conservation of urban monuments, including and perhaps more

so for the colonial buildings, is clearly evidenced in many cities of the developing world. The

author has lirst hand experience in this regard in Calcutta.

c Preservation, Vol. 23, No. 1, Jan.-Mar., 1971).Today there are several communities

around the country which have such design criteria in some form or the other to guide and control

new construction in the designated historic districts.

1* Appleyard, Donald; op. cit., p.20.
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1.2.1. The Perspective in Particulars Calcutta

Calcutta was the capital of British India until 1911 when Delhi was chosen for the new capital

complex. Yet, even after the transfer, Calcutta remained the financial and cultural capital of

the country for the port of Calcutta handled the bulk of export-import functions. Despite

Rudyard Kipllng’s deadpan verse of 'The City of Dreadful Nights,' by early 19th century the city

was rated as the second capital ofthe then British Empire after London. lt was also called the

'City of Palaces'. However, Calcutta’s prosperity also produced a brand of intellectuals who

felt and propagated the natlonalistlc feeling. lt was from this city the spirit of freedom from the

British rule took its birth - one of the reasons for which the capital was removed.

lt is perhaps for this reason of hatred for anything that was related to the British, the de-

struction of many urban monuments to be replaced by modern buildings was allowed without

a murmur. The domed Victorian building of ‘The Bengal Club' was razed even without a sigh.

That was the club built by the British where natives were not allowed to be members. This

was the reason which led to the creation of ‘The Calcutta Club' by the natlonalistlc elite

Bengalis.‘* The multistoried Automatic Telephone Exchange building was built inside the

Dalhousie Square*° replacing the Dalhousie Institute. The demolished Institute was low rise,

blending with the square landscape, and protected the civic design axis connecting the Writ-

ers’ Buildings (the Seat of the State Government) to the Governor’s Palace.? Many residential

buildings of quality were also demolished to make room for the expanding CBD in the south.

‘*
The natives of Bengal, the province whose capital is Calcutta.

N The square with a pond at the center is in the very heart of the CBD of Calcutta. This square is

presently renamed as Binoy, Badal, Dinesh Bag - in short BBD Bag. Binoy, Badal and Dinesh are
three martyrs who took the suicidal step of going inside the Writers' Buildings to kill the Wceroy

during the independence struggle. Changing names of places and streets has been a very popular

activity among the politicians for two reciprocating reasons. First, it enables them to efface the his-

tory they choose to forget; and secondly, it enables them to place their own names on artifacts of

importance and imparts in them a sense of accomplishments as if they were creating new history.

Although changing names tends to severe the thread with the past, it does not destroy any landmark.

21 De, Ramen; "Conservation and Change : from conüict to compatibility," Trend, 2, Jadavpur University
Press, Calcutta, 1983.
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Fortunately, Calcutta is not favorably placed in the international tourist map, which has kept

the redevelopment project ln the Grand Hotel site in the Esplanade area in abeyance. For the

same reason, the YMCA redevelopment project did not linally mature, and the old building still

exists. Meanwhile, the Asiatic Society has built a multistoried building in one portion of the

site, and has leased off another road facing portion completely overshadowing the Iandmark

building of the society.?
‘

In Calcutta the preservation culture origlnated from the demolition of the Senate Hall of the

University of Calcutta. It was a Parthenon-like edilice which was even in the emblem of the

University (Figure 1 on page 12). Civic protest was not adequate to prevent the demolition

of the old Senate Hall, but its destruction set in the minds ofthe concerned citizen an evidence

of genuine lose. Soon an organization called the Society for Preservation of Archival Monu-

ments and Historical Documents? was established under the leadership of Dr. Nishit Ranjan

Roy, then curator of the Victoria Memorial Hall. Since then, several redevelopment projects

lnvolving signilicant buildings and sites have been vehemently opposed by the preservationist

group. The most popular poster used in their meetings, seminars and exhibitions has been a

picture taken at the time of demolition of the old Senate Hall. The Corporation of Calcutta, the

City Government, is in a tix in this situation as it does not have any mechanism in its regula-

tory system by which such conflicts can be resolved.

St. John’s Church compound is located in the middle of the CBD of Calcutta. lt is one block

wide on the 62 feet wide Kiron Shankar Roy Road, having 54 feet to 44 feet wide Church Lane

on one side, and 58 feet wide Council House Street on the other. Total area of the lot is 196,845

sq. tt. which houses the Church, a couple of cemeteries and an outhouse totalling only 22,140

22 The need for conserving the Iandmark building of the society, which was the forum for exchanging the

ideas during the Renaissance of Bengal of late 17th and early 18th centuries, was felt important even
by the Central Government at Delhi. The Iandmark building has since been restored in 1984-85.

!* The Society is also affiliated with the Indian National Trust for Art and Cultural Heritage (INTACH), the

newly established Trust under the auspices of the Central Government with the Prime Minister as the

Chairman. This can be considered as the oounterpart of the National Trust for Historic Preservation

in the United States.
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Figure 1. The Old Senate Hall, The University of Calcutta

V
sq. ft. in built·up space (Figure 2 on page 14). The permissible potential of the site is 649,588

sq. ft. (196,845 x 3.3 allowable FAR2* ). The Church Authority is terribly hard pressed lately as

their commitment increased over the years, while their resources shrunk for want of generous

donations as they used to receive. To augment their income, and to decrease their depend-

ence on the donations, the Church Authority intended to develop the site in late 1970s. With

inherent feeling for the church compound, the architect proposed a modest development at

the most insigniticant corner of the site facing the Church Lane. The proposal was to build an

office building which would have raised the FAR from existing 0.112 to only 0.55, whereas the

2* FAR means Floor Area Ratio, a ratio which establishes the development potential of a site as a
multiplication factor to the site area. Detail discussion on FAR will be included in Chapter 2.
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allowable FAR for this site according to current building by-laws of Calcutta could be as high

as 3.30.2* But the preservationist group saw the proposal as destructive, and raised the hue

and cry. The objection was that the proposed office building shall destroy the sanctity of St.

John's Church, and will jeopardize the monuments - the cemeteries of Admiral Watson; that

of Job Charnock, the founder of the city; and those of his daughters Mery and Catherine. As

Philip Davies notes,

‘°ln Calcutta the tomb of its founder Job Charnock is affected by proposals to sell a part of St.

John's Churchyard for redevelopment, and an unholy row continues in the columns of the indian
press about the obtrusive nature of the multi—storey block proposed for the site."2*

The Church authority has since sold a portion of the lot facing the Church Lane.2' The fate of

this landmark site is now under greater danger as the private developer who has bought the

site shall leave no stone unturned to develop it in the most prolitable commercial use. The sad

aspect of the whole alTair is that the Church Authority was psychologically weak to forcefully

pursue the development project, for which the project remained stalled for all these years.

They have now passed it over to a private developer who surely has no sentiment like the

Church Authority. The developer has purchased the property with full knowledge of the dis-

pute, and also of the fact that there is no legal provision, as of today, to prevent him from

developing the site.

Similar objections are raised for the projects of St. Paul’s Cathedral complex in southern part

h

of the CBD (Figure 4 on page 16). Some publicly own buildings and sites have also been

facing similar hurdle. The project in the south-east corner of the Victoria Memorial Hall site

(Figure 3 on page 15) is kept in abeyance pending resolution of the debate whether or not

such a development can be permitted. Other publicly owned landmarks include the Town Hall

2* Project Report on 212/B Church Lane (St. John's Church premises) Development by M/S. Ghosh, Bose
& Associates P. Ltd., Architects, Engineers and Town Planners, Calcutta, 1979. (mimeographed)

2* Davies, Philip; Sp/endours of the Raj, British Architecture in India 1660 · 1947, John Murray, London,
1985, pp.246-47.

27 Sangbad Bichitra, January 24, 1988, p.19, coI.2.
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Figure 2. St. John’s Church, Calcutta.

site, the General Post Office complex (Figure 4 on page 16),2* the Collectorate Building site,

the Great Eastern Hotel complex and the Hogg Market.

The most interesting development that has taken place lately in Calcutta is that, the Corpo-

ration of Calcutta itself has come up with projects involving landmarks. The first one has been

the proposal of a multistoried ofüce building in the Town Hall site demolishing the exquisite

neo·PaIladian edifice of 1814. While the battle for the conservation of the Town Hall is still

2* Thapar, B. K.; Perspectives and Prob/ems in Urban Conservation , Paper at the Third International
Congress on Architectural Conservation and Town Planning sponsored by the Heritage Trust in
London, April, 1987. (Dr. Thapar is the Secretary of the Indian Natiional Trust for Art and Cultural
Heritage -- in short INTACH).
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1Figure3. The Victoria Memorlal Hall, Calcutta

ongoing, the Corporation came up with another proposal to build an underground shopping

center in Satyanarayan Park in the northern part of the city. Further, The Corporation has re-

_ centiy proposed a massive cultural center of 5 auditoriums in the site of the existing park in

Rawdon Square. The extent of controversy, contlict and debate generated by these proposals

of the City authority indicate the degree of economic pressure that exists in Calcutta market

for redevelopment.

As mentioned earlier, objections from the concern for preservation has two postulates —— one

is to object to any development with or without involving demolition of the monument (e.g; St.

John’s and St. PauI’s proposed buildings in left over site without demolishing the main struc-
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tures), and the other ls to accept change as an unavoidable element ln the process. The llrst

category of cases calls for urban conservation, while in the second the need is to guide and

control the design of the proposed structures to be compatible with old monuments. Figure 5

on page 18 shows the Iandmarks belonging to the first category in Calcutta identifiable from

general public concern without any organized survey.

Curiously, while the primary issue of conservation of the urban Iandmarks remained unat-

tended, the architects and planners in lndla engaged themselves in the issues of design re-

lationship. The battlecry of 'blending the old and the new' resulted in numerous seminars and

conferences in 1970s. ln November 1971, the Town and Country Planning seminar in Panajl

inifiated this discussion on the issue of design relationship. Sontosh K. Ghosh was skeptical

about the timing and appropriateness of the idea when he wrote,

"...... blending the old and the new buildings and urban spaces in the urban renewal satisfying

the needs of all ages which reminds of a possible scene where experienced bartenders are

mixing and fixing mixed drinks, children are tasting lollipops in the delicatessen and the ladies

smelling roses in the museum."2*

The conflicting images drawn by Ghosh were perhaps to contrast the wisdom with the harsh

reality of Calcutta. Design relationships are necessary undoubtedly, but they are useful only

in the context of change. There are some projects in Calcutta which have attempted to ad-

dress this design lssue, and an ongoing endeavor among a section of the designers can be

observed to achieve the syntax of a new design paradlgm for the blending. But the pledge for

the protection of Calcutta townscape, as expressed by Gorden Cullen*°, by Philip Davies? and

by Jan Morris*2 to name a few, does recognize the necessity of conservation of certain mon-

uments and sites as focal and reference points of the city. The image of Calcutta depends a

2* Ghosh, Santosh K.; Paper at the Town and Country Planning seminar, theme - Blending the Old and

giüggw, 1971. (mimeographed) (Santosh K. Ghosh was the Chief Architect and Renewal Planner in

*° Cullen, Gordon; "Need for Urban Planning," India, A Survey compiled by the ümes, London, January
26, 1962 and "Save the flower from being steam roIled", Architectural Review, Vol.150, No.898, De-
cember 1971.

*1 Davies, Philip; op. cit.

*2 Morris. Jan; Stones of Empire, The Buildings of the Raj, Oxford University Press, Oxford, 1983.
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Figure 5. Locatlon of some Landmarks ln Calcutta: (after Philip Davies)

great deal on the protection of the Iandmarks and nodal features that create and establish the

paths, nodes, edges, and districts. The importance of the elements of city image as devlsed

by Kevin Lynchß cannot be more stressed.

Conservation of these Iandmarks is not a design issue, neither they can be included in specific

district to impose an ordinance. They can be protected only by isolated designatlon. Unfortu-

nately, there has been no thought or discussion on this matter as to how the compensation for

the unused potential of a Iandmark property can be met. The common perception is that such

properties should be nationalized through purchase from public funds and to be preserved

”
Lynch, Kevin; The Image of the City, Technology Press, Cambridge, 1960.
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as museums. For example, the bulldings in the State Bank premises on Strand Road In BBD

Bag needed conservation? But the Bank authorities were bent upon getting rid of the old

buildings to generate more built·up space. They argued that ifthe buildings were so significant

and dear, why the City did not buy the properties to preserve and maintain them. The Bank

also made the point clear that in such an event they would develop the regional complex in

Bhubaneswar in the neighboring state. The City does not have such resources to buy prop-

erties like this. Moreover, there was the the fear of loosing such a development as source of

potential income and employment in the city. The buildings are now being demolished in

phases as the construction progresses. What comes out of such instances is that the conser-

vation of landmarks is a moral pronouncement with which no one would quarrel, but the im-

plementation is a diflicult task. The implementation of an urban conservation program is often

countered by stiff opposition from the real estate Interests of Iandmark owners. Economic

considerations are usually threatening enough to counterbalance a concern for conservation.

As Pyke has put it,

“Some scheme to afford a measure of compensation to Iandmark owners who are asked to dig
into their own pockets for the good of the community should be an Integral part of any preser-
vation program."M

1.3. The Prospective Tool

The tools developed in the United States to resolve conllicts between urban conservation and

redevelopment dynamlcs are tax incentives and Transfer of Development Rights (TDR) option.

Tax incentives for preservation is an effective tool when the scale of loss due to designation

of the Iandmark ls only modest. ln simple economic terms, the compensation offered by tax

M The buildings were originally built by the Nawabs of Bengal as their guest house on the bank of the
river Hooghly. Later in the British period the complex became the Head Office of then Imperial Bank,
which become the State Bank of India after independence. As such, they were pre-colonial buildings
and were artifacts of indigenous pride and sentiment.

M Pyke, John S., Jr.; op. cit., p.6.
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benefits is compared to the amount of loss imposed by a designation. The loss is the short fall

in income achievable from the potential building less that from the existing building with ren-

ovation / rehabilitation / adaptation etc. for best use of the existing spaces. lf the Incentive

amount would more or less bridge the gap, the owner would agree to tax benefits! In gen-

erallzed terms, the developers who rehabilitate historic buildings can get back from 15 to 25

per cent (depending on the age of the buildings and their deslgnation status) of their reno-

vation costs ln the form of income tax credit, as long as they put the buildings to commercial

use. A set of standards have also been developed by Professor W. Brown Morton lll and Gary

L. Hume, to guide the rehabilitation program, and to establish a set of standards according to

which the projects are to be evaluated to qualify for the tax beneüts introduced by the Tax

Reform Act of 1976.*7

The tax credit program has been quite successful for the rehabilitation of certain historic

structures. From 1982 through 1985, the historic rehabilitation credit alone has stimulated an

estimated $8.8 billion of investment in more than 11,700 historic buildings ln some 1,80010wns

and cities! This investment has been made in large projects, such as Union Station in St.

Louis, the Willard Hotel in Washington D.C., and the Pullman Factory in Chicago, as well as

in smaller projects. Almost 80 per cent of historic commercial projects incur expenditures of

less than $1 million, and nearly 40 per cent involve expenditures of less than $150,000. The «

tax incentives, however, slice off the city’s existing resources, and hold off the potential in-

crease of taxable built-up spaces through maintenance of the underdevelopment. Further-

more, the publicly own Iandmark properties are out of the tax roll and, therefore, can not be

** The effect of Tax regulations on Historic Preservation and Rehabilitation ls presented in a tabular

form in Appendix A.

*7 Morton, W. Brown III and Hume, Gary L.; The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Historic Pres-

ervation Projects, National Park Service, Washington D.C., 1979. (W. Brown Morton lll was the Chief

of the Technical Preservation Service Division in the U.S. Department of Interior. Gary L Hume was

the Chief of State Preservation Projects).

*•
Spatz, lan D. (ed); A Guide to Tax - Advantaged Rehabilitation, A joint publication of National Trust for

l|·lg$r:6Preservation and Dewey, Ballantine, Bushby, Palmer & Wood, Washington D.C., December,
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i
dealt with thls tool. Also, in most cases the gap between what is built in existing landmarks,

and what can be built according to current zoning regulations is too big to be compensated

only by the tax rellef.
D

TDR is the tool developed to address such cases. lt has been developed in the United States

as a result of inadequacy of the tax incentive program to protect urban landmarks, Thls has

also been a by·product of the evolving zoning system of cities to allow variety in urban design

and better environmental quality through tlexibility in regulatory measures. Beginning in 1968

in New York City, this regulatory tool has undergone several modilications to adjust to the

market mechanism. Although it does not yet seem to achieve the final refinement, it never-

theless offers a viable solution to the contlict faced by most urban landmarks, By allowing the

landmark owner to sell his unused potential, the landmark can be preserved in its existing

state, the owner can be compensated by the money from the market mechanlsm, and the City

also can augment its tax base by allowing additional taxable space to be built in the site of the

TDR transfer.

TDR, although still in a developing state, has potential to resolve many urban conservation

problems. Few planning concepts in the recent years have raised as much enthusiasm and

controversy as TDR. The concept has been hailed as the solution to a variety of land use

problems including protection of landmarks, ecologically sensitive areas and larmlands etc..

Being a new concept, TDR suffers from confronting situations to some extent unprepared, and

needs relinement. As Richard J. Roddewig and Cheryl A. lnghram have pointed out,

"The concept has been hailed as the solution to a sweeping variety of land-use problems, in-

cluding protection of historic landmarks in Denver, the llood plains in Chicago's chic north shore

suburbs, cypress swamps in Florida, farmland in Maryland, pine barrens in New Jersey and
mountain vista in California."°°

** Roddewig, Richard J. and lnghram, Cheryl A.; Transfer of Development Rights Programs, Planning

Advisory Service Report No. 401, APA, Chicago, May, 1987, p.1.
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1.4. The Plan of the Study

The main tasks required to achieve the objective of this research are first, to lnvestigate the

strengths and weaknesses of this tool. Secondly, having understood the prospects and prob-

lems it involves, to test it in the Calcutta situation. The methods to be employed in this re-

search shall be literature review, case study, interviews and questionnalre survey to evaluate

the tool as a means for landmark conservation. After this, a hypothetical superimposition of

the evaluated tool shall be done on Calcutta's existing building by-laws to observe and ana-

Iyze whether or not the tool can be applicable in Calcutta. The steps to be followed according

to the methods described above shall be:

1. Study the published literature on building regulations and emergence of TDR to under-

stand the intricacies of the mechanism, and to identify the cities, the organizations and

the key persons from where/whom further information can be obtained.

2. lnquire and select cases‘° where TDR has been used for the conservation of urban land-

marks. Study materials on these cases and hold interviews with the key actors in the

programs.

3. Conduct a questionnalre survey among the key participants in the TDR programs around

the country.

4. Analyze the problems and prospects of TDR from the case studies, interviews and the

responses to the questionnaire survey. This would offer the state of the knowledge in the

field as well as a far sight with regards to the future improvements of the tool.

5. Describe Calcutta's urban environment in terms of her primacy in the region, her socio-

cultural-economic-political conditions, her constraints and opportunities of growth etc.

which have been bequeathed to her from a glorious past to the strained present.

6. Review Calcutta's urban development scene, and her planning and implementation

processes. Discuss the existing building by-laws of the Corporation of Calcutta which

regulate the building volumes, open space, public health, fire safety, parking etc., i.e; the

regulations by which the potential of an urban property is decided.

7. Test the TDR program features according to the above building regulations by analyzing

implications of the program on the sending sites, on the receiving sites, as well as the

pricing issues in current market rates. Also analyze other planning goals which can be

supplemented by the introduction of a TDR program.

8. Finally, conclude on the suitability or otherwise of a TDR prograrn in the regulatory proc-

ess of Calcutta including the general and specific principles required to be followed

should the technique be found useful.

•°
Due to financial constraints a country wide Geld survey is not possible. It is, however, intended to

make study trips in some cities on the eastern seaboard depending on availability of case materials.
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Recording of the studies, investlgatlons, and analyses done according to the methodology

detailed above shall necessarily follow a similar sequence. While this introduction in the first

chapter sets the objectives and the plan of the study, the second chapter of this dissertation

shall be devoted to a review of the developments in regulatory measures that guide and

control the density and building volumes, leading to the concept ot TDR. This will include

discussion on the evolution of building regulations to strike a balance between the strict pre-

dictability to be offered by a set of regulations, and the flexibility in it tor better designs. TDR

is an outcome of this process. Chapter 2 will conclude identifying TDR’s position in the total

regulatory realm of a city. This chapter is primarily addressed to the readers in Calcutta, who

are not familiar with the concept of flexibility in building regulations to improve the design and

thereby the quality ot urban environments.

Chapter 3 will be devoted to the study ot some existing and prospective TDR programs. New

York City is the oldest to implement a TDR program. lt is the city where experiment on TDR

has been most profound. As such, an intensive study of the New York City’s zoning regulations

and their moditications over the years to accommodate both development and preservation

shall be done. A scenario should emerge which would show the reasons why TDR was insti-

tuted and how it got moditied to adjust to the real world situations. After New York City, other

TDR programs to be studied will be Chicago, San Francisco, Denver, Seattle, Washington, DC

and Philadelphia. Washington, DC is a case where there is no actual TDR program, but

transfers are worked out through the Planned Unit Development (PUD) provision in the zoning.

Philadelphia is an important case to be studied because the city is now in the process of in·

corporating a TDR provision in its zoning. As such, Philadelphia shows the issues to be ad-

dressed, and considerations to be made for the incorporation of a TDR program.

The study ot the existing and prospective TDR programs will identity some common issues,

as well as some particularities from case to case. The main issues will involve TDR programs'

relation to the zoning system, to the comprehensive plan, and to the considerations in the real

estate business. They will also Include the questions with regards to the identification and
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design of TDR recelvlng areas, conservation of the TDR originating Iandmark, TDR program

administration, TDR pricing etc.. All the main issues will have to be analyzed from the study

of the existing programs ln view of how they have addressed the issues, and what are their

experience. The design of the program will vary from city to city. There may not be a clear

consensus regarding some issues in the program. Indeed, there will be differences of per-

ception between programs with regards to some program features, and their modus

operandi. The interviews and the questionnaire survey among the key actors in the program

will help resolve these differences. Analysis of the survey responses will also indicate which

factors are desirable, and which are not. The strengths and weaknesses of the program will

be evaluated, with an understanding of the inter-relation of the program features. Chapter 4

will include these analytical discussions.

Chapter 5 shall be devoted to the description of the setting In Calcutta. lt will include dis-

cussion on the city’s location, landform, and urban fabric to demonstrate its primacy In the

entire eastern region of the country as well as its physical constraints to growth. The social,

cultural, and economic conditions shall also be discussed to identify the values prevalent in

the city. The political dynamics, the social organizations, and the orientations of different

communities in the city shall be significant parts of the discussion. The description of all these

factors governing Calcutta’s present situation shall naturally follow a historical perspective,

which will allow an understanding of the dynamics as well as the evolving trends In the city.

This chapter shall identify the economic need for a tool like TDR, the Intellectual preparation

of Calcuttans to try and accept a new tool, and the political process to which it may be an at-

tractive alternative. The current conservation process shall also be included In this chapter.

This chapter ls particularly addressed to the readers from outside Calcutta to offer them a

general understanding and feeling of the place where the tool Is to be tested.

Having gone through the above steps in the research, the stage would be ready to test the tool

in the Calcutta situation. Chapter 6 will first discuss the planning process and institutions in

Calcutta, which will be followed by a discussion of the existing building regulations in Calcutta.
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Alter this, the testing of the program features evaluated In the previous chapter will be per-

formed by hypothetlcally lncorporating the TDR option in the above regulatory system. The

‘
analyses will include examination of the impllcations of absorbing the TDR bonus in view of

the current regulations. The price of TDRs in the sending sites will be compared to the value

of the bonus in the receiving districts to observe whether and how the existing market mech-

”
anism can support the program.

The analyses in the previous chapter will identify whether or not a TDR program can be ap-

plicable ln Calcutta, and what modification and changes in the current system would be ne-

cessitated by the incorporation of TDR in the regulatory mechanisms of Calcutta. The

conclusion in chapter 7 shall list the program features and the principles according to which

the design, operation and administration ofthe program in Calcutta are to be performed. They

will be listed both in general, as well as those particular to Calcutta. Some of the particular

principles needing further elaboration will form the next part of chapter 7. The conclusion in

this chapter will also include discussion on the choice of the institution under which the pro-

gram may be lntroduced. The aspects of passing the enabling act, and the need for a basic

program to identify the legal issues will be discussed. The prospective support and challenge

to the program will also be identilied in the conclusion with an optimism that the program will

get a trial.
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2. Building Regulations and TDR

2.1. Summary

Redevelopment of urban properties are outcome of strong profit motives, while the demand

for conservation of landmarks is from concern about heritage, environmental character and

quality. Conservation of urban landmarks being an act of prohibiting prolit through redeveI—

opment, cannot be accomplished without strong institutional support (i.e; regulations) and

valid economic options. TDR concept is unique in this respect as it is a regulatory measure

which offers feasible economic alternatives. With a single TDR program the landmark owners

can get the compensation against the loss due to designation, the TDR buyer can increase the

profit potential in the transfer project, and the City can increase its tax base by bringing out

the unused potentials Iocked in the landmark properties.

Building regulations control bulk of buildings by specifying open space, ground coverage and

Floor Area Ratio (FAR). While the profiles of buildings are guided by the road angles, the total

bulk is restricted by specified FAR as a multiple of the lot area. FAR relates ground coverage

and height of a building in an inverse scale, i.e; higher the ground coverage, lower the height

of the building and vice versa. ln general, the provisions ofthe building regulations are to offer .
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clear predictability with regards to the potential of a zoning lot. lf the building regulations are

obeyed, the granting of building permit is as-of-right. However, the strict predictability of the

zoning regulations have also restricted design possibilities.

Building regulations have evolved over the years to include under the umbrella of human

‘welfare‘ the concerns for environmental quality. Rigid zoning laws have been amended to

offer flexibility, and in turn to allow better urban design. Special review process, PUD and in-

centive zoning are some of the means by which tlexibility in building regulations is achieved.

Incentive zoning introduced the idea of building and improving public amenities in exchange

for additional density, and thereby without the City's cost. TDR emerged from the same con-

cept of getting landmarks preserved without encumbering the public fund. The difference is

that while the increase in density is absolute in incentive zoning, TDR only shifts the density.

TDR bonus is only to protect an undevelopment in another site in the city.

2.2. Conservation vs. Redevelopment

Any act on a piece of urban property - building, rebuilding or maintenance (conservation) -

costs money. The difference is that, while the cost for building or rebuilding has to be borne

by the owner! developer, for conservation, the onus falls on the community. Redevelopment

forces in any city are outcome of a strong economic motive to maximize the benefits from

urban properties. As conservation of urban landmarks is an act of prohibiting redevelopment,

it ought to have strong institutional support and valid economic options. The evaluation of

alternative approaches for city center redevelopment by lan Alexander;“ the British city center

rejuvenation case studies compiled by John Holliday;“ the inner city regeneration process

“
Alexander, lan; City Centre Redevelopment : An Evaluation of Alternative Approaches, Pergamon
Press, New York, 1974.

“
Holliday, John; City Centre Redevelopment : A Study of British City Centre, Vlhdenfield and Nicholson,
London, 1980.
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discussed by Robert Home;** and American urban renewal controversies recorded by

Davidson and Leonard“ or Wilson“ - all are highly involved in the issues of economic feasi-

bllity, and regulatory considerations that work hand in hand in the ruthless market economy. ·

The interrelationshlp between the regulatory aspects and the economics of redevelopment in

the process of urban conservation cannot be more stressed as they are reciprocatlng by

themselves. Regulations create the potentials,“ and at the same tlme control the extent of

potential exploitation. The profit maximlzing attitude of the real estate market works by

comparing the existing buiIt·up space and its current use against the allowable potential of the

site under current regulations, and changing functional demands. In other words, according

to Professor William Alonso’s bid-rent curve", the urban properties are constantly subjected

to a bidding system. This bidding regulates the use (occupation) of existing buildings, and

also warrants their replacement when existing facilities fail to reap the benefits of the bidding.

Studies done on several cities by economists and urban geographers such as Parry Lewis,

W. Lean, B. Goodall, Duncan Sim and others“ have pointed out that it is speculation and un-

suitability to changing functions that demand and hasten building demolition rather than their

physical obsolescence. Some researchers have considered ‘the Prisoner’s Dilemma’ to be

responsible as well for physical dilapidation.** The zeal in the real estate business to beat the

*° Home Robert K.; Inner City Regeneration, Spon, London, 1982.

** Davidson, A. W. and Leonard, J. E.; (ed) Urban Renewal, Advanced Land Use Studios, Washington

D.C., 1974

*° Wilson, James Q.; Urban Renewal, The Record and the Controversy, MIT Press, Cambridge, 1966.

*•
That is, a property becomes underdeveloped when a later date zoning allows bigger bulk.

*7 Professor Vlhlliam Alonso offered the bid-rent model from the principle of diminishing rent, which ex-

plains the market competition for occupation of urban properties. ln the core the bid of the office

functions drive out other functions as it expands, the retailing functions take the next ring, and finally

the residential function circumscribes on the periphery. (Alonso, William; Location and Land Use :

Towards a general theory ol Land Rent, Harvard University Press, Cambridge, 1964.)

*' Sim, Duncan; Changes in the City Centre, Gower, London, 1982.

** lf two convicts of a case are lnterrogated separately, each one suspects that the other would take

advantage of his absence, and would lay the blame on him. Similarly, each urban property owner

suspects that his neighbors will beat him in reaping the benefit of the growing market. (Davis, Otto
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competition results in a redevelopment spree. In such situatlons, the market forces are com-

pletely indifferent to historic and aesthetic signilicance of buildings / areas, and exert pressure

for replacement. Olten the pressure for replacement is also supplemented by prolitecalcu-

lations which can be had with little or no cost.°° lt ls In this context that institutional support

in the form of well-thought·out regulatory measures for urban conservation becomes neces-

sary. lt Is this race of market efliciency in which regulations ought to function, and resolve

conllicting Interests.

Since the community becomes liable, urban conservation tends to rely heavily on regulatory

measures. But throughout the free world the concept of private property right is such that the

community cannot simply prohibit any isolated owner from developing / redeveloping his

property. The 'taking Issue' is a well debated phenomenon, and it Is more than established

that the community cannot deprive a property owner of his usual rights at least without 'fair

compensation'? lt Is also well understood that a full dependence on the public fund for such

compensation, as would be necessary even with accommodation power, has been one of the

most serious impediments against urban conservation. Such a situation makes it imperative

that some regulatory measures ought to be developed which would facilitate urban conser-

vation without reliance on public fund. The tool under investigation, the Transfer of Develop-

ment Rights (TDR), ls prospective in this regard as it relies neither on police power, nor on

A. and Whiston, Andrew B.; "The Economics of Urban Renewal," in Vlhlson, James Q. (ed); op. cit.,

p.54.)

W Most inner city redevelopment projects are self linanced, i.e; the prospective users extending funda
as construction advances, what is called salami in Indian practice. Baron Haussmann was ousted for

using such financing expedients In the rebuilding of Paris in 1850s, but it is today a common practice

In urban real estate market.
¤‘

The 'taking issue' seems to be locked between the extremes of no compensation by the advocates

of the ‘PoIice Power' on one hand, and just compensation by those of the ‘Eminent Domain Power'
on the other. Reviewing the upcoming trends, Professor John J. Costonis has suggested a third power
— the ‘Accommodation Power' -· which would render fair, rather than just compensation. While ‘just

compensation' is outcome of 'highest and best use' calculations, the 'fair compensation' is based on

‘reasonabIe benelicial use'. According to Costonis, the accommodation power should be a more litting

predicate for TDR. (Costonis, John J.;
"‘Fair‘

Compensation and the Accommodation Power : Anti-

dotes for the Taking Impasse in Land Use Controversies," Columbia Law Review, Vol.75, No.6, Oc-

tober 1975. Pp.l021-1082.)
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eminent domain power. lt ls devlsed to use the market potential for the resolution of the con-

tlict between redevelopment and conservation.

Study of this tool necessitates an understanding of the perspective in which this has evolved.

The examination of the prospective tool, reported in this chapter, is planned to be done by

sequentially studying the background of building regulations, Introduction of zoning and its

modus operandi, tlexibility in zoning for better design and environmental quality leading to the

creation of TDR as a means to transfer density from desirable underdevelopment to desirable

additional development.

2.3. The Background of Building Regulations

The justice sought through a set of building regulations in a city has its origin in the spirit of

social good that became necessary due to concentration of population and activities. Due to

their compact morphology, it became imperative in a city that every individual property should

have certain obligation to its neighbors. Maximization of the output of each lot may hinder that

of the one beside it, and thereby may jeopardize the total potential of an area. Therefore, it

became necessary to control the extent up to which each property would be allowed to build.

These controlling norms, while institutionallzed, became the building by-laws or zoning regu-

lations that restricted the building volumes and guided use patterns.Y

ln the later half of the 1800s, most cities in the United States begun to develop a public-park

system. The general level of public amenlties outside such parks, however, varied greatly as

they resulted mainly as by-product of private decisions determined primarily by economic

considerations. Cities were compact and walkable with built·up volume and details worked

Y The history of institutionallzed norms for controlling and regulating man-made environment is, by no

means, a recent phenomenon. The Lex Julia Municipalis of Rome, the Mansara Silpa Sastra of India,

and the Book of Rites of China are some the ancient treatises which guided building art and practice.
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out through an architecture of human scale. But often offensive land uses were placed ln in-

appropriate locations. City planning was mostly limited to the mapping of streets, almost in-

variably on a grid,“ regardless of topography. Occasionally certain squares of the grid would

be left vacant without structures, to be developed as marketplaces or public plazas.

The common law bequeathed to the American colonies the principles governing Iandowner’s

right to build skyward without legal limitation. The frontier desire to improve newly·cleared

land to the fullest extent was approved in the treatise of James Kent In his ‘Commentaries on

American Law'. It proposed that land "has an indetinite extent, upward as well as downwards,

so as to include every thing terrestrial, under or over it".“

However, the indetinite upwards building was constrained by the technology, materials and

expertise available until about 1860. In 1865, New York was still a city of relatively low struc-

tures, four to five stories walk-up buildings. ln 1870, the first building with an elevator rose to

seven stories.“ The advancement was greeted by the market so much that one of the top

floors was soon leased at twice the rental rate of the city’s best office accommodation?

whereas previously rent used to decrease above the third floor.

The main factors encouraging high-rise are the need for concentration of some functions in

close proximity, and the shortage of build-able land in the vicinity. The southern tip of

Manhattan was subjected to these factors as New York’s role in the ever growing trade and

industry of the nation demanded close physical association of bankers, brokers, lawyers, and

ß lnfläienced by European Baroque designs, Thomas Jefferson proposed diagonal but rigid and formal

gl'! .

*1 Kent, James; Commentaries on American Law, p.401; cited in Richards, David A.; "Development

Rights Transfer in New York City,” The Yale Law Journal, Vol.82, No.338, 1972, p.34t.

“
This was the first Equitable Building. lt is curious to observe that the first building and its successor

on this lower Manhattan site bracket the beginning and end of the skyscraper's pre-zoning era. The

first building exhibited the possibility of elevator and the second building, the 42 storied monster

(discussed in Chapter 3), carried the development of high-rise to such intolerable extremes that it

caused the birth of zoning law. .
“

Toll, Seymour I.; Zoned American, Grossman, New York, 1969, p.48.
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corporate oflices. The demand for space was pushing the property values in galloping pace.

Between 1875 and 1925 land values lncreased so rapidly that it became economically prudent

to demolish even fairly new buildings in order to use the land more intensively.°’ The noted

city planner George Ford explained the exponential nature of this growth dynamics in his

classic study. As he pointed out,

"As business increases, not in arithmetical proportion to population but according to a power of

the increase in population, the intensity of business is greater in the larger cities. This causes a

more rapid rise in land values of these cities and consequently quicker obsolescence of their

office buildings."**

2.4. The Concern for Quality of Urban Environment

The years of 1900 started with two significant developments that affected the physical form and

quality of built environment in the cities with profound and lasting infiuences. They were the

technology of the high~rise building with steel skeleton, and the invention of the elevator.

High-rise buildings had begun to appear in the 1870s, but their cumulative effect on the envi-

ronment was not felt until 1900. These buildings made possible the concentration of large

numbers of people in small land areas. lncreasing popular use of the automobile, at the same

time, began to offer a freedom of movement. This encouraged the development of land inde-

pendent of public transportation systems, and far away from the central city. The automobiles,

compared to public transport, required larger amount of space for their movement and stor-

age. Much of the downtown planning and design at this stage, therefore, was bogged down

with the needs, constraints and opportunities of the automobile. The primary concern was to

resolve the issues that have arisen generally from the need to accommodate the automobile,

V Nelson, Richard L.; "Appraisal of Air Rights," The Appraisal Journal, Vol 23, No.4, pp.495-508; cited

in Costonis, John J.; op. cit., 1972, p.589.

¤•
Ford, George B.; Building Height, Bulk and Form : how zoning can be used as a protection against

uneconomic types of buildings on high cost land, Harvard University Press, 1931, pp.123-24.
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and particularly from the interface of the automobile and the elevator as the lncreaslngly ln-

tense development made possible by the elevator drew more people into a fixed land area.

ln such a situation the quality of the urban environment was bound to deteriorate. lt was not

only losing the human scale by the invasion of the skyscraper; the compactness by lnsertion

of the facilities for automobiles; and·the cityscape by the replacement of traditional articulated,

molded and ornamented facades by stark, cubic, glossy and rellectlve facades - it was also

losing the very sense of place through the indifference brought lnto the urban spaces. Urban

open spaces such as plaza or piazza did no longer mean the same kind of space, function and

environment. As Cook mentions,

"New high-rise buildings have tended to rise in splendid isolation from 'plazas', the misnomer
applied to the remaining space on the building site, which were often poorly defined by the sur-
rounding structures and could hardly be considered plazas in the European sense, that is, places
where streets come together and create cross currents of pedestrian, and more recently, ve-

hicular activity."‘*

Above all, the hard lesson learned from the wholesale demolition in the early days of the

federal urban renewal programs became highly important in the realm of urban development.

This generated the sense of the loss of identity, and gave rise to a concern for preserving

buildings and districts that give a city a special quality, its sense of continuity with the past.

The retention and adaptation of such buildings and districts to modern uses, as well as efforts

to integrate new construction more carefully into the existing fabric have been demonstrated

to be economically feasible and having a visible effect in the central city areas.

The developments in the continuum of central city’s growth, decline, stabilization, and regen-

eration led to the growth of a concern for the quality of the environment and the level of

amenity in cities. General deterioration in the quality of the environment was attempted to

be redressed by the efforts given to the economic revitalization of cities which, unfortunately,

often appeared to overshadow the attention also to be given to improve their environment and

design. But building a high quality urban environment and building healthy local economies

“
Cook, Robert S., Jr.; op. cit., pp.6·7.
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go hand in hand. Amerlca's most successful and attractlve cities are prime examples. For

economic, demographic, and sociological reasons, cities are now experiencing a movement

-· a demand for a better quality of environment with more amenities. This can be observed

from the comment of Alan Beals when he wrote,

"PeopIe are demanding higher quality urban environments with more amenities, and to stay

competitive, city ofEciaIs are Ending ways to provide desirable environments and to guide and

control the complex dynamics of urban development as well. SigniEcantly, city officials are find-

ing attention to design to be an invaluable asset with many economic, social, and environmental

beneEts. Mounting evidence suggests that without it, a city suffers."•°

Increasingly it has been felt that the strict predictive nature of the building regulations leaves

little room for innovations in design, and produced a sterile environment. Building to the full

potential becomes the prime consideration, and quality of design remains only secondary. The

business calculations in the real estate industry care for the quality of environment only in

economic terms, i.e; a smaller building with high quality design can be accepted only when

the income from it will match to that of a building of full potential wlth ordinary environmental

quality. This is an impractical proposition, as income is more directly proportional to the

amount of space, and only indirectly related to the quality of design. Improvement in the de-

sign will not be possible unless there will be some economic incentives for it. Many cities,

therefore, have incorporated Eexibilities in their building regulations. The advantage of these

Eexibilities can be had only in exchange for some prescribed design features. For example,

certain additional density may be made available if the design considers an open plaza, or

an arcade, or the like in the project. In this regard, urban conservation becomes very impor·

tant because signiEcant old buildings not only provide aesthetic charm, they also provide light

and air pocket in the dense core areas. The scale, character and appearance of old buildings

enrich the environmental quality physically, as well as psychologically.

W Beals, Alan; Preface to "lnnovative Zoning Tools for Downtowns,” Technical Bulletin No. 1, National

League of Cities, Washington D.C., 1981, p.4. (Alan Beals was the Executive Director of the National
League of Cities.)
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Despite such importance of the Iandmark buildings, their preservation cannot be pursued,

operated and administered being divorced from the total development dynamics. Institutional

° efforts and regulations to deal with urban conservation could not have been developed in

isolation. lndeed, it should be noted that the main emphasis has been to improve the quality

of the environment and amenities, in which preservation of landmarks and districts is signif-

icant,°but only a part. lt is, therefore, necessary to study the development and moditications

of zoning -· the institutional measures for general growth management of the cities ·· to un-

derstand the perspective in which regulatory measures for urban conservation have to work.

Such an understanding shall lead to the appreciation of the actual context, spirit and purpose

of a special regulatory tool like TDR.

2.5. Zoning

Zoning in America ls the modern version of the common-law doctrine of nuisance, the princi-

pal means by which a city can influence its buiIt·up volumes, forms and use categories.

Zoning draws on that rational to create districts — zones ·- into which land uses deemed in-

compatible are segregated, with all parcels of land within each zone treated equally, at least

in theory. The uses with the most offensive characteristics (e.g; heavy manufacturing,

slaughterhouse, and so on) are considered the lowest, with single family residential use at the

other end of the scale. Between these extremes is a gradual scale, with uses for each zone

spelled out in great detail. Although such compartmentalization instituted by zoning was

thought to be good for the society in general, its effect was not always very nourishing. By the

middle of 1960s there were many publications in which zoning segregation and density issues

were highly criticized.“ Strict use separation by zoning was thought to be responsible for the

“
One of the most vehement objection came from Mrs. Jane Jacobs in her Iandmark book entitled The
Death and Life of Great American Cities, 1961. Jacobs saw zoning as an evil and evidently charged
it for the death of urban environment in most American cities. She criticized ‘use‘ regulations as re-
sponsible for creating islands in the society, and to advocate for ‘mixed uses.'
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sterile and monotonous environments that characterized most urban, and suburban areas of

America. ln addition to separating uses, zoning regulates the intensity of development and the

deployment of the bulk on a site. ln most cases, the Iandmarks in central city areas were

artifacts built well before the zoning phenomenon came into practice. As such, later imposi-

tion of the regulation influenced their use pattern a great deal while volume-wise they mostly

’
became underdeveloped. They are, therefore, allowed to remain only up to the time when use

changes results adequate return.

The legal foundation of zoning is in the police power, that is, the power to enact laws for the

protection of public health, safety, morals and welfare. Over the years, the definition of

‘welfare' has been expanded by the Courts to bring under its wings the general welI·being of

the community, including good planning, a good physical layout and appearance, to name just

a few qualities meriting legal protection. ln other words, there has been wide judicial ac-

ceptance of zoning controls that seek to achieve community objectives going far beyond the

old nuisance rationale. ln the name of general welfare, communities have assumed through

zoning - and Courts have sustained - broad powers over the use of privately owned land.

Furthermore, the common notion that zoning is essentially negative, for the fact that it cir-

cumscribes the owner’s right to unrestricted use of his land, is changing. lncreasingly it has

been adapted to achieve positive objectives, and are being considered for both preventive and

creative uses.

2.5.1. How Zoning Operates

A zoning ordinance is a set of regulations that a municipal jurisdiction is empowered to enact

by virtue of a state enabling act or, in the case of some large cities, the city charter. By and

large, the state enabling acts were originally based on the New York State act or the Standard

State Zoning Enabling Act (SZEA) of 1924, drawn up under the sponsorship of the U.S. De-

partment of Commerce. Planning commissions usually recommend zoning reclasslfication,
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and sometimes get involved ln specific applications for relief from certain zonlng require-

ments. But planning commissions usually have only advlsory powers, and their roles vary

greatly from city to city. Traditionally, it has been the practice to· keep planning one step re-

moved from the political process. Zonlng, a major mechanism for implementing plans, is en-

acted by a municipal leglslature, such as city council or town board. It is therefore more

directly responsive to politics. ·

Zonlng legislation assigns varying degrees of authorlty and discretion to an administrative

body, onen a city planning department or building department (e.g; in Calcutta, the City Ar-

chitect's Department). A property owner or a developer applying for a building permit from

that department must demonstrate that his pnoposed development conforms with zoning re-

quirements. Appeals for certain relief from zoning restrictions, depending on their nature, are

dealt with by the planning commission or by another entrusted body, usually called a board

of appeals or something similar. Such board of appeals have found to be generous with re-

quests for relief, often undermining the intent of zoning. This has encouraged, what Cook

termed 'forum·shopping‘,“, by appllcants seeklng a relaxation of restrictions. Since the plan-

ning commissions have a stake in the implementation of their plans, they have often at-

tempted to check the powers of the board of appeals by narrowing the grounds on which relief

may be granted. Sometimes the planning commissions are drawn into the process by which

they tend to ensure that undue relaxation of the zoning specificatlons should not jeopardize

the implementation of their plans.

Usually a zoning ordinance contains a text of regulations and a land use map dellneatlng the

zones. ln most states, the zoning must be in acoordance with a ‘comprehensive plan', the

purpose and details of which have been the subject of ongoing debate among planners and

lawyers. The argument is that zoning imposed in accordance with a poorly thought·out or

sketchy comprehensive plan shall be less - or in no case more - protective of the communi-

¤ Cook, Robert S., Jr.; op. clt., p.19.
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ty’s
Interests, compared to a zoning where objectives are clearly thought-out without Imposl·

tion of a formal plan. For the purpose of urban conservation, however, the requirements of a

comprehensive plan ls slgniticant as it would provide a clear and explicit understanding of the

urban design objectives -· in which conservation of Iandmarks shall be an important part — to

be accomplished by the application of the zoning power to provide guidance, administration

and predictability to developers. ·

The standard method of relaxing the strict requirements of the zoning regulations for a par-

ticular plot of land is the variation and the special permit. Sometimes they are also called

special exceptions or conditional use allowed through underlaking by the owner to the City.

Variations are granted according to specilic criteria relating to economic hardship caused by

the size, shape, topography, or other special characteristics of the site. But, ordinances usu-

ally requlre that a variation should not result in adverse Impact on the lots beside or the area

in general. As has been mentioned earlier, the grounds on which variations are granted are

being increasingly restricted. For instance, it is now common to permit variations only as to

volume of the building rather than the use. Further, the awardlng of a variation is usually ac-

companied by conditions designated, through undertaking, to lessen its impact.

The basic unit of land on which the control of zoning is applicable is usually the zoning lot.

The delinltlon of the lot, therefore, ls of importance with regards to the power of zoning as a

tool for regulating the built-environment. Generally, the zoning lot is the parcel of land under

single ownership or control to be developed by the owner or developer. lt may contain more

than one mapped parcel and the central requlrement of the rule is that the development ls to

be undertaken under single ownership or control.

Volume and height limits are established to protect 'Iight and air' amenities. These terms are

generally used In tandem such that 'lIght° originally meant sunlight falling on building sur-

faces, but has come to include light falling on the streets and sidewalks as well; and 'aIr'

meant natural ventllatlon to the building’s openings. Although the technology of tluorescent
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tube and air condltlonlng have shifted the focus of ‘llght and alr° to the public environment,

they are still of high importance in the central city areas because of the concentratlon of

high·rise buildings. Height and bulk of buildings need more careful and detailed examinatlon

as they are the primary elements of manlpulatlon for the achlevement of the quality of built

environment in the downtown areas. Also these are the elements that threaten the existence

of the urban Iandmarks.
‘

A building's allowable volume is defined by the limits of its lateral dimensions..Maxlmum

coverage of a lot ls specified by mandatory front, side, and rear yards, and setback require-

ments - the Iatter specifying the location of planes of the exterior walls in relation to lot

boundaries, streets, or neighboring buildings so as to result ln a permissible maximum lateral

dimensions. ln some cases, these requirements may also be defined by angles from the street

dellneating planes that the proposed building may not penetrate (sketches in Figure 6 on page

40). Volume may also be circumscribed by limits on the amount of the site that a building

may cover - usually expressed as a percentage of the lot area. Height may be defined in terms

of actual maximum dimension, or in terms of number of stories, or as a multiple of the width

of the abutting street. lt is becoming increasingly common to combine height and coverage

specificatlons ln a way that their manlpulatlon in a stereo scale (l.e; lf the proposed building

has to go higher, it has to cover less or vice-versa) results in number of alternatives for the

same maximum allowable volume.

When coverage and height are combined, the resultant volume on the site is very specifically

determined, although either factor has the effect of placing some limits on volume independ-

ent of the other. An increasingly popular device that combines height and coverage ln a flex-

lble formula ls the Floor Area Ratio (FAR), which states that a proposed building's volume is

limited to a certain multiple of the area of the slte, without necessarily specifying coverage

or height. Thus, for instance, a one-story building coverlng whole of the lot would have an FAR

of 1. The same FAR can be achieved by a two-story building coverlng half of the lot area. A

50,0w square foot building may be constructed in a 10,000 square foot site lf allowable FAR
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Flgure 6. Road Angle as Building l-lelght end Setbacl: Control measure

is 5. The building may be designed having 5 lloors with 100 per cent site coverage (sketch A

in Figure 7 on page 42), or having 10 lloors with 50 per cent lot coverage (sketch B), or having

20 lloors with 25 per cent site coverage (sketch C). In many cases FAR specilications are also

accompanied by maximum height limits, without which the theoretical maximum would be

limited only by real estate development economics, construction technoloQY. and by the re-

quirements of aviation administration. Vertical construction is expensive and also requires

spaces for elevators which reduces the efliciency of the built-up space.*3 Unless there are

*3 Efliciency in buildings is calculated comparing the net rentable space against those devoted to es·
sential services of circulation, both horizontal and vertical, utility areas, and the thickness of the
structural elements etc. Elevator shaft, the lobby area and the machine room space all add up to in-
crease the service area considerably, and thereby reduce the percentage of net rentable area per unit
of service area.
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other reasons, economics usually encourages a developer to build lower structures with

greater site coverage. Open space requirements, therefore, has come out to have an impor-

tant relation to FAR.

Heights, coverage, and FAR limits define the intensity of use and the envelope solely ln terms

of the floor area or volume of the proposed building on the site. There has been criticism to

such generalized specification, partlcularly in view of variable demands by different use types.

For example, different kinds of use — such as office buildings, hotels, departmental stores and

apartment blocks - each place different demands on streets, sidewalks, transportation and

other infrastructures. The argument is that, these differences ought to be taken into consid-

eration by the zoning specifications. Hotels may have a relatively constant flow of people

moving in and out by car throughout the day. Office buildings, depending on the type, might

have morning and afternoon peaks that put demands on public transportation and sidewalks

for a short period every day. The inherent complexity of adjusting volume of building accord-

ing to type of use, so far, has retarded the formulation of a zoning that would account for such

differences. Only a crude attempt can be observed in differential zoning on a distrlct-by-district

basls.“

2.6. Flexibility in Zoning for Better Environment

Zoning has been created to protect public health, safety and welfare by ensurlng predictability

in land use, by separating incompatible uses, and by limiting the extent of development on a

“
An interesting attempt at expressing density for individual parcels on the basis of a sliding scale was
done by Byron R. Hanke, then Chief Land Planner, Federal Housing Administration. (Hanke, Byron

R.; “Planned Unit Development and Land Use Density," University of Pennsylvania Law Revlew,

Vol.114, No.1, November 1965, pp.15~46). The effort has been to vary the FAR according to the size

of the lot rather than the use type. lt will be observed later that Calcutta has different FAR limits for

different types of use, but lt reflects market demand of space in different types rather than the re-
lation to facilities and infrastructures. For instance, a site on a 25 meters wide road may have a

maximum 3.5 FAR for residentlal use, 3.75 for office building and 3.0 for warehouse.
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lot. Predictability implies prestatement through lixed rules. From the lncreasing concern for

quality of environment an ongoing tension between the need for strict predlctability and that

for llexibility has become apparent. As Cook has mentioned,
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"On one hand, zoning is necessary to preserve predictability of land use. On the other, urban
design controls must at times be flexible, less predictable, to permit suitable and imaginative

design solutions responsive to the unique qualities of a particular site."¤

To address the demands for higher quality of urban environment through llexibility, zoning has

been evolving to Include a variety of devices. The names of these devices vary from city to

city whereby similar intent and spirit in the device may have different terms. For example,

what ls 'special dlstrict' in a city may be 'planned development' in another. Moreover, the

zoning ls an amalgam of these various devices that have been developed and combined to

suit the requirements of a particular city. Controlling measures described above usually do

not exist in pure form. For instance, one means of combining different measures is the overlay

zone - a zone with special requirements with regards to review procedures, height limits, or

design guidellnes that covers more that one zoning distrlcts and does not change the under-

lying use and density specifications.

There ls a wide category of zoning devices for which the specifications to be adhered to are

fixed, permitting a minimal level of discretion in their application. As an example, ln order to

preserve the character of a streetscape, visual oorridors may be established in which devel-

opment shall be restricted by zoned limits of height or easements. Build-to-lines, on the other

hand, specify that structures will be built following a specific vertical plane (e.g; the front

boundary line) ln an elfort to preserve the character of the plane of enclosure by maintalning

the facade lines or by preventing the interruptions on the vertical plane. For the same reason,

they may also require that the wall be of a certain height.

Planned distrlcts or special zones contain pre-established design and amenity requirements,

and often architectural specifications, that are thought-out in detail in the zoning ordlnance.

Special distrlcts may be enacted to provide review procedures intended to ensure develop-

ments oonslstent with the character of an area or to provide plans for the development of an

¤ Cook, Robert S., Jr.; "lnnovative Zoning Tools for Downtowns,” Technical Bulletin No.1, National
League of Cities, Washington, DC, 1982, p.7.
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area’s pedestrian system. While these requirements may restrict developer's options se-

verely, they may include Incentives, usually in the form of more space for income generatlng

uses, to balance the impact of the restrictions.

Some zoning specifications do not relate directly to the three dimenslonal aspects, but are

nonetheless important to the social and economic environment of the area. One such zoning

is that which requires mixed uses within buildings, that is, retail on the ground level and other

uses above. On site parking requirements not only dictates heavlly the economics of the de-

sign and construction of a building, they also influences the traffic volume and accesslbllity

of the area.

The mechanism called special~review district is a regulatory system which falls between the

preset zoning specifications on one hand, and fully discretionary review by city authority on

the other. Its objective is almost similar to that of a special dlstrict, but it differs by not having

the design features as part of the ordinance. Further, the decision of the review body, often

comprising people from the district, is only advisory. Guidelines and parameters for the deci-

sion may be contained in the ordinance and/or In an adopted plan.

The zoning techniques discussed above only narrowly define the subject matter and extent

of City review. There are two other techniques that permlt public Intervention beyond the usual

concerns of zoning, while allowlng the developer more flexibility. They are the 'Planned Unit

Development' (PUD) and the Incentive or bonus zoning.•' Both of these techniques are tled to

manlpulation of volume and lntensity of development, and both of them require the involve-

ment of the city govemment.

"
Cluster zoning is another technique which, indeed, in another variation of PUD appllcable only ln

residential developments. Since the objective of this study is to examine regulatory measures shap-

ing and guiding central city areas with scattered landmarks, the concept of cluster zoning is left out-

side the discussion here.
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Flguro 8. Planned Unlt Development

Planned unit development applies to sites larger than a zoning lot, permitting shilt of density

within the sites that do not change the overall density. In addition to density shifts, the PUD

may allow uses and building types not ordlnarily permitted. Instead of monotonous develop-

ment all over, the PUD concept can play with building volumes and heights within the lot, may

concentrate them in one part making room for organized open space which otherwise gets

scattered all around, and can combine functions for variety of built-volume, scale, open space

and landscape (sketches in Figure 8). The city exercises greater control ln determining the
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acceptability of the proposed plan and designs ln exchange for the llexibility granted ln a PUD.

After such rigorous evaluations, the approved plan ls enacted into an ordinance applying to

the entire site area.
·

Bonus / incentive zoning takes two forms - one allowing llexibility at a negotiated agreement,

and the other in exchange of certain public amenities. ln both instances, government inter- ·

vention is solicited by the developer by proposing to exceed the FAR, height, or coverage re-

striction. The change in density or FAR is the characteristic that distingulshes incentive zoning

from PUD, albeit government intervention is required in both cases. The density level ls re-

laxed considering the market demands and merit of the proposed design. The developer can

build at the permitted density or chose to exceed it and negotiate with the City on his design.

Such a negotiation usually results in an agreement between the developer and the City; and

an ordinance is devised accordingly for the site.

‘As-of-right' incentive zoning, the second type, entitles the developer to exceed current density

limits in exchange for some prescribed design features to be included in the proposed devel-

opment. For example, the proposal on left in Figure 9 on page 47 uses maxlmum FAR with

no bonus, and the proposal on right ln the same lot gets additional two tloors in exchange for

the arcade in the ground level. The supervision by the city, In this case, ls limited only in

ensuring that the prescribed design requirements have been met. However, often lt ls not

possible to describe the design features in the ordinance with accurate specificity and there

remains some degree of latitude for interpretation. This should allow the City a position to

exercise more discretlon and consequently greater influence ln the design; but as lt ls found

In practice, the greater latitude for interpretation works to the advantage of the developer

partlcularly depending on the political context. No new ordinance is necessary for as-of-right

zoning and any developer who otherwise meets the zoning criteria may take advantage of the

as-of-right provlsions.
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Flgurs 9. Incentive I Bonus Zonlng

Incentive or bonus zoning was originally intended to achieve better environmental quality by

allowing room for innovative design through llexibility In zoning. The Idea was to offset the

additional density with ameliorating design features, such as additional open space, an

arcade, or a pedestrian overpass at the base of the building. Such features are intended to

have public purpose, and what constitutes a public purpose has become a matter of contro-

versy in the liberal interpretation of the concept. Conservation of urban Iandmarks, however,

falls within the purview of public purpose without much disagreement.

In this context, density, or the right to develop, becomes the government’s leverage. By

specifying the conditions under which density can be increased, the government is able to
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achleve two objectives. First, it can transfer the cost of publlc amenities onto the developer

by requiring him to include improvement of public or semi-public areas or by accepting con-

tribution by the developer to a fund for improvements away from his site. Secondly, it enables

the government to exercise signilicant control over the design of structures and their relation

to the total environment. As such, incentive zoning has been a milestone in guiding and in-

fluencing the environmental quality of central city areas which has far reaching latitudes if

used constructively and innovatively. But ordinarily it is attractive as a means of accomplish·

ing public amenities without public cost.*7

Transfer of development rights (TDR) has emerged as an offshoot of the concept of incentive

zoning.** The concept developed on the idea that additional density may also be granted to a

site in exchange for certain price which may be used to compensate additional restriction to

another site. TDR ls nothing more than shifting of unused density or right to develop from one

site to another, often by selling that right. Generally, cities have permitted such transfers only

between adjacent parcels or those across an alley or street from each other. The environ-

mental objective achieved by the transfers are usually either the preservation of the variation

in scale and the ‘llght weIls' between large buildings, or conservatlon of urban landmarks, with

the Iandmark owner reallzing compensation from the sale of developments rights. For exam-

ple, the Iandmark building A in Figure 10 on page 49 utilizes only a fraction of the develop-

ment rights of the site. The remainder development rights (B) are transferred to various other

sites within the transfer district, where additional bulks (C) are allowed to be built. These

transfers have a ‘something-for·nothing' appeal because the City lncurs no direct expense;

but the landmarks are preserved without any loss ln the overall density as increase in density

of the receiving site balances the underdevelopment in the Iandmark site. Thls density main-

*7 This, however, is now a debatable issue. As will be discussed later in this chapter, the argument is

that the additional bulk put demand on infrastructures which has to be augmented by public capital,
ät; the amenities received ln exchange satisfy only the words of the regulation, not the lntent

** Costonis, John J.; op. cit., 1972 and Space Adrift, Saving Urban Landmarks through the Chicago

Plan, University of Illinois Press, 1974, pp.29·35.
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Figure 10. Transfer of Development Rights

tenance feature distinguishes TDR from Incentive zoning. Although TDR comes out as a vari-

ation of the concept of Incentive zoning, it does not overioad an area with additional density.

In Incentive zoning the bonus of extra density is given in exchange for certain amenities and,

therefore, the increase in the overall density is absolute. By oontrast, In TDR the bonus is

granted only to ensure an underdevelopment in the vicinity and hence density is only shilted,

not Increased. However, such shifls may pose serious planning and design problems, and

raise controversy over the Issue of location of such shifts. Prof. Costonis Identifies the issue

when he writes,
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"Development rights transfer programs differ from zoning bonus programs with respect to the

source of the additional density that ls made available to developers and the location of the

amenity in relation to the project incorporating the additional density. The first difference makes

the transfer technique a somewhat less worrisome urban design tool than the zoning bonus; the

second has the opposite effect."*°

Despite of progressive thinking and innovative devices, there are Ilmitations of the scope of

zoning to shape urban environment. The two most important features Iimiting zoning are its

prospectlve nature and the fact that, being a creation of the political process, lt can and ls

changed to accommodate economic forces. Zoning can help define but cannot create a real

estate market, nor can lt prevent pressures that will result in its amendments. Within these

Ilmitations, zonlng in general works, and TDR being a very sophisticated and encompasslng

part of it works within greater limitations. In this context, the cases of cities having TDR pro-

gram are examlned in the next chapter with regards to the perspective of their general regu-

latory framework, the details of their TDR programs and emerglng issues ln implementing the

programs.

* Costonis, John J.; op. clt., 1974, p.33.
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3. Case Studies

The TDR concept was first proposed in the United States by Gerald Lloyd in 1961 when he

introduced the idea that allowable denslty may be separated from the orlginating piece of

land.7° Thereafter the concept received articulation in two different conservation fields. While

Professor John J. Costonis devised its adoption and application details for urban Iandmark

conservation, Professor B. Budd Chavooshian and his colleagues Thomas Norman and

George H. Nieswand worked to use the concept for environmental planning and open space

preservation.7*

Within a very short period, the concept got wide attention and artlculation. lt was recognlzed

immediately to be useful and promlsing to resolve planning and land use confiicts in various

directlons. As early as in 1975, the Center for Urban Policy Research in Rutgers Unlverslty

organlzed a volume under the editorship of Professor Jerome G. Rose in which diverse ap-

pllcabillty of the concept was discussed with reference to current programs.7* ln this volume

7* Uoyd, Gerald; "Transferable Density in Connection with Zoning," Technical Bulletin No. 40, Urban
Land Institute, 1961.

7* Chavooshian, B. Budd and Norman, Thomas; "Transfer of Development Rights: a new concept in land
use management," Urban Land, Vol.32, No.11, 1973, pp.11-16.

77 Rose, Jerome G. (ed); Transfer ol Development Rights, Center for Urban Policy Research, Rutgers ·
The State University of New Jersey, 1975.
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TDR concept was revlewed as a method for preservlng Iandmarks, open space and fraglle

ecological resources. lt was also examined as a system of land use regulation, as a means

”
for encouraging low-income housing, as a tool for regulating the location and timing of com-

munity growth, as well as a method of avoiding the wlndfalls and wipeouts syndrome.

The programs studied in thls chapter are some of those devoted to conservatlon of urban

Iandmarks. But there are several other successful programs in the United States which use

TDR concept for land use planning purposes. For example, for the Pinelands in New Jersey

and Collier County, Florida; the purpose of the TDR program is to protect environmentally

significant forests and wetlands. ln Santa Monica, California, the program protects a coastal

mountain range. Other programs, such as the one in Montgomery County, Maryland, perhaps

the most successful program in the country, have been established to protect prime agricul-

tural lands. And as will be discussed, the Seattle program has been designed to encourage

maintenance and rehabilitation of low-income housing. There are now more than 30 TDR

programs operating in the country as shown in Table 1 on page 53 with various levels of ac-

complishments.

The TDR programs to save urban Iandmarks are dlstinguished from other programs because

of the compact morphology of central city areas in which landmark TDRs originate. Density

limits in the downtown areas are usually so high that transfers, though not increasing absolute

densitles, easily distort building bulks and infrastructural requirements, let alone skyllne dis-

tortlon and other qualitative problems. Other TDR programs receive additional density, orlgl-

nating in the low density rural areas, ln development districts near the urban centers. By

contrast, the landmark TDR programs have to absorb unused potentials within the urban dls-

tricts as high value unused density cannot feasibly be directed in low value areas. The chal-

lenge in landmark TDR program, therefore, ls much more acute, and demands greater care

and sophisticatlon without being compllcated to operate and admlnister. The issues in land-

mark TDR programs may have common features with other programs, but their resolution in
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Table 1. TDR Programs currently In operatlon ln the United States
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highly tense real estate market of central city areas are sensitive to too many confllctlng fac-

tors than those having comfortable transfers from countryside to urban fringes.

3.1. Summary

The programs studled here are particularly those designed for landmark conservation. They

are of New York City, Chicago, San Francisco, Denver, Seattle, Washington, DC, and

Philadelphia. The programs in New York City, San Francisco, Denver, and Seattle are cur-

rently in operation. The plan for Chicago has not yet materialized. Washington, DC does not

have a TDR program, but transfers are allowed through the PUD provision in the city's zoning.

The Philadelphia program is currently under preparation.

New York City's program, the pioneer one in the country, has its achlevements as well as

criticisms. In general, the program originated from the effort to make the clty's zoning flexible

for better urban design. In particular, it was to preserve landmarks without demand upon

public funds. The planners in New York City have amended and modified the program several

times In order to resolve the conflicts raised by previous features, or to render the program

suitable to acoommodate certain new aspects. The program started with adiacency require-

ment and zoning lot merger; but later on expanded the receivlng area to the whole city block

having the orlginating landmark building. However, the required urban design preparatlon to

guide and control the receivlng lots has never been done in New York City. The planners here

seem to prefer adjacency because otherwise a host of planning and urban design works be-

come necessary. New York City's program is also in competition with other as-of-right bonus

provisions. These bonus provisions are under close scrutiny from other planning consider-

ations; but as yet they provide comparatively easy way of adding density rather than TDR. New

York City also decllnes to organize a TDR bank; but is interested to market the unused de-

velopment rlghts from publlcly owned landmarks. Although the city's effort to create varlatlons
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of the program one alter another to deal with the situations confronted deserves pralse, lt ls

nonetheless true that the prlme drlvin force has been to accommodate the Interests ol de-

velopment and the City’s treasury.

Chicago's program was benelitted by the earlier experience in New York City. The ‘Chicago

Plan' Introduced the concepts of organlzed receiving districts and TDR bank. The receiving

districts also had two alternatives: dlstricting in conjunction with the city’s Iandmarks, and

dlstricting independently of the landmarks. The TDR bank was to resolve the synchronlzatlon

problem of TDR supply and demand, as well as to support the Iean period ln the real estate

development cycle. The bank was to start with the TDRs from publicly owned Iandmarks, and

those donated. The 'Chicago Plan' also envisaged a downzoning to cut down the density of

development, and to facilitate the TDR program. The Plan was thought to be Implemented ln

conjunction with the federal program of saving the landmarks of the Chicago School of Ar-

chitecture. This state and federal partnership was perceived by the local developer community

as federal Intervention, and declined to participate. Chicago's generous zoning regulations Is

forbidding for a TDR program to be of any signlllcance in the local building Industry.

San Francisco’s program Is one of the best designed programs. lt not only has the TDR

sending and receivlng areas clearly identified, it also ls supported by block·by·block urban

design to offer clear predictability. The program Is also supplemented by a general down-

zoning, and suspension of most other bonus provisions. San Francisco’s program has intro-

duced the usefulness of preparlng a TDR inventory, and to plan accordingly in the receiving

areas. The program In San Francisco has also cleared-up an Implementation problem. lt has

separated the conservation of the TDR orlglnatlng landmark and the transfer project. The

transfer project ls to be approved independently; while the conservatlon of the TDR orlglnatlng

landmark is to be accomplished through other regulations.

The program in Denver does not have clear urban design of the receiving areas as the San

Francisco program; but the receivlng areas are clearly demarcated, and Integrated In the
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overall planning of the city. TDR inventory has also been prepared to plan transfers accord-

ingly. The program is not supported by any downzoning; but is supplemented by a sharp cut

back ln the bonus provisions. Denver’s program has also lntroduced an useful feature. The -

landmark owners are required to get the conservation plan of their landmark building ap-

proved in order to be eligible to market the unused development rights.

Seattle's program is in competition with other zoning bonuses like that in New York City.

Further, the program also requires the transfer to be within the same city block of the TDR

originating landmark. TDR is considered as a general bonus, i.e; unused potential from land-

mark bullding, and those from low—income housing are considered under the same program.

The oonservation of the landmark being closely tagged with the transfer project makes TDR

from landmark buildings less attractive, while those from low-income housing are easily and

cheaply available. The hourly fees requirement against city ofticlaIs’ involvement In the

transfer negotiations distract the developers from being interested in the program.

ln Washington, DC, the transfer cases are dealt with by means of PUD provision in the zoning.

Therefore, each project is considered separately, and on the merit of the project the transfers

are considered. ln such a process the transfers are limited only to either zoning lot merger,

or to adjacent lots. A far—away transfer districting was tried from Georgetown to areas along

the metro line. This program, llke New York’s, suffered from the conceptual Iegacy ln sending

development rights beyond a certain distance. The later program developed wlthln

Georgetown could also not materialize because of its complicated formulae and assumptions.

The ensulng program In Philadelphia has carefully considered the strengths and weaknesses

of the existing programs. The program developed ln Philadelphia has three components -

transfer of development rights (l.e; transfer away from the originating landmark lot), zoning lot

merger (i.e; transfer ln adjacent lots), and zoning bonus for preservatlon. The third component

is an unique feature. lt will allow additional density in receiving sites ln exchange for preser-

vation expenditure of a designated landmark having no unused development rights to sell. The
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Philadelphia program ls also supported by clear ldentiticatlon of receivlng areas, their plan-

ning, and a TDR inventory. The program designers currently researching materials for a TDR

bank, and a fast track single window approval procedure. PhiIadelphia’s program ls useful to

observe as the process of adapting the experience of existing programs in a particular city's

situation.

3.2. New York City

New York City is well known for originating novel ideas in almost all spheres of life, and reg-

ulatory measures to shape the urban environment are no exceptions. This city has been the gg _ g _

vanguard of zoning since it enacted the nation's lirst comprehensive zoning ordinance in 1916.

New York has continued to innovate, modify and adjust ever since. The current zoning enacted

in 1961 contains thousands of revisions and additions made since then resulting in a complex,

and more than 600—pages long zoning law.7* The city's three basic zoning districts - residen-

tlal, commercial and manufacturing — are further subdivided into 21 zoning distrlcts, control-

ling development within each dlstrict through a variety of use, bulk and parking regulatlons.7*

Some of the most innovative zoning measures have been devised for the city's CBD areas.

An examination of New York’s entire zoning dynamlcs would be too lengthy, nor is it neces-

sary for the purpose of the study. Only those aspects related or leading to the TDR program

and landmark conservation are investigated here.

7* Compared to, say, Chicago's about 70 pages and Washington DC's 76 pages.

7* A complete list of these regulations and the corollary maps for the entire city are found in New York

Zoning Regulation, 1985. The zoning resolution ls discussed more generally in New York City De-

partment of City Planning; Zoning Hand-Book : A Guide to the New York City Zoning Resolution, 1981.
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3.2.1. The Background of 1916 Zoning

The second Equitable Building at 120 Broadway in lower Manhattan was completed in 1915.

The volume of the building was so huge that it cast a shadow over 7 neighboring acres.7* It

brought the development of skyscraper to such an intolerable extremes that it raised serious

question on a building’s slze in relation to the lot area and to the neighborhood. All of the

surrounding building owners got reductions in their tax assessment when they proved a loss

of rent due to the light and air obstruction by their monster new neighbor. A situation as grave

as this was the reason that brought together planners, administrators, realtors and reformers

behind the natlon's first comprehensive zoning ordinance. The dilemma between the conllict-

ing objectives — of encouraging intensive development of tax-generating properties on one

hand, and to limit congestion and overcrowding of the city on the other — has shaped the city’s °

zoning regulations ever since.

The 'Heights of Building' Commission, a body created by the Board of Estimates and Ap-

pointment in 1913 suggested twin themes which influenced planning theory in New York’s CBD

ever since including the zoning resolution of 1916. The principles have been the preservation

of property value, and the encouragement of building activities. Control was decided to be

exercised by maintalnlng helghts, setbacks and area limitations on building size. At this time

New York was vlrtually without any direct control over building height except for residentlal

construction which were to abide by the rule of one and a half times the width of the wider

abutting street. The newly enacted regulation in New York established the zoning envelope,

an lmaginary three·dlmenslonal volume representing the maximum allowable bulk of the

proposed building. lt established tive categories of height districts based on street width.

District A was the 'one times', B ·
‘one

and a quarter times', C - 'one and a halftimes', D - 'two

times', and E - 'two and a half times'. However, skyscrapers could rise to any height if lt cov-

7* The building was 42 stories high with 1,250,000 square feet of rentable office space. 100,000 people
visited the building daily and 13,000 people worked in it. The building cut off the sunlight from the
facades of buildings as tall as 21 stories. (Toll, Seymour I.; op. cit., p.71.)
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ered at their base not more than 25 per cent of the site area, and lf they observed certain

setbacks from the streets.7* The 1916 zoning resolution also lntroduced a bonus provision

which allowed a builder to add height if he left open space more than specified in the ordi-

nance.

3.2.2. The Aftermath of 1916 Zoning

Within a decade of 1916 resolution the planners were observing that the regulatlons were in-

adequate. Height zoning was altering the form, and Iimiting the bulk of skyscrapers; but still

allowed the crowding together of towering structures that overshadowed their dlstrlcts. Be-

tween 1925 and 1931, Manhattan office space increased by 92 per cent, and next two years

added yet another 56 per cent" including the Empire State Building and Rockefeller Center.

The Grand Central area alone had 70 new office buildings between 1921 and 1946. As a result,

in 1944 the height and area limits in the more intensive districts were lowered. But the tools

to regulate remalned the same, l.e; height and setback restrictions as means of preservlng

light and air, and they produced the slender tapering towers of 1920s that are so much apart

of the city's romantic image.

These techniques were lndirect and lneflicient to control populatlon denslty, although they

adequately insure light and alr requirements. Direct regulatlon of density was possible only

through FAR technique. The FAR device was in use in zoning ordinance for the city's lowest

density residentlal districts since 1940, but was not included in the general rezoning of 1944.

After 17 years of political maneuvering, the FAR controls were extended in the city's com-

7* The setback regulations required that a building, after rising from the street or lot line a certain
height, must be set back from that line at some fixed ratio, for example, one foot for every three feet
of height. The setback regulatlon is responsible for the distinctive pyramidal shape of downtown
buildings.

77 Richards, David. A.; "Development Rights Transfer in New York City, " ln Rose, Jerome G. (ed); op.
cit., p.126. (David A Richards, a real estate legal consultant, has been a strong oritlc of the New York
City TDR program.)
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mercial districts by the zoning resolution of 1961. However, by that time attention had shifted

from the need for FAR controls in the congested CBD to the determination oftheir upper limits.

3.2.3. The 1961 Zoning Amendment

The argument from the developers' side was that FAR fixation of floor areas would inhibit the

growth of business. They complained that because of the FAR limit, the taller buildings would

have smaller floor plans, which would not be serving the demands of the ohice functions.

Further, they maintained that such small floor plans would be inefficient in relation to the

service areas and elevator banks. The City hlred consultants in 195610 device a rezonlng that

would balance the builders' desires with the predictable need of the city. The consultants

considered all relevant factors and suggested a maximum limit of 15. The consultants also

found in their studies an average FAR of 15 in the existing buildings built since World War ll.

Since the developers were building profitably at that level, and since the land area required

at this FAR to accommodate the projected increase in floor area was a modest amount rela-

tive to total commercial land available in the CBD, the Planning Commission adopted 15 as

the FAR in its highest density commercial districts under the 1961 resolution.7*

The lobby of the builders and realtors in New York City has always been a very strong one to

influence the regulations in their favor. In order to win their support for the 1961 resolution,

as well as to address the general concern for better environmental quality,7* the planners in-

corporated two interesting features In the zoning. This somewhat undermined the limitatlons

on building volume represented by the FAR of 15. But it was thought to be worthwhile as lt

7* In comparison to New York City's highest base FAR of 15, the FAR limits in other cities ranges from

8 in Philadelphia and Toronto to a maximum of 32.1 in Minneapolis. In the same range, San Francisco

(before the 1985 downzoning) had a base FAR of 14, Chicago has 16, Denver 10 and Seattle 10. By

contrast, the FAR ceiling in London's commercial district is 4.5 and that in Calcutta is also 4.5.

7* 'l'he immensely popular success of the Seagram Building of 1961, which rose straight up without

setbacks behind a plaza, encouraged creation of such open spaces in the form of urban plazas and

the new style in skyscraper - the sheer glass boxes.
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would provide amenities in the building projects, and thereby would improve the environ-

mental quality. The first was a bonus device which granted a developer additional 20 per cent

area in exchange for a plaza at the base of the building. A builder might therefore increase

his FAR from 15 to 18 only by covering less of his lot and putting more of his permitted bulk

Into a tower. This 20 per cent floor area bonus provision has since proven to be “one of the

most wldely used feature of New York City’s 1961 zoning resolution".*°

Experience wlth the plaza bonus lllustrates some of the pitfalls of a predetermined, as-of·rlght

bonus features. The 1961 zoning did not contain a detailed description of a pIaza's necessary

design features. lt was, therefore, possible for a development to qualify for the bonus with a

design feature that live up to the letter but not the spirit of the law. As Cook points out,

"Either through ignorance or indifference about what design characterlstics made a plaza usable,

or because the owner wanted to discourage public use to avoid maintenance, Iiability, and image

problems, architects designed many spaces whose design said 'keep out'.”*1

This defeated the very purpose of the bonus. The obvious question raised was whether New

York City would have been better off without the amenities, and therefore without the bigger

buildings that came along with them.*2

The second innovation was a relaxation in the definition of the zoning lot to which the FAR

limit could be applied. The 1961 resolution defined the term ‘zoning lot' to include, ln addition

to the project site, any other parcel of land located within the clty block under same owner-

*1 Barnett, Jonathan; “Case Studies in Creative Urban Zonlng,” in Marcus N. and Groves, M. (ed); The

New Zonlng : Legal, Administrative, and Economic Concepts : And Techniques, Praeger Publisher,
NY, 1970, p.127. By a New York City count, there were 93 plaza or public arcade bonuses awarded in

midtown alone by 1982. Some developers, of course, did not keep up to the promise wlth regards to
scale or quality of the amenities, and now intend to make further profit out of them. (Smith, Randall;
"Use of Office Buildings' Plazas Causes Spat in New York City," Wall Street Journal, December 1,

1982, p.29, co|.1). According to Paul Goldberger, the architecture critic of the New York Times, the
plaza bonus provided 8 million extra sq. ft. of office space between 1963 and 1975, whlch is equal to

three and a half Pan Am Building. The arcade bonus provided another half million sq. ft. of additional
rentable space (Goldberger, P.; "The Limits of Urban Growth," The New York Times Magazine, No-
vember 14, 1982, p.56).

*1 Cook, Robert S., Jr.; op. cit., p.88.

*2 As Goldberger points out, “the carrot (the bonuses), of course, turned out to be so enormous as to
constitute a problem in itself- and the stick (the amenities) a mere twig." (Goldberger, P.; op. cit.,

1982, p.58).
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shlp. A Iease of at least 75 years qualilied for this purpose. Therefore, by leasing an adjacent

underdeveloped or vacant lot in the viclnity, and designating it as part of his total 'zoning lot',

a developer could add the authorlzed but unbuilt volume of the leased parcel to the bulk of

his project site. This was the embryonic form of the concept of transfer of development rights.

3.2.4. The TDR Program

Although the zonlng law was lntroduced to control over building, lt had no control over the

concentratlon level. Said another way, the zonlng was directed to control bulk and volume of

the building lot-wise, and therefore, accepted full development In each and every lot. Accord-

ing to Goldberger's observation,

"lnstead of spreading out, (developersj have squeezed in - putting more building on Third Ave-

nue, shoehorning skyscrapers into tiny sites on side streets off Park and Lexington that would

have been unthinkable a few years ago, tearing down medium sized buildings on Fifth and

Madison Avenue to put up blockbusters instead. Such change is encouraged by a system of land

economics that prices land with the assumption that it will be used for maximum development -
and that sets in motion a troubling cycle. For if a developer pays top price for land, he then feels

compelled to build the biggest possible building to get a fair return on his investment."¤

The troubling cycle never ceased to be active in New York City. In 1986 the price of midtown

Manhattan land was, according to George Sternleib, the Director of the Center for Urban Pol-

lcy Research at Rutgers University, “at upwards $1,500 a square foot - that ls unmatched in

the world. ..... a situation where nothing is sacrosanct in New York (from replacement), cer-

tainly nothing under 50 stories.”“

ln such a situation landmarks are in great danger both by the zonlng ordlnance’s encourage-

ment for new office buildings, as well as by urban economics. But older buildings not only

enhance the city’s character through their hlstoric association and archltectural distinction,

they also provide pockets of light and air amld high-rise blocks. Yet their economic retum

¤ Goldberger, P.; op. cit., 1982, p.48.

••
scéttligibé Martin; “The High Mortality of Manhattan Real Estate," The New York Times, May 4, 1988,
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could never reach that of the oflice building which might replace them. The pressure to de-

molish them, therefore, is overwhelming.

ln 1968, the New York City Planning Commission enacted its first development rights transfer

regulation for this specific class of structures. This regulation was intended to supplement

existing programs for landmark preservation, by allowing the landmark owner to transfer his

authorized but unused floor area to adjacent parcels for development!

The state legislature had amended the General City Law in 1956 which permitted the acqul-

sition or control of buildings having special aesthetic significance or value. The City, however,

failed to act until pressured by citizen's preservation groups. The City enacted the Landmark

Preservation Law in 1965, and created the Landmark Preservation Commission. The Com-

mission was empowered to designate any appropriate structure or site as a landmark. lt can

also name any area of the city having special historical, aesthetic, or architectural significance

as an historic dlstrict.'° The designations, however, were to be finalized after a public hearing,

and after being approved by the city’s Board of Estimate.

The Commission ls not required to consider the economic hardship while designatlng a

building to be a landmark. But the witnesses at the designation hearlngs do testify on the loss

in property values as a result of the designation. The owner may challenge the designation

on the ground that he ls not receiving a reasonable return from his landmark property. The

definition of this reasonable return ln the statute ls placed at a net annual return of six per cent

ß The rationale for this early TDR provision was to malntain a bowl or saucer of light and air with ad-

jacent properties on its rim and the older landmark at the bottom of the bowl (Marcus, Norman; "Alr

Rights Transfer in New York City,” Legal Contemporary Problem, Vo|.36, 1971, p.372. Norman Marcus

was the General Counsel to the New York City Planning Commission.)

•'
Over the years the Landmark Preservation Commission has become a powerful force In shaping land

use in New York City. lts exacting criteria mean that its ruling can exceed other forms of Government

control over development and is being referred to as ‘super planning commission' (Dunlap, David

W.; “Landmarks Panel Studies History, Rules on the Future," The New York Times, November 2, 1986,

Section N, p.8, col.1).
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of the assessed valuation of the property includlng both building and site.*7 If the Iandmark

owner succeeds to establish that he cannot realize this return without alteration or demolition

of the buildings, the onus falls onto the Commission to devise, with the owner, alternative

plans for preservation which would provide the required return. In this process, the Commis-

sion has the power, subjected to the approval of the Board of Estimates, to grant various de-

gree of tax relief.

The 1961 zoning resolution permitted ‘zoning lot merger', l.e; the transfer of potential devel-

opment rights to a contiguous lot in the event both the areas were under the same ownership.

This was, however, imperative that no merger should be possible in three lnstances. First, if

all the contiguous sites were already fully developed; second, if the neighborlng buildings

were themselves landmarks; and third, if area in the immediate vicinity of the Iandmark were

thought signilicant for the preservation of the environmental setting. Further, the requirement

of common ownership imposed an additional barrier, and the adjacency requirement limited

the marketability of the development rights.

The 1968 amendment aimed at removing this restrictions and broadened the definition of

‘contlguous’ to include lots across the street or lntersection from the Iandmark and by allowlng

transfer between separately owned zoning lots. This has been the most notable measure

undertaken in New York City TDR program. This created a new unit of development control.

lndeed, lt has been the forerunner of the concept of establishlng a TDR 'recelvlng area'. As

Norman Marcus stated,

“Many planners felt that the essential interrelationship of zoning denslty control to street width,
transit access, school Seals, and other objects of planning concern could not survive lf the city
allowed indiscrimlnate transferability of unused developmentrights between more widely spaced
parcels. At its extreme, il development rights were transferable from Staten Island to Bronx, for
example, TDR would destroy any zoning plan within which it operates.

Had the city chosen a different unit of control as its basis - perhaps a block basis or even a
square mile basis - there would have been no blas against transferabillty of potential for devel-

*7 The
‘net

annual lncome,' according to the statute, shall be the excess of eamed income from the
property over operating expenses, excluding mortgage interest, amortization, and allowances for
obsolescence and reverses, but shall include a specified amount for depreciation.
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opment across a wider area. A block-by-block control can achleve density objectlves as suc-
cessfully as a lot-by-lot approach."*'

Since the city already had a history of allowing 20 per cent extra as bonus, the transferee lot

in the TDR program was also allowed a 20 per cent increase in floor area through transfer.

Therefore, the landmark owner was allowed to sell portions of his unused rights to several

adjacent owners, but naturally could not sell the same portion more than once. The devel-

opment rights of the landmark's zoning lot ls to be reduced forever by the amount of rights

sold, and notice of the restrictions upon further development is permanently lmposed. The

approval of the transfer was also conditloned upon findings by the Planning Commission:

"(a) that the permitted transfer of floor area or minor variatlon in the front, height and setback
regulatlon will not unduly increase the bulk of any new development, density of population or
intensity of use in any block, to the detriment of the occupants of buildings on the block or nearby
blocks, and (b) that the (required) program for continuing maintenance will result in the preser-
vation of the landmark."**

To receive a transfer permission under these provisions, an application ls to be made to the

City Planning Commission which has to include a site plan of the original landmark, that ofthe

transferee lot, and a plan for preservation and maintenance of the Iandmark. The Landmark

Preservation Commission then reports to the Planning Commission on the proposed transfer

with comment on the site plan for the Iandmark. The maintenance requlrement, however, ls

not further detailed in the 1968 amendment to permit the City to tallor the requirements ac-

cording to the specific needs of a particular structure. The Planning Commlsslon usually con-

dition lts approval of the TDR transaction upon an estimate of maintenance costs to be made

available from the transfer proceeds. The Commission is also empowered to recommend de-

sign modification of the proposed building to ensure compatiblllty with the Iandmark. Such

modllicatlons are also necessary because utilizatlon of the additional bulk of the transferred

** lbid, p.878. The Act governlng TDR in New York State, however, allowed transfer "withln the same
integrated district as that from which the development rights originated but to no others”. (Hennigan,
Robert D.; (et al)., "'|'ransfer of Development Rights, A System for New York State," Emerging Land
Use Concepts in an Urbanizing Region, SUNY, College of Environmental Science & Forestry, July 26,

1976, Section 239-dd, p.5. mimeographed)

•*
Zoning Regulation, New York, Article Vll, Chapter - 4, 1971; cited ln Richards, Davld A.; op. cit., 1975,
p.131.
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development rights would, without such waiver, violate height or setback or yard require-

ments.'°

The concept of TDR is well accepted In New York, particularly for two reasons apart from its

potential for Iandmark preservation. First, its adherence to optimal density, l.e; it does not in-

crease the overall density of an area as only unused density is transferred. Secondly, its of-

fering ‘multiple benefits‘ in the form of compensation to the Iandmark owner, additional office

space to the TDR buyer, and enabllng the City to benefit by new tax revenues from what would

have remained untaxable. Although it can be criticized to be a method of ‘fiscal zoning', lt

nevertheless allows the City not to be dependent entirely upon the tax relief provisions to

compensate the landmark owner. Therefore, even alter two decades, TDR is well described

in the glossary of the New York City Planning Commission’s 1982 publication which announced

details of the latest master plan for the midtown area of Manhattan. As it says,

"For every lot in the city some amount of development may occur. The amount of permissible
development is measured in terms of floor area and other bulk allowances permitted by the

underlying zoning district. The difference between the floor area of retained buildings and the

floor area permitted on the zoning lot equals the development rights, available for new con-
struction. In certain situation, e.g., in the case of zoning lots occupied by landmarks, this unused

floor area, or development rights, may be transferred to an adjacent zoning lot, to increase the

amount of floor area which is permissible on that zoning Iot."•l

3.2.5. TDR Cases and Amendments

The transfer of development rights is only one regulatory tool in the welter of measures ln-

cluded in New York’s zoning ordinance.** Also, preservation of landmarks is only one of the

objectives, although an important one, the City intends to accomplish through zoning regu-

*° Oser, Alan S.; "A Dissenting Voice on Transferring Air Rights," The New York Times, June 16, 1985,
Section 8, p.7, col.1.

** New York City Planning Commission; Midtown Zoning, New York, 1982, p.270.

¤ Furthermore, New York has become the first city in the nation to limit the amount of sky a building

can block. This ‘sunlight preservation system', mostly developed following what has been developed

in Great Britain, requires that about 75 per cent of the sky surrounding any new building remain open.
Compliance can be complicated, but basically a structure succeeds lf someone standing 250 feet
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lations. The objectives ln front of the City are not always free of conflict, nor are the measures

themselves all complementary to each other. For example, lf a developer’s calculations indi-

cate that the market demand of office space may be only marginally higher than permitted

volume, he will definitely first of all attempt to qualify for as-of-right bonus before he would

venture for TDR.

Further, the real estate market in New York is brisk, and the developers' guild is extremely

powerful. They can held the city hostage to the explicit or implied threat of a corporatlon to

move elsewhere. Also New York’s financial difficulties have led to understafling of the clty

planning department, which does not have sufficient personnel to evaluate each proposal

subject to special zoning requirements in an adequate manner. Therefore, the game of ex-

ploiting the situation to rip advantage is primarily being played by the developers. As Cook

notes,

"Above all, because power in New York is so diffused, with only a weak constituency speaking
out for the public interest in the quality of urban environment, developers have been able to

gnormous influence both in drafting the rules and in having them admlnistered in a friendly

The TDR program in New York, therefore, is complicated, somewhat confused, and ls de-

pendent upon the slgnals of the real estate market.“ This would be true for any city trying to

lntroduce new concepts. ln taking such a leadership New York City has been , what Richards

calls, the 'nation’s laboratory' for development rights transfer experimentation over the past

quarter century, since the city's original zoning of 1916 was comprehensively amended ln

1961. The formulatlon of the TDR program by New York’s planners, the activities of the de-

velopers to take advantage of the transfers, the resolutions of its Courts, and the responses

by the citizen groups — all these provide useful examples and lessons for Its appllcatlon

bout three—quarters of an lmaginary sphere above and around its top. (New York City
Planning Commission; lbid., pp.f37-168.)

••
Cook, Robert S., Jr.; op. clt., 1980, p.90.

•‘
Interviews with Blythe Merrill of Municipal Arts Society, and Karen Huebner of New York Landmark
Conservancy, May 31, 1988.
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elsewhere. The New York Clty Planning Commission has been qulte lmaginatlve to come up

with numerous variations ln the TDR program.

The Grand Central Termlnal Case and the 1969 Amendment

On September 21, 1967, the Board of Estimate conlirmed the Landmark Preservation- Com-

mission's designation of the Terminal as a landmark. The terminal utilized only 1.5 FAR while

including an as·of-right bonus the FAR could be as high as 18. The developer who, obtalned

a renewable 50 year Iease of the air rights over the Terminal from the Penn Central Railroad

Company, proposed to build a skyscraper containing some two mllllon sq. lt. of office space

on top of the Terminal. Alter more than a year of controversy, and the presentation of two al-

ternative proposals by the architects, the Landmark Preservation Commission finally denied

the permission to construct over the Terminal in late 1968. This ruling meant that the proposed

structure could not be erected without exhausting the Commission’s various ameliorating

procedures. The Penn Central went to court to challenge the constitutionality of the city's

landmark preservatlon law. The negative ruling by the Commission triggered a suit for dam-

age of dollar eight million a year until permission to build was granted. Grand Central Termi-

nal posed a major test of the city's landmark preservatlon law at various levels of judlclal

consideratlon. Everybody was patiently watching because if it could work ln New York City, lt

would work anywhere.

The trial Court found the cost of operating the Terminal to be more than lts revenues from

tenants and concesslonalres, and did not regard the TDR as providing compensatlon to Penn

Central or as minimizlng the loss as a result of the landmark designation! lt granted the ln-

junction against the City. The Appellate Division reversed the ruling. lt ooncluded that Penn

Central considered only the most prolitable use, which did not satisfy the requirement of the

* Marcus, Norman; "The Grand Slam Grand Central Terminal Decision : A ‘Euclid' for Landmarks, Fa-

vorable Notice for TDR and A Resolution of the Regulatory I Taking lmpasse," Ecology Law
Quarterly, Vol.7, No.731, 1978, p.738.
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constitutional taking claim. The Court also observed Penn Central’s failure to demonstrate

that the unused development rights of the property could not have been profitably transferred

to sites in the vicinity. Next, the Court of Appeals unanimously aflirmed on all the grounds

considered by the Appellate Division.

Finally, the case went to the Supreme Court. The basic questions presented to the Court were:

first, whether the restrictions lmposed by the landmark preservation law upon Penn Central’s

exploitation of the Iandmarked Terminal site effect a taking of property for public use accord-

ing to the 5th and 14th amendments, and secondly, if so, whether the TDR afforded the land-

mark owner constituted just compensation. The Court majority replied the first question ln the

negative, and thereby did not answer the second question. The Court, nevertheless, found

opportunity to note the importance of Penn Central’s TDR privileges in mitigating the eco-

nomic impact of the landmark preservation law’s restriction on the Terminal. The Court men-

tioned,

"(T)o the extent appellants have been denied the right to build above the Terminal, it ls not llt-
erally accurate to say that they have been denied all use of even those pre-existing alr rights.
Their ability to use these rights has not been abrogated; they are made transferable to at least

eight parcels in the vicinity of the Terminal, one or two of which have been found suitable for the

construction of new office buildings. Although appellants and others have argued that New York
City's transferable development rights program ls far from ideal, the New York Courts have

supportably found that, at least in the case of the Terminal, the rights afforded are valuable.

While these rights may well not have constituted ‘just compensation° if a °taklng' had occurred,
the rights nevertheless undoubtedly mitigate whatever financial burdens the law has lmposed
on appellants and, for that reason, are to be taken into account in considerlng the impact of
legislation.”* .

lndeed, the Grand Central Terminal has been a case where the owner shifted its reliance on

lawyers rather than architects, and preferred to pursue its interest excluslvely In Courts. Inl-

tially, however, Penn Central lnteracted with the Clty closely. The Terminal presented a situ-

ation where a massive amount of development rights were available to be transferred only

with an area ln whlch all the 'adjacent' lots were already developed. The 1968 amendment,

therefore, was of no assistance in solvlng the problem of the landmark Terminal. In 1969, Penn

Central persuaded the Clty to approve broadened TDR enabling legislatlon. Penn Central

** Quoted lnibld, p.747.
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wanted to transfer around 50 per cent of its unutillzed development rights to the then unprof-

itable Baltimore Hotel site · one of many properties owned by Penn Central in the vicinity of

the Terminal. The modification finally adoptedby the Planning Commission, with at least a

partial interest to enhance its position ln the Grand Central case, was to amend the definition

of 'adjacency' in the highest density commercial districts. The amendment made possible a

greater radius oftransferabillty when lt defined, ·

"a lot .... which ls across a street and opposite to another lot or lots which except for the inter-

vention of streets or streets intersections form a series extending to the lot occupied by the

landmark building. All such lots shall be in the same ownership."*7

The 1969 amendment also removed the 20 per cent ceiling limit on an individual receivlng lot.

Because the Terminal possessed such great unutillzed development rights potential, that

Iimitation would have required several receivlng redevelopments which was not Iikely ln the

densely built-up area around the Grand Central Station. The 1969 amendment revoked the 20

per cent restriction with regard to the Manhattan central business district. The transfer of

about half of the unused development rights to one lot, the Baltimore Hotel site, was thus

permitted. Of the remainder of the Terminal’s development rights 800,000 sq. ft. were pro-

posed to be transferred, jumping five blocks to 383 Madison Avenue for incorporation into a

1.5 million sq. lt. office building of 72 stories, what would have been the third tallest building

in New York City behind only the World Trade towers and the Empire State Building.

The 1969 amendment, particularly the removal of the ceiling of transfer to a lot, may be criti-

cized as a case of spot zoning, l.e; an amendment made solely for the benetit of one land-

owner whlch was not ln accordance with a comprehensive plan. As Richards rlghtly crltlclzes,

"To permit development rights transfer of such magnitude from the Terminal to a single

transferee lot, given the congestion of transit facilities in the Grand Central area, was the very

antithesis of rational planning. Under the statute, that single transferee lot could have an FAR

of 34.5 (18 plus 16.5), almost twlce the permissible maximum.”**

*7 New York Zonlng Resolution, Article Vll, Chapter 4, Section 74 - 79.

** Richards, David A.; "Downtown Growth Control Through Development Rights Transfer," Zoning ln

1980s : What Hath Euclid Wrought?, American Bar Association on Real Property, Probate and Trust

Law and Section on Urban, State and Local Govemment Law Program Proceedings, August 1986,

pp.451—52.
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Constructlon of another such monster in the densely-built Manhattan CBD was objected by

many. The city officials, pressed to approve the transfer, asserted that the requirement of the

"series" of lots "in the same ownership" by the 1969 Iandmark TDR amendment was not ful-

filled. At a later date a transfer of 75,000 sq. ft. from the Terminal to the southwest corner of

Park Avenue and 42nd Street was consummated. The transfer allowed additional three and a

half floors of the total 26 story office tower by Philip Morris lncorporated. Penn Central was

required to set aside five per cent of the purchase price (amounting $112,000) for the mainte-

nance of the Terminal.

Grand Central Case, therefore, has been the first pronouncement on TDR as a technique to

resolve the regulatory / taking impasse. TDR was well accepted to be within the public pur-

pose spectrum. lt also established that TDR privileges was far from a guilt-ridden gesture to-

wards the property owner, and was viewed as a valuable mitigating factor in considerlng the

impact of Iandmark regulation. The Court's recognition of the legitimacy and value of New

York City’s TDR program has provided, according to Richard J. Roddewlg, the most important

legal position in the country’s dilemma over TDR.**

Publlc Landmark and the 1970 Amendment

New York City owns more landmarks than any other single Iandlord ln the city.‘°° Although

about 25 per cent of New York City’s deslgnated landmarks were publicly-owned, the original

TDR program was applicable only to privately-owned landmarks. Transfer from publlcly-owned

landmarks could be made under 1961 zoning resolution only through 'zoning lot merger', l.e;

the Iandmark site had to be contiguous, and the developer must have control over its air rights

at least for a 75 years lease. lndeed, the first transfer from a public Iandmark was done fol-

Iowing this procedure.

*•
Roddewlg, Richard J.; op. cit., 1983, pp.4-8.

1** Dunlap, David W.; "City Plan to Sell Air Rights at Landmarks Drawe Crltics," The New York Times,
August 26, 1984, Section 1, p.51, ooI.1.
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The owner of the land adjacent to the Appellate Division Courthouse, a city-owned landmark,

intended to add bullt·up space while planning for an office tower. The FAR limitations allowed

400,000 sq. ft. on' the lot, and the developer wanted to add roughly 100,000 sq. ft. to it. The

developer and the City worked together to aid the builder, as well as to produce revenue. The

City leased the Courthouse for 50 years to the developer with a 25 year renewal option. The

developer then subleased lt back to the City reservlng the 100,000 sq. ft. of the floor area he

needed for his office project. Since the developer now had a Iease of 75 years,‘°1 he was

deemed to be the owner of the Courthouse lot and could comblne its development rights to

his office building beslde. The City gained about $46,000 per annum, l.e; a total of$3.45 million

for the Iease term. But as Richards points out, "(n)one of this was marked for maintenance

of the Courthouse or improvement of the transit system servlng the huge new office

building."‘°*

Soon the Planning Commission realized that public landmark's unused development rights

should not be marketed "solely to bolster the municipal treasury,"‘°° and that there is addi-

tional obligation to be borne. As explained by Norman Marcus, the Commisslon's then Gen-

eral Counsel, transfer of air rights from public landmarks should be tied to the provislon of

major improvements ln the public pedestrian circulation or transportation system ln the area.

"Developments incorporating formerly publicly owned air rights (were) therefore held to a

higher amenlty standard than those utlllzing privately owned and transferred air rlghts.”‘°‘

As a policy, therefore, public benefits were to be extracted as the price of transfer from a

public landmarle The Planning Commission amended Section 74-79 ln May 1970, and specified

pollcy regarding publicly owned landmarks. As the amendment stated,

1*1 The 'air right lease' technique was lnvalidated later by a 1977 amendment of the definition of ‘zonlng

lot' in Section 12-10 of the Zoning Resolution.

1** Richards, D. A.; op. clt., 1986, p.453. l

1°° Quoted in Richards, David A.; op. cit., 1975, frem a letter of Norman Marcus, p.136.

W lbid
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"..... in the case of Iandmark sites owned by the City, State or Federal Government, transfer of
development rights shall be contingent upon provision by the applicant of a major improvement
of the public pedestrian circulation or transportation system in the area."‘°*

This amendment, however, was in response to another transfer request from another public

Iandmark ~ the United States Custom House. This property located close to Bowling Green at

Broadway could have 1,134,000 sq. lt. of floor space according to current zoning, whereas it

had only 344,200 sq. lt. built in it. Its unused development potential amounted to 789,800 sq. ft.,

which was roughly equal to that of the Woolworth Building. A neighborlng developer got In-

terested in this unused development rights. The 1970 amendment approved the Custom House

transfer in exchange for increasing the underground access and corridors to adjacent Bowling

Green Subway Station in addition to a fund preserving the Custom House. Weak demand for

new office space at that time hindered consummation of the transfer, but the amendment re-

mained in New York City’s TDR program.

TDR Program for Resldentlal Areas, the 1971 Amendment

Although the original TDR program dld not restrict residential transfers, the TDR projects in-

volved only office buildings untll 1970. But hlgh-rise luxury apartments were also good can-

didates to absorb additional potentials. The new amendment, thus allowed building of

high-rise apartments to exceed their FAR restrictions by purchasing the unused development

rights of smaller townhouses located in the east-west midblocks between the great north-

south avenues. The residential amendment permitted the transfer of unutllized development

rights from buildings in the mldblock R-8 districts to R-10 lots frontlng the avenues in the event

both R-8 and R-10 districts were situated within the same city block. Its provislons could also

be applied for transfer within a zoning lot divided by a boundary between an R-8 and an R-10

district. The ceiling limit of additional potential on a transferee lot was kept to the original 20

per cent.

tß New York Zonlng Resolution, Article VII, Chapter 4, Section 74-79, (1980).
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The argument for allowing Increased development on avenue facing properties was to protect

the light and alr well in the midblocks without increasing the overall density ofthe area. lt was

also thought that if the unused development rights of the midblock properties were allowed

to be transferred, the financial gain from such transfers would prevent neglect ofthe midblock

buildings. The Planning Commission also incorporated a requirement of an open plaza In the

U
receiving lot which was not ordinarily required by the zoning. This amendment was finally

aborted as the opposition to additional density on the avenues increased. The Planning

Commission kept the matter for future hearing in order to reformulate It.‘°°

Later Amendments

Later amendments to New York City’s TDR program included using unused potentlals of

outlying smaller buildings for public insfitutions like hospitals (1971), transferring development

potentlals of private parks (1972), transferring those of museums, theatres and churches

(1982), and finally firehouses and police stations (1984).

Similar to the case of residentlal transfers, the TDR program for public Institutions were also

opposed by the community. The Planning Commission called for updating of regulations per-

talning to large-scale community facility developments, which would allow the Planning

Commission and the Board of Estimates the power to modify bulk regulations. Under this

proposal such Institutions would not have to apply to the Board of Appeals and Standards ln

order to alter the size and location of new or existing construction.‘°'

The Issue of park’s development potential entered the realm of TDR program when a devel-

oper planned to develop two private oases on 42nd Street near First Avenue, the Tudor City

1* Daniels, Lee A.; "SIde Street Density At Issue in Midtown," The New York Times, January 27, 1984.

Section B, p.7, ool.1.

W Goodman, George Jr.; "Planners Vote to Ease Zoning Rules for Community Institutions In the CIty,"

The New York Times, April 6, 1972, p.39, col.1.
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Parks, Into two new luxury apartment towers. ln an effort to resolve between the developer's

goal and local resldents' desire, the Planning Commission amended the TDR program with the

Introduction of a Special Park District. Accordlng to this amendment, the unused development

rights of private open spaces were allowed to be transferred to lots in the CBD with a ceiling

of 10 per cent overage on the normal FAR of the transferee lots. The planning oflicials thought

lt to be an easy case of transfer as "(d)evelopment rights were transferable from a residential

zone of FAR 12 to a commercial zone of FAR
18,”

and "(t)he cost of land in the receivlng area

was significantly more expensive than the cost of land in the granting area,”‘°* However, the

Court ruling was against the City. The Court observed that the change would seem to benefit

one property owner (the purchaser of the rights) at the expense of his neighbors who were too

far away from the reserved parks to benefit therefrom. The Court also objected to the idea of

floating and mandatory TDR when it ruled,

ln an attempt to preserve the rights they were severed from the real property and made
transferable to another section of mid-Manhattan in the city, but not to any particular parcel or
place. There was thus created floating development rights, utterly unusable until they could be
attached to some accommodating real property, available by happenstance or prior ownership,
or by grant, purchase, or devise, and subject to the contingent approvals of administrative
agencies. ln such case, the development rights, disembodied abstractions of man’s ingenuity,
float in a limbo until resorted to reality by attachment to tangible real property."1*

The City of New York did not want to take an investor’s posture by establishing a TDR bank

as suggested by Professor Costonis, and the Tudor City Park case was lost due to lack of

synchronization of supply and demand of TDR. However, through this case the TDR program

matured significantly by way of identifying the need for a wider receivlng area.

Coinciding with a renewed building boom, TDR program again caught attention in 1982. Art

Institutions like the Museum of Modem Art, the Carnegie Hall, the Jewish Museum, the Mu-

seum of American Folk Art, and the Whitney Museum saw their unused development potential

as a new source of revenue. Meanwhile, Manhattan’s development wave was pushed west-

ward by the downzonlng of the east side of the midtown CBD, and by raising of FAR levels

1* Marcus, Norman; “The New York City Experience," Transferable Development Rights, Planning Advi-
sory Services Report No. 304, ASPO, Chicago, 1975, p.4.

1* From quotation In Richards, David A.; op. cit., 1986, p.458.
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west of Sixth Avenue. This wave created enhanced potential, and hence threatened the thea-

tres and churches. The Manhattan midtown zoning revision adopted In May 1982 created a

new Theatre District, and included a new provision for a theatre rehabilitation bonus. In addi-

tion, the new zoning allowed theatres to transfer their unused development rights. Sketches

in Figure 11 on page 77 show an exercise involving transfer from adjoining theatre."° This

transfer was also allowed without regard to the ‘split lot rule‘,“‘ which otherwise prohibit TDR

across the boundary between two zoning districts.

In 1982, the Department of General Services held a municipal real estate information fair ln

which the City announced lts intention to sell TDR from lts low-rise municipal structures of

lirehouses, schools, and police stations etc. both to encourage development and to generate

tax revenues. Two years later the City had the opportunity to transfer the development rights

from a combined lot of the former First Precinct police station and the adjoining fire station.

After that the City has also effected another landmark rights transfer -· 297,300 sq. lt. from the

City Center Theatre on West 55th Street to the 72 story Cltyspire project. To service the

transfer, the developer agreed to contribute $3 million each to both the tenants of the theatre,

the City Opera and the City Ballet, ln addition to $5.5 million rehabilitation cost of the City

Center Theatre to obtaln the 20 per cent FAR bonus against renovation of the landmark thea-

tre.“*

“°
Boissevlan, H. F. (et al) (ed); Midtown, Testing the Zoning Proposal, Report of a Conference Spon-

sored by Metropolis, New York, 1982.

‘“
A 'split lot' is a zoning lot situated within two or more zoning dlstricts which are governed by different

zoning regulations. Split lots are commonly found on or within 200 feet of a wide street since the wide

street ls generally zoned for comparatively higher density while the contiguous narrow street ls

usually zoned for lower development lntensity. (Kowaloff, Steven D.; "Zoning Advice : Explaining

Split Lots,” Real Estate Weekly, January 6, 1986, p.12.)

*12 Dt;nIa;;,5David W.; “Board Approves a Contract,” The New York Times, August 17, 1984, Section B,

p. , co. .
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3.2.6. Final Observation

New York City's Iandmark preservation through TDR program has created varled reactions

both in favor as well as against. Those in favor hall the City's effort in creating variations of

the program one after another to deal with the situation confronted. Those against criticize the

program variations to be accommodations of interests of both the development desire and the
l

City's treasury. It can be understood that a program as delicate and sensitive as development

rights transfer cannot be above critlcism with respect to politics and big money involvement.

Nevertheless, the City has shouldered the burden of experimentation with a new concept.

Although there are not many success cases in the city, the program has provided pioneerlng

examples, and a general contidence in the technique that other cities may borrow from.

Among the success cases are the Amster Yard between 49th and 50th Streets, Greek revival

residence on 58th Street, South Street Seaport, the Grand Central Terminal, The Villard House

on Madison Avenue between 50th and 51st Streets, the Federal Reserve Bank ln Lower

Manhattan. The recent transfers include the India House on Hanover Square, the Old Slip

Police Station, the Citibank Building on 55 Wall Street, the City Center Theatre and Saks Fifth

Avenue’s flagship the Fifth Avenue Store. The theatre District TDR program ls currently under

operation and undoubtedly this would also have some failures as well as some successes.

These success cases are in addition to those achleved through as-of-right transfers between

contiguous lots. included among them are Olympic Tower on Fifth Avenue at 51st Street,

Trump Tower on Filth Avenue and 56th Street, 9 West 57th Street with its sloping front, Tower

49 on 49th Street, 599 Lexington Avenue at 53rd Street and the Continental llllnois Building

on Madison Avenue between 53rd and 54th Street. Similarly zonlng lot merger has also helped

transfer of development rights in several other cases in Midtown CBD of the clty.

The main critlcism, that New York City's TDR program seems to attract, comes from a ooncem

for over concentratlon desplte the fact that the central idea of TDR is to shift development
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potential, not to create as in the case of Incentive bonus. Such concern ls obvious when crltlcs

Sal!.

"The idea of every parcel being developed to its maximum either directly or through transfer of
development rights ls essentially a perversion of all that planning had traditionally stood for."“*

The proponents of limits to growth generally oppose all development options. The difference

between TDR and other incentlve bonus provisions Is point of no importance to them. The

Irony of the matter ls that the bonus provisions in zoning have been the greatest impediments

against TDR program. Since bonus allows additional bulk as-of-right, the developers have

tried and have achieved phenomenal built-up space without going Into troublesome, time

taking TDR program. lf an over development level has been instituted In the zoning which has

triggered excessive growth and concentration, a downzoning is perhaps necessary. And such

a downzoning would possibly help TDR program more than anything else.

3.3. The Chicago Plan

New York City's Initiation of the experimentation with TDR program insplred Chicago to work

out a plan for Iandmark preservation through development rights transfer. The effort origi-

nated by the Chicago Chapter of the American Institute of Architects and Chicago Citizen

Group - the Metropolitan Housing and Planning Council. The Idea was to adopt the New

York’s program to Chicago's purposes.

As Jared Shlaes dIscussed,‘“ the formulatlon of the Chicago Plan began by critical appralsal

of the New York City program. According to Shlaes, The New York plan had serious flaws in

the areas of lust compensatlon and planning. New York’s standard six per cent retum of an

11* ÄM:r;hattan in Change: Shaping Vital Services," Editorial, The New York Times, July 13, 1982, Section

W Shlaes, Jared; “The Chicago PIan," Translerable Development Rights, Planning Advisory Services

Report No. 304, op. cit., pp.7-8. (Jared Shlaes, a leading real estate legal oonsultant, was one of the
authors of the Chicago Plan.)
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assessed value was much below the market price. Also the adjacency requirement, then ln

force in New York City's program, was thought to be an lmpediment in the marketing of un-

used potential from a landmark. Adjacency requirement also had negative urban design ef-

fects, slnce a large structure just next to a low scaled landmark was most likely to be

incompatible to the setting of the area.

3.3.1. The Concept of Transfer District

The Chicago Plan abandoned the idea of adjacency, and opened development rights transfer

up to a large area, recognizing of course that there would be legal and planning problems

inherent in the idea. Professor Costonis, one of the authors of the Chicago Plan, recognized

that the success of the Plan depended upon its feasibility from three different perspectives :

those of the economist, the planner and the lawyer. The development rights of designated

landmarks must be marketable to provide funds for compensation, administration and main-

tenance of the landmark. The redistribution of the rights must neither overload public services

and facilities, nor dlstort the urban cityscape. And it must be able to withstand legal chal-

Ienges.“'

The Chlcago Plan attempted to address the feasibility question in all three respects by intro-

duclng the concept of development rights transfer district. The authors of the Plan devised two

alternatives : dlstricting in conjunction with the city's landmarks, and districting independently

of the landmarks.“• These two alternatives were thought for cases where landmarks may be

found concentrated in one area, and the first alternative may be useful; whereas if the land-

marks were scattered, the second alternative would have to be used.

11* Costonis, John J.; op. cit., 1974, p.48.
”*

lbid, pp.49-52.
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The transfer districts were not to be historic districts llke New Orleans’ Vieux Carre, but rather

a marketing area containing only a few structures of architectural and historical signilicance

u
so that redevelopments become desirable. The transfer district proposed for Chicago's Loop,

for instance, contained perhaps 30 · 35 buildings, and covered most of Chicago's central

business district. The transfer district being ln the central business area also included the

parcels having the city’s highest land values, and therefore, offered most lucrative opportu-

nities for the sale of the development rights. To forestall haphazard, random development

through transfer, the Plan contained two principal safeguards. First, the district was to be es-

tablished after careful study by the planning and landmark commlssions with respect to the

effect of the distribution of the development rights on the area’s service infrastructures, dl-

mensional scale, environmental amenities and other public facilities. Second, the Plan envis-

aged a dispersal of the transfers throughout the entire district with the density increase on

an individual receiving lot being controlled by bulk and height ceilings determined to avold

undue urban design consequences.

In the case that the Iandmarks were not concentrated in one area, or that the Iandmarks were

located in an area where further density was not desirable, the Plan suggested a second al-

ternative of independent transfer district. Such districts should be In the areas that were ex-

pected to undergo intensive development soon due to significant public Investment In services

and infrastructures, or due to growth propensity triggered by private Investments. ln rezonlng

such areas as transfer districts, the Plan suggested deliberate skewing of the density levels

to somewhat short of the levels that the market and sound design standards would warrant.

This would lnsure sound demand for development rights to be transferred from Iandmarks

elsewhere, or from the TDR bank. The Plan drew upon the example of Washington, DC's

Georgetown waterfront hlstorlc district’s then current conservatlon plan**7 to Illustrate the va-

lldlty of the idea of Independent transfer district.

**7 ln this plan the development rights from Georgetown was proposed to be distributed along then

completed metro line of Washington DC, partlcularly at important station polnts.
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3.3.2. The Concept of TDR Bank

The Plan also observed that there might not always be a perfect timing between the demand

and supply of transferable development rights. An Interested TDR buyer might not be readily

available when a landmark owner would like to market his unused potential. Also the fluctu-

ation in the real estate market between peak and lean periods, the Plan observed, necessl-

tated functloning over periods of time. As Shlaes made the point,

"AccordingIy, the development rights transfer bank would have to be prepared to function over

periods of time and to ride out the business and development cycles, much as a real estate de-

yggpzr does : when times are bad, waiting; and when times are good, jumping in with both

The development rights bank, envisaged in the Chicago Plan, was thought to have potential

to reverse the speculative tide which has engulfed so many Iandmarks. The Plan proposed

creating the bank by storing the TDR from landmarks condemned by preservation restriction

when the owner declined to deal with his development rights, from donated TDR, and from

municipality owned landmarks.“° By creating its own revenue source, I.e; income generated

from the sale of development rights, the bank was thought to be analogous to the "Flrst and

Second Bank of the United States."‘*°

Such a bank, although may run fine on its own dynamics after a teething time, needed seed

capital to get started, and to support the ürst chaln of holding time. The Chicago Plan de-

pended on federal financial assistance by way of creating a_ 'National Cultural Park.' The De-

partment of the Interior had already come forward with a plan to preserve the landmark

buildings of the Chicago School of Architecture in the Loop area. 12 buildings located In the

Loop were ldentilied to "portray the evolution of the skyscraper and the ensuing style change

In modern architecture."**‘ The park concept envisaged by the National Park Service consid-

11* Shlaes, Jared; op. cit., p.8.

11* Costonis, John J.; op cit, 1974, Figure - 4, p.53.

W Shlaes, Jared; op. clt., p.7.

1** Miller, Hugh C.; The Chicago School of Architecture : A plan for preservlng a Signiflcant Remnant ol
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ered the city’s role would be to accord to each landmark in the park the protection of the

Chlcago Landmark Ordinance through official designation, and to an order of development

rights transfer. National Park Service intended the transfers to be through a development

rights bank, which according to Park’s concept was to be,

“A
cooperative agreement between the City and the Secretary of the lnteriors (to) specify the

terms on which the park units would benefit from Chicago Plan financing and the interest of the

Secretary in standards of preservation, restoration, maintenance and use."***

3.3.3. The Critique of the Plan

Chicago has had zonlng since 1923. Until 1942, the zonlng had a height limit of 264 feet for

buildings in downtown. A tower could rise above this height if it was limited in size to 25 per

cent of the buiIding’s lot area. A lower height limit of 144 feet was lmposed in 1942. This limit

was further revised in 1957. The 1957 ordinance is still ln effect with minor modilications

having been made since then.*** Chicago’s zonlng regulations regarding height restrictions,

control of bulk by FAR, and the bonus provisions have been so liberal that they represent

formidable dlfliculties ln mlnlmizing the cost of urban conservation.

The base FAR in the Loop area ls 16, but under the bonus provisions it is theoretlcally possible

for the owner of a half-block lot to double this base FAR. And for a full-block site the FAR could

be as high as 39.3. i.e; a 140-story building with about six million sq. R. of built-up space. ln

comparison, New York's Empire State Building is 102 stories high containing 2,120,836 sq. R.

on a site of 83,860 sq. R. with an FAR of 25.3.*** lndeed, the Seafs Tower, the WorId's tallest

ecturaI Heritage, United States Department of the lnteriors, Washington, DC, 1973,

P.34. (Hugh C. Miller was then the Chief Historical Architect, National Park Service.)

*** ibid, p.33.

*** Cook, Robert S. Jr.; op .cit., p.115.

*** Costonls, John J.; op. ctt., 1974, pp.83-84.
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building, has an FAR of 33, and could have gone higher did it not pose a danger to aviation

lines.

Chicago's zoning regulations allowed generous as-of-right bonus provisions even more than

those in New York City. On top of usual bonuses against public amenities such as plaza,

arcade, etc., the bonus system allows additional FAR at the rate of 2.5 per street if the pro-

posed building leaves 20 feet setbacks on the street abutting sides. This means that a site with

two road abutting sides was in better position to harness the bonus provisions than a midblock

site with one side fronting the street. The FAR calculations, therefore, jumped from a half-block

site having three road facing sides to a full-block site which would have roads on all four sides.

This led to a market force for assembly of smaller lots to cover full, or at least a half block.

Landmarks on smaller lots became easy prey. To introduce a further Incentive / bonus In the

form of TDR in such a liberal zoning of Chicago was, lndeed, of no slgniflcant attraction to the

developers. The as-of-right zoning provisions permitted such monstrous buildings that devel-

opers of large parcels in the Loop area seldom built to the limits. They usually worked out the

optimum between the size of lloors and the economics of high-rise construction.

lndeed, what Chicago urgently needed was perhaps a downzoning. Michael Newsom spoke

on the critique of the Chicago Plan In the 1975 ASPO conference. He was concerned in this

regard when he said,

"Without some careful consideration of downzonlng, it (the TDR program) might even complicate

' the first problem : the protection or the preservation of physical structures deslgnated

landmarks."‘¤

Downzoning was in the mlnds of the proponents of the Plan, but they were concerned lest lt

should appear as creating market for TDR. As Shlaes identified,"if our city is overzoned, as

lndeed Chicago's CBD is overzoned, let us downzone it to retlect the planning realities, not

in order to create a market for development rights but for good civlc reasons."‘*° Cautiously

‘¤
Newsom, Michael; "Critique of the Chicago PIan," Transferable Development Rights, Planning Advi-

sory Services Report No.304, p.9.

1** Shlaes, Jared; op. cit. p.8.
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the Plan proposed a resolution of this problem by means of a 'dual bulk' system whlch could

regulate denslties on non landmark sites within the transfer district. Properties without having

TDR were to be governed by a lower ceiling limit. Purchasers of TDR, on the other hand, were

to be allowed additional density proportional to their purchases.1*' This idea, however, was

not adopted as it was thought that the dual bulk system would violate the requirement of uni-

formity.1*'
'

There were considerable debates over the issue of a TDR bank as well. In New York, the

concept of TDR bank was never adopted as a city-operated TDR bank was thought to be just

another form of subsidy. Municipal resources were typically not available to purchase and

store development rights. There was, however, a TDR bank in New York City for the South

Street Seaport District. But the banker was not the city, rather a consortium of banks who held

the original mortgages on the landmark properties. Such financial aid was not likely from

Washington. Further, as the New York real estate industry's major trade association has pes-

simistically observed at a later date,

"The Seaport air rights bank only 'worked' because the banks involved were willing to hold their
unproductive air rights for many years. Chances are minimal that they or another purchaser
would agree to do so again."1**

As a result, the concept of TDR bank stood a slim chance. The National Cultural Park Idea for

Chicago was never adopted. Among the reasons were the political difference between the

then Republican national administration and the decldedly Democratic munlclpal adminis-

tration of Mayor Daley. Also, the real estate interests in Chicago were opposed to any coop-

eration between the City and the federal government which they thought might result in

llmitations on real estate development.1*° Although the idea of a National Cultural Park was

1*7 Concept of 'residual zonlng' in Costonis, John J.; "Development Rights Transfer : An Exploratory
Essay,” Yale Law Journal, Vol.83, No.75, 1973.

1** Huxtable, Ada Louise; “Chlcago Plan Ruled out In Chlcago," Planning, July 1974, p.8.

1** Real Estate Board of New York, Inc.; A Change of Scene : Proposal for New York’s Theatre District,

New York, 1984, p.5.

1*11 Letter from Professor John J. Costonis, December, 1987.
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rejected in Chicago, a similar idea has been successfully implemented ln Lowell,

Massachusetts.1*1

3.4. San Francisco

San Francisco enacted its lirst zoning ordlnance In 1921 without a master plan as it was not

required at that time. Although beginning ln 1927 the City enacted some special height dis-

tricts, the zoning by and large contained no controls on size and density of downtown struc-

tures until 1960. lndeed, in 1950s the Board of Supervisors revised the code to omit density

control. At that time HUD's predecessor, the federal Housing and Home Finance Agency,

suggested such controls to be incorporated without which it declined to continue the federal

housing assistance.11* The City responded by adopting the 1960 zoning ordlnance with very

generous downtown FAR of 20 with a bonus of additional FAR of 5 for the corner lots. A single

district covered the entire downtown area. .

Encouraged by the examples of New York and other cities, San Francisco lirst incorporated

bonus provisions in lts 1964 ordinance. Then, in 1968, the City rezoned downtown. The 1968

zoning ordlnance divided the downtown into four districts : the C-3-0 office district ln the li-

nancial area straddling lower Market Street, with a base FAR of 14; the C-3-R retail district

around Union Square, requiring continuous ground level retail uses, with a base FAR of 10; the

C·3-G general district encompasslng mixed residentlal, commercial office, hotel and enter-

tainment uses on the west and north sides of downtown, with a base FAR of 10; and the C-3-S

downtown support district south of Market, composed largely of warehouses and light indus-

1*1 Von Eckardt, Woll; "A Cultural Community Center in the Lowell Tradition,” The Washington Post,

January 26, 1974, Section B, p.l, col.1. Von Eckardt has called it “industrlaI Willlamsburg".

1** Cook, Robert S., Jr.; op. clt., 1980, p.124.
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try, with an FAR of 7.1** Although these four districts were defined in terms of uses, the density

distinctions were more important than use classilications. The zoning ordinance of 1968

generously allowed commercial uses of oflice towers of almost Ilmitless bulk and height

throughout the downtown area. Most of these developments were permitted as-of·right.

The bonus provisions available in the C-3-O office district allowed developers to build struc-

tures wlth densities in excess of the base FAR of 14 in exchange for public amenities like

tunnel access to the rapid transit station or a parking structure, multiple building entrances,

widenlng sidewalks and through-block walkways, plazas, setbacks, smaller upper tloors, and

observation decks. Each of these features was tied to a formula for additional bonus, with an

upper limit of 20 per cent, and the FAR could be lncreased from the base of 14 to about 22

through the most advantageous combination of bonus features. And this bonus system was

by and large as-of-right.

As a result of such liberal density and bonus provisions in the ordinance, the city grew ex-

cessively ln the following years. Durlng the 16 years between 1965 and 1981, the city's down-

town oflice space more than doubled, to a total of 55 million sq. tt.. Since 1981, the City has

approved permission for construction of yet another 10 million sq. ft. of oflice space.1** lt soon

became apparent from the enormous building activities that the FAR limits of 1968 were tan-

tamount to almost no limits.

Public pressure was always active in San Francisco asking for reductlon in the FAR limits. In

1964, the Board of Supervlsors in response to such pressures amended the ordinance to re-

duce FAR for downtown from 20 to 16, and for corner lots from 25 to 20. Then, In 1968, the

downtown FAR was again lowered and tied to use speciücations. The highest FAR, as dis-

1** Vettel, Steven L; “San Francisco's Downtown Plan : Environmental and Urban Design Values ln

Central Business District Regulatlons," Ecology Law Quarterly, VoI.12, No.3, 1985, p.517.

1** Adams, Gerald D.; "A Last-Ditch Effort to Save Downtown San Francisoo," Planning, Vol.50, No.2,

February 1984, p.5.
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cussed above, was In the office distrlct which was brought down to maximum 14. But such

reductions proved inslgnlficant to tame the scale of development that was ongoing. Finally

reacting to a public outcry, which was further relnforced by a referendum bannlng tall building

construction, the City Planning Department came up in 1983 with a strict new set of zonlng

regulations. This zonlng amendment was also supplemented by a master plan of the city,

which according to Paul Goldberger has been,
”

"... an unusually sophlsticated plan, and it would have given San Francisco the most restrictive
downtown zoning laws in the nation."*¤

The 1968 zonlng ordinance established a limited TDR program. According to this provision, a

developer could transfer up to half of the permitted base floor area of an underdeveloped

C·3-O office distrlct site to an adjacent lot. Construction on the receiving site was allowed with

FAR significantly higher than the base FAR applicable to the lot. The TDR provision of the 1968

zoning ordinance was, however, so restrictive that in many cases there was disincentive for

developers to use it. The adjacency requirement, and the ceiling of transfer of only half of the

unused potential of a landmark often led to the economic sense to simply demolish the small

building.

3.4.1. The Downtown Plan of 1985

The Downtown Plan, or Proposition M as the initiative was called, lowered San Francisco’s

then existing building height limit of 700 feet to a maximum of 550 feet in the new development

distrlct south of Market Street. lt also cut the maximum height in much of the financial dlstrict

more sharply still, to amounts ranging from 50 to 300 feet.“* lndeed, the Plan has been so

detailed that it sets specific requirements for almost every block ln the downtown area. lt sets

1** Goldberger, Paul; "San Francisco Trles to Tame the Skyscraper," The New York Times, July 28, 1985,

Section 2, p.24, col.1.

1* Goldberger, Paul; "San Francisco Plan Seeks 'l’ight Umits on New Skyscrapers," The New York

Times, August 26, 1983, Section A, p.1, col.2.
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out clear preservatlon objectives,W recommends designs for public plazas to ensure ade-

quate sunlight and to encourage wide range of public actlvity,‘=* and strongly encouraged the

current movement in architecture to come out of the paradigm of austere, flat topped glass

boxes of the last generation of skyscrapers.W lt looks forward to a an expressive architecture

typically thinner, stepped-back towers of the 1920s and 30s. This, of course, is not favored by

a section of the design professionaIs.“°

The conservation objectives ln the Plan are intelllgently tagged with those of growth control.

The Plan suggests a well-thought-out downzoning in the commercial, office and retail districts

of the downtown. ln the high density C-3-O commercial office district the allowable FAR ls re-

duced from 14 to 10, in the C-3-R retail district from 10 to 6, in the C-3-G general commercial

district from 10 to 8, and in the C-3-S commercial service district from 7 to 5. The Plan also

takes steps to discourage large scale office uses from encroaching upon the retail district's

supply of smaller office space for personal services - such as travel agencies, medical offices

etc. — by permitting office construction not exceeding 5000 sq. ft. in the C-3-R district.*“ Si-

multaneously, the Plan proposes the creation of five 'architectural conservation districts‘ in the

areas whlch contained older buildings, and possessed an overall scale and character worthy

W lncorporating base studies and recommendations of the Foundation for San Franclsco's Architectural

Heritage.

W According to the suggestions of Vlhlliam H. Whyte, the author of 'Servicing Open Space for Urban

America' and 'Social Life of Small Urban Spaces,’ and consultant for New York Clty’s review of urban

plazas.

W Vtülliams, George A.; “Fine Points of the San Francisco Plan," Planning, op. cit., 1984, pp.12-13.

W Supported through some studies by the San Francisco Chapter of the American Institute ofArchitects

(Adams, Gerald D.; op. cit., pp.14-15.), although the Northern Section of the California AIA Chapter

was somewhat divided in opinion for and against this proposal of the Plan. Despite the AIA

endorsement, Chapter President Robert Hersey noted that the design controls were "very stringent

and offensive" to some members. San Francisco Chronicle architecture critic Allan Temko warned

by writing that the Plan would "dictate a stage set of slender, stepped-back towers that would be

essays in remembrances” of the high-rise of 1920s with "shafts that will taper, in a profusion of gables

and roofs, capped by plnnacles and spires, pyramids and pediments, strange triangular attics or cir-

cular vaults and domes.” (ibid, p.11.)

W Telephone lntervlew with Larry Badlner, San Francisco Department of Clty Planning, February 23,

1988.
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of protection. One such district embraces most of the retail district, and the others fall ln the

financial district.

One of the finest points in the Plan is that it recognlzes the recent architectural heritage. It

boldly wants to conserve the structures constructed in the downtown just after the 1906

earthquake.1** The plan identifies 266 buildings in the downtown area to be
‘

architecturally

significant', and other 222 structures as 'contributory buildings‘. While a complete ban on the

demolition of the ‘significant' buildings is considered, those ‘contributory' are preferred to be

conserved although alteration and replacement are considered allowable subject to strict de-

sign controls to ensure the maintenance of the district character. As Mr. Dean Macris, the San

Francisco Planning Director said,
“we

are taking much direct action by proposing an outright

ban on demolition of certain buildings and by actively encouraging the transfer of development

rights".‘**
i

The TDR program in San Francisco is not only backed by the downzoning in the downtown, it

ls further supported by the suspension of most of the conventional bonuses previously allowed

to gain density. Owners of both significant and contributory Iandmarks (and also the private

park and open space owners) are allowed to reallze economic benefit from their older

buildings by transferring the unused development rights from their sites to other building sites

within the downtown. San Francisco TDR program not only moves away from the adjacency

requirement, it also intends to direct development through TDR in the desired location, a

marked 33 acre area for special development on the south of Market area. Through the pur-

chase of TDRs, developers may increase density from base FAR ranging from 6 to 10 ln

downtown office areas to an FAR of 18. Since other bonus provisions are suspended, it ls only

through the transfer of TDRs from historic buildings or open space (or by including housing

1** Vlhlliams, George A.; op. clt., p.12.

1** Knack, Ruth; "View from the Planning Department," Planning, op. cit., 1984, p.9.
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within the new building) that a developer could achieve maximum density. Thus, the lncentive

for developers to use TDRs becomes exceedingly strong.

Another unique point in the San Francisco Plan is that in developing the downtown plan and

its TDR program, the City has clearly identified the receiving sites. The amount oftransfers the

area could absorb has also been calculated in order to ensure predlctability of the program.

In drawlng up the plan, the area marked for development, i.e; the south of Market Street dis-

trict, ls found to be capable of accommodating most of the developments. Accordingly, the

zonlng for this area allowed highest density in the city.

3.4.2. The Aftermath of the Plan

The plan was adopted by ordinance in October 1985. However, the approval of the Plan by the

Board of Supervisors required certain modifications. Some Board members found the Plan too

much development oriented, and even called it "the Manhattan PIan".*“ The most important

modification that came as a result, was a tight limit on the amount of office construction that

might be permitted each year. The decided figure was 950,000 sq. ft., which is less than the

total space in many single buildings ln New York City.*“ Further reduction in the ceiling of al-

lowable oliice construction in the downtown was considered during the approval process.

Finally it lowered the growth cap from 950,000 sq. lt. per year to 475,000 sq. ft. for next 11 to

15 years, and 950,000 sq. ft. per year thereafler.“* Limits to growth as strict as those the Plan

now proposes have several troubllng effects. Among them the most important ls a chance of

chaotic urban sprawl in the neighboring areas in the suburbs, or down San Francisco Bay to

San Jose. As Goldberger has written in despair,

1** Goldberger, Paul; op. clt., 1985.

W The Board of Supervisors also lnserted a provlsion requiring real estate developers to oontribute $1

per square foot for child-care facilities ln new downtown skyscrapers.

1** Roddewlg, Richard J. and lnghram, Cheryl A.; op. clt., 1987, p.11.
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"San Francisco had a chance at the finest downtown plan ln the nation, a daring proposal that

did more to tame the madness of over-building than any other city has even come closer to do-

ing. But by insisting that this was not enough, that building need not be limited but to be stran-

gled, San Francisco's politicians have turned this plan into something that may not help the city

much at all, and that runs the risk of sending the surrounding regions on a roller-coaster ride

from which it will never recover."“7

With the measures limitlng the growth to a somewhat impractical level, the Plan now makes

V
the future market for TDR more uncertain. One new office project, the 101st Building, approved

just before the revised plan went into effect, successfully used transferred development rights

from a signilicant structure. Although the planning department ls currently reviewlng about a

dozen office construction projects, including some that will use TDR, the revised plan will de-

press the market for TDR below the expectations of the program designers.

San Francisco's TDR program still deserves close observatlon for its uniqueness in many re-

spects. Its relations with downzoning, suspension of other bonus provisions, clearly identified

receiving areas supplementing city’s growth directions, and detail block by block planning of

receiving lots have already been mentioned. ln addition, San Francisco's TDR program, unlike

other city’s including New York City, does not tag the landmark’s preservation / maintenance

/ restoration cost to the proceedings of the transfer. instead, this obligation is enforced by

mandatory provislons in the ordlnance to take care of the conservation of 'significant' and

‘contributory‘ buildings that have sold TDR. Also, TDRs do not have to be transferred from site

to site. San Francisco TDR can float, unattached to a particular transferor or transferee site.

A certificate of transfer records the exchange of TDR from the original owner to the buyer

which can be another owner of development lot or persons or organizations who wish to hold

them for subsequent use or transfer. The San Francisco TDR program has been so clear and

predictable — through carefully identified receiving sites upto assignlng the extent that each

of them can absorb — that the enthusiasm for the program was evldent when the local real

estate industry sponsored seminars on the topic. lf a stagnatlon on growth can be adminis-

tered through a strict plan, there wlll be very little development pressure on the landmarks.

W Goldberger, Paul; op. clt., 1985.
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They will thus be conserved without any other measure · the owners will maintain them at

their best because they wlll not be able to replace them. ln that even the purpose of urban

conservation is served willy-nilly, and the TDR program need not be used. But if such stag-

nation becomes impractical in the future, the TDR program will play a vital role in shaping the

development, as well as in conserving the urban landmarks In San Francisco.

3.5. Denver

Denver has had FAR restrlctions in the zoning since 1956. ln the downtown B-5 district the FAR

limit has been 10 which could be raised to as high as 16 by providing public amenities in the

form of plaza, atrium, gallery, etc,. This FAR bonus system has been by and large as-of-right,

but required special review beyond certain levels. In the mile-high city of Denver, there Is no

absolute height limitation on the buildings. The heights of buildings are contained by local

economy, i.e; demand, and the indirect constraints from aviation. The FAR in B-7 warehouse

district which was originally 4, has been recently reduced to 2.

3.5.1. The TDR program

ln 1979, the Denver Partnership ( a not-for—prollt advocacy organization of private and public

Interests) and Historic Denver lncorporated started working in close ooordination to protect

the turn-of·the-century commercial buildings and warehouses, remnants of Denvefs frontler

days ln the low-rise area of the lower downtown district, What eventually emerged from such

an effort was a TDR ordlnance adopted in January 1982. lt established Denvefs B-5 TDR dls-

trlct, which included an approximately 40-block area of Denver’s downtown. Soon alter the

ordlnance, the Denver Partnership started working on the second area, the warehouse district

located In the western edge of downtown to protect the historlc character of the warehouse
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buildings and to encourage housing development. This resulted in extension of the TDR pro-

gram in November 1982 to the warehouse district as well through creation of the B-7 TDR

district.

Denver's TDR program was not accompanied by downzoning or the imposition of any historic

district designation. "As it stands, the ordlnance doesn’t guarantee any preservation at all,"

said Lisa Purdy, a preservation specialist for Historic Denver lncorporated, "but it does pro-

vide the incentive for it and we believe this is the practical way to
go."‘“

In Denver a TDR ls

strictly voluntary, and owner consent ls almost always sought before a designation. ln ab-

sence of strict tagging of TDR transfer and the implementation of preservation plan of the

originating landmark, as in San Francisco, the TDR program offers an economic alternative for

landmark designation and rehabilitation. Once the owner of a landmark building decides to

sell the unused development rights, he has to earn the eligibility for transfer through prior

rehabilitation of the building to the standards set by the Denver Landmarks Commission.

The TDR program, however, is supplemented by a sharp cut back in the plaza bonuses. Some

years ago the Clty lnitiated a system of incentive zoning based on New York’s program, but

disappointed by its failure to guide development adequately, the City has suspended most of

the incentive bonus provisions. lncreased urban design controls to limit the scale of new

construction ls put into effect along with the TDR program that permits transfers outside the

adjacent sites around the B-5 and B-7 districts. Denver has been the natlon's first major city

to enact such a leglslation and according to Goldberger was "(p)erhaps the most innovative

zoning."“•

1** Reichhüdt, T.; “Vlhll new Denver Zonlng become national model?" Preservation News, February 1983,

p. ,oo. .

1** Goldberger, Paul; op. clt., November 14, 1982, p.68.
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Before November 1982, l.e; before Inclusion of the B-7 district ln the TDR program, Denver

allowed transfers in the B-5 district only to adlacent Iots.‘*° But alter B-7 district was also in-

corporated in the program, the City litted the adjacency requirement and allowed transfer
V

throughout B~5 and B-7 districts. The housing development policy is intelligently interjected in

the program by way of allowing additional transfer rights lf landmark owner considered

housing in the rehabilitation program of the landmark. However, tc limit the paperwork, an

individual landmark owner cannot make more than four transfers.

The receivlng sites also can absorb additional development rights lf they conform to certain

conditions such as design with setbacks that enhance natural light, and ground level retail

spaces. What it means is that the traditional incentive bonus system will not automatically

authorize additional bulk, but it will allow purchase of more TDRs to be used in the proposed

construction. A receivlng site, however, cannot normally increase density more than 2.5 FAR

beyond the base density. The maximum density with all allowable bonuses in B-5 dlstrict can

go as high as 18 FAR. Whereas the B-5 district may have a lcwered density with wide use of

the TDR program, the density in the B-7 district shall increase because of the provlsion of

additional density transfer ln exchange for residential development.

ln the 40-block B-5 Central Business District TDR area, there is an inventory of approximately

2.7 million sq. lt. of density that can be transferred from already designated Iandmarl<s. In the

23-block B-7 TDR district, about 1.6 million sq. fl. of density ls available from existing and po-

tential landmarks.‘°‘ Acoording to a study done by Shlaes and Company, a potential of 13

million sq. fl. of density will be available in B-5 district if all the potential buildings will even-

tually be designated.

1** Relchhardt, T; op. cit., 1983.

**1 Roddewlg, Richard J. and lnghram, Cheryl A.; op. cit., 1987, p.9.
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Since the ordinance was enacted, there have been some transfers in Denver. The first one

was the Denver Athletic Club, located in the B-5 district, transferred 60,000 sq. ft. of density to

a site live block away. Currently there are some projects in negotiation stage in both B-5 and

B-7 districts which may use TDR. In general, Denver, ln recent years, has been experiencing

unprecedented office vacancy. New office space that might benefit from the TDR program will

remain on the drawlng board until the office space surplus has been absorbed. Such a boom
'

period may be coming when the TDR program may have its real testing in Denver.*°* Despite

the lack of transfer, the TDR program has allowed the Iandmark owners other options they did

not have before. The owners of two such properties could use their TDR as collateral for re-

habilitation constructlon loan. This way, the historic Navarre Building, an endangered land-

mark, was saved.

3.6. Seattle

The core of Seattle downtown is covered by two zones : metropolitan commercial (CM) and

metropolitan business (BM). The BM district ls the higher zone in which retail, service and

related establishments are intended to be located in the street level. The basic BM and CM

zones for the downtown core has no directly stated height or coverage limits, except to the

extent that an FAR limit, which is fixed at 10, can indlrectly lmpose. Both BM and CM districts

contain a schedule of as-of-right design features that entitle a developer, who lncorporates

them In his projects, additional FAR. However, due to generous FAR and the absence of a

height limlt, large lots, such as a city block, may contain glgantic buildings without resortlng

1* Telephone interviews with Lisa Purdy, one of the key person in Historic Denver Inc., on January 19,
1988; and Robert Damerau, the Director of Denver Planning ofüce on January 22, 1988 indicate an
optimism that a boom period ls approachlng, and that the TDR program will play the most slgnificant
role ln shaping Denver’s downtown.
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to the bonus provislons. This is exemplilied on the four downtown blocks owned by the

UNICO, the University of Washington's real estate arm.‘“

3.6.1. The TDR Program

The new downtown plan adopted in Seattle in 1985 has four signiticant TDR components. The

TDR program was lncorporated in the plan to achieve certain objectives. They were: to pro-

tect and rehabilitate low-income housing in the downtown area, to conserve Seattle land-

marks, to encourage compatible in-till development projects in the historic districts, and to

maintain the varied building scale in the core area. Like San Francisco, Seattle's TDR program

was also accompanied by downzoning of the office and retail distrlcts.

The TDR program in Seattle is in competition with other bonus provisions as in New York City.

The base FAR of 10 in the ottice core can be doubled with a series of bonuses. Through gen-

eral bonuses against the provision of day care, parks, sculptured building tops, retail atriums,

or from the transfer of unused development rights from deslgnated Seattle landmarks, the

base FAR of 10 can be ralsed to 13. lf these general bonuses are oombined in addition to af-

fordable houslng bonuses, and TDR from low-Income housing, the FAR can be raised from 13

to 15. An increase in denslty from 15 to 20 FAR can be ultimately achieved through buying

low-income housing TDR or through bonuses in exchange for construction of low and middle

income housing in the proposed development, or for rehabilitation of vacant resldential

buildings.

The Seattle TDR program allows transfers from deslgnated landmarks located within the of-

üce, retail and mixed commercial distrlcts In the downtown core. However, in the retail dis-

tricts, unutlllzed development rights can be transferred only within the same block. There are

1** Cook, Robert S., Jr; op. ctt., 1980, p.74.
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also other sending llmltations. For example, ln the office district the unused development po-

tential is ascertained by calculating the difference between the base FAR (rather than the

maximum FAR through bonus provisions) and the FAR achieved in the existing structure. ln

other areas of retail, mixed or residential districts, the transferable development potential is

generally calculated by comparing the difference between the FAR ln existing buildings and

an FAR of 6. ·

The guidellnes for transfer from landmark buildings have been established by the Seattle

Department of Community Development.W Generally, any proposed development project us-

ing TDR from landmark structure requires a certificate of approval from the Seattle Landmark

Preservation Board. The program requires both the sending and receivlng lot owners to

interact with the Board. While the receiving lot owner applies for a transfer approval and in-

cludes plans for long-term preservation of the landmark, the sending site owner must also

apply for approval of the proposed rehabilitation or restoration.

The review and approval procedures are designed to ensure that funds from the sale of TDR

are available for the rehabilitation of the landmark, and that such rehabilitation works are

completed. For instance, the occupatlon certificate for the new buildings in receivlng site shall

not be issued until the landmark building ls rehabilltated, or funds from the sale of TDR nec-

essary to restore the landmark are deposited in the Community Development escrow account.

However, if the landmark involved in the TDR transfer has already been rehabilitated through

the National Park Service’s investment tax credit program, the proceeds from the sale of un-

used development rlghts need not be regulated by the City. Another unique feature in the

Seattle TDR program ls that it tags TDR with a time frame. Accordlng to the guldelines, “(t)he

transfer of development rights from the sending lot to the receivlng lot last for the life of the

project on the receivlng Iot."*“

W Guidelines for Transfer of Development Rights from Landmark Structures, Department of Community

Development, City of Seattle, 1985.

W ibid, p.landmarks l-85.
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Seattle's urban conservation program is also maintained by establishlng certain historic dis-

trlcts on the perlphery of the core where strict design review is required by the ordinance. The

specific objectives of each district are, however, varied depending on the environmental con-

dition of the dlstrict. For instance, while the historic setting and exterior appearance of

buildings are important in the International Special Review District or ln the Pioneer Square;

the Denny Regrade area is to be protected from the encroachment of the office buildings. The

FAR system, therefore, has been tuned to encourage multiple residence · mlxed density use

in the Denny Regrade area. The in-GII projects in these historic districts are allowed to use

TDR from designated Iandmarks provided their designs follow the guidelines of the district

concerned.

3.6.2. Landmark Preservation vs. Housing Provision

The Seattle TDR program came into force in 1985, but so far no transfer from Iandmark

buildings has happened.1* However, a number of transfers from Iow·income housing have

been consummated. This can be attributed to the emphasis given to low-income housing

protection in the TDR program design. As mentioned earlier, TDR from Iandmarks ls in com-

petition with other bonus provislons as well as with those from low-income housing stock ln

the downtown area. TDR from Iandmark structures, which falls in the category of ‘general

bonuses' can raise the FAR from 10 to 13, whereas the housing bonuses can be used to raise

it from 13 to 20. Further, the TDR from Iandmarks involve a complicated process of review and '

approval which delays, and thereby, adds expenses to the development cost. The program

becomes non·encouraging for TDR transfers from Iandmarks when the guldellnes include

hourly charges for time spent by the City staff in negotiating and review of the project involving

TDR from landmarks.1*"'

1* Telephone interview with Karen Gordon, Historic Preservation Officer, City of Seattle Department of
Community Development, February 17, 1988.

1*7 lbld, item - f, p.landmarks I - 83.
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The plan emphasizes retention of low-income housing more than anything else. The TDR

program has been a tool to achieve this goal. Downtown Seattle has lost some of its Iow-

income housing through gentrification. But even after that, according to the estimate of the

City, more than 7,300 low-income housing units are still available in the downtown area. Al-

most all of the downtown low-Income housing sites are built far less than the full FAR, and the

unused density from them may be transferred to other downtown lots. If such a transfer is

approved, the buildings in the sending site must comply with the standards of housing and

building codes. Further, the program requires that more than 50 per cent of the total floor area

in the sending site shall remain in Iow·income housing use for at least 20 years from the time

of transfer.

It is not surprising that in such a situation the owners of the low-income housing sites shall

compete to sell their unused development rights. This has devalued the price of TDRs well

below the standard price. For example, while the planners calculated up to $25 per sq. ft. for

additional density, the TDRs from low-income housing have been selling for only $9 per sq.

0.** City Planning goal to encourage low-income housing has triggered a market oompetition

ln which not only landmark preservation has been suffering; it has brought down the market

price of TDRs from low-income housing sites so low that the primary goal of maintalning and

rehabilitating the housing stock may not be accomplished by the resources generated through

the TDR proceeds.

3.7. Washington, DC

Washington, DC may be regarded as the romantic classical city par excellence in the United

States. During the earlier years, numerous buildings were erected in the eclectlc style of the

late 19th century borrowed freely from French Chateaux, Greek Temples, Gothic and

1** Roddewig, Richard J. and lnghram, Cheryl A.; op. cit., 1987. p.10.
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Romanesque churches, and other styles of the past. A commission authorized by Congress

in 1901, which included, among others, Daniel Burnham and Frederick Law Olmstead, Jr., re-

commended unified heights and materials for new buildings. The Height of Buildings Act of

1910 allowed a maximum of 160 feet height, although the zoning regulations of different areas

prescribed various maximum building heights. The first zoning regulations for the District of

Columbia was adopted on August 30, 1920. Major revision of this original zoning came ln re-

sponse to the Zoning Act of June 20, 1938, which still remains in effect with various amend-

ments.

The 1938 zoning prescrlbed various use districts in the city, e.g; resldentlal dlstrlct (R), special

purpose dlstrlct (SP), commercial districts (C), and industrial districts which was further sub-

divided as commercial - light manufacturing (C-M) and general industry districts (M). Each of

these districts was further sub-zoned according to prescribed density, which again varied ac-
A

cording to predominant use. For example, an office building in the SP district could have an

FAR of 5.5, but the same lot could be developed at 6.0 FAR for apartment houses or hotels. In

the Central Business District (C-4) the FAR allowed for resldentlal use is 5.5, but could be as

high as 11 (general 10 plus 1 extra for above ground parking) for office buildings. The usual

maximum height in the C·4 district was limited to 110 feet to match the Federal Triangle height.

This height llmit was subsequently raised to 130 feet in general; and the buildings setback 50

feet from the existing line along north side of the Pennsylvania Avenue between 1st and 15th

Street can take advantage of full 160 feet height allowed by the 1910 Act.‘“

3.7.1. Historic Preservation and TDR

Like any other city, urban conservation concerns in Washington, DC initlally were isolated

battle cries and usually sprang rather late when demolition had started or was immlnent (e.g;

1* Pennsylvania Avenue Development Corporation; The Pennsylvania Avenue Plan, 1974, p.ix.
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Old Post Office, Willard Hotel etc.), One such landmark building, the Christian Heurich Man-

sion, showed a new way of resolving the stress between conservatlon and redevelopment

4
pressures. The line Romanesque mansion on 19th Street and New Hampshire Avenue near

Dupont Circle, built in 1880 for the venerable German born brewer, became the home of the

Columbia Historical Society alter 1956, The Society maintained the interiors - the gilded

cupids on the bedroom celling, potted palms, basement Bierstube etc. -· and kept it as a mu-

seum. But the Society gradually became unable to maintain the landmark. At the same time

the redevelopment pressure was on as it contained considerable unused development po-

tentials.

ln 1970-71 ‘Dupont Circle Joint Venture', the developer of the adjacent land, offered the Society

more than half a million dollars for lts unused development rights. Through this purchase the

Venture wanted to build up to 130 feet, the maximum height permitted in the city. This proposal

was hailed by connoisseurs of architectural heritage and general public alike.1*° The

Washington Post editorial urged serious consideration citing success of the system in New

York City.1*‘ The 'Costonls Plan,‘ as the system was called sometimes, of saving landmarks

through transfer of development rights was published at this tlme and, as mentioned by Wolf

Von Eckardt, was instrumental in working out the transfer program.1**

lt required Washington, DC's Zoning Commission to permit the Soclety to sell its unused de-

velopment rights to the project next door, and also to allow the office building to go up to 130

feet instead of the zoned 90 feet,1** The proposal also required that the funds received through

1** Interview with Hugh C. Miller, the then Chief Historical Architect, US National Park Servloes, De-

cember 21, 1987.

1*1 g;|e2Washington Post; Editorial, "A New Way to Save Old Buildings," May 10, 1971, Section A, p.18,

1** Von Eckardt, Wolf; "The Architectural Treasure Robbery," The Washington Post, May 7, 1974, Section

C, p,8, col.2.

1** Woodbury, Steven R.; "Transfer of Development Rights, A New Tool for Planners," Journal of Amer-

ican Institute ol Planners, January 1975, Vol.41, p.5,
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this transfer be used to restore and maintaln the Iandmark Includlng restrlctlons upon the

Iandmark's interior, exterior, and grounds in accordance with the National Capital Planning

Commisslon’s plan for the area. The Zoning Commission finally used its Planned Unit Devel-

opment ordinance to permit the transfer,1*‘ and the Iandmark was conserved.

· Meanwhile, the urban conservation movement ln Washington, DC gathered further momen-

tum. By 1972 the Joint Commission on Landmarks listed all important buildings ln three cate-

gories : category - l included buildings most signlficant that must be preserved; category · ll

included those signilicant that should be preserved if possible; and category - lll listed those

of value to be preserved if practicable.1** The controversy over the redevelopment of the

Pennsylvania Avenue and eventual change in the philosophy of the project furthered the cause

of urban conservation.1** Successlve plans were drawn to accommodate the criticisms, and

finally in 1974 the Pennsylvania Avenue Development Corporation was established. With this,

the whole concept was turned around from cataclysmic urban renewal to careful urban con-

servation. The zoning revisions the planners asked in the 1974 plan were to permit along north

side of the Avenue to build up to the full 160 feet height limitation imposed by Congress in the

Height of Building Act of 1910. Current zoning allowed 130 feet, and the 30 feet bonus was to

be granted against innovative amenities in the new building to use rooftops for tennis oourts

and swimming pools, cafes and restaurants, and to build underground ooncourses to metro

stations.

ln 1971 architect Grosvenor Chapman proposed a plan for Georgetown waterfront preserva-

tion through adoption of a TDR program. The proposal was to send unused development rights

from Georgetown waterfront to areas around the downtown metro stops where recelvlng lots

1** James, Franklin J. and Gale, Dennis E.; Zoning for Sale : A Critical Analysls of Transfer of Develop-
ment Rights Program, The Urban Institute, 1977, p.10, note 15.

1** List updated by Nancy Taylor, Landmark l-listorian of the Historic Preservatlon Office, The Washington
Post, April 9, 1972, Section F, p.4, col.l.

1** gen Eclgldg, Wolf; “Enlivenlng Pennsylvania Avenue," The Washington Post, January 21, 1978, Section
,p. , . .
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were to be allowed additional helght. The proposal was particularly attractive as lt tagged

preservation of Iandmarks in Georgetown to an encouragement for efficient use of the mass

transportation by concentrating development along the metro line.‘•' This plan drew immedi-

ate attention of many, and Von Eckardt wrote favorably by comparing it with New York City’s

TDR program as well as with the then current Chicago Plan. Von Eckardt preferred the TDR

program rather than downzoning the waterfront; as he wrote,

".... that would mean a tight that is rarely if even won because in this country we never change
the zoning to allow people less profit on land they already own."*•*

Unfortunately, the proposal raised planning and administrative controversies regarding the

rationale of adding density in the areas far removed from the sending areas. The concept of

separating the sending and receiving sites ln a TDR program was then something too upstart,

and as feared by Professor Costonis‘•* the legal issue went against the proposal.

Subsequently, the Georgetown Planning Group - a consortium of renowned planning lirms —

proposed a TDR program within Georgetown area. This plan required establishment of a

‘development rights district‘ in which all of the land in the planning area was to be asslgned

proportional development right units according to use type. Allocation of these units was to

be decided by a somewhat complicated formula correlating land requlrement by each type

with transportation demand. The total transportation capacity was calculated and was as-

signed propoitionally to each type. According to this plan, a redevelopment in the district was

to secure required development right units through transfer from deslgnated landmark prop-

erties. This proposal was accepted for discussion by the National Capital Planning Commis-

slon.”° However, one of the maln concerns in this proposal was concelvably the basis for

1*7 Woodbury, Steven R.; op. cit., p.6.

1* Vgn Eäkgrdt, Wolf; "Getting Charm and Height,” The Washington Post, February 27, 1971, Section C,

p. , . .

1** Costonis, John J.; op. cit, 1974, p.50-51.

W National Capital Planning Commission; Georgetown Waterfront Area Plan and Development Man-
agement Program, July 25, 1975, Appendlx - C.
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allocating the development right units. This concern was evident in the paper presented by

Martin J. Rody at the 1974 National Planning Conference In Chicago, when he mentloned,

"One might argue with the total development level within the development district, the basis for

arriving at the development potential, and the value assigned to DRUs for each 1000 square foot

space by use. However, once the level of development and limiting constralnts are resolved, the

technique itself appears to be very workable and fair in the distribution of development

potential.""'

Arguments of this nature for a program, which by itself was new, never got resolved. The

failure of the proposal proved that a complicated TDR program with questlonable assumptions

will not work irrespective of the merit and credibillty of the designers. The program needed

to be simple with clear procedures. Georgetown’s preservation program is still facing nu-

merous disputes because resolution of conflicting Interests between redevelopment and con-

servation require public funds In the absence of a workable TDR program."*

Although Washington, DC does not have a clear TDR program, it however has an active PUD

technique that allows transfer among contiguous or adjacent lots. The case of Heurich Man-

sion has already been mentioned. Special zoning permit, as required In a PUD project, ena-

bles the City to evaluate the merit of each project, and balance the gain against the trade-offs.

ln 1978 developer Oliver T. Carr applied for a PUD project ln the block bounded by F / G

Streets and 14th / 15th Streets which planned for demolition of four certified buildings to save

three others."° This was turned down by the Zoning Commission. A recent PUD project which

has been approved by the Commission is the Arts Club of Washington project at the oomer

of 20th and l Street. The project involves four existing buildings of which two will be preserved,

and other two to be demolished to make room for new construction. The new construction

17* Rody, Martin J.; "Encouraglng Redevelopment Through a TDR System : Georgetown Waterfront,

D.C.," Planning Advisory Service Report No. 304, op. cit., 1975, p.42. (Martin J Rody was the Assistant

Director of Regional Affairs, National Capital Planning Commission.)

*7* Bredemeier, Kenneth; "Panel Approves Georgetown Park,” The Washington Post, May 3, Section 8,

p.9, col.1. The article dlscusses several “thorny questlons" despite the Commlsslon's approval of the

general plan, partlcularly with regards to cost of the project and howto obtaln such funds.

*7* Von Eckardt, Wolf; "Zoning Game," The Washington Post, March 4, 1978, Section B, p.1, col.2.
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shall lncorporate the unused potential of the preserved buildlngs.*7* Washington, DC shall have

more of such PUD projects as demolition or alteration of designated landmarks now requires,

alter the passage of the 1978 blll by the City Council, a special permit lnvolving the Mayor, the·

Federal Joint Commission on landmarks and the Fine Arts Commission.‘7‘

3.8. Philadelphia

Unlike other blg cities In the United States, Philadelphia traditlonally allowed conservatlve

density even in the core of the city. Until 1962, the FAR allowed ln the C·4 and C·5 commercial

zone of the CBD was restricted to maximum 8. Later on, the FAR limit ln these two zones has

been ralsed to 12, but the residential districts were kept at old density limits. For example, FAR

in R-5 residential zone remained at 3.5, and that in R-6 at 5. Mixed used districts were created

in the years between 1962 and 1970, and their density limits were set according to location

from a maximum FAR of 1.5 in RC-2 district to a 12 in RC-5. So far Philadelphia does not have

an incentive / bonus system in the zoning which allows additional bulk In exchange for public

amenltles. However, the existing zoning does allow bonuses against yard space and setback

ln excess of what is prescribed in the regulations. The new Center City Plan, which Is now

undergoing the approval process, has included bonus provisions against public amenitles and

preservatlon of hlstoric structures.

Starting from the landmark preservatlon case of the lndependence National Park, hlstoric

preservatlon through rehabilitation tax credit has been quite active ln Philadelphia. From 1976

to 1986, 763 buildings have qualltied for federal tax Incentives whlch has resulted ln $970

million of restoration and rehabilitation work. Nevertheless, rehabilitation tax Incentives have

*7* Information from Cecil Tucker, Zoning Commission, Washington, DC, Case No. 87 -23C.

*7* "l-gtoric Preservation in the Clty," Editorial, The Washington Post, November 14, 1978, Section A,

p. .
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limitations as the program does not lnclude Iocally certified buildings and those owned by

non-profit and rellgious organizations. Despite the nation’s largest hlstoric office building

renovation, the one million sq. lt. Curtis Center, the new Center City Plan recognizes that,

"Although existing zoning regulations largely serve to protect developed communities in Center

City from demolition, the preservatlon of all worthy structures is not guaranteed. There are sites

within these developed areas that are not built to capacity under zoning. As land prices increase
and the market for office and mixed-use development prospers, pressure will intensify to replace

buildings on these sites with new construction.”*7* _

There are now 21 distrlcts ln the center city listed on the National Register of Historic Places.

Some include whole neighborhoods, others are but a single block. There are no hlstoric dis-

tricts ln the center city which are certified Iocally, and creation of two such distrlcts Is in

progress. While Phlladelphia’s new Center City Plan ls developed to take full advantage of

federal tax Incentives for hlstoric properties rehabilitation, it also proposes to extend the

present tax abafement period of five-year to a ten-year period for Iocally deslgnated hlstoric

properties. ln addition, the Plan also proposes a vigorous TDR program for the Center City

areas that would relieve the burden on public funds while fulfilling the objectlve of preserva-

tion.

3.8.1. The Proposed TDR Program

Philadelphia is fortunate to have retalned much of the architecture of the 18th and 19th Cen-

turies. However, with the construction of Liberty Palace, the first skyscraper to break the tra-

ditional helght llmlt, Phlladelphia has entered a new era of development activity ln the city.

This, as the City Planning Commission reoognlzes, results from Phlladelphia’s new·f0und

economic prosperity. The Commission saw the need to assess and formallze thls vision of the

Center City and developed the new Plan, the first since Edmund Bacon's pioneering effort of

1963. The Plan Is a massive effort, and preservatlon recommendations while important, con-

"'
Clty of Phlladelphia Planning Commission; The Plan for Center City, 1987, p.88. (mlmeographed)
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stitute only a few of the more than 200 recommendations set forth in the document. But as the

proposal prepared by the Central Philadelphia Development Corporation recognizes, "this

Plan marks the first time that a preservation point of view or ‘ethic' is acknowledged in

Philadelphia’s principal planning document.""'

The new Plan ls framed with two missions : 'stimulating growth' and ‘preserving values‘. With

these missions the Plan addresses the conflict that in purely economic terms, historic land-

marks are threatened due to the disproportionate value between the building lot and the small

historic building that sit upon it. Already the choice building sites in desirable locations have

been purchased and plans are being developed for virtually all available parcels on West

Market Street. The sites that are most vulnerable to the next wave of redevelopment are those

located south of Market Street and west of Broad, as well as east of Broad, close to the pro-

posed Convention Center. These sections of the city are filled with historic, low·scale proper-

ties, that are vulnerable precisely because they occupy the lands now considered highly

desirable for new office and commercial developments. Although the 1984 Preservation Ordi-

nance is strong enough to designate properties and regulate change to historic buildings, lt

I
cannot prevent clalms of economic hardship and dilapidation through neglect which results

from under-utilization of the potential.

Recognlzing the need for additional incentives to advance new opportunities for these threat-

ened historic properties, the new Plan has proposed the TDR program drawing from the ex-

perience of the programs of other cities. The incentive program in Philadelphia has three

components which are:
• Transfer of Development Rights (TDR)

•
Zoning Lot Merger (ZML)

•
Zoning Bonus for Preservation

"'
"lmplementation of Preservation Zoning Incentives Contained in the New Center City Plan," A pro-

posal by Central Philadelphia Development Corporation for research and adoption of the preserva-

tion zoning Incentives recommended by the Philadelphia City Planning Commission, February 1988,

(mimeographed).
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The TDR program would allow the owner of a certified historic property which is not built to

its maximum potential allowable under current zoning, to sell the unused development rights

to another location separate from the landmarkproperty. ln Philadelphia's present market

situation the proposed TDR program will benefit commercial owners who seek to realize some

financial gain from the unused potential above their low-scaled Iandmark buildings. The Plan

envisages this type of transfer to represent the majority of cases. This program shall also be

beneficial to owners of non-profit Institutions, such as churches or synagogues, which are hard

pressed to capitalize on the increaslng land values beneath their Iandmark buildings. The

transfer proposal has to include a plan to rehabilitate and maintain the historic structures, and

the transfer must be oflicially recorded with the City.

The ZML program would allow two adjoining sites to be merged, even if under different own-

ership, for the purpose of calculating allowable density on the overall site. Under this program,

unused development rights shall be transferred only to the adjacent lot. As with the TDR pro-

gram, the transfer proceeds will have to ensure Improvement and maintenance of the historic

structure. Unlike the TDR program, the adjacency situation of ZML program necessltates

certain degree of design control to prevent developments out of scale with its neighboring

Iandmark building. The Plan proposes input of the Historic Commission to set a maximum in-

crease of floor area for the new structure. An official record of the declaratlon and agreement

of the zonlng lot merger has to be filed; which should outline a plan for dividing development

interests, and for continuing maintenance of the historic property.

The system of zonlng bonus has been thought to further the preservation goals in case where

the historic structure does not have unused rights. Revisions proposed to the zonlng code

would provide floor area bonus for extraordinary public amenitles such as observation decks

or a mid·block connection between streets. Under this program, density bonus should also

be granted in exchange for the preservation of locally deslgnated historic structures. The

value of the private investment for rehabilitation or continued maintenance of the Iandmark

should be related to the value of lncreased development rights for the new building.
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Varlous details for implementation of the program are currently under research by the Central

Philadelphia Development Corporation and Philadelphia Historic Preservation Commission.

Issues under investigation are identification and planning of the receiving districts as part of

the TDR program. Requirements of restrictions, covenants and maintenance plans are also

under examination in the case of transfer from publicly owned landmarks. The possibility and

appropriateness of a TDR bank along with administrative organization and mechanism are

also on the agenda. Most importantly, development of a ‘fast track' mechanism for approvals

of transfer projects ls given high priority.*7* This should become an additional incentive for the

program lf it becomes a faster and thereby "cheaper than hiring a Iawyer to get zoning

variance."*7* Transfer of development rights did occur in Philadelphia even without a formal

program. Academy House, a high-rise condominium building used the development rights

from the Academy of Music. ln the absence of a ZML program, Academy House had to be

physically connected to the music hall.

*7* Information from Donna Ann Harris, Vice President, Program Development in the Philadelphia Historic

Preservation Corporation.

*7* Central Philadelphia Development Corporation; op. clt.
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4. Analysis of Issues

The TDR programs of different cities studied in the previous chapter show diversity of program

designs for landmark conservation. ln general, the case studies lndlcate that the legal

questions concerning the validity of a TDR program has been adequately addressed, and

legality of the concept is no longer a primary question. This is where the TDR concept has

entered, what Professor Peter J. Pizor calls, the second generation in its articulation and

program formulation.‘•° In the second generation, the main thmst of the programs is planning

and implementation. After the legal questions are more or less sorted out, the emphasis has

now turned on the questions of 'how' to implement the programs.

Each of the programs studied above has its particular and unique aspects which needed

special attention. But each recognizes a central problem of ensuring that a market indeed

exists for the development rights, to give them a value, and to provide an lncentlve for TDR

transfer. A market for development rights ls a function primarily of two elements - demand

for built-up spaces as expressed by availability in relation to occupancy / vacancy rate, and

allowable denslty limits set forth in the existing zoning with other bonus provisions.

1*** Pizor, Peter J.; "Making TDR Work, A Study of Program lmplementation," APA Journal, Spring, 1986,
pp.203-211. (Professor Peter J. Pizor is a prominent scholar in the field of TDR.)
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Other questions vary from case to case, but ln general, they relate to planning, administration

and management of the program. Whether the receiving sites should be adjacent to the

sending site, or they can be far away is a question that infiuences TDR marketability as well

as city’s overall planning goals and infrastructural capacities. Distribution of TDR and its re-

lation to zoning limits of the receiving areas are also of critical importance. Administration of

TDR transfers, and time required for processing approvals play signilicant roles for success

and otherwise of a program. From thls concern, establishment of a Ilalson organization for

management should also be examined. And finally, whether there should be a TDR bank, and

how that ought to be created are also of crucial importance for synchronlzing the supply with

demand, as well as to balance the fluctuations in the real estate market. From these questions

emerge the main issues that are to be analyzed for identifying the cause, as well as resolution

of the problems of a Iandmark TDR program. They are :

•
How to ensure a TDR market, and howto make a TDR program competitive with the

existing zoning variance and bonus system.

•
Whether transfer should be restricted only to the adjacent lots of the originating site,

or they may be sent elsewhere. lf adjacency requirement ls to be removed, should

specific areas be designated to receive additional density as a result of the transfer.

• Whether development rights should be permitted on a site in excess of the existing

density limit, or there should be a downzoning precedlng the program Implementa-

tion.
•

How to ensure that TDR proceeds will be used for restoration I preservatlon I main-

tenance of the Iandmark.
•

How procedural and administrative complications of a TDR program can be mini-

mized.
•

Does there exist a need, and what is the role, for a non·protit organization in man-

aging a TDR program.
• Should a TDR bank be established to facilitate and hold transfers.

• Should publlcly owned landmarks be governed by special requirements for transfer

from them.

These issues are analyzed in the following pages, and are based on the observations of the

case studies. Resolution of some issues may be evident from experience of existing programs

dlscussed above, while other issues may remain questionable requiring further opinion and
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thought. These Iatter Issues shall form the core of the questlonnaire survey to find out per-

ceptions among various actors In the Geld belonging to different interest groups.

4.1. TDR vs. Zoning Limits and Bonuses

Central city landmark TDR programs typically provide developers on receiving lots with den-

sity bonus. lt ls, therefore, imperative that there exists an incentive for developers to acqulre

TDR from sending sites. lf the city’s zoning ordinance ls already quite generous In its FAR

allowances, or provide many as-of-right I easy-to-acquire FAR bonuses, there will be no In-

centive for a developer to go for TDR despite allowance in the ordinance and availability.

As observed, Chicago is a case in point. Although the 'Chicago Plan' is one of the pioneering

proposals for TDR program in the country, the Plan never got started for one very Important

reason. To make the Plan work, a slgnitlcant reduction in current FAR limits In the downtown

were essential. Projects can be developed ln Chicago downtown to achieve FAR between 24

to 30 on large lots with existing bonus provisions of pedestrian plaza, street·leveI arcades and

upper-floor setbacks. Sears Tower, the world’s tallest building has been built without the need

for a zoning change. Another case In point is Dallas. Although Dallas has In its zoning ordi-

nance the provisions for TDR program since 1982, not a single transfer has taken place so far

as the City Is overzoned in itself, and also provides generous as-of-right bonuses.‘•‘

Overzoning usually means density allowances more than what the market can oonsume. But

lt may also be viewed in terms of cityscape disruption as Paul Goldberger commented on

'shoehorning' in New York City. However, if the market shrinks, as lt has happened for Dallas

and Denver, the whole development business decreases, and there would be no market for

1*1 Telephone interview with Ron Emrlch, Department of Planning and Development, Dallas, March 15,

1988.
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TDR. ln such a case, the basic goal of conservlng the Iandmarks ls by and large ensured as

low demand ln the market may spare the Iandmarks. However, even in a slow market some

Iandmarks would still be threatened for their locational advantages. The situation becomes

even worse as in such circumstances the new development usually cannot absorb additional

density, and TDR provisions becomes useless. lf the local economy is prosperous, the market

would opt for additional density, like New York City and Philadelphia. ln such cases, the de-

velopers would not venture for TDR before they have exhausted all as-of-right bonus pro-

vlslons. That ls, even in favorable market situation, TDR program is ln an unequal competition

with bonus provisions. Unequal because most bonus provisions are as-of-right in exchange for

certain prescribed design features, whereas TDR bonus requires negotiatlon, approval,

undertaklng, etc. which consume time and energy.

First part of the problem can be solved by overall downzoning, parlicularly in the recelvlng

areas. Downzoning is typically viewed as taking privileges out, and often challenged in Courts.

However, the case of San Francisco shows that it is possible if supported by public opinion

and sound urban design I planning. The argument in favor is that downzoning reduces

something that was created entirely by the regulations, and was allowed earlier as the City

saw the demand. The reduction now is nothing but revising the regulations in view of the

market condition. That is, when the City can create the extent of development, it also has the

authority to reduce it to some desirable limit as it sees fit in the current market situation. The

argument against could be that the reduction in density limit ls only to create a market for

TDR. lf the market has shrunk, development activities would automatically shrink irrespectlve

of density allowances. Said another way, if the market does not demand, the buildings shall

not be built to the maximum limit, and as such there ls no real need to reduce the limit. Both

arguments have merlt, and this Issue needs further opinion through the survey.

The second part of the problem ls already part of a bigger controversy. As has been observed

in the New York City case, incentive and bonus zoning have added enormous built-up spaces

ln exchange for very unsatisfactory amenities. Suspension I modlticatlon of these provisions
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are already in agenda for planning consideration, and are partlally suspended in many cities

(e.g; New York City, San Francisco) from the concern of over building rather than their com-

petition with TDR. While considering the question of carrying capacity, TDR programs fare very

well as they do not add to absolute density, whereas bonus provisions are absolute addition.

But the argument in favor of bonus system remains that they are the only means by which

flexibility in zoning can be achieved for better urban design.‘•* Therefore, like the lirst part, this

question should also be examined through opinion survey.

However, one point can be agreed upon without much controversy and that is, lf there does

not exist an incentive / bonus system in the current zoning, lt would be better not to have it.

Flexibillty ln zoning can be achieved in some other ways. Further, when each lot in the

downtown takes advantage of the same llexibility, it makes even flexibility look sterile. To

achieve better quality of designed environment through flexibllity in zoning, it would probably

be useful to allocate additional densities in preferred locations decided by an approved urban

design, as in San Francisco; or by allocating block-wise additional density to whomever comes

first, as suggested by Paul Goldberger."°

4.2. Adjacency vs. Transfer District

The embryonic stage of TDR program was that when the definition of a zoning lot was revised

ln New York City, and total density of a proposed development was reviewed against total

potential of the lots in the same city block under the same ownershlp. The imperatlve logic ln

**2 The argument of getting public amenities without public cost or the ‘something-for-nothlng' rationale

ls no longer valid, as the additional density against such amenities does require services and
infrastructures which ultimately has to be borne by the community. This ls common to both bonus
system and non-adjacent TDR schemes where a TDR bonus, though not absolute increase in the re-

gional perspective, is however net addition in local context (James, Franklin J. and Gale, Dennis E.;

op. clt., pp.31-34.). _

1** Goldberger, Paul; op. clt., November 14, 1982, pp.64-68.
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this revision was that withln a city block one parcel may get additional density in the event the

. same owner kept another parcel under or undeveloped. Since the total density of the block is

not exceeded, the plannlng objectives are not disturbed, and demand on infrastructures are

only marginally shilted. This is a comfortable situation to the city pianners as it does not re-

quire further work with regards to planning. Therefore, when a formal TDR option was incor-

porated ln New York City’s zoning ordinance, the planners insisted on adjacency; that ls,

transfers to take place only among adjacent properties.

The adjacency requirement poses several problems. First, the adjacent sites may all be newly

developed, and without structural capacity to absorb any further denslty. Secondly, the adja·

cent structures may be landmarks by themselves, and restricted from further development.

Thirdly, the area may fall in a historic district where special design reviews do not permit

beyond a certain height, and thereby do not allow building additional density. ln the third case,

all the structures in the area become originating source of TDR or sending sites, and a TDR

program cannot function with adjacency requirement. At least transfers from such a district

have to go on to the periphery of the area. Depending on the size of the hlstoric district, the

additional density will be scattered. Although the rationale of light and air bowl at the middle,

and additional bulk on the rim of the bowl may be maintained, lt still would require certain

amount of planning and urban design to institute adequate predictability with regards to lo-

cation of additional bulk on the rim.

ln the second case, lf all adjacent structures are landmarks, the situation becomes similar to

the third case. The ring of adjacency broadens upsetting underlylng planning assumption. The

situation becomes even worse lf one or two of the adjacent properties are not designated. ln

such an event, the owners / developers of these undesignated properties will inevltably bar-

gain for lower price of TDR from their neighbor, because they are the only buyers. Being

pressurized, the owner of the deslgnated landmark will argue in the Courts that the price he

may get by selling his unused potential is far less than ‘fair', let alone ‘just’ compensatlon. In

such a situation, can the City tix a justiliable price of TDR on the basis of land price and rent
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in the area? And even if lt does, how can the City force buyers to accept that price? TDR

programs so far could make selling of unutilized density mandatory, but the chance is ex-

tremely remote to be able to make buying also mandatory. ·

Similarly ln the ürst case, if all the adjacent properties are newly developed, the ‘taking' ar-

gument of the designated landmark owner will get strong support as there will be no buyer .

of TDRs. Again, if few of the adjacent properties are there for redevelopment, they will defi-

nitely bargain and distort the market price. In such cases, the City may try to institute a

building permit restriction to allow only TDR buyers -· an indirect way of making TDR buying

mandatory - for which it has to prepare elaborate argument to counter charges of ‘spot

zoning'. As has been observed in New York City's case, the City naturally did not go for such

restriction. instead, it revised the definition of adjacency, and tried to avoid the price conflict

by requiring the transfers to be within the same ownership. Such a revision ls bound to breed

hotch-potch development and upset the underlying planning rationale. As has been found in

the Grand Central Terminal case, under such revision the Penn Central Company could pro-

pose transfers hopping several blocks as their underground line has easement on a chain of

properties in the vicinity to satisfy the common ownership requirement.

Adjacency rationale ls also argued against by many urban designers and planners. According

to this argument, the adjacency requirement defeats the preservation objective by having

disproportionately bigger structure just beside a low-scale Iandmarlc The landmark then sits

in a physical environment in which it loses the setting, and becomes out of context. Some

cities have tried to attach design review process with adjacency requirement (e.g;

Washington, DC and San Francisco), which being a restriction — and further a subjective one

- ls another dislncentlve for a TDR program.

The above impediments of an adjacency restriction in a TDR program were realized through

experience in New York City. The 'Chlcago Plan' intended to remove this by suggestlng

transfers between non-adjacent lots within the district, as well as by designating receiving
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district(s) which may be far away ln the city. The first alternative requires elaborate planning

to identify receiving sites in the districts, and then assigning limits on additional bulk on each

of them on the basis of infrastructures and other planning considerations. ln the second al-

ternative, it becomes even more difficult as light and air amenities conserved through desig-

nation stay far away, and do not benefit the receiving districts. Further, the demand on

services and infrastructures in far away receiving sites becomes absolute as underdevelop-

ment in the sending site cannot balance the pressure beyond a distance.

From the first concern the neighboring residents of the receiving areas tend to object as the

additional bulk falls on their backyard without any benefit from the Iandmarks preserved

elsewhere (e.g; the cases of residential transfer efforts in New York City between midblock

and avenue facing lots, and the Tudor City Parks case). This conflict may be resolved by pur-

suing the citizens in view of prospective rise in their property values due to development in

the neighborhood. This, of course, will be calculated by the local property owners to determine

the net gain after deducting the raised taxes imperative of the higher valuation of their prop-

erties. However, any element of tax credit in pursuing a TDR receiving district should not be

considered as in that case the basic objective of conservation without public fund will be de-

feated. Also, such citizen opposition is not rampant as further development in an urban area

is by and large an accepted future, and indeed citizens cannot ask for an exclusionary zoning.

What seems to be important is to understand the threshold of tolerance beyond which public

opposition will be inevitable and irresistible.

4.3. TDR Distribution vs. Comprehensive Planning

The second concern in designating receiving districts, i.e; its relation to services and

infrastructures raises a controversy in the concept of comprehensive planning. Zoning is typ-

lcally required by state statute and the Courts to be in accordance with a comprehensive land
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use plan. lf density levels in the land use plan were specified after careful analysis; the man-

dating density reduction in sending site, and an increase in receiving sites may thwart the

plan. The argument in this case may be that the zoning is no longer in compliance with the

plan. Reduction of density on designated landmarks may be supported by preservation policy

objectives stated in the comprehensive plan, but the conflict in the receiving site is potentially

signlficant. There ls a strong argument among a section of professionals in the field that dis-

tricting receiving areas disrupt the overall plan. As Richard J. Roddewig and Cheryl A.

lnghram have quoted,

"Assumlng that the original land restrictions and regulations were enacted, as they should have

been, with due regard to existing and prospective conditions, an adequate provision for travel,

water supply, sewage disposal, fire and police protection, and schools in the various areas of the

municipality all
‘in

accordance with the comprehensive plan', the transfer of development rights

from one area to another must necessarily be disruptive to the plan.'°‘“

This argument, however, seems to assume that a comprehensive plan is final and ultimate for

the community, which itself is contrary to the spirit of comprehensive planning. Any plan must

have within it a mechanism for revision and modification to take care of the feedbacks in lm-

plementatlon stages as the future cannot be entirely definitive with details of all interrelated

aspects. lf the community comes up with a new objective, e.g; landmark conservation in this

case, not adequately considered in the existing plan; the plan ought to be modified to achieve

the new goal. Capacity of services and infrastructures has to be augmented should there be

a need to absorb additional density in a particular area identlfied through other planning

considerations. What lt means is that a TDR receiving district requires additional planning at-

tention, and that through designation and preparation of such areas the TDR program has to

become part and parcel of the total planning of the city. Plans for San Francisco, Denver and

Philadelphia are valid examples.

What this means ln terms of planning is that, first the total volume of unused density ln the

designated landmarks has to be determined. Alter identifying the areas where development!

l“
Roddewlg, Richard J. and lnghram, Cheryl A.; op. cit., quoted from Rathkopf, Arden H. and Rathkopf,

Daren A.; The Law ol Zoning and Planning, 4th ed., ch.34.05.
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redevelopment may occur either through the study of the trend or according to planning ob-

]ectives,‘** a calculation should be done to determine what maximum density can be supported

by existing and augmented services and infrastructures. lf the density to be sent out is less

than the density that can be added ln excess of current zoning, the planning would need only

detail urban design of the receiving sites. lf unused density for sale is more than absorption

capacity in the receiving sites, which mostly is the case, the planning has to decide among

policy options to tune the supply commensurate to the demand.

Balancing the amount of TDR supply and demand also has economic slgnllicance apart from

determining the quantity to be dealt with in planning and urban design. The price at which

TDRs may be bought must be ascertained from market study to see whether at least 'fair‘

compensation will be afforded by transfers. Researchers David Berry and Gene Steiker

superimposed TDR supply on Alonso's bid rent diagram to graphically show how rent (price)

of TDR falls exponentially with increase in supply (Figure 12 on page 121). Supply of TDRs is

created by regulation, l.e; availability of these rights does not depend upon some production

process and therefore, concepts of marginal cost being irrelevant to them, the supply curves

are price inelastic and straight vertical lines. The bid rent curve B is the aggregate marginal

surplus of development rights In the floor space industry in the region. The downward expo-

nential slope reflects the decreasing marginal surplus per development rights as the number

of these rights used in the production of floor space increases. From the diagram, lt is quite

apparent that the absolute price of development rights depends on the number of rights cre-

ated. When that number ls large, S1 and S2, the bid rent for the rights on the market would

be at or near zero. If they are relatively scarce, S3, their rent will be bid up to 'r’. As Berry and

Steiker noted,

M Point to consider here is that these areas identified for development must have the demand for lt,

they cannot be entlrely from planners’ vision of what the city should be.
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"Thus in order to make the market for development rights yield an absolute rent large enough
to suftice as compensation for the loss of the privilege of conversion, the number of rights cre-
ated must be carefully contrived with a knowledge of the shape of the bid rent curve."‘•*

They further elaborated the relationship among TDR price, TDR supply and the absorption

capacity of recelving areas (in terms of available land) to show that land price ln recelving

areas shall fall quickly when recelving capacity is low (low availability of land), and TDR sup-

ply is higher. They found that the higher the supply, the sharper is the fall (Figure 13 on page

122). Consequently, the second dlagram shows that TDR price falls gradually with increase In

supply; but the fall ls relatively small when capacity of recelving area is higher, and it ls

sharper when capacity (land supply) is low. Their study in Philadelphia area shows that the

W Berry, David and Steiker, Gene; An Economic Analysis of Transfer of Development Rights, Regional
Science Research Institute, Paper No.81, September 1975, p.15. (mimeographed)
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bid rent curves with variable supply amount fall as a family with increase in area of the re-

ceivlng districts. The fall is sharp when recelvlng area is low and TDR supply is high (e.g;

curve D = 800 vs. 200 acres in the diagram at top of Figure 13 on page 122). TDR price falls

with increase in the supply, but the fall is lot small when receiving area is big (e.g; curve L

= 800 vs. L = 100 in the diagram at bottom of Figure 13 on page 122). Berry and Steiker have

also pointed out that designating a Iandmark ls lndeed increasing the potential, and thereby

the price of non-designated Iands as the designated properties are taken out of the competi-

tion ln the office space market.

The question of equilibrium between supply and demand of TDRs ls, however, not a simple

one particularly for giant cities like the New York City. For instance, the Landmark Preserva-

tion Commission has estimated that there is nearly 20 million sq. ft. of potential transferable

development rights over the landmarks in Manhattanß" TDR supply of this magnitude is

"enough to depress the market so sharply that the rights would no longer have enough value

to subsidize the very landmarks their sale was intended to save.""' Even if all other bonus

provisions are suspended and TDR remalns as the only method by which developers could

secure extra bulk, and if the 20 per cent overage‘*° limit were strictly enforced; it would require

the construction of 100 million sq. lt. of new office and mixed used buildings to provide a suf-

ficient number of receiving lots to save New York City’s landmarks. This can be compared to

the fact that the total square footage completed ln midtown Manhattan in the boom year of

1985 was only 2 million sq. ft.,

**7 The figures of the Real Estate Board of New York for Iandmark development rights, calculated ln 1983,

were as follows : midtown - 9.6 million sq. ft. of which public entities owned 1.25 million sq. ft.,

nonprofit entities such as Churches and schools owned 5.2 million sq. ft., and private parties 3.2

million sq. ft.; downtown - 10 million sq. ft. of which 8.33 million were publicly owned, and 647,000 sq.

ft. held by nonprofit organizations (Goldberger, Paul; "Threatened Churches Are the City’s New

Battleground," The New York Times, May 30, 1982. Section 2, p.1, o0I.1.

1** Goldberger, Paul; op. cit., November 14, 1982, p.62.

1** ‘Overage' ls the new termlnology found in the recent articles to denote the additional density over

and above the base FAR.
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lt may seem obvious that something has to be done to reduce such huge amount of TDR

supply. Downzoning may be a serious option. Downzoning can be applied on either the

sending sites, or the receiving sites, or both. Downzoning on sending sites will reduce the

supply of TDRs. That on receiving sites will increase the absorption capacity. And there will

be the combined effect of reduced supply and increased demand if downzoning is applied on

both. Notwithstanding usual problems of owners' opposltion, downzoning may not tantamount

to taking. In the Grand Central case the Supreme Court, ln focuslng on the impact of a city

regulation, rejected the proposition that a taking established simply by showing the denial of

"the ability to exploit a property interest that heretofore had believed was avaiIabIe".‘•° ln

other cities where zonlng has not been so generous, the comprehensive plan should seriously

consider this question while revlsing zonlng limits. Said another way, the comprehensive plan

should consider development demands also in view of TDRs that may be created by any

change in zonlng.
U

4.4. TDR and Conservation of Originating Landmarks

The TDR bonus becomes less attractive for the fact that it is not allowed as-of~rlght. That is,

granting of a TDR transfer ls usually tied to the conservation of the originating landmark. As

observed in the case studies, this usually means involvement of various agencies for their

approval which always requires time. This is viewed by the developers as something to be

avoided if possible. While success of a TDR program depends greatly on simplicity and fast

track approval of the program, the requirement of the originating landmark's preservation

cannot be detached entirely from the TDR transfer procedure. lf it would be completely free

of the obligation, chances are high that the TDR transfer will take place without achieving the

primary goal of conservlng the landmarks. However, it has become obvious from the case

"°
Quoted in Richards, David A.; op cit., 1988, p.480, note 168.
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studies that the next generation of TDR programs wlll have to view this aspect from the point

of making the obligation as easy as possible. For instance, the current procedure ln Seattle,

which requires the developer, or the applicant for landmark TDR transfer, to pay for the tlme

that is consumed in negotiation for the transfer and related preservation plan, ls ltself a strong

disincentive for any developer to venture for TDR from a landmark. The time spent in nego-

tiation is itself money to a businessman. The argumentfor such a system may be that when

one has to pay for the tlme, he will tend to be precise when negotiatlng. Considering this to

be a viable point, the payment should be from either side. Under the existing system, there ls

no incentlve for the planners and oflicials ofthe agency to act precisely as well. Indeed, being

on the granting side of the table, they have reasons to delay the process.

Keeplng aslde such a provlsion of paying for negotiation time, It is general experience that the

developers are more keen to settle the procedure as early as they can. Effort to simplify the

program should see how such procedural delay can be minimized. In most cases studied

above, the developer has to furnlsh a plan for the conservation of the originating landmark

when applying for a transfer approval. The Planning Commission sends the plan to the Land-

mark Preservatlon Commission for their recommendation. The Landmark Preservatlon Com-

mission examines the plan, and reports to the Planning Commission. The report from the

Landmark Preservatlon Commission usually makes the developer tled as much as possible

to the implementation of the preservation plan simply from the fear that otherwise the plan

will never be implemented. The developer also tries to shed the responsibility as far as pos-

sible. The TDR transfer approval process, therefore, undergoes a tedlous tug of war between

the City and the developer. While an approval system is essential, which will take some time

for the evaluation of the conservation plan no matter how small, there ought to be a process

by which this approval and the permission for the new development using the TDR can be

separated. There are two parties involved ln a TDR transfer — the seller of TDRs and the

buyer. lnstead of making the buyer responsible for the conservation plan, or holding the ap-

proval of his new development until the conservation plan ls approved and implementation ls
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assured, lt would make sense to leave lt up to the seller. As it is today, the preservation plan

of the landmark is tied directly to the development project on the recelvlng site, and the Iatter

is not approved even lf it satisiies all requirements in the event the preservation plan is not

approved. These two segments of the program need not be tied to one another as has been

in the new San Francisco plan, as well as in Denver.

The Denver program shows that the designated landmark owners may be required to prepare

their preservation plans, and to get them approved to be eligible to sell their unused devel-

opment rights. These plans will also include estimation of the cost for their implementation

and maintenance on the basis of which the apportionment of funds from TDR proceeds will

be decided upon. The buyer developer, in this case, can simply pay the price and obtain the

bonus without further obligation.

However, there remains an argument that the onus now falls on the sellers who are already

hard pressed due to designation of their properties. ln most cases, the landmark owner may

not be willing to spend money for the preparation of the preservation plan and estimates for

a happen-stance transfer without being sure of a prospective transfer. This situation can be

overcome in two ways. Flrstly, if the adjacency requirement ls removed, the market for TDR

will be open and there will detlnitely be some enterprising TDR sellers who will fulfill the

prerequisite (having an approved preservation plan and estimates) to be able to sell their

unused development rights. This will detinitely happen for the reason that once designation

ls accepted through due process, the potential of the property is frozen if the owner ls unable

to harness the TDR option. And once some landmark owners will come fonavard, the market

competition will lead others also to follow suit. The rationale behind this proposal is that the

incentive to encash the value of unused development rights should be more, and in no case

less, for the sellers than the buyers. This is particularly so because the buyers have other

options of bonuses, while the sellers have TDR as sole alternative.
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Secondly, there may be genuine cases where the designated landmark owner may not have

adequate resources to prepare such plans and estimates. Also, even In the first case the TDR

transfer may not ensure implementation of the plan on which the transfer was granted.

Intervention of an agency, non-profit in nature, may be necessary to overcome this hurdle.

Preparation of the preservation plan and estimates may be contingent upon agreement with

the buyer developer, buthe must be relieved of the obligation of obtaining approval and im-

plementation of the plan. Implementation of the preservation plan without involving the buyer

developer may be ensured by allowing the transfer proceeds to go through the agency, In

which case the landmark owner shall receive the money for Implementing the plan and the

remainder of the proceeds only after completion of conservation as planned.

The strength of this proposal ls that the responsibility of each party in the program is tuned

to their interest. In the existing system the buyer developers are made unduly responsible for

parts that are beyond their interests. The suggestion of involving an Intermediate agency may

be viewed as additional obstacle. But this agency is proposed to function as a single organ-

ization with Inputs from the Planning Commission, Landmark Preservation Commission and

any other relevant Body so that the parties involved in a TDR transfer will have to deal only

with one agency and not with many as typlcal in the existing programs.

4.5. TDR Administration and TDR Bank

The single agency concept is particularly relevant to simplify the transfer procedure from bu-

reaucratic maneuvers. Most often much time ls wasted in communication between the agen-

cles with part responsibility. If a single agency can be organized with Inputs from all the

relevant organizations, it would be able to perform more efficiently, while In the same exerclse

lt would take care of the Interests of all the authorities dellneating power to It. Such an agency

can easily perform the llalson function between the sellers and the buyers, between the sell-
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ers and the Landmark Preservation Commission, between the buyers and Planning Commis-

sion, and the like. The agency can be ready with a clear inventory of sending and recelvlng

sites. This wlll provide the necessary predictability that the building industry seems to per-

ceive essential. As it is today, buyers and sellers of TDR depend on chance negotiation and

agreement, which most often work for the benelit of the buyer at the cost of the seller.

Such a single window procedure may also work constructively in cases where supply of TDR

is more than the demand. As consumption cannot be more than the demand, there ls a need

to priorltize the supply. ln the open market a Iandmark of secondary importance may market

Its unused potential when another one of primary significance is unable to succeed. The des-

ignation process most often identify the levels of significance of the listed landmarks. Prepa-

ratlon of an inventory according to priority should not be a subjectlve problem. Transfers

according to this priority list can be performed only when they are to be processed through

a single agency having knowledge of the total inventory.

Creation of a single agency to administer TDR transfers may also be supported by creation

of a TDR bank. The Chlcago Plan elaborated the details of the function of such a bank Keeplng

aside the question of seed capital for such a bank for the time being, it can be strongly argued

that a TDR bank shall be able to resolve some very crucial problems of TDR transfers. For

instance, the TDR bank will be able to solve the problem of synchronization between the

supply and demand of TDRs. Further, a TDR bank may be essential to hold TDRs during the

lean periods of real estate development cycle.

Although the ooncept of a TDR bank has so far been used ln a very Ilmlted way,"‘ there are

a number of reasons for considering it as an essential element in a TDR program. First, lt can

provide required conlidence in understanding the program if the developers see that TDRs

are actually being purchased by a bank, and sold to developers in the recelvlng areas. Sec-

l'l South Street Seaport In New York City has a TDR bank working. In addition, Montgomery County,

Maryland and the Pinelands in New Jersey have been using a TDR bank
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ondly, a TDR bank can serve as a market maker or market stabillzer. Real estate develop-

ment cycle follows the general economic condition of a region or the country. The bank can

acquire more development rights to stabilize the slack market when demand for housing and

office construction is down. These TDRs purchased during the Iean period can help meet the

increased demand when market turns around, and when there may be more developers in-

° terested in buying TDR than there are willing sellers. The bank, if adequately funded, there-

fore, can balance the supply and demand factors necessary to make a TDR program work.

The importance of a bank in setting and maintaining the price of TDR is also of crucial lm-

portance. Although it is commonly thought that TDR price will appreciate over time, a typical

reason for holding TDRs, experience in Montgomery County, Maryland and in Santa Monica

Mountains has been that the price of TDRs decreases with time."** The stability, increase or

decrease of the TDR price depends upon the design and operation of the program. As dis-

cussed earlier, if more TDRs are created than can possibly be consumed in the receiving

areas, the price of TDRs is Iikely to go down over time. As time would go by, the owners of the

designated landmarks will gradually become more familiar with the TDR program details. The

developers in the receiving areas also will become more aware and comfortable with the

program, and will master the art of approaching and negotiating potential sellers wlth greater

efliciency in order to reduce the transaction time and cost. A well funded bank can play a vital

role in such a market to ensure that developers in the receiving district must pay close to the

bank’s purchase price.

There are, of course, some legal questions that must be addressed before lnitiating a TDR

bank. Exlsting statutes in the state or in the country must be revlewed to determine whether

or not they can authorize establishment of such a bank. ln case there does not exist a clear

statement that may authorize creation of a bank as part of the TDR program, general zoning

and police power laws current at the time should be revlewed to ascertain the legal basis of

1* Roddewig, Richard J. and lnghram, Charyl A.; op. clt., 1987, p.27.
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a bank. As Roddewig and lnghram mention, "(o)ther legal issues, such as whether the es-

tablishment of a bank violates antitrust laws or the TDR bought and sold by the bank are se-

curities ..... must also be addressed."‘*°

The size of the bank is also an important point to consider before its incorporation ln the TDR

program. lndeed, the size of the bank should be a function of the size of the program. For a

bank to be of significant influence on the market, it must be involved in a significant number

of transfers. lt is commonly estimated that the bank must at least handle 25 per cent of TDR

transactions to be able to ensure its influence in the market. lf the funding of the bank allows

it to operate at this level, it would possibly ensure stability of TDR prices. Once the bank is

able to sell the development rights purchased, it should be able to contlnually reuse its initial

funding in a revolving program of purchase · sale - purchase of development rights.

The funding of a TDR bank is, of course, of utmost importance as typically municipal funds are

seldom adequate to venture in a program of TDR purchase. The Chicago Plan envisaged

creation of the bank by storing the TDR from landmarks condemned by preservatlon re-

striction when the owner declined to deal with his development rights, from donated TDR and

from munlcipally owned Iandmarks. The Plan depended on federal assistance for the seed

capital to get started and to support the first chain of holding time. However, when such funds

are not forthcoming, lt ls worlhwhile to view publicly owned Iandmarks’ unused potential as

the seed capital to get the bank started.

4.6. TDR and Public Landmarks

Most TDR programs studied above have, for some reason, tended to treat public landmarks

differently than those private. New York City's program has partlcularly specified additional

M ibid, p.27.
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requirements to be satisfied before transfer from a public Iandmark ls granted. TDR transfer

from publicly owned landmarks is held to a higher amenity standard than those utillzing TDR

from privately owned landmarks. The explanation provided by Norman Marcus for the 1970

amendment of New York City's TDR program involving public landmarks seems to be some-

what guiit ridden. His assertion that public Iandmark’s unused development rights should not

be marketed "soIely to bolster the municipal treasury" leads to view the contention with doubt.

lndeed, there is no good reason why public landmarks should be treated differently. Alter a

building ls designated as a significant Iandmark in the city through due process, there should

be no difference in status and treatment with respect to its ownership. Just because a land-

mark is owned by the City does not make it a less or more of a Iandmark than another owned

privately. The designation imposes same restriction, and the economic loss ls depended

solely upon the market condition with no relation whatever to the nature of ownership.

Notwithstanding these facts, most TDR programs have considered public landmarks in the

second row in TDR marketing. This is perhaps due to the fact that usually the number of

publicly owned landmarks are far more than those owned privately. lf they are treated

equally, the private landmarks’ TDR will receive only proportional access in the market, which

will be slgnificantly smaller than the public landmarks’ TDR. The emphasis on the protection

of private property rights have led to take the public landmarks out of competition ln the TDR

market so that the private landmarks can enjoy a monopoly.

There are two inherent assumptions in excluding public landmarks from a TDR program. First,

supply of TDR can be restricted by excluding some landmarks, and since the private sector

ls more militant, let the private landmarks get the priority, l.e; follow the line of least reslst·

ance. Secondly, the freeze imposed by a designation is an economic loss to the private sector

which ls keen to redevelop to harness the profit from market demand. To the publlc sector,

which likes laissez-faire, the freeze suspends only the possibility of further galn, does not

lmpose a real loss.
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There is delinitely a need to restrlct the supply of TDR so that their prices remain stabllized

and good enough to afford a fair compensation. As has been discussed previously, there is a

genuine need to list designated Iandmarks in order of priority so that most significant ones ·

are conserved in the event of restricted absorption capacity of the receiving areas. It ls un-

derstandable that a good TDR program will lirst calculate total absorption capacity of the re-

ceiving areas, and will allow transfers according to the priority list up to the saturatlon of the

absorption capacity. When some Iandmarks are to remain as low priority, they ought to be

decided upon their qualitative merit, not merely upon their nature of ownership. Sald another

way, just being publicly owned is not a good enough reason to group them in low priority. A

publicly owned landmark may be exceedingly signilicant in terms of historical and architec-

tural qualities.

The second assumption takes it for granted that the public sector ought to remain less effi-

cient, and community's loss is impersonal while private loss is very personal. To set public

institutions one step removed from the leading edge of market efliciency is a mental frame

which allows private benelit at the cost of public expense. Qualitatively being the same, a

public and a private landmark should compete equally in the market to sell their TDR. lndeed,

public Iandmarks perhaps can lead the deslred trend by way of earning the eligibility for TDR

marketing as proposed earlier with regards to the relationship of TDR to the preservation plan

of the origlnating landmark. If some public Iandmarks are already with approved preservation

plans and estimates, they will be more attractive to prospective buyer developers. This may

set the motion of competition among the sellers to market their TDRs, thus achievlng the goal

of separating the TDR use and implementation of the conservation of the origlnating landmark.

If the private sector ls more efficient, as commonly assumed; allowing public landmarks' TDR

ln equal status with those from private Iandmarks should not hurt the private sector, as they

could perhaps outsale the public sector’s effort.

The notion that an impersonal loss is a loss of secondary importance lnherently accepts the

subsldy factor, and perceives that the public landmarks’ preservation cost to be borne by the
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community which cannot go to the Courts against its own deslgnation. This, indeed, ls de-

feating the primary objectlve of presewing urban Iandmarks from the resources of the market

mechanism. To strictly adhere to this objective would be to treat both private andpublic

Iandmarks equally with regards to marketing their TDRs. TDRs from public Iandmarks can play

a significantly role In establishing a TDR bank by providing the seed capital, and the impor-

tance of such a bank for smooth operation of a TDR program has already been discussed. On ·

the merit of logic, public Iandmarks’ TDRs are more crucial for success of a TDR program, and

the survey will reveal the perception in this regard among the actors in the field.

4.7. TDR and Real Estate Business Consideratlons

A TDR program’s relation to the real estate business considerations are not apparent from the

case studies, but they emerge as essential factors from the issues analyzed above. The fol-

lowing analysis ls from a deveIoper’s point of view to critically observe the considerations that

he will undertake while participating in a TDR program. While other actors in a TDR program

— the landmark owner, the planners, the citizen activists — are on the receiving side of the

program, it is only the developer who is on the spending side. The obiective of the former side

may be noble, and that of the Iatter side may be primarily profit making; yet without partic-

lpation of the Iatter side a TDR program will not take off no matter how well designed.

A typlcal central city developer looks quite closely at land costs expressed as the cost per sq.

lt. of gross bullt~up area, and will analyze a TDR program by comparlng it with alternative land

acqulsition cost. Let us consider a hypothetical case for example, A city’s high density

downtown commercial office zoning allows a maximum FAR of 10 after all bonuses for public

amenities. A developer assembles a 200’x 400' lot to build an office building. The total per-

missible gross area that can be build would be 200 x 400 x 10 = 800,000 sq. fl., Suppose the

developer had to pay $150 per sq. ft. of the site area to assemble the lot, l.e; the total land
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cost is 200 x 400 x 150 = $12 million. Land cost per sq. ft. of gross building area then comes

to be 12,000,000/ 800,000 = $15.

Let us now consider that the city has a TDR program that allows 20 per cent bonus against

purchase of TDRs from landmark buildings. This bonus FAR of 2 (20 per cent of base FAR of

10) will allow the developer to build additional 160,000 sq. fi. (200 x 400 x 2) in the proposed

building. The straight benefit obtainable by the developer, therefore, will be the extra density

allowance multiplied by the land cost per sq. lt. of the total building area, l.e; 160,000 x 15 =

$2,400,000. This will be the maximum price that the developer will be prepared to pay against

acquiring the TDRs, but his considerations shall be influenced by various other factors. First,

he will consider whether there is a ready market for the additional built·up space. lf his study

does not indicate demand for extra space, he will not be interested to acquire the TDRs. ln

case of a weak market it may be easy to rent / sell 40 percent of the built-up space, but more

difficult to find tenantl buyer for the remainder 60 per cent. ln such a case, adding extra space

will make the leasing / selling problems more difficult, especially for the fact that the mortgage

lenders usually insist on a specific percentage of the lease commitments before extending the

final construction / mortgage loan.

Secondly, the developer will consider whether the TDR bonus lncreases.or decreases the

average construction cost per sq. lt. of the building. If the excavation, pillng and foundation

costs increase only marginally to add 160,000 sq. ft. ln the building, and if it does not involve

additional staging for elevators and mechanical systems, additional cost for sophisticated fire

protection equipments and provisions, and additional structural cost to account for wind

thrusts; the developer may be able to include the cost savings ln the price to be paid for the

TDRs. On the other hand, lf the additional bulk of the building necessitates additional costs in

all these structural and service systems, the price of TDR would be reduced by the extra cost.

Thlrdly, he will carefully consider the efficiency factors. He will calculate to determine whether

the additional bulk wlll lead to operating efficlencies or Inefflclencles. lf the building regu-
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lations restrict floor sizes as the building goes higher, the upper lloors may become lnefliclent,

l.e; the ratio of the rentable area to the service core area may fall below the efliciency mark.

Heatlng / air-conditioning and illumination requirements also have relation to the size of the

floors and to the total volume of the building. Usually increased size of a building lowers the

cost per sq. ft. of operation, but it may as well increase if additional bulk results in crossing

an operation cost border. For instance, three full-time maintenance englneers may take care

of a 200,000 to 400,000 sq. lt. office building, but a founh engineer may be necessary if the

building exceeds 400,000 sq. ft., The cost of security staff, management staff, leasing staff and

similar other costs are also effected by the size of the building.

Fourthly, the developer will also consider the prestige factor that might improve or detract the

rentability / sellability of the built-up space. There may be an extra prestige value associated

with having office in the tallest building in town. This would improve rentability, but every

building cannot be the tallest or biggest. Therefore, such a prestige value may not be of im-

portance to the developer in general. However, particular location of the building may offer

better views from the lloors above certain height, which may lead to greater demand of space

ln upper floors. From a tenant’s point of view, such prestige factors are important lf the me-

chanical and elevator systems do not delay services at peak hour. This means that the pres-

tige value can be harnessed only lf building services are adequate.

Finally, one of the most important consideration for the developer is the knowledge whether

the TDR program will make obtaining building permit easier or more difficult. The building

permit granting process ls usually problematic and time consuming in most actlve cities. The

developers, being on the receivlng end of the process, are normally treated with bureaucratic

lndifference in which small details are blown up for perfection at the cost of efliciency of the

process. Sometimes, discretionary powers are abused leading to corruption. Developers ul-

timately obtaln the building permit, but the cost for it is added to the development cost. lf the

TDR program further oompllcates this process, the developer will try to avoid; and even if he

particlpates, the price for the TDRs will be reduced by the cost he lncurs for obtaining the y
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approval. On the other hand, if the TDR program will ensure processing the approval wlth a

‘fast track' planning and zoning review process, it will save the developers some time and

therefore some costs, such as Interest on the construction loan, real estate taxes during con-

struction, rent loss due to delay, and other carrying costs. The proposals of separating the use

of TDRs in the development project and the implementation of the originating landmark's

preservatlon plan, and establishing a single agency system for program administration are

from the consideration of minimizing the approval complication and time.

4.8. Questionnaire Survey and Interviews

The issues ldentified from the case studies, and their analyses lndicate a need for an opinion

survey among the key actors in the field. Also, the operational, administrative and imple-

mentation details of the program need to be investigated through experienced opinion. The

main actors ln the field can be grouped under four categories — the planners, the administra-

tors, the preservationists, and the developer l owner.‘°‘ This
‘key

informant' method suggested

by Constance Perin is particularly suitable when the Investigation ls on a concept which ls still

developing, and information is limited within a small circle of people having experience in

lt.W TDR is a recent and developing concept, and the number of people familiar with it ls

rather limited. Therefore, the survey is to consider the quality of the sample, rather than the

size. Published materials studled, and people contacted for the case studies have helped

W Professor Peter J. Pizor ldentified builders, owners, real estate professionals and attorneys as main

actors (Pizor, Peter J.; op. cit., 1986, p.204.). Richard J. Roddewig and Cheryl A. Inghram have also

ldentified four kinds of actors — the developers in the receiving zone, the owners In the sending zone,

the local government planners and tax authorities, and the mortgage lenders (Roddewig, Richard J.

and lnghram, Cheryl A.; op. clt., 1987, p.20.). The actor groups selected for this study also come from

similar categories. Legal professionals will be divided depending on which interest they represent.

One who has been pleading for the planners will be considered as a planner, and other representing

a developer will be grouped accordingly. Mortgage lenders input ls considered here to be repres-

ented by the developer l owner.

W Perin, Constance; Everything ln its Place ssocial order and land use ln America, Princeton University

Press, Princeton, New Jersey, 1977.
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ldentifying prospective respondents in all these categories. Some of the respondents were

lnterviewed, while others were sent the questionnaire by post after prior consent from most

of them. °

4.8.1. Design of the Survey Questionnaire

The oblectlves of the survey and interview have been to gather opinion with reasons on

ldentltied issues, as well as to examine the preference of criteria for design of the program.

Since the survey ls to be conducted among a selected group of respondents, the sample size

will be small for a statistical analysis. Of necessity, the data have to be sorted according to

the issues and features under investigation. The design of the questions have been tuned to

this mode of analysis. ln general, questions have been spread out, as suggested in the social

research literatures, rather than squeezing them in order to reduce the length of the ques-

tlonnaire.‘**

As a general rule, effort has been taken to structure the questions so that a ‘three-answer'

format, l.e; 'yes', 'no’, and 'don't know', can be used. However, all the lnquires cannot be put

Into this format, and there are some 'contingency questions' included in the questlonnaire.

The contingency questions become necessary when each option on the issue needs further

explanation / elaboration, and a respondent favoring one option can skip the questions on the

other. For example, the question on the overage in bulk in exchange for TDR (question - 10,

a sample of the questionnaire is presented in Appendix B) is first structured to indicate

whether lt should be fixed or, could it be flexible. Then the contingency question asks those

who think it should be fixed, to indicate the overage limit In terms of percentage of the zoned

density. Alternatively, the second contingency question asks those who prefer it to be flexible,

to indicate from a list of choices how the decision on maximum limit can be made. Further, a

l•*
For example, Babbie, Earl R.; The Practioe of Social Research, Wadsworth Publishing Co. Inc.,

Belmont, 1979, pp.315-352.
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third contlngency question lnqulres on the means by which the corruptlon element associated

with tiexibility can be dealt with.

The ‘matrix questions' are necessary to investigate the order of importance among a set of

reasons / criteria. Typically, such questions are structured to be answered in the Likert re-

sponse categories in a survey to be analyzed by the statistical methods. Since a small sample

size will not permit statistical analysis, the Likert response categories are not used in this

survey. lnstead, the respondents are instructed to rate the possible reasons / criteria listed

under each matrix question in order of importance. For instance, the question on the criteria

of selecting a receiving site (question — 8) is followed by a set of possible criteria with an in-

struction to "mark the most important as
‘1‘,

then rate as 2,3,4 etc. according to decreasing

importance". The set of possible reason / criteria under each of the matrix question also in-

cludes ‘other (please specify)' option to offer a freedom of answer, as well as to find out

overlooked reason / criteria.

There ls also one skip option in the questionnaire (question - 2). This is used here to help sort

the responses from those who believe obstacles to TDR are decreasing over time, and from

those who believe otherwlse. Each group is lnstructed to skip some questions not relevant to

thelr belief, and asked in another set of questions to retlect on the basis of their belief. There

ls also a complex matrix question which provides 'yes / no' options for each of the possible

criteria (question · 9). This question on the planning criteria of the receiving dlstricts ls fol-

lowed by a Ilst of possible means each with ‘yes / no' option. The respondent is guided not to

‘rate‘
the means, but to point 'whether or not' a means should be applied. Again the ‘other

(please specify)' option is included to allow the respondents to add other means she/he thlnks

relevant.

The order of the questions does not have a partlcularity, but related questions are placed in

sequence as a batch. For instance, questions - 7 to 10 are on issues related to receiving sites,

and are placed ln order of the depth of lnquiry. The questions on main issues have been
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broken into parts according to conllicting aspects of the issue. For example, the questions on

the adjacency issue first ask whether or not the respondent believes ln the logic for adjacency.

”
Then a brief explanation is requested on the problems if she/he prefers adjacency. A third

question on this issue is directed to those who do not believe in adjacency. Here the common

conflicts are stated, and then a multiple choice question is placed for them to reflect on the

resolution of the conflicts.

4.8.2. Testing of the Survey Questionnaire

After a dralt questlonnalre was prepared, it was first discussed with the committee

members"' for their observation and comment. Certain changes were made according to the

advice of the committee members, and it was suggested that the questlonnalre be tested by

some involved persons ln the field. Accordingly, some professionals and researchers, well

involved in TDR programs, were contacted. Finally üve persons were selected for this pur-

pose. They were lnformed of the objectives and process of the research, and particularly

making them understand the importance of their help. The selected persons were :

1. Prof. John J. Costonis
One of the architects of TDR concept and the author of the landmark book entitled

‘Space Adritt :Saving Urban Landmarks through the Chicago Plan'.

2. Mr. Hugh C. Miller
Chief Historical Architect, US National Park Service.

3. Prof. Peter J. Pizor
Prominent scholar ln the field at the Center for Urban Policy Research, Rutgers Uni-

versity.

4. Mr. David Ennis
Senior Planner in the New Jersey Conservation Foundation, and organizer of a recent

symposium on TDR.

5. Ms. Donna Ann Harris
Vice President, Program Development ln Philadelphia Historic Preservatlon Corpo-

ration, currently working for incorporatlon of TDR in Phlladelphla’s zoning ordlnance.

**7 Members of author': Ph. D. Committee.
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As a result of the testing, a few questions were dropped which were elaborative ln nature. The

structure of some questions was also rephrased according to the suggestions of the test re-

spondents. Some contingency questions were further broken into a 'three·answer‘ format.

Listing of possible reasons ! criteria for matrix questions was an important factor that required

follow·up discussion with the test respondents. There were few conflicts between the obser-

' vations and suggestions from the test respondents, which were resolved by follow·up dis-

cussion.

One of the interesting suggestions from a test respondent was to offer something in exchange

for the respondent’s help ln the research. The suggestion was to offer the results of the sur-

vey, which would also help clrculation of information. A question, therefore, has been added

at the end asking ifthe respondent will like to know the results of the survey; and if so, to write

herlhis names and address. This is an identification question, but only optional.

4.8.3. Method of Analysis

The questionnaire includes lnquiry on particular issues, as well as on the details of the pro-

gram features. Required information on most of the issues cannot be generated by the basic

questions alone. The contingency questions are, therefore, asked following the basic

questions. While the answers to the basic questions may be either in favor or against of the

given logic! rationale; the contingency questions require explanation, or rating of the possible

reasons ! criteria, or selecting among choices.

As mentioned earlier, standard statistical analysis will not be useful due to the restricted

sample size. Further, the survey is basically an lnquiry on opinion or perception. Puttlng dif-

ferential values ln a scaled fashion would lnvolve subjective judgement, and may not offer

actual picture. lt ls also true that for any issue there will always be some actors in favor, while

some others will be against. A TDR program may function well desplte a section of people
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not Iiking it. Therefore, the Idea of this survey ls not to lind the perfect answers, rather to ob-

serve how the key actors are divided on the issues, and what may be the resolutions consid-

ering the actors in favor versus those against.

The method used to extract information from the responses is primarily sorting the answers

in a matrlx according to issues, actor category, and response type l.e; whether in favor or

against. The value of opinion of each respondent is considered '1' for both in favor (+ve) and

against (-ve). Those who abstalned from answering a question, of course, is not given any

value. The answers sorted ln the matrix will allow analysis according to issues broadly, and

then according to the Interest and activity groups.

4.8.4. Results of the Survey

27 responded questionnaires have been received back, and another 11 were lilled up durlng

interviews and discussions. Of the total 38 respondents, 12 are planners / consultants, 9 ad-

minlstrators, 11 citizen activists, and 6 developer / legal consultants to developers. The

analysls of the survey responses according to this point system can be summarized as shown

ln Table 2 on page 142.

The general opinion regarding the usefulness of a TDR program as a tool for urban Iandmark

conservation is observed positive. The contingency questions, however, reveal that the most

of the planners think that the reason for so few actual transfers is the availability of so many

other as-of-right bonus provislons. The admlnistrators and the actlvlsts in general blame the

planning process and its lack of coordination with the TDR program. The developers blame the

compllcated administrative process and lack of predictability. However, the slack in the mar-

ket demand for additional built-up space has also been mentloned by most to be a reason for

so few actual transfers. The question on the trend indicates that, in general, impedlments to

TDR program are considered to be decreaslng over time. The matrix questions on possible
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reasons for the percelved trend show that the removal of strlct adjacency has been the main

development in the program that has made TDR more attractive. Demand in the market for

built-up space Is also observed to be a constant factor.
°

Suspension of other zoning bonus provisions is found not desirable in the survey. Although the

case study analysis indicated a strong need, the actors in the field, particularly the developers,

never view taking off any provision favorably. However, the value of the final score ls only 3;

which means that the demand for keeping the bonus provisions is not very strong. Similarly,

the adjacency requirement, over which the debate seem to be non-ending, is found preferable

in the survey. However, the contingency question on adjacency reveals that most of those

preferring adjacency actually mean a nearby location, rather than a strict adjacent lot. Down-

zoning was observed to be a very sensitive issue in the case studies in relation to the com-

prehensive plan, and revealed that it required generation of enormous public opinion. The

survey result shows that downzoning is not generally acceptable or desirable. The results of

the survey on other issues of the need of a liaison organization, TDR bank, and transfer from

public landmarks to subsidize short fall in other cases; all found desirable as was observed

necessary from the case studies analysis.

Clear identification of the receiving areas is found essential. The subsequent contingency

questions reveal that most of the planners think that such areas should be chosen first ac-

cording to availability of services and infrastructures, and then according to planning decision

of growth areas. The adminlstrators prefer them to follow the growth direction of the clty. The

activlsts also prefer areas with services and lnfrastructures. The developers point at the de·

mand for built—up areas to be the main criteria for selecting the receiving sites. The control

of the receiving areas, however, ls seen by most irrespective of group Interest, to be best

performed by an urban design identifying variable development potentials, and not by down-

zoning.
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Should the overage in density ln exchange for TDR be fixed, or should lt be flexible is an Issue

of importance in the design of the program. The overall response ls in favor of it being flexible.

Almost all who preferred it to be flexible thought the ceiling limit to be decided on the basis

of merit of the project. Those who preferred overage limit to be fixed indicated the Ilmit to be

between 10 to 30 per cent of the zoned density. Although, the final polnt on this question gets

a negative sign, i.e; indicating it may not be fixed, the low value of1 ofthe final score suggests

that it is not a very strong negative. lndeed, the respondents in general were divlded almost

half and half, one favoring fixed overage and the other supporting flexlbility. This competing

nature of answers on this issue indicate that this feature of a TDR program is a clrcumstantial

element, rather than an ethical or logical one. lnterestingly, almost all of the respondents

found that the corruption associated with flexibility in overage limit should be dealt with by a

well thought out guidelines for project evaluation. This means that the clrcumstantial decision

on overage limit in a TDR program must be guided by well predictable project evaluation

system.

The idea of putting an incentive in the TDR program by allowing a fast track permit approval

for the projects with TDR transfer is observed desirable in the survey. The survey also shows

that a fair compensation for the designated landmarks is achlevable through a TDR program.

However, those who think it is not possible, approved of the idea that the shortfall should be

made up from the proceeds of transfer from the public landmarks. The question whether or

not a TDR program can be misused seems to have a positive answer. Which means, the

possibility of misuse is there. However, those expressing the doubt did indicate that no special

attention will be necessary to deal with the problem. They thought the usual regulatlons

should be able to take care of the situation.

Although there have been so many discussions on the legal issues of a TDR program, and

although it seems legal questions are all sorted out; the survey reveals that there still remalns

a need for further slmpliücation of the legal process. The trend question subsequently asked

shows that the legal problems are percelved to be reduced ln future. The respondents have
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rejected the idea that TDR can also be exchanged for values other than additional building

volume. Granting of other lncentlves, such as business license, permit, etc. in exchange for

TDR transfer should not be done. The survey result finally shows that the acceptabillty of TDR _

will be better in thefuture.4.9.

Final Evaluation of the Tool

lt ls interesting to observe that there are differences on certain issues between the outcome

of the case studies analysis and the results of the survey. The differences are perhaps for the

fact that the case study analysis does contain an element of wisdom and utopian logic, while

the survey results are pure pragmatic reaction. What this means is that, although some issues

may logically seem to be negative, the practical world may still prefer it. The element of long

term well·being inherent ln wisdom may not always be supported by the short term presslng

demands of the present. Efforts may be there to make those issues less preferable over time

— this is what is planning - but a TDR program should start accepting the market demands.

The general lesson to be learnt from this ls that a proposed TDR program may have long term

objectives according to the analysis of the case studies; but the immediate program must be

on the basis of the findings of the survey. For example, the bonus provisions may seem to

do more harm than good, but they cannot be withdrawn immediately. lt may perhaps be

withdrawn gradually in the course of time. Similarly, the adjacency requirement may seem to

have many problems, and broadening the receiving areas may seem to have so many plus

points; but the market is not yet ready to accept such hoping transfers. TDR programs will

have to live with adlacency for some more time to come. Comblning the case studies analysis

and the survey results, a final evaluation of the tool may be summarlzed as follows:

1. TDR ls an useful tool for landmark preservation; but it must be supported by strong
market demand for built-up spaces.
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2. Suspension of other as-of-right zonlng bonuses has planning support; but the market
is not yet ready to abandon the bonus provisions. There, however, may be a tapering
off of these bonuses. Most importantly, if bonus provisions are not there in the cur-
rent zonlng, they must not be included.

3. Supply of TDRs must be commensurate to the demand of additional density, i.e; ab-
sorptlon capacity of the receiving areas. lf supply is more, an inventory of TDRs must
be prepared with clear indication of prlorities.

4. Adjacency requirement in a TDR program is still preferred despite strong planning
pronouncement for separating the sending and receiving sites. However, adjacency
now means a transfer to a nearby lot rather than a physically attached lot.

5. Far away receiving sites must have demands for additional density; then the broad-
ening of receiving areas will help stabilize the TDR prices.

6. Clear identification of the receiving lots is essential. They must be chosen according
to the services and infrastructure capabilities of the area. Their potential must be

made clearly predictable by an approved urban design.

7. Although downzoning seems to be a solution to most of the problems of over build-
ing, and a means for generating the market for TDRs; it is not readily acceptable. The
overall comprehensive plan of a city may have an objective towards that, but the TDR
program will be better of if not involved in downzoning debates.

8. The overage limit in exchange for TDR may be flexible, but a basis for decision must
be worked out considering the clrcumstances concerning demand, availability of

services etc.. However, in view of the fact that the preference for flexibility has only
a lean final score in the survey, it will perhaps be alright to try an overage of around
20 per cent of the zoned density.

9. A 'fast track' building permit granting of the projects with TDR transfer will be an at-

tractive incentive in favor of a TDR program.

10. A llaison organization will help implementation of a TDR program. lt may also act

as a ‘single window' agency for a 'fast track' approval procedure.

11. A TDR bank is found to be desirable for successful implementation of a TDR program.

TDRs from public landmarks may form the seed capital for such a bank.

12. A TDR program usually provides fair compensation for the economic loss due to

designation, but some cases may need subsidy. This subsidy may come from the
proceeds of transfer from public landmarks.

13. There ls a possibility that a TDR program may be misused. The program objectives
must be clearly spelled out in order to minimize the chances of misuse.

14. There is still a need for simplitication of the legal procedures in a TDR program.

15. A TDR program should not consider other incentives, such as business license and

permit granting options in exchange for TDRs.

16. The project in the receiving site and the preservation plan of the orlginating sending

site may not be tagged together. An approved preservation plan should be the crite-

ria of eligibility for a TDR transfer. The liaison organization may supervise use of the

transfer proceeds for the implementation of the originating Iandmark preservation
plan.
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What the survey does not reveal, and the case studies do, ls the position of the TDR program

in a city's planning agenda. ln general, a TDR program in any city is only a part of a bigger

program. By being so, it is obviously linked with other planning goals in addition to preser-

vation of Iandmarks. Each city with a TDR option in its zoning designs its TDR program to

supplement these other goals as well. Most often the TDR programs are also intluenced by

some biases. For example, as David A. Richards has pointed out, the New York City program

"seems to have had four separate goals, which were in turn profoundly intluenced by two

biases."‘*• The goals in the New York City program are: to promote growth for improvlng the

tax base through new construction, to preserve ‘deslrable underdevelopments° such as the

landmarks and ‘critical resources' such as the parks, to avoid municipal expenditure for

transit, parks and public amenity lmprovements, and to increase municipal revenue by the

sale of the unused density from the city owned Iandmarks. The first bias is to favor the private

market, and the second one is to minimize administrative and planning efforts. ln the case of

San Francisco the goals are almost the same, but there are some differences. The program

in San Francisco does not seem to include the public landmarks with as much vigor as that

in New York City does. Also the scale and character of development are to be controlled

through a set of design guldelines. The bias of minimizing administrative and planning effort

‘ ls not prevalent in San Francisco as the TDR program is found to have clear identiticatlon of

the receiving areas, and with block by block urban design of such areas. Seattle seems to

have a program with competing goals between preservation of landmarks and that of low-

lncome housing. The program in Seattle deünitely has a bias for minimizing administrative

costs by asking a fee on time spent in a transfer discussion.

It is obvious that each program wlll have some such particularities In terms of goals to be

supplemented, and biases to be adjusted to. The issues and features of a TDR program

evaluated above must, therefore, be adapted according to the desirable position of the pro-

gram in the prospectlve city's overall planning agenda. Said another way, the transferabillty

1* Richards, David A.; op. cit., 1986, p.474.
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of a TDR program ls not only a function of how well the issues and features are evaluated; lt

is also a function of making the program a contributory part in the total planning dynamics of

the prospective city; The TDR program at Calcutta must supplement the city's other demands,

while preserving her Iandmarks.
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5. The Testing Ground : Calcutta

The nature of the concern for conservation. and means to achieve it have to be understood in

the total context of a city’s needs, constraints and opportunities. Like any other metropolitan

city, Calcutta has numerous problems which demand priority. Measures for urban conserva-

tion cannot be thought of being divorced from the mainstream of Issues ln the city. This

chapter is devoted to providing an understanding of the overall situations at Calcutta, where

TDR is to be tested for posslble application. The discussion in thls chapter Includes:

•
a brief discourse on Calcutta's historical background,

•
her physical constraints and primacy leading to the development pressure at the

center,
•

her socio-cultural context in view of her citizens’ intellectual preparation to accept

such a new tool,

•
her economic environment to ldentify the need for a tool like TDR to provide funds

from the market mechanism rather than the public treasury,

•
her political perspective to show possibllity of administrative acceptance of such a

tool, and
• her concern for urban conservation.

The next chapter will include the testing of the tool wherein the regulatory aspects controlling

developments in Calcutta will be discussed.
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5.1. Summary

Calcutta was chosen by the British East India Company to be their headquarters in Bengal in

the later part of 17th century. Since then up to the end of 19th century, the city enjoyed an

_ unrivalled economic growth and prosperity. It became the second city in the British Empire,

and was called the ‘City of Palaces'. The population grew from 10,000 in 1701 to about one

million by the end of 19th century. In the same period, the original three villages grew Into a

giant clty of more than 30 square miles. Alter that, the population kept growing (3.3 million In

1981), while the city area remained restrlcted to only about 37 square miles. The physical ex-

pansion of the city was constrained by the low-lying marshes around the city. The scarcity of

land ln Calcutta, therefore, ls a chronic problem which keeps the central city areas under

constant development pressure.

Calcutta is more than 12 times bigger than the next city in the region. It is the only metro-

politan center for the whole of eastern India containing more than 170 million people. The

extent of primacy is a factor that perpetuates concentration. The land price, rent and real es-

tate interests in the central city areas of Calcutta, where services are available, are functions

of the centripetal force generated by this high level of primacy. Certaln circumstantial factors

determlned the city's major space and circulation pattem, which still continue to influence the

city's development direction. The civic design of the core was deliberately grand with elegant

squares, vistas and facades.

Indian and English cultures confronted each other In Calcutta, which resulted in a two-sided

process of encounter. The shahebs embraced the European ways, while the babus clung to the

Indian tradition. The spirited and erudite sections of the shahebs and the babus merged and

brought In the 'Renaissance of Bengal'. This made Calcutta the leader in Indian thought and

culture. Calcuttans can be broadly dlvlded into two groups, the Bengalls - the natlves of the

state - and the non-Bengalls, including the forelgners. The Bengalls are dominant culturally,
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but not economically. Socially they do not dislike the outslders, but are not interested to in-

clude them either. The non-Bengalis, therefore, lack the sense of belonging; and tend to form

clusters of origin, language, tribe, religion, etc., The demand on Iands and spaces in different

parts of the city is also an outcome of this clustering tendencies.

Economic decline of Calcutta has reasons of local, national and international origin. Opening ·

of Suez Canal, and silting of the Hooghly river decreased the importance and efiiciency of

Calcutta Port. Industrial base was dislocated by the partition of the country during Independ-

ence. This was further compounded by migration of large number of refugees from the other

side of the border, as well as from the countryside. The scarcity condition, lack of opportunity,

unemployment of educated youth, and neglect by the Central Government resulted in a poli-

tical unrest. This was followed by an industrial exodus. The burden of preserving a glorious

heritage has fallen on a declining economy.

Bengalis are impulsive and extremist. But the destructions during the extremist Naxalite

movement have generated an increased love for the glorious past of the city. The Center orl—

ented revenue system and decision making process raise a conflict between the State and the

Central Governments. This is further compounded by the situation that a nen front government

is In power in the state, while the government at the Center is of right wing political party,

The Bengali spirit of ‘plain living and high thinking', and their socio-cultural identity with the

glorious past of the city have generated the conservation ethic. The Society for Preservation

of Archival Monuments and Historical Documents is a strong organization of preservationists.

They are sincere for urban conservation, but seem to avoid the economic issues preferrlng to

think that the public fund should take care of them. History of conservation efforts in India goes

back to the early 19th century. Archaeological Survey of India (ASI) was founded in 1861, and

later reorganized by Sir John Marshall in 1904. ASI is tinancially oonstralned and afrald of

designating more than what its budget permlts. ASI takes care of the ancient monuments and

rulns because when funds are short, the landmarks of recent heritage cannot get priority. But
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in the central city areas the Iandmarks are subjected to the greatest destructlve force -· not

natural, but man—made.

5.2. Historical Background

Calcutta was founded in 1690 by Job Charnock, an agent of the East India Company. ln 1858

the Company formally handed over power to the British Crown. India then, became an empire

in itself, with a Queen-Empress in London, and a Viceroy to represent her in Calcutta. By then,

the city was already in prominence. As Morris notes,

"Though by the end of the nlneteenth century the second largest city In the entire British Empire,

still it reached its true apogee relatively early in its history : in the first half of the nineteenth

century, when its social complacency was undisturbed, its political supremacy was complete and

its prosperity seemed unbounded. The village of palaces, as visitors had called the place in the

previous century, had grown into the city of palaces, and Chowringhee was the richest street in

the east."‘°°

Once started, Calcutta enjoyed an unrivalled economic growth, Its transformation from a

cluster of mud houses to the 'city of paIaces' was the physical manifestation of this burgeoning

growth and prosperity. Calcutta was East India Company’s headquarters and therefore, the

premier trading port in India. As early as 1804 Calcutta had 6 insurance companies which

rose to 15 by 1832. The Kidderpore docks in Calcutta had built 35 vessels between 1780 and

1800, and launched another 75 between 1800 and 1805. And where, In 1790, there had been

15 managing agency houses in Calcutta, by 1813 there were 14 Scots, 10 English, 12 Armenian

and 2 Portuguese merchants in the city.*°° Lord Curzon, then Viceroy, emphatically mentioned

the British idea of the city In his address to the businessmen of the city in 1903. As he said,

"To me, Calcutta is the Capital, not merely of a province, great as that province Is, but of the

Indian Empire. As such, it appears to me ütly to symbolize the work that the English have done,

and are doing, in this country. For though, of the enormous population of over 1,100,000 souls

that make up the city on both banks of the river, not much more that 30,000 are returned as

Europeans and Eurasians, yet a glance at the buildings of the town, at the river and the roar and

1** Morris, Jan; op cit., pp.205-206.

*°° Moorhouse, Geoffrey; op. cit., p.60.
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the smoke, is sufficient to show that Calcutta is in reality a European city set down upon Asiatlc
soll, and that it is a monument - in my opinion one of the most striking extant monument, for it
iizsaecond city to London in the entire British Empire - to the energy and achievements of our

Calcutta began as a trading town, but rapidly was transforming into a manufacturing city as

well. ‘Fairy Queen', the first Indian Railway pulled out of Howrah for HooghIy*°* in 1850. Soon

another line opened from Calcutta to Raniganj, the coal field area, 120 miles away. By 1860,

there were about 50 pits working in Raniganj area. Dundee had started to supply power·driven

Iooms to turn jute lnto gunny sacks and other heavy packing. By 1885, there were about two

dozen of these power-driven factories in Calcutta. The expatriate Scottish managers in the

city were rubbing their hands regarding the scrofulous plants as 'gold on silt'. In 1861, regular

auctions of tea from the gardens at Darjeeling in the north Bengal began in Calcutta, which

increased leaps and bounds since then. Trading of traditional items and industrial

entrepreneurship were flourishing extremely well. As Moorhouse has found,

"Trade was coming along so comfortably that the Bengal Chamber of Commerce could toss
54,000 Pounds in the direction of Lancashire, which was in some difficulty because of American

Civil War; in 1869 it was handing Rs. 8,250 to a Mr. Cooper for trying, but failing , to open up an
overland trade route to Chlna."*°*

The commercial rush was torrent for more than half century. Urbanlzation came about ln

commensurate speed as well. The first Howrah bridge, a pontoon device, across the Hooghly

river started functionlng in 1874. Horse driven trams started running ln 1880. A telephone

system was installed in 1882. There was also a Lottery Committee which was financing public

construction works of the Town Hall and the Strand Road. Calcutta at this time presented a

picture of almost oontinuous building activity. With the completion of the Maiden in 1780, an

opportunity was provided for the rislng merchant classes to express their new·found wealth

@1 Cited in Moorhouse, Geoffrey; op. cit., pp.260-61.

M Not to be confused with the name of the main river ln the metropolle. While the name of the rlver ls

Hooghly, there is also an urban settlement near Calcutta called Hooghly. Therefore, in case of the
river lt will be mentioned river Hooghly.

M lbid., p.65.
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in a more vlsible form. This expresslon was so rich that they surpassed the quality of their

counterparts In London. As Davles has found,

"In London town houses ol the period were fairly small in size with simple external designs which
relied for impact on their grouping into terraces, squares or crescents. ln India Georgian houses
resemble scaled down version of English country houses and Palladian mansions rather than the
narrow London town house."*°‘

ln 1901, traveller Digby wrote that, "Time was, not more distant than a century and a half ago,

when Bengal much more wealthy than was Britain."**
U

The growth of popuiation in the city was a response to the promise it offered. People from all

parts of lndia poured down the river Hooghly in search of wealth, just as the Englishmen sailed

up to it for the same purpose. The city grew up at a rapid pace especially alter 1757 with the

victory of the English Company at the 'Battle of Plassey’. Tentative estlmates placed the total

populatlon of the city at about 10,000 In 1701, and by the end of the 18th century the total

populatlon was estimated to have risen to 140,000. ln 1837, Captain F. W. Birch, then Super-

intendent of Police, took a census whlch estimated the populatlon at 229,714. By 1850, another

census placed the total population of the city at 413,182. By the end of 19th century, the pop-

ulation had increased to 949,144.** The growth of populatlon continued in rapid pace, although

the city was running short of space to expand. Table 3 on page 155 shows the populatlon and

corresponding area of the city since 1921. It ls clear from the table that the physical expansion

of the city was not proportional to the growth of its populatlon. This resulted in a tremendous

pressure at the core for development and redevelopment.

The series of events during the tlnal days of the Independence movement, and alter the par-

tition of Bengal were dlsasters to the city. All of a sudden the city was flooded with refugees

from erstwhile east Bengal — about 700,000 came ln 1947 alone. The Industrial base was dls-

** Davles, Philip; op. clt., P.52.

** Roy, Ranjit; The Agony of West Bengal, Hlndusthan Standard Publication, Calcutta, 1970, p.7.

** Sen, Satyen N.; The City of Ca/cutta, a socio-economic survey, Bookland Private Limited, Calcutta,

1960, pp.2-3.
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Year Calcutta Pop. Calcutta City CMD Pop. CMD Area
(million) Area (sq. miles) (million) (sq. miles)

1921 1.05 32.10 2.25
A

1931 1.22 32.10 2.54

1941 2.17 32.32 4.31

1951 2.70 33.10 5.37
I

1961 2.93 ,, 6.72 540.00

1971 3.14 36.92 8.10 ,,

1981 3.30 ,, 9.30 ..

Tablo 3. Growth of Population and Land ln Calcutta, 1921 · 1981

located. The commercial link with Europe was disconnected by the opening of the Suez canal

in 1869. The port in Bombay became easily approachable from the West. Above all the silting

of the Hooghly river bed has been restricting the navigability of big vessels. Calcutta was

undergoing severe economic strain. The development phase ended with the shift of the Capl-

tal from Calcutta to Delhi in 1911. Alter independence started the redevelopment phase. It was

no longer building an empire, but mending an empire fabric. lt was no longer expresslng

power by magnilicence, but maintaining taste of magniticence. lt was no longer a scene of

extravagance, rather a state of scarcity. The shrinkage in the economy resulted in a chain

reactlon — the society became strained, the culture was adjustlng and the politics became

conllicting. The measures for urban conservation in Calcutta have to emerge out of these re-

alitles.

5.3. Prlmacy and Physical Constraints
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Figure 14. Locatlon and Hinterland of Calcutta: Source: The Basic Development Plan, CMPO

Calcutta is located on the river Hooghly, an effluent of the Ganga, some 70 miles inland from

the Bay of Bengal (Figure 14 on page 156). The location of Calcutta has geographical disad-

vantages. As Professor Rhoads Murphey has pointed out,

"... Calcutta surely stands out as occupying the most difficult and unpleasant site of any. ........
CaIcutta's growth must be regarded as a striking illustration of the extent to which locational
advantages can overoome even the most forbidding site probIem."*°7

***7 Murphey, Rhoads; "The City in the Swamp : Aspects of the Site and Early Growth of CaIcutta," Ge-

0 ra hical Journal, Vol.130, art-2, June 1964, .255. Professor Rhoads Mur h was the editor of the9 . .
Journal ol Asian Studies)
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Figure 15. The Land form of Calcutta

Calcutta has a unique structure guided by her Iandform which ls in contrast to the forms of

urban development found in other river cities. London and Paris radiate outward in all di-

rections from a strong center on the river. This has happened in a very limited degree in the

case of Calcutta city. Over the centuries, the Hooghly has deposited large quantities of alluvial

silt along its banks, thus forming a natural levee of high land suitable for human settlement.

But since the deposit came from the river, the slope of the land is away from it. Within a very

short distance from either bank — scarcely more than two miles anywhere, and ln some places

even less - the level falls quickly into low-lying marshes (Figure 15). The physical expansion

of Calcutta to the east has been prevented by the immediate proximity of large areas of

malarial marshes and salt lakes.

The fundamental importance of the constraints imposed by the geography of the land can be

seen in the fact that of the total area of 400 square miles in the metropolitan district
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(Figure 16 on page 158), excluding the area ofthe river itself and the Inland water-bodies, only

approximately 140 square miles or little more than 31 per cent is developed land. The rest of

the area is low-lying marsh and swamp. The total population of about 10 million ls crowded

into this physically contined space. The value of land has always been a function of this ex-

treme scarcity of land ln the metropolis, and the peak of it is naturally in the central city areas

of Calcutta.
‘

The city of Calcutta is about 40 square miles in area Iying on the eastern bank where the river

has taken a westerly bend, and where the deposition of silt was widest. Typical of a oolonlal

port-city, it had a strong CBD and a fort in close proximlty on the river. lt also developed two

areas of Europeans and natives side by side without any distinct dividing feature.*°• The native

quarters grew in a dense morphology with narrow alley ways, whereas the English part was

developing with spacious grace and splendor. Although this distinction gradually merged to-

gether, yet it produced formidable difliculties for future generations. Two centuries later E. P.

Richards, then Chief Engineer of the Calcutta Improvement Trust (CIT), wrote in his report in

1914 that.

"Urban, built-up Calcutta has no street system; 2,500 acres are provided only with highly lrreg·

ular Ianes and passages. It would require the creation of 110 miles of ordinary 30-40 ft. street to

bring Calcutta into the line with the old built-up sections of European cities.”*“

Moorhouse further noted that, "ln the second city of the British Empire, where there were

roads at all, they were scarcely ever more than 20 tt. wide and more frequently they were only

10 ft. from wall to wall,
"“°

The organic growth pattern, as these descrlptions denote, was

due to the lack of planning as well as to the physical constraints imposed by the land form of

the delta region. Essentlally, the development concentrated around the CBD and the fort

closely on the river bank with the crowded native quarters on the north, and expandlng British

town on the south. The layout thus resulted was a spontaneous one without any formal pat-

*°•
As Moorhouse finds, "by 1742 the English town was a mile long and a quarter of a mile wide, with

black town of natives four miles in circumference beyond it." (Moorhouse, Geoffrey; op. ctt., p.28.)

*°* Cited in Moorhouse, Geoffrey op. cit., p.263.

W ibid., pp.263-64.
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tern. The Irregular winding network of streets suggests a medieval form (Figure 17 on page

161), which Rudyard Kipling serenaded as, "chance-directed, chance-erected Iaid and built,

A
on the silt."

Calcutta's hinterland (Figure 14 on page 156), which includes more than a third of the Indian

sub-continent, Is what makes the city lndia’s most important urban area. Within thls region

are the bulk of the nation’s industrial resources. The regIon’s productivity Is such that

Calcutta, its principal port, clears more than 40 per cent of the country’s annual exports. A

large proportion of the city’s inhabitants are migrants from the villages of the region. The re-

gion contains about 170 million people. This makes Calcutta a city of vital national importance

economlcally, politically and in historic leadership in Indian thought and culture.

u
The primacy of Calcutta is both demographical as well as functional. The politicoeconomic

system of the colonial period stimulated the rise of a system in which a concentration of high

order political, administrative, economic, cultural, educational, and recreational functions was

deliberate for administrative purposes of the colonial ruler. This circumstantial element In the

developmental process of Calcutta led to a functional supremacy of the city, to be followed

by the demographic one.

The physical constralnts, however, did not seem to influence the primacy of the city. The

two-city Indices of primacy worked out by the United Nations in 1977 with the primate cities

of some selected countries show that the index for Calcutta was 11.59; whereas that for Sao

Paulo was only 1.48, for Lagos - 1.74, Nairobi - 2.09, Rangoon - 3.79, Jakarta - 2.94 and so

on.*“ This means that In early 1970s Calcutta was about 12 times bigger than the next city In

hierarchy in the region compared, for example, to Sao Paulo which was about one and a half

times bigger than the next biggest settlement in lts region.

**1 Cited In Alam, S. Manzoor; "DlstributIon of Settlement System in lndia," Geographlcal Review of

India, The Geographlcal Society of India, Calcutta, Vol.42, No.4, December 1980, p.310.
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***1*Figure18. The Functlonal Pattern ot CMD: (after D. Mukherjee, V. S. Phadke and K. Sita)

Even within India, CaIcutta’s primacy has been disturbing compared to those of Bombay,

Delhi, and Madras. It is perhaps because Calcutta was the seat of the colonial trade for the

Iongest period of time. Professor S. Manzoor Alam, the Director of Metropolitan Systems of

India Project in Osmania University in Hyderabad, developed the comparison between these

four metropolitan cities of India which graphically displayed the relative lmbalance in size-

wise settIeme,nt distribution in the Calcutta region. These graphs are updated with the popu-

lation ligures of the 1981 census (Figure 19 on page 163) which show that the pattern of

primacy still perslsts. Such a primacy together with the physical constraints to expansion has

5. Th• Testing Ground : Calcutta
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developed a tremendous development pressure in the central city areas, which threaten the

preservation of many slgnilicant old buildings and sites in the city.

5.3.1. Civic Design and Building Forms

During the centuries of British rule (l.e; from the late 17th century to the middle of the 20th

century), Calcutta was growing a thousandfold. But the capital proper remalned essentlally

unchanged in shape and in function. Its pattern was deliberately grand, laid out as a great

capital must be, with authority. lt occupied two sides of a square, on the north and the east.

The western side was formed by the Hooghly river, and the southern was left open to subur-

ban developments. Around the whole layout the defensive Mahratta Ditch, later the Circular

Road, was built. The center of the square was occupied by the grand expanse of the Maidan,

with the protective stronghold of Fort William at its south-east corner.*‘*

The northern side of the square, at right angles to the river, was formed by the Esplanade,

where most of the great public buildings of the city were grouped. At its center stood the

Government House, exactly symmetrical In its shape, upon which the whole city seemed to

be focused.*1*

The erection of the Govemment House was of seminal importance in the history of Calcutta

for it created a focus for the subsequent development of the city. A whole series of classical

*1* The Fort was designed by Captain John Brohier. The complex symmetry is based on Vauban's con-

cepts of fortification (Hgure 20 on page 165). It took 13 years to be completed in 1773 at a staggering

cost of two million Pounds. At present it ls the Headquarters of the Eastern Command of Indian Army
and ls well cared for. As it was desired in the design, the fort is not visible from the city and henoe
Is not signihcant as an Image element of the city.

*1* The Government House was designed by Charles Wyatt adapting the scheme from Kedleston Hall in

Derbyshire on the basis of earller designs prepared by James Paine. (Bench«Jones, Mark; Palaces

of the Raj : Magnificence and Misery ol the Lord Sahibs, George Allen and Unwin Ltd., London, 1973,

pp.41-67.)
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perspectives were formed with vistasm terminated by prominent public buildings and monu-

ments (Figure 21 on page 167). Directly aligned upon its main entrance, north of the house,

21* Note the axls of clvic design discussed in the Introduction chapter, which has been destroyed by the
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Figure 20. The Plan of Fort Wllllam, Calcutta: (after Philip Davies)

was Wellesley Place, which was stacked on each side with government oflices of classical

pose. Beyond that was the Dalhousie Square (now B.B.D. Bag). which was also Ilned with of-

fice buildings. The western facade In the Square is dominated by the great copper dome

above the corinthian colonnade of the General Post Office (Figure 4 on page 16 in Introduc-

tion). The whole northern side of the Square is formed by the Writers’ Buildings overlooked

at the corner by the spires of St. Andrew's Church (Figure 22 on page 168). Dlagonally op-

posite to St. Andrew is St. John's with the compound and cemeteries. East and west of the

Government House, In grand array, stood the Town Hall, The High Court, The Mint, and other

Institutional buildings. The whole rank of them had as their background the forested masts and

Automatic Telephone Exchange Building inside the BBD Bag, referring to De, Ramen; '°Conservation
and Change , from conflict to compatibiIity,” Trend, 2, Jadavpur University Press, Calcutta, 1983.
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riggings of the shipping in the river, at the western end of the street. At a later time, the im-

mense Iatticed silhouette of the Howrah Bridge provided the final backdrop.

At right angles to the Government House, the other arm of the square running north to south

is the city's second facade, the Chowringhee Road, bordering the Maidan. Chowringhee was

originally lined up with blg, palatial houses of the Nawabs and Zamindarsm , which were later

on infiltrated by shops, hotels, theatres and the Museum. lt gradually has become a rich

metropolitan mlxture of a street, which display wealth and confidence, and blazed with the

brass piates of successful entrepreneurship.

In 1862, James Fergusson, the architectural expert on India wrote, “if used with freedom and

taste, no style might be better adapted in Indian use than Gothic."“• Based on arcuated prin-

ciple of construction, the most widely used and adaptable form of Gothic was Venetian - a

style which has its origin in Levant, and which lent itself ideally to hot tropical locations. Most

of the buildings are in Gothic mode, in the adaptation of the 19th century, but the shapes re-

mained distinctly classical. Old prints of the city are full of clear and elegant vlstas. As Morris

has found,

".... white terraces as John Nash might have built them, arched gates through which palatial
casements showed, the steeple of St. Andrew’s finely breaking the long horizontal of the Writers'
Buildings or framed elegantly at the top of old Court House Street.”*"

English ideas of planning, townscape and layout were imposed on the Asian city on a scale

which had never before been witnessed, and which was to give Calcutta its name ‘City of

Palaces‘. The need for conservation of the environmental quality and the character of this

districts in Calcutta cannot be more stressed.

*1* Nawab ls the Muslim version of Hindu Zamindar. They were the blg landlords who were instruments
in the British rule of Bengal for exploitation. These wealthy landlords were given right to rule their
territory in exchange for heavy tax to be paid to the British treasury.

*‘•
Cited in Davies, Philip; op. cit., p.l4. The idea of style also has a bearing on the national symbol.

British Empire considered Gothic to be their national style as exemplified by the design of the British
Parliament Building by A. W. Pugln.

**7 Morris, Jan; op. cit., p.206.
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—Flgure22. The Facades In BBD Bag, Calcutta

Between these two arms lays the Maidan, with its long riverside promenade, its meanders of

walks and gardens, its series of statuary, its vertical element of the Ochterlony Monument

(renamed Shaheed Minar, meaning martyrs' column), its Pagoda taken from Burma, its cricket

pitches, its Red Road built especially for the ceremonial processions. Over the river is the half

sunk Fort William hidden in the landscape. On the south rose the Victoria Memorial Hall (Fig-

ure 3 on page 15 in lntroduction)*‘° with the tall sllhouette of the St. Paul’s Cathedral on its

east and the race course on its west. With the towers and domes of authority on the north, the

opulent blocks of Chowringhee on the east, the masts and sails of the ships in the river on the

west, and the grandiose monuments of memorial and faith on the south, the Maidan at

21* British answer to the Taj Mahal. The Prince of Wales laid the foundation stone of Sir Vlhlliam

Emerson's white marble monument in 1906. lt took 15 years to finish, with the ornamental statuary

fashioned in Italy.
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Calcutta is one of the finest park prospects in city core (Figure 23 on page 170). The Maiden

is the lungs of the city and needs conservationm as a distinctive feature of the city.

5.4. The Socio · Cultural Context

There have been social and cultural conllicts in the process of a cluster of Indian villages be-

ing transformed into an English city. Traditional ways and means clashed with those

European. The English naturally favored those who came out of their own ways to embrace the

European fashions. They were rewarded with economic opportunities to set examples, and to

encourage social mobility. Gradually a 'shahebm class emerged who adopted both virtues

and vices of their foreign neighbors.

Simultaneously, there was a strong 'babu’ class in the native quarters who forcefully clung to

the traditional ways. The Iandlord class, who created the babu culture, was in an economic

understanding with the English Company which was prolitable to both of them. The babus ln

this process accumulated unprecedented wealth and their asplrations went so high that they

wanted to compete with their English neighbors in terms of their urban achievements. The

whole Pathuriaghata district in north Calcutta has been the display of native wealth. The

enormous houses of successful babu families and zamindars were envied even by the Britlsh.

As an example, the Marble Palace of the Mullicks has been a wonder in Calcutta. Moorhouse

describes lt typically in his cynical language as,

"This (the Marble Palace), indisputably, is the richest, the qualntest, the eeriest, the most hap-
hazard and the most ridiculous, the most astonishing and the most lovable and almost the
saddest relic in what, by about the start of the nineteenth century, was beginning to be called the

City of Palaces."¤‘

N Gordon Cullen went even further. He suggested further afforestation in the Maldan to enhance the

‘getting lost' quality, the most important characteristic of the vast open spaoe at the core of the city.
(Cullen, Gordon; op. cit., 1971.)

¤° Denoting an Indian found ln European fashions.
1

¤‘
Moorhouse, Geoffrey; op. cit., pp.6-7.
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Flgure 23. The Melden of Celcutte.

While the majority of the successful babus were busy in luxury, a minority of them went for

lntellection, and came much closer to the better lot of the shaheb class in terms of affluence

and social patterns. Together they emerged as the strongest social force and gradually be-

came brave enough to criticlze the English as well as the Indians. They became bold enough

even to question the traditional ways of Hinduism. Under the leadership of Keshab Chandra

Sen they created the 'Brahmmo Samaj’ - a separate religlous sect which was a modification
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of Hinduism In the light of Christian Unitarianism. Thus, the Renaissance of Bengalm started

with this enlightened and somewhat Iiberated elite Bengalis on the saddle, and gradually

many of the civllian Englishmen became a part of It. The wave of socio-cultural reformations

shook the whole countrym and Calcutta• was the hub of it. The proverb became commonly

accepted that "what Bengal thinks today, the rest of India will think tomorrow." The educated

babus developed a culture of 'plain living and high thinking'.

This was the backdrop with which Calcutta emerged in her industrial age. After independence

there have been several studies which have addressed the socio-economic and cultural is-

sues of Calcutta. Professor Satyen Sen conducted a socio-economic survey of Calcutta be-

tween 1955 and 1958.*** Professor Nirmal K. Bose carried out an extensive social survey In

1964.M This was further extended by Brian J. L. Berry and P. H. Ress In 1969.M Hemayet

Hossain did his dissertation research on human ecology of Calcutta.¤’ All these studies em-

phasized the compositional characteristics of the society, and their impact on the physical

form of the city. Identification of socio-cultural differences and Interaction patterns have

shown clustering tendencies in the land use of the city.

M Kopf, David; British Orientalism and the Bengal Renaissance, The Dynamics ol Indian Modernization,

1773 · 1835, University of California Press, Berkeley, 1969.

M The major social reformations included abolition of the Satidaha Pratha - the system of burning widow

In the funeral pyre of her husband, bringing women out of parda to the enlightenment of education,

dishonoring the caste system and various other social details that hindered the progress of achieving

social rights and privileges.

M Sen, Satyen N.; op. cit.

M Bose, Nirmal K.; Calcutta, A Social Survey, Lalvanl Publishing House, Calcutta, 1968 and Calcutta, A

Premature Metropolis, A Scientific American Book, New York, 1970.

M Berry, B. J. L and Ress, P. H.; "The Factorlal Ecology of Calcutta," The American Journal of

Sociology, Vol.74, No.5, 1969, pp.445—491.

M Hossain, Hemayet; Calcutta, a human ecological approach to plannlng, Ph.D. Dissertation, Texas A

& M University, 1974.
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5.4.1. The Composition of the Communities

Calcutta is a highly cosmopolitan urban pot, but not a melting pot. lt has people from all

provinces of India as well as Europeans. Armenians, Zoroastarians, Persis and a slzeable

populace of Chinese origin. Although all these communities have clear identities in Calcutta

soclety, yet two distinct divisions are apparent -— the Bengalis, the son of the soll; and the

non-Bengalis, the migrants from outside.

Bengalis, the natives of the city and the dominant community, are extremely pluralistic in

mind. Consequently their Institutions are many. Since the Renaissance of Bengal, they have

preferred to be engaged in intellectualism and cultural pursuits. Started by the affluent

babus, it propagated quickly among the erudite middle class Bengalis. To belong to the world

of intellection, or 'charcha' as they call it, has become a birthright or one of the desirables of

the Bengali bhadralok22* culture. As Dr. Sinha has commented,

".... the Bengali middle class chose to keep away from commerce and industry, call them as you

like, the bhadraloks or babus; they had chosen a wide world of charcha. There is thus a long chain

of many people belonging to a common world of intellection; this tradition hangs on us super-

organically."22*

Their free and courteous nature impress upon people like Ved Mehta, the columnist In the

New Yorker, who finds, "Bengalis talkative, ebullient, charming people, (who) call themselves

- the French of the East.”**°

The Bengalis belong to all upper, middle and lower income groups, with the middle one being

more numerous and mllitant than the rest. While a different way of life, food habit or dress do

not seem to bother them, they easily get irrltated when ideologles are different, even lf not

confllctlng. For over half of a century they have been inspired by political ldealism. Their ed-

2** Bhadra/ok means gentleman, having an inherent connotation of being scrupulous, honest and moral,
but without referrlng to any economic status.

*2* Sinha, Surajit; (ed) Cultural Profile of Calcutta, Seminar Papers, The Indlan Anthropologlcal Society,
Calcutta, 1970, p.255. (Dr. Sinha was the Director of the Indian Anthropologlcal Society).

2** Mehta, Ved; Portrait of India, Penguin Books, New York, 1972, p.403.
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ucation, literature and even Institutions have been strongly influenced by it. Ordinary Issues

of disagreement quickly get politiclzed and thereby, distorted for lmmlediate benelit of the in-

fluential groups. An apparently gentle and amiable populace easily turn into hard and violent

which, according to Hossain, needs careful consideration in planning. He observed that "the

resentment, anger and impatience often finding expression in senseless violence, point to the

need for rapid and fundamental social transformation“.öl

The non-Bengali community, by contrast, is divlded Into the poor or the rich. The middle ranks

do not compare favorably with the rich commercial class either In number or In influence.

Neither of these two groups has much political involvement. For the past few years, the upper

classes have been drilling towards westernization in some of their habits as well as in busi-

ness reorganization. The poor left unattended, combine in small Institutions like night schools,

libraries or Pujaöl organizations. The Gujrati community forms a section of the prosperous

commercial upper class of Calcutta, but they do not readily adopt a Westem way of life as the

new generation of Rajasthani Hindi speakers seem too inclined to do. Professor Bose and

later researchers have observed that although the life and pattern of the organizatlons of the

non-Bengalis were changing, their sense of nationalism was on increase.

The orthodox, old type of Muslim social life centered mainly around the Mosque. With the rise

of a Westernlzed upper class, and a nationalistic professional middle class among the

Muslims of Calcutta, the old forms have tended to remain. However, the new generation of

Muslim, particularly the immigrants from Bangladesh, as observed by Hossain, ls mostly ln

the middle and lower middle classes who Interact with their Hindu counterpart freely and on

the same level, perhaps for their oommon language.

öl Hossain, Hemayet; op. ctt., p.221.

ö* Religious festival
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5.4.2. The Cultural Diversity

The lnflux of a great number of outsiders in the clty, and the traditional particularity they
‘

brought along, had given rise to a pluralism. Varieties In cultural spheres are encouraged and

the tradition of absorbing new aspects has been so strong in Hindulsm that there has been

no demand on the part of the Bengalis upon others to suppress their own language or culture.

This tolerance for others’ ways of life has been one good aspect In Calcutta, but it has created

a conglomeration of unevenly related heterogeneous sub-cultural populations lacking a com-

posite character. Except for their ofücial and commercial Interests, when the different com-

munities have peripheral Interaction with people of other groups, most of them remain usually

contlned in their cultural IsIand.m This has forced them to stick to their own ways and has

resulted in little or no sense of belonglng lo this metropolis. Diversity is a prized quality in

any society, but there ought to be some issues where everybody would act as general

Calcuttan. This would be cultural unity. Except for Issues of national security and sports such

an unity does not seem to appear in Calcutta. The indifference and the lack of interest in broad

Issues, such as urban conservation, on the part of the non—Bengalls Is the manifestation of

their belng left out as outsiders.

5.4.3. The Clusters and the Land Use Trends

The clusterlng tendencies of the communities at Calcutta, which has been the outcome of the

socio-cultural diversity, are retlected In the physical pattem of the city. There are separate

areas marked by the inhabltants of separate communities either classlfied by their place of

origin or by language or religion. Professor Bose mapped ldentifiable areas in the city where

ethnlc base community pattern was predomlnant. He could differentlate areas on the basis

¤* Panchbhal, S; “Cultural Islands ln Calcutta," In Sinha, Surajlt (ed); op. clt., pp.50-60.
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of origin, caste-tribe, and refugeesm which were strictly ethnic; but he could also map areas

according to economic status and occupation further subdivided In ethnic clusters.

This pattern, however, was changing though marginally, particuiariy in the middle and lower

income ranges. Berry and Ress further analyzed the findings of Professor Bose using a factor

system, and by adding an ethnicity factor as the third dimension in a typical American model .

of two choice dimension of individual social space. As they found,

"Because most non-Bengali ethnic groups also occupy particular occupational niches, the vari-

ance In status within ethnic groups is substantially less than that between ethnic groups. ln ef-

fect, ethnicity overrides choice based upon status, for the status and ethnic dimensions are

colinear, with the latter more fundamental in defining the social dimensions within which choices

are made."¤°

What It meant was that the decisions in the social sphere, which produced the physical pat-

tern, were less-than—economic. Due to the parallel relativity of location of the ethnic enclaves

In physical space, the cluster formation tendencles influence the physical space of the city to

a considerable degree. Berry and Ress juxtaposed the factor of residential areas ranked ‘high'

and ‘low‘ against that of the familism and land use ranked 'old' and ‘young.° The Interaction

pattern produced by this juxtaposition (Figure 24 on page 176) showed that the peripheral

wards were
‘young’

but ‘low‘ whereas the the areas along the Maidan were ‘high' although

‘old.'

The recent shift In social clustering pattern In physical terms, as observed by Hossaln, ls

taking the shape of lower income groups in the periphery with the wealthy and powerful at the

core. This is gentrification of a special kind as the gentriliers are non-Bengali rich, while the

Bengali middle class old residents are pushed out to the periphery. The present pattern of

social space in Calcutta according to Berry, Ress and Hossain can be summarized as shown

in the map in Figure 25 on page 177. This clustering forces In Calcutta has developed an

W The refugees stood out as a social class, but that was only for the poor section of the refugees who

clung together in an effort to face the new mechanism together. The affluent refugees had little dif-

ficulty to make their position in the new society and thus got mlngled in the existing social pattern

of the city.

N Berry, Brian J. L and Ress, H. P.; op. cit., p.490.
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Figure 24. Soclel Ecology of Calcutta: (after B. J. L Berry and P. H. Ress)

added pressure on land, In addition to that from usual economic factors. There ought to be

another impact on this pattern as a result of the underground mass transit system coming into

operation. While lt ls too early to have any study on this impact, lt would be reasonable to think

that under the existing conditions the eminence of the center shall be further relnforced by this

new infrastructure. This will attract further commercial functions in the center, but will perhaps

distribute them along the line ln decreasing magnitude from the core. The test of a TDR pro-

gram in Calcutta will have to be performed ln vlew of these trends ln land use in Calcutta.
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5.5. The Economic Environment

The present economic environment of Calcutta is one of decline. From a zenith of economic

prosperity in the late 18th and early 19th centuries, the city is now troubled with numerous

economic problems. The first shock to this goldrush in Calcutta was the opening of the Suez

Canal in 1869 which shortened the distance between Europe and India, but it made Calcutta

a comparatively distant port. The railway network in India by then was spread enough to

transport on surface the goods from Calcutta region to Bombay, the nearest port in India. Soon

the directors of the Penninsular and Oriental Stemship Company decided to shift their head-

quarters from Garden Reach in Calcutta to Bombay. The shock, however, was not felt for a

considerable time to come, and the economic growth continued In Calcutta. In 1853, the total

value of import and export trade for the whole of Bengal was about 29 million Pounds. By 1901,

in Calcutta alone it was worth nearly 111 millions. This growth trend gradually started falling

back, which has been further compounded by the decrease of navigability in the river Hooghly.

Industrial dislocation brought about by the partition of Bengal is another prime reason for

CaIcutta's economic descend. Before World War Il, Bengal accounted for 2.25 million acres

out of a world total of 2.7 million acres of jute producing fields. Most of this was in East Bengal,

which is now Bangladesh. Ironically, however, almost all the jute mills in undlvided India were

on the banks of the Hooghly river. Therefore, after the partition of the country, India was left

with the jute mills In Calcutta without any supply of raw lute. Pakistan (of which then East

Pakistan, now Bangladesh was a part), with an abundance of raw jute, found itself with no

mills. As a result, rlce producing fields were converted to lute production, and India somewhat

regalned her position In the world jute market. By middle 1970s, of the total 4,065,000 acres

under jute cultlvatlon In the world, lndia's share was 43 per cent, Pakistan's 40 per cent and

the rest of the world's 17 per cent. But this was at the cost of producing less rice, the staple

food for Bengalis. Further, it was determined by the demand for jute products In the world

market, whlch itself has been declinlng due to Improvement In polymer technologies.
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The urge thls situatlon generated for industrial diversilication, coupled with lndia’s drlve for

rapid industrialization In the aftermath of Independence, started a new era in the metropolis.

The state of West Bengal together with a southern strip of Bihar, a northern slice of Orissa,

and a part of western Assam formed an industrial region justitiably called the 'Ruhr of modern

India'. Within less than 300 miles from Calcutta almost the whole of the nation’s iron and steel

industry is concentrated today in townships cleared out of the jungle to make room for blast

furnaces, coke oven plants and rolling mills. Durgapur, Jamshedpur and Asansole, as

Moorhouse has mentioned, "are chiefly the tropical couslns of Middlesborough, Pittsburg and

Essen."**' By the middle of 1960s West Bengal was producing 95 per cent of lndia’s jute, 92

per cent of Its razor blades, 87 per cent of its electric fans, 80 per cent of its sewing machines,

78 per cent of its railway wagons, 74 per cent of its rubber shoes, 70 per cent of the total

enamelware, 56 per cent of the electric Iamps, over 50 per cent of the crockery, little less than

50 per cent of the paints and varnish, little over 30 per cent of total radio sets and electronic

gadgets, 30 per cent of finished steel, little less than 30 per cent of the coal, 25 per cent of its

tea and about 20 per cent of its paper and paper boards.

5.5.1. The Impact

The production levels mentioned above were, however, not commensurate to the economic

need of the region. Population growth in Calcutta was further compounded by the mass ml-

gration of Hindus from the eastern part of Bengal which fell in the territory of Pakistan due to

the partition of India. Some 700,000 people came ln 1947 alone.**7 This was a national problem,

**' Moorhouse, Jeoffrey; op. cit., p.120.

**7 The wave of mlgrants from then East Pakistan, now Bangladesh, is a perpetual affair depending on

the political and social developments there as well as for natural calamitles. It happened once again

in 1965 during the war between India and Pakistan, once more in 1970-71 during the internal war and

emergence of Bangladesh, and continues even today due to the strained political situation in

Bangladesh. A flood or a storm in Bangladesh sends some thousand of destitute in Calcutta region.

The government of India at one time proposed to have a barbed-wire fencing in the border, but that

was vehemently objected by the Bangladesh government stating that the government of India wanted

to humillate their government In the international scene.
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but by and large, Calcutta had to face and live with It alone. The government of India's re-

sponse was marginal, and not sincere to the depth of the problem. investment in the region

remained low compared to other parts of the country.

With her chronic unemployment and refugee problem, the city has become a troubled spot in

the state as well as in the nation as a whole. The political unrest, which came as a result,

further deteriorated the possibilities of investment in the city. Lack of jobs and opportunities

has been the obvious outcome. Today one Calcutta household in every four has one or more

unemployed persons. At least 20 per cent of the labor force is unemployed. And this rate of

unemployment has a further paradoxical nature that the unemployment is more with the ed-

ucated section. As Professor Manas Chatterjee has identilied,

"Paradoxically, unemployment is severe among the educated. Nearly 8 percent of the illiterate

labor force is unemployed (illiterate constitute 24 percent of the ClR, Calcutta Industrial Region,

labor force). Of high school graduates belonging to the labor force, 26 percent are unemployed,

as are 15-20 percent of college graduates. ..... Finally, it is noteworthy that single individuals form

more than one·ha|f of all households."*¢**

The fact that the economic crisis always occurs simultaneously with the deterioration of the

environment and the Iegacy of the culture gets bequeathed, are the signs that the disorder is

in danger of being carried to a point of breaking. The diagnosis of a situation such as this

implies acknowledgement of the extent of the pressure from economic factors that orders use

of available resources from mere immediate economic issues. In physical terms, use of

built-up spaces becomes a function of immediate need despite incompatibility. This leads to

buildings and sites becoming ill-adaptedm as they are subjected to function not suitable to

them by both type and degree. Or they are simply neglected for want of resources, and olten

deliberately so that replacement becomes inevitable through premature dilapidation. Such ls

the case of Calcutta. The responsibility of preserving the assets of a glorious past has fallen

N Chatterjee, Manas; Management and Regional Science for Economic Development, Kluwer, Nijhoff

Publishing, Boston, 1983, p.40.
¤•

Typical example of ill-adaptation in Calcutta ls converslon of residential houses into hospltale I

nursing homes, printing press, restaurants etc., and of course, overcrowdlng of built-up spaces.
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on a declining economy. A tool like TDR, which can boost additional development and improve

the tax base while preservlng the landmarks with no cost to the City, will have a ready ac-

'
ceptance in Calcutta in sheer economic terms.

The private sector in the city is also a part of this dynamics of decline. The abolition of the

zamandari system In India was to free land and labor from exploitation. Whether or not the

objective has been achieved ls besides the point of discussion here, but it has undoubtedly lelt

the erstwhile rich families with shrunk resources for them to malntaln their estates ln the city.

Their interest to make best use of their property in a market, which comes forward to self-

tinance the redevelopment projects, is a combined function of their lnabilities to maintain their

properties coupled with alluring economic prospects. The Land Ceiling and Regulation Act

of 1976 instituted by the government of India also has its bearing on the breaking up of large

properties in the urban areas. This will be discussed later in Chapter - 6. General economic

decline and high unemployment rate, particularly of the educated section, have manifested in

sensitive political atmosphere which needs immediate discussion.

5.6. The Political Perspective

Calcutta’s political perspective revolved around different goals depending on the total situ-

ation in the city and in the country. When Calcutta was the capital of British India, her goals

were more national than regional. The political activities were focused on issues that related

to freelng the country from a foreign domination. This nationallstic goal coupled with the in-

herent impatlence of the Bengalis generated a spirit of lighting rather than negotlating. The

political process that the city has undergone, and is still subjected to, ls one that lnspires but

does not combine; one that drives for justlce, but only with dlsagreement ln terms of

fundamentalism.
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5.6.1. The Battle against the British

The origin of the city was a decision by a foreign company to establish a place for themselves

from where their goal of profit-making could be performed unhindered. The English Intention

_ of building the empire in Calcutta was primarily to exploit the resources and people. As Morris

has mentioned blatantly,

"..... the fundamental purpose of British imperialism was commercial, the pursuit of profit by a

nation of merchants and manufacturers. lts political, strategic and improvlng activities were

ancillary to the making of money, the securing new materials and markets, the manipulation of

prices."*‘°

This Intention was becoming clearer to the Bengalis, particularly to the bhadraloks or babus,

who were getting educated In English ways to question the English ways. Gradually, they were

becoming more difncult to contain in peace. Previously politics in India was limited only in the

royal courts; but this time it came out on the streets. Calcutta being the seat of decision

making in those earlier days naturally became the leader in the quest for independence. The

Bengali youth tended to be radical and preferred blow for blow strategy. While Mahatma

Gandhi was preaching for non-violence, Subhas Chandra Bose, the young Bengali barrlster,

who was the elected President of the National Congress in 1938, len his position due to disa-

greement with Gandhi in this respect. He raised the slogan 'give me blood, l will give you

freedom'.

Whether or not Subhas Chandra Bose was superior to Jawaharlal Nerhu or Gandhi, or

whether hls principle of armed confrontation was appropriate is besides the point here. What

Subhas symbolized at that historical phase of Indian independence movement was that

Bengalis were not a patient klnd, and that they were impulsive enough to go ahead without

support and to find recourse In extreme measures. Subhas's expulslon from the country len

a permanent sore between Calcutta and Delhl. Consequently, Bengalis In independent India

are never fully trusted by the national leaders and a step-brotherly attitude simmers within.

“°
Morris, Jan; op. cit., p.2.
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The trend of neglect towards Calcutta, which was started by the British by shiftlng the capital

to Delhi in 1911, continued In the independent nation while the city was confrontlng the waves

of problems that sprang up over night due to the partition of Bengal.

5.6.2. The Upsurge of Unrest

The first two governments in West Bengal after Independence were run by the Congress Party,

the national political party also in power in the Central government. The first of them led by

Dr. B. C. Roy was constructive to some extent. Those were the days of nation building and

national concern seemed to get prlority over the regional ones. The discontent, however, was

simmering and the next government led by P. C. Sen faced severe opposition. Finally, in 1967

the people in West Bengal rejected the Congress Party, and an united left front (UF) govern-

ment came into power. The new UF government of 14 political parties began with a sense of

flair. Among several other stances of fraternity with the poor, the new government instructed

the Corporation of Calcutta to reduce tax on bustees*“ and to raise it on buildings.

The UF government’s communist principles facilitated the emergence of a movement called

‘Naxalife movement'. ln Naxalbari in north Bengal a jotedar was killed by the laborers ln a

style found in the Chinese revolution. This incidence displayed the guts of the vlolent section

of the oommunlsts, and the young intellectuals in Calcutta were greatly influenced by it. The

streets of Calcutta were flooded with posters which proclaimed Chairman Mao·Tse-Tung to

be their leader too. Once again the youth of Bengal was restless and resorted to violence. The

Naxalltes asked people to shatter everything that stood as tradition - both bad and good ·—

as the propagation of the revolution was not possible with the backpull of the past. Some good

things of past, as they demanded, should be traded off for better things In the future. lndeed, I

they questloned the perceptions of ‘good' and ‘bad'. This was where they alienated the aver-

*“
Local term for slum areas.
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age Bengall. The Naxalites’ call to dlsown the glorious past and to hate anything that per-

petuated from lt came from their opinion that the Renaissance of Bengal was by and large a

bourgeois culture. To exemplify their withdrawal from the legacy of the past, no matter how

Important, they started breaking the statues of the Iegendary ligures who led the Renaissance

of Bengal.*“

The strategy, however, failed. instead of liberation from the legacy, the common man ln

Calcutta felt lncreased love confronting the destruction. For the first time since independence

Bengalis realized how dear was their past. As a result, Naxalism remained a movement lim-

ited only among the angry youth. The general populace started disapproving not only the

Naxalites, also the UF government which helped such a movement to surface. Consequently,

in 1971 election the Congress Party again came into power with a vast majority. From June

1975 to April 1977, the country was under Emergency Rule. In 1977 election the United Front

(called Left Front, LF, this time) came back into power with clear majority. The LF government

offered the much needed stability and strong administration alter a long time. They have been

re-elected twice slnce then, first In 1982 and then again In 1987.

5.6.3. The Conflict with the Center

The fundamental issue of Center · State relationship remains despite so much political up-

heaval in Calcutta. The revenue system and the decision making machinery (Figure 26 on

page 186) of the Government of India make the Central government enormously powerful ln

terms of allocating money as well as for influencing vital decisions. Communists were not the

only people in Calcutta who have been demanding improved financial allocation from the

W For example, they broke the head of the statue of Wdyasagar, who had been famous for his social

reformation contributions including the introduction of remarriage of the widows, and for organlzing

the fundamentals of the Bengali language. Sir Ashotosh Mukherjee was a Chancellor of the University

of Calcutta who proclaimed his goal of having at least one graduate in each family. His statue was

broken and they left at the site of rampage a poster asking 'are you now satlsfied that every family

has an unemployed graduate?‘
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Central government. ln 1967 when Mr. J. M. Parsons, then President of the Bengal Chamber

of Commerce, told his annual meeting that lf the State was to be properly rehabilitated, lt

would require "a liberal. measure of sympathy and assistance from the Central

Government."2“ Shortly alter the re·election UF leaders went to Delhi to plead for a redistrib-

ution of resources between the Center and the States, which was promptly rejected by then

Finance Minister Morarii Desai. In the existing revenue system all taxes from all over the

country go straight to the Central fund and then are disbursed back to the States. West Bengal,

with its comparatively huge contribution to the national economy2“ obviously has a better

claim than most states to a large share ln the final disbursement. This battle is still ongolng

between the Congress government in Delhi and the LF government in Calcutta.

Political conllict for more funds and power with the Central government usually lead to

reciprocating reproaches without constructive resolution of issues. Frequently, the State gov-

ernment blames the Center for any failure they encounter, and so does the Central govern-

ment. This conllict, however, transcends in the case of broad issues concerning national

integration or securlty.2“ For all practical reasons, urban conservation is such a broad issue;

but the Central and the State governments each tries to shade the responsibility pointing to

the other. This is because of the financial burden associated with conservation in the existing

system. Introduction of a tool like TDR has a high probability of political acceptance, both in

the Center and in the State, as it would be supporting a good cause without financial liability,

and thereby would create a degree of political credibility for those in charge.

2** Moorhouse, Geoffrey; op. cit., p.319.

2** More than 30 per cent of the national tax revenue of India is produced in Calcutta.

2** For example, the military action in Punjab or dealing of the Tamil problems in south lndia involvlng
Sri Lanka by the Central government are hailed also by the opposition leaders without hesitation.
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5.7. The Course of Conservation

Existence of a glorious past of the city helps generate a popular ethlc for urban conservation.

This is evldenced by the steps taken by the Government of lndia in general, and by the cre-

ation of citizens' activist groups such as the Society for Preservation of Archival Monuments

and Historical Documents at Calcutta in particular. The ethlc, however, ls not enough for the

protection of the urban Iandmarks. The threat of destruction of some key Iandmarks mentioned

in the introduction of this volume has already reached Europe. Davies has noted the perils

of these monuments and has mentioned the uncertainty of their future due to the absence of

institutional measures. ln his language,

"...... in the absence of a sophisticated planning lnqulry system the resolution of such disputes

takes many years and the site (St. John's Church Compound) remains intact. ...... It still stands,

although no one seems clear what its future will be."*“

The social setting of Calcutta, her cultural context, economic environment, and political per-

spective each has lts particular influence on the issue of urban conservation. Ordlnarily, a city

with so much pressing problems would shelve the conservation disputes to die out in course

of time, and the fate of the Iandmarks to be decided by Iaissez-faire. But the spirit of Bengali

bhadraloks has always been charged with the quest for greater cause despite privatlon.

Therefore, urban conservation remains as a great concern ln the agenda, although suffering

in terms of prioritles in the existing environment of economic decline. As Davies has pointed

out,

"The very llmlted resources devoted to architectural conservation in lndla need to be allocated

to the case of many ancient monuments intinltely older and more fraglle, from the Buddist,

Mughul and Hindu Past. lf 7th century temples are crumbling, then 19th century churches cannot

be regarded as a particular high priority."*“

¢“
Davies, Philip; op. clt., p.247.

W Davies, Philip; op. cit., p.245.
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India has a long history of conservatlon efforts and as such there exists a large reservolr of

expertlse in the conservatlon of ancient monuments. As early as the late 18th century, officers

of the East India Company carefully noted and recorded Indian monuments In stockbooks and

drawings. In 1808, the Governor General, the Earl of Minto, set up a Taj Committee, and gov-

ernment funds were set aside for repairs to monuments at Agra and Fatehpur Sikrl. A coher·

ent policy towards ancient monuments and archaeological remains came alter the foundation

of the Archaeological Survey of India (ASI) in 1861. Conservation was delegated to the pro-

vinclal government with advice from a carefully appointed Curator of Anclent Monuments. This

post, however, was abolished in 1883. Later on, Lord Curzon worked out the present statutory

framework for architectural conservatlon in India. In 1900, he noted,

"l cannot conceive of any obligation more strictly appertaining to a Supreme Government than

the conservatlon of the most beautiful and perfect collection of monuments in the world."¢•*

The ASI was reorganized under the leadership of Sir John Marshall. In 1904, the Ancient

Monuments Preservation Act was introduced which provided statutory protection for lndia’s

heritage for the lirst time.

Marshall formulated, what can be regarded, the highest principles of archltectural conserva-

tion and set them out ln a document entitled 'Conservation Manual'. This document was of

profound signiflcance as this became the working philosophy of the ASI. It set exemplary

standards by requiring, for instance, the reparatlon of any remnant of ancient architecture,

however humble, to be entered upon with totally different feelings from a new work or from

repairs to a modern building. It also warned against the temptatlon of renewing to preserve

the authenticity by emphasizlng the purpose of conservatlon to protect and display the his-

torical value, not to renew.“*

Since Independence the principles laid down by Marshall have been further developed and

lncorporated into the Ancient Monuments and Archaeological Sites and Remains Act of 1958,

W ibid., p.245.

W The principles laid down by Marshall now seem so familiar after the Charter of Venice, 1964.
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and also into the Antiquities Act of 1972. However, these Acts are useful only for the ancient

monuments and sites, and as mentioned previously, the monuments of recent herltage in the

central areas of the big cities of Calcutta, Bombay, Madras, and Delhi remain nearly unat- ·

tended.*°° Neglect ls always a common threat to the landmarks, but unthinking modernlzation

and redevelopment are the worst enemy. Until there is a greater integration between the work

of the ASI and day·to-day planning control, the prospect of planning policy paying due regard

to the Iandmarks in the central city areas shall remain in doubt.

The conservation effort In India needs a coherent national policy mainly because of the Center

oriented decision making system that is in practice for both policy and allocation of funds.

Existing conservation machlnery needs to be overhauled with a national body responsible for

the preparation of criteria for the listing of buildings, as well as for the actual survey work

There is also a need for reorientation of the concept of heritage. Attention should be directed

also towards the monuments of the recent past, and those of modest quaIity.*°‘ These struc-

tures may not be crumbllng down due to the influence of nature, but they are threatened even

more gravely by the pressure of redevelopment. The pivotal change in the perceptlon from

one of protecting only against the natural causes to one including the man-made forces cannot

be more stressed. The ASI does not yet has a policy in this regard. lndeed, it seems practical

to involve the Survey to a varying degree for various kinds of landmarks, As It ls now, any

structure enlisted by the Survey becomes a Iiability of it for acquisition and maintenance. This

makes the ASI tuned to plan its work according to the budget, rather than according to the

merit of the monuments. In this perspective, if the Survey is made free, at least partially, of the

financial commitments it would be able to perform its function of identlfylng, listing, recording

M Even historical citles are In danger for lack of planning coordlnation. When Le Corbusier was de-

signing Chandigarh as the new capital of Punjab; Bhubaneswar, the new capital of Orissa was in-

tended to be designed following Indian tradition. Recent studies show that of the thousand temples

that once exlsted in this town, only 312 survive today. A recent INTACH survey revealed that 130 of

the 312 survivlng temples were threatened by high-rise buildings of residential and office oomplexes.
(Ahmad, Farzand; “Bhubaneswar : A Lost Heritage," India Today, November 1987, New Delhi, p.74.)

2*1 According to the concept of recent herltage advanced by Michel Parent, Donald Appleyard and

Samuel Vlülson Jr., and that of modest monument set In the Charter of Venice.
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and documenting more effectlvely. Total dependence on the public fund for conservation, as

it is now, should be reformed to include the opportunities offered by the market economy to

supplement the financlal requirements. As has been mentloned above, the priorities of the

very old monuments would always be greater than those of recent origin, and the ASI may

be trusted to protect only them. The urban Iandmarks of recent origin should be supported by

other means that becomes available in particular situations. This basic strategy reorientatlon ·

should also be a joint venture by the Center and the State to formulate enabling acts, and bold

new steps by the local governments to devlse programs upon them.

Indeed, it is usually from the local area's concern for a Iandmark that it gets the State and

ultimately the national attention. lf needful action can be taken in the local level, then ln-

volvement of the upper level governments may not be necessary. Said in another way, if each

and every case has to go to the State and Central level, then their prospects would be more

and more doubtful. ln this respect, Calcutta's concern for her Iandmarks is primary, the State

and Central action should only be supportive. As mentloned earlier, the bhadralok culture ln

Calcutta has already organized a citizens’ group that raises hue and cry for urban conserva-

tion from time to time. While the Central government is too far to reach, the State government

treats them with the policy that this is something to be tolerated, but not to be pald great at-

tention. Like the ASI, the State government wants to avoid further financial llability. Their in-

difference stems from the fear that if they get involved, they will have to assume sole

responsibility. Again, the preoccupation with the concept that the onus is up to the government

for anything that ls of public benefit restricts Independent thinking and action.

As evident from the profile of Calcutta discussed above, the social force for urban conserva-

tion ls only from a section of the population who are morally and sentlmentally charged, but

with little economic power. Further, being a typlcal Bengali endeavor, the social groups de-

manding urban conservation are small organlzatlons and lack both voice and influence. What

is more frustrating ls that these groups, although highly intellectual, do not oome forward with

any new concept that might elimlnate dependence on public funds. lt ls understandable that
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these groups cannot possibly raise adequate funds to act on their own, but their total incllna·

tion for government support, particularly with the traditional concept of public appropriation

of the Iandmarks, is by itself constraining. lt ls also surprising that such a vibrant,

intellectually mature city like Calcutta, does not seem to search for other means to deal with

the problems of urban conservation. lt is surprising as well as frightening because the existing

system shows, if at all, a very slow process which may not be within the thresholdof patlence

of local inhabltants. As Donald Milner has mentioned,

"Perhaps the greatest danger lies in the demoralization induced by hopes of resuscitation so long
deferred - that in the years of waiting the will to live of a once great metropolis may die.”¤*

A city which has always provided the country with leadership, should not merely cry for urban

conservation, it should introduce measures that can be exemplary to the entire nation. This

dissertation is driven by such a spirit. The impatience inherent in Bengalis which is usually

triggered off by disagreement over ideological issues should not necessarily result only in

violence, it might as well result in innovative / adaptive ideas to deal with the situation of ln-

difference and shading responsibility as typically found in the case of urban conservation.

Above all, nothing is outside the realm of politics in a sensitive place like Calcutta. Of late,

urban conservation has also been an issue in political lights in Calcutta. Typically, a commu-

nlst would view the landmarks as production of erstwhile bourgeois system, and would be less

than interested to pursue such a cause. But the memory of public disapproval of similar ac-

tivities of the Naxalites is still vivid. The present City government is hard pressed to improve

its tiscal base. This has involved the City government in the controverslal redevelopment

projects as mentioned in Chapter 1. These are of great concern to the opposition political

party as well as those committed to conservation. These projects are being opposed by many,

including the Calcutta Metropolitan Development Authority (CMDA); but the City seems to go

ahead desplte all oppositions. This desperate move by the City government ls undoubtedly

motivated by the the sad economic condition of the city, but there ls still an element of political

az glgier, Donald; “Calcutta - a city In despalr," Geographlcal Magazine, VoI.XLl, No.1, October 1988,
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ego ln it. The city government, which is strongly supported by the State government as they

both come from the same political party, seems bent upon to take the destructlve strlde to

demonstrate their victory over political opposltion.8* But s·uch a move may well be avolded if

the liscal base of the city can be improved without resorling to the demolition of landmarks

or eating up of the public parks for redevelopment projects.

lt ls unfortunate that a solemn Issue like urban conservation in Calcutta Is caught in the welter

of political conflicts with regards to the ends, and in the shallows of traditional perception with

regards to the means to achleve them. Political lnvolvement becomes lnevitable when other

means of resolution are not forthcoming. Socio-cultural impatience In Calcutta easily leads to

political maneuvering. This trend can be countered only by economic solutions, not from

public fund, but from the market mechanism. The intellectuals of the city need only to sit back

and reflect on the situation from a pragmatic point of view, not only from moral

pronouncements. lf the city is able to devise viable alternatives, political lnvolvement will au-

tomatically evaporate. Moreover, the majority of the aflluent in the city, who scarcely belong

to the city and who have been holding much of the central city properties, cannot be motivated

In conservation without concrete economic alternatives. Alternatives need not be entlrely

original, may be borrowed from elsewhere, but they ought to be creatlvely lncorporated in the

existing system to provide resolution of the conflicts at hand. This dissertation is an effort to

provide Calcutta with a test of a new regulatory measure that has potential to resolve many

of her outstanding and future urban conservation disputes. The Intellectual sensitivity of the

city’s populace and the tradition of initiating reformation, which are prized qualitles of

Calcutta, provide a supportlve testing ground to try new ideas. The philosophy of 'high

th|nkIng’ may be again of use to provide ‘plaIn living', but in a better environment enhanced

by the links to the glorlous past.

8* The recent statement by Kamal Bose, the Mayor of Calcutta, indicating his determination to go ahead

with the Rawdon Square project despite CMDA's (Calcutta Metropolitan Development Authority) ro-

jection shows such an adamant behavior (Sambad Bichirra, February 14, 1988, p.2, ool.3.).
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6. The Test of TDR Program in Calcutta

The study of existing and prospective TDR programs in different cities, analysis of the

emerging and troubling issues, and the interview! questionnaire survey for the evaluation of

options and alternatives in procedural details have led to a comprehensive understanding of

the tool. The strengths and weaknesses of the program are well identifled together with its

relation to the planning and urban design of the city. The testing of the tool ln Calcutta ls to

be done by hypothetically consldering that a TDR program is incorporated ln the existing

building regulations of the city. Such an incorporation, naturally, will be·benelitted from the

evaluation of the tool dlscussed in the previous chapters. The proposed TDR program in

Calcutta wlll take into consideration the features that have been ldentilied as strengths, while

avoiding the weaknesses experienced elsewhere. Considering a TDR program ls in effect in

Calcutta, analysis will be done ln this chapter to find whether or not such a program can

function in Calcutta within the realm of existing regulations; and what possible amendments

I relaxatlons lt might warrant.

As discussed in the previous chapters. the TDR programs in different US cities have certain

goals and biases which are not solely for urban conservatlon. Although it ls true that a TDR

program may not take off by the causes of urban oonservation alone, it however should not

have parallel goals and biases that may have detrlmental effect. lt ls, therefore, important to
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ürst identity the goals that the proposed TDR program will be expected to achieve In Calcutta,

the testing ground.

The primary goal, of course, is conservation of urban Iandmarks that are threatened by the

pressure ot redevelopment. As dlscussed in Chapter 2, the archaeological ruins, the monu-

ments of world fame, etc. are taken care of by the Archaeological Survey of India (ASI). But

both ASI and the State Governments are reluctant, or extremely cautious to designate any

building or site to avoid any further Iiability. This is particularly so because the budgetary

provision for ASI is not commensurate to the need ot conservation in the country. ln this con·

text, the hypothesis has been that the introduction of a TDR program shall : (1) utllize the

market mechanism to make funds available for urban conservation, and (2) relieve the ASI

from the fear ot liability, and will enable it to function better in its survey work to identity and

designate signiticant buildings and sites including those of recent heritage.

Notwithstanding the importance of the primary goal, a TDR program must have supporting

goals that enhance the signiticance of the program in the context of planning and urban design

of the city.*“ Calcutta city, the testing ground for the tool, has priorities in several areas of

planning that have been dlscussed in Chapter 2. Urban conservation Is not a presslng Issue

in the planning agenda of Calcutta primarily because of the traditional perception ot assocl-

ating conservation with public Iiability. It would be of tremendous importance to lntegrate the

proposed TDR program to Calcutta’s planning needs ln order to gather support, as well as to

render the program slgnlticant in the development dynamics of the city.
‘

A TDR program can play an important role in directing growth / development ln areas that are

supported by publlcl private sector investments. In Calcutta, most ot the slgnltlcant landmark

**1 The success ot those TDR programs protecting farm lands and ecologlcally sensitive areas Is pri-
marily from their well Integration in the land use plan. The San Francisco and Denver TDR programs
are hailed by most experts as they enmesh with the total plan of the city. On the other hand, the New
York City program is criticized to have used the program tor municipal benetit, without adequate re-

sponsibility to integrate lt to the total planning and urban design of the city. And the Seattle program
ls an example where contlicting goals of the program jeopardlze TDR prices from both low-Income
houses and Iandmarks.
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bulldlngs are ln the old core and around the Maidan. lncidentally the density of buildings ls

also highest in the old core. where infrastructures and services have become old and over-

Ioaded. Recent public capital Investment in the construction of the underground rapid transit

line, the Circular Railway, water supply and sewer infrastructure around the clty, have created

areas where private redevelopments are already in ofling. This Is because of the rise in land

price due to new facilities, and also due to the lnadequacy of the old buildings of these areas

to harness the full market potential. A TDR program in Calcutta will be highly attractive lf It

can provide additional density in these prospective areas through transfers from Iandmarks

In the old core. The details of such a proposal need further discussion in the context of a

physical plan of the city and urban design of these areas, the building regulations, and the

prices of unused development rights. These aspects will be dealt with later in this chapter.

Before that, it is necessary to discuss the existing planning process, the institutions and thelr

lnteractions in Calcutta.

6.1. The Planning Process and Institutions

The planning activities in Calcutta have traditionally been performed by several related Insti-

tutions not having clear coordination among them. Only very recently the CMDA (Calcutta

Metropolitan Development Authority) has been given the responsibility to oversee the activ-

lties of various institutions in the metropolis. But so far CMDA’s Intervention have not been

very significant in the absence of a comprehensive plan of the city.

The department of Town and Country Planning comes under the Ministry of Munlclpal Affairs

and Urban Development. The Calcutta Metropolitan Planning Organization (CMPO), the main

Institution under the Town and Country Planning Department, which produced the Basic De-
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velopment Plan (BDP) of 1966, ls now a much smaller institution.2* lt now deals primarlly with

state level physical planning. lndeed, at present CMPO has little influence in planning matters

of Calcutta city.

The Calcutta Improvement Trust (CIT) is the oldest planning and development Institution in the

city since 1911. The creation of CIT was as a palliative to the city alter the capital was re-

moved to New Delhi.2* During the earlier years CIT was actively involved in addressing the

problems of the city, and developed several areas with excellent Integration to the fabrlc of

the city. These areas were developed complete with infrastructures, services, and often with

buildings for selling or leasing. Over the years the activities of CIT have gradually reduced to

developing lowl middle Income housing, and commercial development of markets and retail

facilities (e.g; Manicktala Civic Center, Jadavpur Central Super Market Complex etc,). lndeed,

CIT is now an organized developer in the city with the only difference from a private developer

being Its less emphasis on profit. CIT has many prime sites under its ownership, and influ-

ences Calcutta's urban design by the sheer scale of the projects it takes up.

The changes ln the activity pattern and character of the Institutions like CMPO and CIT have

been due to the establishment of the super authority of CMDA by a state statute In 1971.-The

BDP recognized the need for such an organization with authority over the entire metropolis

to implement the broad infrastructures that should cut across the boundaries of several small

municipalities in the metropolis.2°' The scale of CMDA’s projects and their influence over the

development arena have been so enormous that other Institutions preferred a safe distance,

ln the beginning, CMDA intended to do everything, from infrastructural development to area

development to urban design projects to housing, In those days CMDA started trunk sewer

2* Since the Ford Foundation took its support off in late 1960s, and since the establishment of CMDA In

early 1970s according to the suggestion in the BDP.

2* Morhouse, Geoffrey op. cit., p.261.

2* Government of West Bengal, CMPO; The Basic Development Plan, 1966 · 1986, Calcutta, 1966,

pp.131-134.
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and water supply projects all over the metropolis. Simultaneously, lt also lnitiated housing

development projects In Sectors 18 and 19 in the Salt Lake area, urban deslgn projects in Golf

Green area and Bustee (slum area) Improvement / Modernlzation projects in several locations

in the city. Later on, the institution of West Bengal Housing Board has been established by a

state statute which took away housing and some urban design projects from CMDA. lndeed,

”
the Housing Board was created by slicing off the housing wing from CMDA. CMDA was con-

sequently made responsible for overall planning of the city with the establishment of a whole

physical planning department within it. In addition to the infrastructure projects, the Bustee

Improvement and Modernlzation projects remained with CMDA.

The Housing Board was created with a sizeable seed capital to build low and middle income

housing that would revolve the fund. lt started with the Salt Lake housing project of Sectors

18 and 19, and the Golf Green Urban Complex which were ongoing in the CMDA housing wing.

Gradually the Board developed Sunny Park, Minto Park Housing projects, Purbachal Housing

Complex in the Salt Lake, and several small and intermediate size projects in and around the

city. Soon the Board has become an organized housing developer in the city providing high

and middle income housing. Typically it acquires premium lands and develops dwelling

structures with an optlmum mix of single family homes, multi-family low-rise houses or

multistoried cooperative buildings. lt, therefore, has no positive input In the planning of the

city. lndeed, it has some negative input as it sometimes violates the building regulations re-

garding density, and cannot be controlled as it is a government instltution.**'

CIT meanwhile showed that redevelopment of markets was a very profitable business. ClT’s

success was with markets in the periphery of the city. The markets Inside the city, which are

in very important locations, are mostly owned by the Corporation of Calcutta, the City au-

2** For example, the Sunny Park Housing Project has been developed to an FAR of about 8, whlle al-
Iowable FAR on the abutting road could not be more than 3. The monstrous 12 story multi-family
building inside the Golf Green Complex is being built on the site that was previously demarcated to
be a park The residents of the complex lost the case in the Court as the Board maintained that the
demarkation of the park was only tentative.
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thorlty. The Corporation ltself has been in bad financial condition for several years due to its

lnept tax collection system, and corrupt valuation procedure. Without emphasizing reorgan-

lzation or repair measures in those departments, the new Left Front (LF) State Government

tried to increase the Corporation's earnings by developing the markets it owns. To begin with,

it took up redevelopment projects of prime market areas in various parts of the city2** with loan

h
from the central institution of Housing and Urban Development Corporation (HUDCO).

The lncldents relating to the administrative composition of the Corporation of Calcutta, and

their activities are also important in this respect. ln 1972, the Congress government in the

state dissolved the elected administrative body of the Corporation, and instituted a system ln

which selected bureaucrats were given charge to run the administration. This was done in

order to make the corporation more efficient, which then was a perpetual liability of the State

Government. The left front (LF) government continued with this system for some time, but in

1984 held the Corporation election. The ruling party in the State Government (CPM) came in

power in the Corporation as well with clear majority. With consolidated position and initial

success in market developments, the Corporation then came up with several projects that dl-

rectly concerned urban conservation. Indeed, one of the markets projects - the New Market

(previously known as the Hogg Market) - has been a sensitive issue as the proposal involved

demolition of the old brick structures including the landmark clock-tower.2°° The later projects

initiated by the Corporation involved the Town Hall, a Palladian mansion, and two parks - the

Satyanarayan Park in the north and the Rawdon Square in the southern part of the city. The

Town Hall project was to generate full potential of the site in the old CBD by a multistoried

ofüce building. The Satyanarayan Park was planned to have an underground market with a

raised park intact on top, and the Rawdon Square project included five auditoriums which

2** For example, the New Market in Maidan-Esplanade area, the Gariahat Market in the southern part,

the College Street Market in the northern part, the Manicktala Market in the east-central part of the

city, and yet another, the Lansdowne Market in the south-central part under project preparation.

2** gaärtha Ranjan; "Old Market New Market," Architecture + Design, Nov.-Dec. 1987, New Delhi,
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would eat up whole of the park. Naturally, these projects have been vehemently opposed by

the citizen groups, the media, and of course the opposition political party. These develop-

ments In Calcutta indicate that the City authority has also entered the building industry as a

developer like the CIT and the Housing Board.

The Bustee Improvement programs of CMDA involved providing basic infrastructures of water,

sanitation, electricity and walkways in the bustees. The program has been quite successful,

but it has been primarily a public philanthropy. Money was being made available by the

Central Government, and money has been spent to provide those services in the bustees. This

has no particular influence over the physical and financial condition of the city. The bustees

are like islands in prime locations where land price is too high; but laissez-faire has to be

maintained without even tax appreciation as they are inhabited by the lowest income

people.*°‘ CMDA’s Bustee Improvement program definitely improved the environmental con-

dition inside the bustees, but their maintenance is today a problem as the Corporation is un-

able to raise the tax. Indeed, the Corporation declines to take responsibility of the bustees.*‘*

The Bustee Improvement program was actually the first step in the sequence of two schemes

involving the bustee properties in Calcutta. The second scheme was Bustee Modernization.

The bustees are single story non-permanent structures in prime locations in the city. The

modernization program thought of stacking the bustee dwellers in 5-story walk-up tenements,

thereby clearing the major part ofthe site to develop for sale at premium price. The profit from

the sale was to subsidize the tenement construction and infrastructure / service provisions.

**1 Bustees in Calcutta are parcels of land in the city where a three-tier tenancy system is prevalent. The

land owners leased the lands to thika fenants, who built the shacks and let them out for profit. The

renter community is the poorest in the city and extremely militant. Both the land owner and the thika
tenant are unable to raise the rent or clear the site. Therefore, these bustees properties in prime

locations of the city are out of redevelopment possibility and tax roll of the City.

*°* Maitra, M. S.; Text of talk in the Seminar on 'Environmental Improvement in Calcutta Metropolitan

District' organized by the Bengal Chamber of Commerce and Industry, November 1985, Calcutta,
(mimeographed) (Mr. Maitra was associated with the Bustee Improvement Program since its incep-

tion, and retired as the Engineer-in~Chief in 1982).
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The first few projects developed to achieve this goal have failed miserably because of several

economic and social reasons.

CMDA, therefore, so far has not been able to emerge as a developer like CIT, Housing Board

and the Corporation of Calcutta. CMDA is now in charge of developing the comprehensive

plan for the city, and the TDR program in Calcutta must be an integral part of the plan. What

is Important to note here is that the TDR program must have clearly spelled out prlority of

transfers from the landmarks In order to achieve the primary goal of urban oonservation. The

temptatlon of TDR transfers from the bustees may be too much for CMDA to resist. TDRs from

the bustees may also be considered in the program, but clearly after the inventory of unused

potential from the landmark has been exhausted.

The Institutions related to development and planning in Calcutta act almost as free agencies

in the absence of any direction in city planning. The Improvement Trust, the Housing Board,

and even the City authority behave like private developers to reap the benefit of the market

potential. The BDP was a development plan that laid out policies upon which the working

plans were to be prepared. CMDA was given the charge, but it did not have adequate staff to

handle Calcutta's pressing problems, let alone preparing physical plans. The need for a

comprehensive plan has been felt seriously In the last few years, without which adequate

predictability could not be rendered In the planning and urban design of the city. The Chief

Physical Planner position was created in CMDA In 1983; and in 1985 a task force was organ-

lzed with experts from related fields to help develop the comprehensive plan. The TDR pro-

gram ln Calcutta ought to be closely integrated to the plan to supplement the goals under

consideratlon in the plan.*“ The plan under preparation will emphaslze growth and develop-

ment In certain areas of the city better prepared wlth Infrastructure and service provlslons

*•* Professor Monideep Chatterjee, former Director of land use planning In CMDA, and presently the

Head of the Department of Architecture in Jadavpur University, has been selected as a key member

ln the task force. Professor Chatterjee, a senior colleague of the author, mentfoned in several informal

discussions the major elements of such a plan for Calcutta. Most of the planning objectlves consid-

ered as part of the TDR program In Calcutta are according to those major planning dlrectlons under

conslderatlon ln the forthcomlng comprehensive plan.
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through some measures of incentive (TDR may be a very important one). The plan would also

try to augment the accessibility of the old core by street widening and tramc engineering

programs. The plan may also specify some use classifications for certain areas of the city to

attract non-polluting electronics industry, while making the regulations more severe for the

space consuming traditional factories.

Whatever may be the desired directions in the plan, they ought to be implemented through the

regulations that control and guide the growth and developments in Calcutta. The building

regulations of the Corporation of Calcutta, therefore, are of tremendous importance in this

regard. An understanding of the existing by-laws is essential before deslgning the TDR pro-

gram so that the incentive program becomes feasible in the overall plan.

6.2. Existing Building Regulations in Calcutta

ln the absence of a comprehensive plan, Calcutta's growth and development are not con-

trolled by any land use specifications. Originally, the Calcutta Munlclpal Act of 1951 laid a set

of building by-laws that controlled the building volumes by specifying front, side and rear

spaces; as well as by front and rear angles. The whole city of 80 wards (now 100 wards) were

zoned in two districts — the attached dlstrict and the detached distrlct — according to the

ground coverage speclfication. ln the detached dlstrict, a maximum of 55 per cent of the lot

could be covered (the erstwhile European quarters in the Esplanade area), and in the attached

dlstrict as high as 2/3rd of the site could be covered (the native quarters and the old business

core). Mandatory side space was 4*- 0' lrrespective of the height of the building. The rear yard

was minimum 10*- 0', but a 68 degrees angle (i.e; two-and-a-half times the depth of rear

space) was applicable. This meant that with the minimum 10*- 0' back space, a building could

rise up to 25*- 0' without any setback. After that, a 10*- 0* high floor needed at least a 4*- 0'
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setback. However, there was an additional provision In the by-laws that if a
32’—

O' back yard

was left open to sky, the building could rise any height without any rear setback.

The front angle guiding the building height and front setbacks was 56.5 degrees to be meas-

ured from the plinth level of
2’-

O' on the opposite side of the road including pavement. 56.5

degrees means one-and~a-half times the width of the front street. A building.on a
60’-

O' wide

road could rise up to 90'- O" without any front setback. A 120'- O" tall building on the same road

needed
20’-

O" front space lf it were to rise straight without any front setback Alternatively,

the building could have either a
20’-

O' set back after 90'- O' straight rise for further 30’- O'

height, or it could have setbacks at three levels, each about
7’-

O', for top three floors each

of 10’- O' height. There was no specified maximum height, but the heights of buildings were

controlled by the economics of construction cost and efliciency. The higher the buildings went,

less and less became the floor areas due to setback from front and rear. After a certain height,

depending on lot size and shape, the floor sizes became uneconomlc as the ratio of the

rentable area (i.e; the gross area less the service areas including the areas eaten up by

structural elements) to the gross area of the building fell below the efficiency mark of 80 per

cent

ln 1975, there was a devastating fire in the Central Bank building In the CBD ofCalcutta. In the

same year, there was another case of fire in the State Bank of India building in Bombay. Both

these cases brought building by-laws in close scrutiny, and eventually the National Building

Code (NBC) has been amended to include additional measures for üre protection. Accordingly,

all state and city regulations were also amended. The Calcutta Municipal Act was amended

ln November 1977 which is still in effect.

The amended Act kept most of the old regulations, and added several new restrictions. First,

lt lntroduced the FAR system according to different types of use, and on different widths of

abutting streets. For instance, permissible maximum FAR on a 18 meter (about
60’-

O') wide

road ls 3 for dwelllng house; 3.25 for ofüce buildings; 3 for public buildings, Institutions, hotels,
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Figure 27. FAR levels ln Calcutta ~

hospitals, etc.; and 2.75 for warehouses.*“ However, FAR speciticatlons allow only propor-

tionate increase, although the table may imply a slab increase system. For example, FAR for

oflice buildings on a 18 meter road is 3,25, and that on a 25 meter road ls 3.75. For a road of

20 meter width the permlssible FAR is not 3.75, as would be for a slab increase system, but

is only [3.25 + 3.25/18 x (20 - 18)] 3.61. The chart in Figure 27 shows the graphical interpre-

tation of the FAR table. There is also a bonus provlsion in the FAR specillcation in Calcutta.

2** Appendlx C presents the relevant sections of Calcutta Municipal (Amendment) Act of 1977. The
complete list of FAR speciücations is included therein.
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A 10 per cent bonus on FAR is allowed for basement car parking provision and for the service

spaces of air·conditioning plant room, pump room, electric sub-station, etc,. For a mixed use

building, the applicable FAR is determined according to the use covering more than 50 per

cent of the built-up space.

Secondly, the amendment imposed mandatory front, side and rear open spaces varying ac-

cording to the height of the building. The ground coverage regulation has also been specified

in relation to the height of the building. Table 4 on page 205 summarizes these requirements

according to different height categories.

The amendment has also specified some special requirements, such as the concept of 'joint

open space'. The amendment specifies that "(t)he total width of the open space in between

two buildings at ground, one or both exceeding 18 metres, whether within the same site or

not, shall not be less than 7 metres."*°° This means that a proposed building exceeding 60'-

0' (18 meter) height must leave little more than 19’- 0' side space on its lot if the structures

In the adjoining site is existing with a
4’-

0' side space (which is typical as old regulations

required standard 4'- 0' side space). Worse even, same 19’- 0' side space to be kept open for

a proposed building less than 60’- 0' in height lf the existing building beside ls 60' or taller.

This joint side open space between two buildings, whether within the same site or not, and

one or both of them exceeding 36 meters ln height should be minimum 10 meters. The lm-

portant point to note here is that, this concept of joint side open space introduced ln the 1977

amendment does recognize interrelations between adjoining zoning lots. The erstwhile

practice of referrlng regulations strlctly to individual lots, therefore, ls amended to include

environmental lmplicatlons lrrespective of ownership of the lots. This treatment of regulatory

measure according to environmental condition lnvolving more than one zoning lot has paved

the path following whlch a TDR transfer between lots will perhaps not be difficult to percelve

in practice.

¤‘
The Calcutta Municipal (Amendment) Act, 1977; Part ll, Rule 8, Article (d), Item (l).
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Above 13.5m Above 18m
upto 13.5m (40’) upto 18m (BO') upto 36m (120') Above 36m

Front Space 1.25m
(4’-

O") 1.25m 3.5m (11’- O') 10% of height
(minimum) may be relaxed lf more

than 50% of the bulldlngs
on the road do not have a
front space

Side Space 1.25m 1.8m
(6’·

O') 3.5m 10% of height
(mlnlmum) 1.6m lf building ln the

adjacent lot has opening
on the side Wall

Rear Space 3m
(9’-

9') 3m 7m (23’· O') 10m (33'- O')
(minimum) 2m (B'- B') for bulldlngs

upto 7.5m (25‘- O') height

Ground Coverage 2/3rd of lot 2/3rd of lot 50% of lot 50% of lot

(maximum + 5% area area area area

for corner lots)

Table 4. Mandatory Open Space Requirements, Calcutta

Building height and setbacks are to be controlled by the old regulation of 56.5 degrees front

angle, and 68 degrees rear angle. As mentioned earlier, the front angle is measured from the

boundary line on the opposite side across the front street, whereas the rear angle ls meas-

ured from the rear boundary line of the lot. However, both these angles are measured from

the plinth height of 0.6 meter (2’- O'). The sketches in Figure 28 on page 206 shows graphically

the impllcatlons of these angles. The amendment further specities that for a corner lot, the

height calculated according to the wider street shall be valid for a depth up to 7 meters along

the side abutting the narrower street if it is less than 5 meters (about
16’-

O') in width; and up

to 23 meters (about 75'- O") lf the narrower street is 5 meters or more in width (sketch in

Figure 28 on page 206).

ln effect, the new regulations speclfy maximum bulk of buildings ln terms of FAR, which ls to

be achleved satlsfylng all other regulations of front, side, rear open spaces; front and rear

angles; and ground coverage restrlctions. Since enforcement of the amendment ln 1977, de-

sign of every proposal needs at least two altematives — one up to 18 meters height with 2/3rd
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ground coverage, and another above that with 50 per cent ground coverage - to ascertaln the

economic building form generating the full FAR potential. In some cases building with eliicient

lloor sizes that approach the allowable maximum FAR is possible within 18 meters height; but

in most cases a greater height becomes necessary to achieve the permissible bulk. The

amendment does not specify a height limit, but has included discouraging special require-
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ments for buildings over 36 meters in height. Buildings up to 36 meters in height get as-of-

right permits, but those over 36 meters in height need to go through a special permittlng

' process and hearing. What this means is that a developer would try to limit the height of the

proposed building within 36 meters fo avoid approval complications. He will go for more

height, and thereby special permittlng procedure, only when the shortfall in a 36 meter alter-

native is substantial.

6.2.1. The Building Permit granting procedure

The City Architect’s department in the Corporation of Calcutta is the final authority to grant a

building permit. Previously, an applicant for building permit used to submit his proposal to the

City Architect’s department, and the proposal used to move through several other depart-

ments within the Corporationm for their observation before a final decision by the City Archi-

tect. After the 1977 amendment, some other agencies are now part of the permit granting

procedure.

First, each proposal has to be approved by CMDA to check whether it conflicts with CMDA’s

plans about the city. This will be much more relevant after the comprehensive plan will be

published. ln absence of a comprehensive plan, CMDA now checks the proposals against its

road alignment notice for future widening,**7 and observes whether or not the proposals fall

*** For example, The Survey Department used to check the disposition of the site lines and the area. The

Sanitation Department used to check the water supply and drainage provisions. The Engineering

Department used to check the structural design etc.,

**7 There is already a published list of roads where CMDA envisages future wldening. This notice indi-

cates the extent of possible future acquisition for each road in the list. The Corporation of Calcutta

has been directed to carefully observe the building permit applications to see whether a proposal has

considered such notice of future acquisition in leaving the front open spaces, Accordlng to the rulinga

in the Court challenging this alignment, a property owner may now build in the front space allgned

for road wldening, but wlll have to demolish up to that line without any compensation for the structure

when such acquisition will be demanded. lt has also become imperatlve that a time period be speci-

fied after which the wldenlng may be done. This ls partlcularly important for the developer to know

the expected life the additional structure in the aligned space in order to calculate cost versus income

from it. lf his calculations would indicate that the total income from the bulld·up space ln the aligned

area would be more than the construction cost now and the demolitlon cost at the end, he may get
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in CMDA's development freeze areas.*“ CMDA ls also considering certain use specifications,

although not in terms of elaborate zoning. For example, in the areas with industrlal potential,

CMDA prefers non-polluting electronics Industries rather than traditional factories. Traditional

factories are permitted only if they treat their waste inside their premises before discharging

in the city sewer.

Secondly, a proposal has also to be approved by CIT. This, however, ls almost a routine check

against any conflict with ClT’s projects. Thirdly, a proposal exceeding 18 meters In height,

or 4000 cubic meters (about 140,000 cubic feet) in volume, must have self fire-fightlng ar-

rangements which are to be approved of by the Fire Brigade.*°* Fourthly, a proposal has also

to be approved by the Traffic Department of Calcutta Police to see whether or not adequate

parking provision has been made. The regulation specifies 10 per cent parking space for

buildings up to 4 FAR, and 17 per cent above 4 FAR. However, In some cases in the CBD area

where old buildings have no parking provision, the Traffic Department imposes additional

parking requirement.*7* This, of course, is an issue of great dispute as such additional parking

demand is made without any Incentive bonus either in FAR or in ground coverage. Finally,

some proposals have also to be checked by the Post and Telegraph Department to observe

whether or not the proposed building will obstruct their micro-wave transmlssion corridor.

the building permit after signing an undertaking with the Corporation stating his agreement to de-

molish the additional part without any obligation.

*** While CMDA Is working on the comprehensive plan, it has imposed development freeze for some

sensitive areas (e.g; the areas along the Eastern Metropolitan By-pass). However, there are a number

of cases pending in the Court in which the owners of lands under freeze have moved against such
freeze imposed by CMDA. ln some cases the Court has ruled that such freeze cannot be for unlimited

period. CMDA now has to decide without further delay what it intends to specify for these areas.

***7 Buildings exceeding 18 meters height or 4000 cubic meters volume must have additional water stor-
age reservoir, dry I wet riser plumbing approachable in each landing ütted with swinging hose reel,

smoke detector sprinkler in the ceiling of fire·prone areas (e.g; parking) charged from over head

reservoir, inert gas network in document and record storage vaults, fire escape staircase ln specified
intervals, fire proof elevator lobby, landing decks on outside above 36 meters, and emergency fire-

fighting equipments installed in each floor in convenient locations.

*7* For instance, the Traffic Department demanded over 25 per cent parking space ln the Bank of India

site on Braborne Road in BBD Bag area.
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Check against aviation hazard is rare In Calcutta, but it is almost routine in Salt Lake ln view

of the area’s proximity to the airport.

One of the most troublesome acts enforced recently that effect the building industry in general,

and the building permit granting process in particular, is the Urban Land (Ceiling and Regu-

lation) Act (ULCR) of 1976. ln 1967, the Parliament at Delhi passed a resolution that,

"(t)he pattern of conspicuous consumption and wasteful display which increasingly characterize

some of the urban areas are all out of place in a socialistic society. There is thus compelling need

to impose Iimitations on urban property. Concrete steps should, therefore, be taken for placing

restrictions on individual holdings of urban land for preventing racketeering in land in urban

areas."*7*

The 25th amendment of the Constitution paved the way of ULCR, 1976 which was in pursuance

of the above pledge.

The objective of the Act is to prevent the concentration of urban land in the hands of a few

persons for speculation and proliteering with a view to bring about an equitable distribution

of land in urban areas. This objective is to be achieved by the imposition of a ceiling on

vacant*7* land in urban agglomerations. ln determinlng the ceiling limit there has been a deli-

nite approach with reference to the size of land that could be held by an individual in urban

areas. The urban areas have been divided into four categories according to population, and

ceiling limits for each of the categories have been fixed accordingly. Metropolitan cities of

Bombay, Calcutta, Madras and Delhi having a population over one million fall in Category ·

A in which the ceiling limit is 500 square meters (about 5,400 sq. lt,). A proposal involving a

lot more than 500 square meters in Calcutta, therefore, has to be approved of by the ULCR

authority.

*7* Bhargava, Gopal; Socio-Economic and Legal lmplications ol Urban Land (Ceiling and Regulation) Act,

_ 1976, Abhinav Publication, New Delhi, 1983, p.1.

*7* This term is very tricky because it has direct impact on redevelopment proposals. For instance, a

parcel of land which has buildlng(s) in lt will not be regulated by the ULCR Act even if it is more than

the ceiling limit permitted under individual ownership. But the moment the site will be cleared for new

construction, it will become vacant and will come under the purview of the Act.
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Most building regulation provisions in Calcutta are as-of-right, l.e; lf the requirements of the

by-laws are satlsfied, the building permit should be granted. But there may be cases where

certain by-laws cannot be satisüed due to the shape, location, etc. of the site. Such cases are

to be forwarded to the Mayor’s ofüce where a final decision is to be reached after a public

hearing. Also, there are provisions of discretionary power of the Mayor27* for certain cases,

e.g; the front space requirement may be relaxed for buildings up to 13.5 meters in height if

more than 50 per cent of the existing buildings on the road are nof with such front open

spaces. The City Architect may also grant a permit subject to some undertaking that would

fulfill the regulatory specification after an interim construction period. For example, a rede-

velopment project with more than one building in the site to be constructed in phases may

not satisfy coverage requirements in an intermediate stage. The undertaking then specifies

that if construction of such a project is abandoned in an intermediate stage for some reason,

the required open space is to be created considering as is condition, by demolishing some

buildings in the site.27‘

Finally, every project has to obtain an occupation certificate from the City Architect's office,

which is usually granted after Inspection and observation that the building has been con-

structed as was permitted. Electricity and water connections are available only after such an

occupation certlficate is granted. Incidentally, buildings requlring more than 50 kilo-watt of

energy must have their own electrical sub-station, because they will be given high voltage

27* The Calcutta Municipal (Amendment) Act of 1977, as presented in Appendix 3 is an old copy printed

during the period when the elected administrative body of the Corporation was suspended, and the

Commissioner was the administrator in chief. After the elected body has taken over again in 1984,

the functions of the Commissioner now come under the Mayor’s office. All the articles In this old copy
of the Act that mentions 'the Commissioner‘ should now be read ‘the Mayor'.

27* For example, The State Bank of India complex on Strand Road in the CBD of Calcutta had about 87

per cent of the lot covered by numerous buildings. The redevelopment project was designed to be

constructed in 3 phases over a 20 year period. The approved design included 4 tall buildings ex-

ceeding 18 meters in height connected by a public banking concourse of four floors. The required 50

per cent open space in the lot can be satisfied only after the third phase ls constructed. In any other
intermediate stage the ground coverage will be more the 50 percent due to high ground coverage in

the existing buildings. The building permit for the project required an undertaking to the City Architect

by the Bank stating agreement to satisfy the ground coverage requirement should the project be

abandoned in an intermediate phase.
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connection. The design and location of the sub·statlon has to be approved of by the Electric

Supply Authority. An underground water reservoir, pumplng equlpments, and overhead stor-

age tanks are common for the downfeed water supply system in every building in Calcutta.

This ls because the pressure in the street water main is too low for an upfeed system. For

large projects, the water storage for ablution and consumption Is sometimes reciprocated for

the demand of üre-tighting. This involves an Interaction between the Corporation and the Fire
U

Brigade.

6.3. The Test of the Program Features

Let us now hypothetlcally consider that the Corporation of Calcutta has lncorporated a TDR

program in the building regulations discussed above. According to this program, a deslgnated

landmark can sell its unused potential to interested buyers. The TDR buyers can thereby add

20 per cent of the normal density to their development projects. With this broad basis, the

analysis in the following pages will test whether or not generation of such additional bulk is

possible according to the existing building by-laws of Calcutta. If there will be some conflicts,

whether or not they can be reasonably resolved. This test will be discussed in two sections.

First, it will examine the problems in the sending districts with regards to the adjacency

question. Secondly, the redevelopment implications in the receivlng districts will be analyzed

to ldentify potential conlllcts. Finally, an analysis will compare the TDR prices between the

sending and the receivlng areas. The price of TDRs affordable In the receiving sites must

match with the value of the TDRs In the sending sites. The analysis wlll show the range of

transfers possible in Calcutta’s existing market situations.
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6.3.1. Sending District and Adjacency Problem

The morphology of the BBD Bag area, the old core of Calcutta, where most ot the slgnlticant

buildings are located, is described in Chapter 2. Although some civic design elements were

lntroduced by the British, most ot the buildings were built before the Calcutta Municipal Act

of 1951. As a result, most of the buildings were built without the benefit of even the oldbuilding

regulations. The load bearing construction ot those days did not permit very tall buildings,

nor was there an elevator system to allow vertical rise. Of necessity, the old structures in the

BBD Bag area covered almost the whole area of the lots. In some cases, attached buildings

were also constructed, which did not leave any side open space at all. There are a number

ot buildings in the Bag which wlll quality tor conservation considering their contribution to the

local ambiance and recent heritage. And there are others which may be replaced. Since there

is a mixture of signilicant and replaceable structures in this district, a TDR program with

adjacency requirement is possible. But there will be some important issues that will be raised

by such an adjacency program.
l

First, the existing built form in the Bag has its own character which remlnds the city’s glorious

past. ldeally, the whole area should be designated as a historic district in which redevelop·

ment may be permitted according to an approved design criteria to maintaln the scale and

character of the district. Since the TDR program is to allow an overage in bulk, this may be in

contiict with the design criteria suitable for the maintenance ot the district’s environmental

ambiance.

Secondly, the infrastructure ln the Bag was built in the previous century with brick-vault sewer

lines and ironite water plpes whlch after 1910 were not properly maintained. This has resulted

ln decreasing efficiency of the existing system. ln any case, they were not designed in the first

place to serve a density as they are now subjected 10.*7* Although a TDR program with

*7* Government of West Bengal, CMPO; op. clt., p.17 and p.26.
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adjacency requlrement wlll only shift density within the district rather than absolute adding,

yet any redevelopment in this district must be carefully judged against the infrastructure and

service capabilities of the area. ·

Thirdly, most roads ln the Bag is narrow in width, and cannot be widened due to the compact

morphology of the area. As a result, even with latest traffic engineering techniques (from the

World Bank’s input), the flow of traffic ls extremely slow.*'• This problem is further com-

pounded by on·street parking. Since the fabric of the old roads was not designed for automo-

biles, there is never adequate parking space despite on-street parking ln almost all roads in

the BBD Bag area.*” Both the traffic flow rate and the parking problem are standing lmped-

iments in accessibility of the old core. A TDR program having receivlng sites located in the

old core will place additional demand on the traffic system.

Fourthly, the approach roads being narrow, the permissible FAR levels under current regu-

Iations are not the highest available ln the city. Of course, there are cases like the St. John's

Church Compound, the General Post Office Complex, and the Collectorale Building site where

small buildings were built in large lots. Also, they happen to be on the wider streets in the

district which permit bigger FAR. But in general, typlcal building lots are fully developed; and

due to their greater ground coverage, the total built—up area is close to what would be per-

mitted ln current FAR regulations. lndeed, in some cases the older building has more built-up

area than would be permitted today.

For example, let us consider a lot of 100' frontage and 200’ depth on a 40'· O' (13.5m) wide

road. Let us consider two cases -· an existing 5-storied building, and an existing 3-storied

m ln 1971, it was measured to be below 5 kilo-meters an hour (CMDA Leaflet, 1972 exhibition). Since
then the situation further deteriorated until 1979 when the Calcutta Urban Transportation Project was
launched through technical and financial support from the World Bank. The traffic flow rate has mar-
glnally lmproved as a result, but that at best can be viewed as halting further deterloration.

*77 The parking inside the central Square of the Bag for the ministers and secretaries working in the

Writers' Buildings is a nulsance that needs clearing. The mini-bus terminus stops, also located inside

the Square as part of the Calcutta Urban Transportation Project, are the lndications that the Square
ls the only place left in the CBD area for an easy and obvious solution of the parking problems.
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building - both of which are common in the Bag. The Following table compares their bullt·up

areas with what could be permitted according to current regulations.

Lot Area 100 x 200 = 20,000 sq. ft.

Maximum _
Permissibie FAR 4.225

(3.25 base FAR + 10% bonus
for basement parklng + 20%
overage for TDR transfer)

Maximum
Permissibie Bulk 20,000 x 4.225 = 84,500 sq. fl.

Ground Coverage (100 - 6) x (200 · 10) = 17,860 sq. ft.
(typlcal Old bulldlng has 3' slde
spaces, 10' rear space and
no front space)

Area in a
5-storied building 17,860 x 5 = 89,300 sq. ft.

Comparison to
Permissibie Bulk 89,300 - 84,500 = +4,800 sq. ft.

(additional area)

Area in a
3-storied building 17,860 x 3 = 53,580 sq. fl.

Comparison to
Permissibie Bulk 53,580 - 84,500 = -30,920 sq.ft.

(shortfall ln area)

Above calculations show that if the existing building ls a 5-storied one, the owner will have

no incentive for new construction, let alone venture for TDR transfers. But if the building is

only 3 floors high, there will be a definite incentive for the property owner to venture for re-

development as well as for TDR transfers. But before he would go in search for TDR, he would

like to determine whether or not the site condition permits additional bulk according to other

building regulations.

Typlcally, the first alternative to be tried will be a design within 18 meters height. In case a

low·rise design falls to generate the total permlsslble bulk, a high-rise alternative within 36

meters height will then be worked out. As discussed earller, due to approval compllcatlons a
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proposal crossing 36 meters height shall not be tried unless compelled by the investment /

profit calculations. The 10 per cent FAR bonus against basement parking makes certain

parking vs. office space calculations lmperative. According to current regulations, required

parking space is 10 per cent of the total generated area for an FAR level up to 4.0, and 17 per

cent if the generated FAR is more than 4.0. The calculations for the above lot are as followsz

For FAR 4.225 (base FAR 4.5 + 10% Parking bonus + 20% TDR bonus)

a) Permissible Bulk 20,000x4.225 = 84,500 sq. ft.

b) Parking Requirement 84,500 x 0.17 = 14,365 sq. ft.
Usable Area (a - b) = 70,135 sq. lt.

For FAR 4.0

a) Permissible Bulk 20,000 x 4 = 80,000 sq. ft.

b) Parking Requirement 80,000 x 0.1 = 8,000 sq. ft.
Usable Area (a - b) = 72,000 sq. ft.

This indicates clearly that developing the lot in 4.0 FAR will be more profitable although a

higher FAR was permissible. This calculations stand common for both the low-rise or the

high-rise alternatives.

The low-rise design requires
6’·

O" side spaces on either side, a 4'- O" front space, and a 10'-

0' rear space. Leaving these mandatory open spaces the remalnlng area ln the lot becomes

[{100 - 12 (side spaces)} x {200 · 4(front space) - 10 (rear space)}] 16, 368 sq. lt., But the 2/3rd

maximum permissible ground coverage regulation for the low-rise buildings restricts the

maximum building coverage to (100 x 200 x 2/3) 13,333 sq. lt,. Considerlng 5 floors within 18

meters and a basement floor, the maximum built-up area in the low-rise alternative can be

(13,333 x 6) 79,998 sq. ft., which is close to the target of 80,000 sq. ft., Therefore, a low-rise al-

ternative ls feasible.

The low-rise design can have
10’-

0' side spaces in the ground level for ingress and egress

lanes on either side leading the drlveways at rear to the ramps to the basement. For the floors
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Figure 29. The Low-rlse Alternatlve

above, the side space can be reduced to 6'· O' each. But since the ground coverage regulation

requires more space to be left open in the site, cantilevering the side walls for all the upper

lloors ·- which will involve additional cost in structural elements - will not be considered. With

a 80'- 0" building width, the depth of the building can be (13,333 / 80) 166'- O' to have ground

coverage within 2/3rd of the lot area. This leaves a {200 - 4(front space) - 166 (building depth)}

30’- O' rear space.
40’-

O' road width plus 4'- O' front space allows an unobstructed rise of {(40

+ 4) x 1.5*7* } 66'- O', which is more than the stipulated height (60’- O') in the low-rise design.

*7* Front road angle of 56.5 degrees means a straight rise without setback for 1.5 times the road width
plus the front space.
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This stipulated height requires a (60 / 2.5*7* )
24’-

O" rear space for straight rise without set-

back. Hence, the building can be designed either with a 6'· 0' additional front space, or with

the 30'- 0' rear space having some surface parking provisions. Sketches in Figure 29 show a

possible design. ln such a situation, when a low-rise building could achieve the target FAR,

the high-rise design need not be tried. But for lots on wider roads permitting higher FARs

would need high-rise development. This will be discussed in the recelving area analysis later

in this chapter.
'

l-lowever, another serious impediment in redeveloping the above site is the Urban Land

(Ceiling and Regulation) Act. The 20,000 sq. R. site with an existing building ln it ls not affected

by the Act as lt ls not a vacant land. But the moment the existing building will be demolished

for new construction, it will become a vacant land. lt will have to pass through the approval

procedure of the ULCR authority. According to the Act, lots more than 5,400 sq. ft. in area

cannot be under single ownership. To abide by the Act would be to subdivide the bigger lots

into smaller parcels not exceeding 5,400 sq. R. in area. This, in fact, is not a practical propo-

sition considerlng Calcutta's compact morphology and road system. As Gopal Bhargava has

observed,

“Bombay is an island with no space to expand and there are swampy low-lying lands on either
side of Calcutta connurbation. Both these metropolitan areas, which are tending towards attaln·

ment of megalopolitan stage of growth, have developed with considerable compactness, density
and congestion. On the other hand, Madras and Delhi have vast hinterland into which they could
expand and, relatively, they have less density and congestion and are well planned cities with

several areas having garden city character. The wisdom of applying the same restrictions with
regard to vacant land size and plinth area for the four metropolitan area is questionable. ln fact,

there may be need for varying these standards as between the core, suburban and fringe areas
of the same metropolis.”**°

What happens in such a case is that the property owner takes resort to legal maneuvering,

and a corporate or cooperative ownership with required number of members**‘ ls worked out

to by·pass the law. This legal processing and deallng with the ULCR authority take substantial

*7* Rear angle of 68 degrees means a straight rear rise without setback for 2.5 times the rear space.

**° Bhargava, Gopal; lbld, pp.10-11.

**1 For example, the site measuring 100' x 200', l.e; 20,000 sq. R. in area must have four members in the
cooperative ownership. A 5,400 sq. ft. being an lndlviduaI’s celllng limit, a four persons' cooperative
can hold a land area of (5,400 x 4) 21,600 sq. ft..
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time and energy. Therefore, lf the economic benetit with a new construction is not substantlal,

the property owners would tend to avoid such hassles, and be contend with their existing

buildings.

A strict adjacency requirement in the BBD Bag area, therefore, will have problems as the

properties beside designated structures may be either overdeveloped or would prefer to re-

main unchanged to avoid ULCR restrictions. Some property owners, however, will like to re-

develop when their existing buildlngs are too small (as ln the case of the 3 story building in

the example analyzed). Such properties are there in the BBD Bag and in the Esplanade areas,

but they may not be adjacent to a designated landmark building. The happen-stance occur-

rence of such an underdeveloped adjacent property will tremendously restrlct the transfer

options and TDR prices. Therefore, a district-wise distribution of TDRs in the old CBD has to

be considered abandoning strict adjacency restrictions.

From slmllar calculatlons, there will be quite a few signilicant structures in the Bag that will

not be threatened by redevelopment pressure as their existing bulk would be more than what

could be built now. These structures can be easily identitied, and can be marked as land-

marks but not TDR generating sources. The Accountant General's building, the Koilaghat

building of the Eastern Railway, several Bank buildings, the international Telegraph Ofllce

building, the Spencer’s Hotel building, and several corporate head·quarters buildings wlll fall

in this category. It ls a definite plus point for a TDR program in Calcutta as quite a number of

the designated buildings will not be TDR generating sources, and thereby will be out of the

TDR inventory. Some of these buildings, however, may require maintenance and restoratlon.

As devlsed in Philadelphia, the TDR program in Calcutta may have provislons to allow addi-

tional bulk ln recelvlng areas ln exchange for contribution ln a fund responsible for maintain-

lng such buildings.

As mentloned ln Chapter 1, and shown ln Figure 5 on page 18, there are many slgnlflcant

bulldings and properties ln the Bag which have conslderable unutlllzed potential. For exam-
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ple, the St. John’s Church Compound (Figure 30 on page 220), the General Post Office Com- l

plex (Figure 31 on page 221), the Collectorate Building (Figure 32 on page 222), the Oflicers’

Quarters building on either side of Weliesly Place, the Custom House on the Strand Road, the ·

Town Hall Premises, the High Court site are a few to be mentioned in the BBD Bag area. The

significant buildings in the Esplanade area on Chowringhee Road along the east boundary of

the Maidan include the Metropolitan Building, the Grand Hotel building, the Museum building,

the Great Eastern Store building, the Virginia House, and the Kanak Building (Figure 33 on

page 223). The St. PauI's Cathedral site (Figure 34 on page 224) is also on Chowringhee Road,

but on the south of the Maidan. The existing built-up area and unused potential of some of

these properties are mentioned in their slte plans.

Like the BBD Bag area, the transfers in the Esplanade area also cannot be maintained in strict

adjacent lots. Esplanade area lots are generally bigger in size and developed with open yards

as they were in the previous detached area. Redevelopment of these lots invariably involves

the ULCR restrictions, but since the allowable FAR on Chowringhee Road is the highest ln the

city, there is a strong motivation for the developers to spend time and energy for ULCR

clearance. ln general, the receiving sites ln BBD Bag and in the Esplanade area will have to

be found in a district·wise distribution, rather than only the physically attached lots. However,

a substantial amount of TDR from the BBD Bag and the Esplanade area will have to find place

elsewhere ln the city where greater density redevelopment ls possible.

6.3.2. Receiving Districts and Redevelopment Implications

The construction of the underground rapid transit line, and the newly laid sewer and water

supply provisions have rendered some locations in Calcutta suitable for development invest-

ments. Properties along the underground rapld translt line, partlcularly in the junctlon with

other important roads, are choice locations for redevelopments. The areas north of Shyam

Bazaar 5-street crosslng, and south of Circular Road crosslng are partlcularly under redevel-
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opment demand. The existing buildings in these areas are all low-rlse, lll malntalned and

mostly of lnsignilicant importance. The built~up areas in the buildings in these properties are

far below the level of development demanded by the current land price. As mentioned earlier,

the junctions between the rapid transit line and the Circular Railway are already under pres-

sure for commercial and oflice developments. The areas near the terminus points ofthe rapid

transit are choice location for residential developments. The TDR program in Calcutta ought

to take advantage of this development trend in identifying the receiving districts. The map ln

Figure 35 on page 226 shows where along the rapid transit line the TDR receiving districts in

Calcutta may be identilied. However, considering locational advantages as well as the prox-

imlty to the rapid transit line, the most deslred receiving lots will perhaps be in the Esplanade

area.

The lirst issue to be analyzed regarding the redevelopment of the properties ln TDR receiving

areas is the question of land assembly, and conilict with ULCR restrictions. Debates over the

implications of ULCR Act is an ongoing issue in urban development throughout the country

since its lnception. The Central Government lirst clrculated to the State Governments a drafl

bill imposlng a ceiling limit of Rs. 500,000 on urban property holdings. The State Governments

were generally in favor of the bill. But the problem of taking over, managlng and dlsposlng of

urban properties, effected adversely by the drafl bill, were considered colossal. Hence the

ULCR Act Imposed a ceiling only on private holding of vacant lands. As already been men-

tioned, a property having existing building(s) is not effected by the Act even lf the amount of

land under one ownershlp exceeds the ceiling limit simply because lt Is not vacant. Therefore,

the lmplication of this Act is severe only when such a property owner wants to clear the site

for redevelopment. As has been mentioned by Bhargava,

“One can very well imagine the plight of a citizen who owns a piece land In urban area and wants
to develop the land, say, by the erection of buildings etc., He will have to pass through the legal
bottlenecks of a number of leglslations."*¤

!¤ lbid, p.72.
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This, lndeed, has led to a virtual halt In large property developments. Sooner or later the Act

will have to be modified. Most llkely this will come about under pressure from the State Gov-

ernments who are suffering from the slow period In building, and are Interested to appreclate

thelr tax base.

u
Actually, the Act has backflred the very lntent of it. lt was thought of primarily to provide eq-

uitable distribution of urban land for housing. ln reality it has done incalculable damage to the

housing activity in the country. It has paralyzed private building activity, where out of every S

house constructed, 4 used to be in the private sector. The reason is that the lmpositlon of this

Act was not related to the planning functions of urban areas. Several members of the Institute

of Town Planners, India have discussed the detrimental effect of the Act.*•° The pressing Issue

led to a national seminar organized by the Centre for Urban Studies, Indian Institute of Public

Administration at New Delhi in 1978. General observation in the seminar was that the imple-

' menting policies should be left to the local committee and state planning. The state of

Rajasthan was cited to have taken a wise lead in setting up a separate directorate in the

planning department for deallng with urban ceiling matters.*“ As Bhargava has polnted out,

"To effectuate the Urban Ceiling Act a new machinery is required rather than the 'designated
authority'. They do not have any physical planner, or physical planning background (amongst
them) to oversee and look for planning implications involved in giving exemption or otherwise,
and enforce ceiling laws In built-up and vacant Iands. Vlßthout having an adequate and appro-
priate institutional machinery (and ln certain cases not even a Master Plan) any enforcement on
an erroneous premise (however, good synoptically) would lead to a development of different set
of economic and social forces in that urban economy, thereby developing an altogether different
pattern of growth"¤*

¤¤ To cite a few : Swamy, M. C. K.; "lmpIications of Urban (Ceiling and Regulation) Act for Urban
Planning," Journal of the Institute ol Town Planners, India, Vol.90, June 1976.; Mittra, P. C.; “Urban
Land Ceillng Act : Need for Restructuring it,” Civic Affairs, Vol.27, No.8, March 1980.; Khanna, P. C.;

"1he Urban Land (Celling) and Some Pros and Cons," Journal of the Institute of Town Planners, India,

Vol.90, June 1976.; Ribeiro, E. F. N.; .An Overview ol Urban Land Policies and Land Use Control
Measures In India, Delhi Development Authority, October, 1981.

N Rao, G. B. Krishna; “Urban Land Celling Act: Emerging Problems and Vistas In Urban Development}

In Bijlani, H. U. and Balachandran, M. K. (ed); Law and Urban Land, Seminar Proceedings of Centre

for Urban Studies, Indlan Institute of Public Administration, New Delhi, 1978.

¤ Bhargava, Gopal, op. clt., p.68.
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An analysis of a case abidlng the ceiling limit will clearly demonstrate the adverse effect of

the Act over urban property development process. Let us consider a 5,000 sq. ft. lot (ceillng

Ilmlt being 5,400 sq. lt. maximum) having 50’ frontage on a 120’ wide road. The base FAR

permissible for office building is 4.5, which including the 10 per cent bonus for basement

parking will be (4.5 + 4.5 x .1) 4.95. Total allowable potential of the lot would be (5,000 x 4.95)

24,750 sq. ft.. The floor area calculations are similar to that of the low-rise design dlscussed

in the sending area. Leaving all mandatory open spaces, the build-able area remalns within

the 2/3rd maximum lot coverage requirement. A low-rise design will have floor areas as fol-

lows : (sketches in Figure 36 on page 229)

First Floor 30 x 86 = 2,580 sq. ft.
Basement = 2,580 sq. ft.
Second Floor 38 x 86 = 3,268 sq. ft.
Third Floor 38 x 84 = 3,192 sq. ft. (rear setback starts)

Fourth Floor 38 x 80 = 3,040 sq. ft.
Fifth Floor 38 x 76 = 2,888 sq. ft.

Total Area = 17,548 sq. ft.

The low-rise proposal cannot generate the full potential of the lot. A high-rise alternative ls

also not workable in such small lots simply because leaving the mandatory side, front, and

rear spaces the building coverage becomes too small. ln this case the lower floor area wlll

be only [{50 - 22 (side spaces)} x {100 - 11 (front space) - 23 (rear space)}] 1,848 sq. lt,. A

standard service core including the elevator shafts, lobbies, the staircases, and tollets will

take a minimum of 20 per cent of that space. That is, the net rentable space In the lower floor

will be only (1,848 - 1,848 x .2) 1,480 sq. lt., And worse even, the areas in the upper floors wlll

be further reduced due to the rear setbacks (since the abutting front road ls 120' wide, the

front angle will apply only if the building exceeds 180' in height). ln such a situation, when

standard permissible potential cannot be achleved, a TDR bonus shall have no attractlon at

all.

Now, if the previous case of a 100’ x 2w' lot on the same road ls considered, the maximum

permlsslble bulk including 10 per cent bonus for basement parking plus 20 per cent TDR
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Figure 36. Deslgn In a lot wlthln Urban Land Celling

overage will be (100 x 200 x 5.85) 117,000 sq. 1t.. As analyzed earlier, the low·rise alternative

can generate a maximum of 79,998 sq. lt., Therefore, the high-rlse alternative will have to be

considered to cover the shortfall. The front, side and rear spaces leave a [{100 · 22 (side

space)} x {200 - 11 (front space) - 23 (rear space)}] 78’ x 166’ building line, l.e; 12,984 sq. fl,.

But the maximum ground coverage rule for buildings exceeding 18 meters height is only 50
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per cent of the lot area. Therefore, only a maximum 10,000 sq. lt. floor can be built ln this site

for a building taller than 18 meters. This means that more space has to be left open than re-

quired by the side, front and rear open space requirements. This needs design considerations ·

to decide where such additional open space can be located for best advantage of the pro-

posed building. Since the abutting 120’ wide road and the 11’ front space allow an uninter-

rupted height of [(120 + 11) x 1.5] 196.5 ', there will be no need for further front space. Leaving

the space open at the rear, on the other hand, would permit greater number of floors without

a rear setback. A typical floor measuring 78' x 128’, l.e; 9,984 sq. ft. (less than 50 per cent

ground coverage) will leave a 61' rear space, which would allow a straight rear rise up to (61

x 2.5) 152.5' without any setback. A design of 11 floors plus a basement within 36 meters height

can be proposed, which will generate (9,984 x 12) 119,808 sq. ft. (sketches In Figure 37 on

page 231). Therefore, if a 20,000 sq. ft. land can be assembled, the existing regulations will

permit absorption of standard 20 per cent additional density from TDR transfers without going

into complicated special provisions of the by·laws.

Since assembly of land is a crucial factor for a redevelopment project to have capacity to ab-

sorb additional bulk, this can be thought of as an additional Incentive to make developers In-

terested In TDR transfers. For example, if purchase of TDRs promlses a developer the

exemption from ULCR approval requirements, it will make the TDR program attractive. At the

same time, It will also render TDR absorption possible by allowing a feasible scale of the

projects.

As lt is now, assembly of land cannot really be stopped by ULCR restrictions. As discussed

earller, corporate or cooperative ownership of a large land help by·pass the ULCR require-

ments. Therefore, the proposal to offer exemption from ULCR approvals ln exchange for buy-

lng TDRs from landmark buildings Is only to make the process easy by avoiding a redundant

leglslation, which In any case wlll be permitted after a complicated legal maneuverlng. How

big an assembly may be permitted, will be a question to be answered after considerlng rele-

vant lssues of ULCR, and by determlnlng after what level the scale of development becomes
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inappropriate according lo current building regulations. ln any case, a bigger assembly shall

not be an obstacle to the TDR program. From this concern, it ls important to determine how

small can be an assembly of land to feasibly absorb, say, a standard 20 per cent TDR bonus.

This can be calculated by a small exercise as follows :

Maximum FAR including 10% basement parking bonus + 20% TDR bonus = 4.5 + (4.5
x .1) + (4.5x .2) = 5.85

A 10,000 sq. lt. lot can be developed ln high-rise design with 50% ground coverage for 11
floors + basement (within 36m height).

The total built·up area will be 5,000 x 12 = 60,000 sq. ft., l.e; a development of (60,000/
10,000) 6 FAR. 5,000 sq. lt. oflice floors are minimum acceptable in Calcutta standards.
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This theoretical calculation can be checked considerlng a case of similar scale. For instance,

let us consider a site of
75’

frontage x
150’

deep on a road ailowing 4.5 base FAR. A bullding

line of 53'x 116' comes out leaving necessary front, side and rear spaces. But this area, 6,148

sq. ft., is more than 50 per cent ofthe lot. Hence, a bigger rear space will have to be left open,

and the size of lloors in different levels will be as follows :

Floor 1 52 x 108 = 5,616 sq. lt.
'

Basement = 5,161 sq. ft.

Floor 2 to 8 5,616 x 9 = 50,625 sq. lt.

Floor 9 52 x 103 = 5,356 sq. lt. (rear setback starts)

Floor 10 52 x 99 = 5,148 sq. ft.

Floor 11 52 x 95 = 4,940 sq. ft.

Total Area = 66,069 sq. lt.

FAR generated = 66,069 / (150 x 75) = 5.87, which is fairly close to 5.85 FAR allowable in

exchange for TDR purchase. Thus, if a minimum 10,000 sq. lt. site can be assembled, it would

be possible to absorb 20 per cent TDR bonus. This means allowing double the ceiling size

assembly as the minimum feasible site for TDR transfers. Legally what it means is only two

partners in the ownership of the lot. A TDR program in Calcutta, therefore, will be feasible

without any major change In the building by-laws except for a relaxation ln the ULCR ap-

provals. Further, the public development agencies such as the CIT, Housing Board and the

Corporation of Calcutta are not restricted by the ULCR Act; and developments by these

agencies will not need such relaxations to be able to absorb additional denslty through TDR

transfers. However, as observed in the New York City case compared to that in San Francisco,

the identification of the receiving sites — both inside the old CBD as well as outside — and the

assembly of land must be clearly worked out in a detailed urban design to form part of the

comprehensive plan.
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6.3.3. TDR Prices : Sending vs. Receiving Areas

The TDR program in Calcutta will have receiving areas in the old core as well as in the north

and south districts along the rapid transit line in junctions with the Circular Railway and sur-

face main roads. The sending area, however, will be primarily in the BBD Bag area. The

analysis of the pricing factors shall have to be done comparing the loss due to designation ln

the sending area, to the gain in the receiving areas through TDR transfers. While the calcu-

Iation for the loss due to designation will be one concerning the old core sending district, that

for the receiving areas will be three - for the receiving areas in the BBD Bag and Esplanade,

for the north district (north of Shyam Bazar 5-street crossing), and for the south district (south

of Circular Road crossing).

Most often the crucial problem in a TDR program is the pricing issue, i.e; provision of a fair

compensation from the proceeds of TDR transfers. As mentioned in the previous chapter, the

pricing issue of TDR is easily resolved when the transfers drift from a low land price area to

a high land price area (e.g; the Montgomery County, Maryland case). The issue becomes dif-

ficult when the flow of TDR ls the other way around, l.e; from a high land price area to a low

land price district. The transfers within the BBD Bag and Esplanade area, therefore, may not

have a pricing problem; but that in the north and south districts will perhaps have a problem

in this regard. The scale of the problem may be assessed after calculating the difference of

values; but the trend in land price and rent rates will have to be considered to oomprehend

the nature of the problem, and its forthoomlng implications. First, the quantum of values and

difference will be analyzed through detail computatlons of all relevant factors. lt will be worked

out for the sending district, and then also for 3 receiving districts. Alter that, an analysis of the

development trends ln the sending and receiving districts will also be done.

The Value at the Sendlng Sites
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The value of TDRs at the sending sites should be equal to the difference between the exlstlng

landmark property's value, and lts value if developed to the full potential. This difference ln

value is best calculated ln terms of incomes. The focus is on the net annual income from the

building alter deducting real estate taxes and operating expenses. The method following

which such calculations are usually done is the Land Residual Method. This method is pre-

ferred because it takes into account all possiblelcost and benelit factors, and can be used for

calculatlng both the loss due to designatlon as well as the gain due to TDR transfers. The

factors this method includes are :

1. a building cost estimate

2. net income before recapture (NIBR)

3. income residual imputable to the land determined after deducting the income re-

quired for the improvement including interest and recapture.

4. market value determined by capitalizing the land residual at current Interest rates.

Alter NIBR and the cost estlmates are known, a capitalization rate appllcable to the project ls

·— determined by examlning current interest rates for long-term mortgages and selecting an

appropriate projection period. According to the current practice in Calcutta, a 13.5 per cent

interest rate and a 50-year period are used in this analysis. Although a simple straight-line

capitalization may be used, a sophisticated process using the ‘lnwood Factor'*•• is also em-

ployed as it gives consideration to reinvestment value of invested funds. The annual capital

requirement for the building ls determined multlplying the total cost of the building by the

capltalizatlon rate. The residual income ls then obtained by deducting the annual capital re-

qulrement from the NIBR. This residual income is then capitallzed into perpetuity at the mar-

ket rate of interest.

N The lnwood Factor ls a method for determining the present worth of an lnoome stream, utilizlng
principles of oompound interest. The present worth ls the basis of interest and amortization tables for

the customary full amortizing mortgage. Features of the lnwood Method are : (1) Annual income re-

quirement, to satisfy recapture and interest, ls an equal annual amount; (2) recapture lnstallments

are relatlvely low to begin with but increase each year; (3) interest is received each year on the re-

mainlng amount of Investment. (Costonls, John J.; op. cit., 1974, p.90.)
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For the purpose of calculating the loss due to designation, the factors of operating expenses

and real estate taxes are to be considered separately for an old Iandmark building and a new

replacement building. The standard operating cost ln the core of Calcutta for a new building

will be around 20 per cent of the effective gross income, whereas that for the old Iandmark

building could be as high as 30 percent because the old structures are typically less efficient.

The real estate taxes for a designated property ls usually reduced by 25 per cent to relieve the

economic loss.**7 The current 17 per cent real estate tax in the CBD of Calcutta would be re-

duced to 12.75 per cent for the designated Iandmark buildings. The vacancy and credit loss,

however, will remain common to both buildings at a 5 per cent of the gross income.

The NIBR for both the existing Iandmark building and the potential building can be calculated

by deducting vacancy and credit loss from the gross income to determine the effective gross

income, and then subtracting the real estate taxes and operating expenses from the effective

gross income. The gross income ls obtained multiplying the rentable area by the rental rates.

The rental rate for some of the Iandmark &bls. may be a little higher due to the prestige value;

but considered equal for this analysis as the prestige value may not be typical or equal. An

estimation of oonstruction cost for the potential building is then made. The capitalization rate

(Inwood factor) is determined from a standard table by matching current interest rate to the

period of projectlon. The construction cost multiplied by the capitalization rate shows the

amortized annual building cost including linancing i.e; the amount of money required every

year to pay for the construction loan with interest. This amount deducted from the NIBR gives

the residual inoome. The NIBR for the old Iandmark building, and the residual income for the

potential building can be capltallzed for perpetuity at the current rate of interest. The dllfer-

ence between these two ligures will be the loss due to designatlon. This loss ls usually ex-

pressed ln terms of money per sq. ft. of unused potential.

**7 This, indeed, is a subsidy as it raises the net income from the existing landmark building and thereby

reduces the loss to be oompensated. However, the tax received from the unused potential trans-

ferred and developed elsewhere more than oompensates this subsidy loss of the City.
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For analysis, let us consider two prospective sending sites; the Collectorate Building ln the

BBD Bag area, and the Kanak Building in the Esplanade area. The existing area in the

buildings in the Collectorate site ls 25,000 sq. tt. whereas the potential is 160,560 sq. 1t.. The

existing built-up space in the buildings in the Kanak Building site is 144,900 sq. lt. while a re-

placement building could be as big as 415,800 sq. lt.. The difference in value between the ex-

isting and the potential buildings ln these two cases can be computed as shown in Table 5

on page 237.

The income loss due to deslgnation is the potential income minus the Income from the existing

building. This means, the income loss is a function of the usable area in the existing building

as percentage of the potential total area. This is the reason why the cost of TDR per sq. lt. has

varied between the examples analyzed above. In the Collectorate premises, the existing

building is about 16 per cent of the potential bulk, and that in the Kanak Building is around 35

per cent. ln the St. John’s Compound, the existing built-up area is only about 4 per cent of the

site's potential. In the General Post Office premises, the existing buildings cover roughly 30

per cent of their potential volume. The cost of TDR from St. John’s property, therefore, will be

higher than that from the Collectorate Building. The cost of TDR from the GPO premises will

be higher than that from the Kanak Building, but will be lower than that from the Collectorate

Building. Although there will be this variation in the cost of TDR from the landmark properties

depending on how much of the potential is currently in use, it can be generally stated that the

price of TDR will be between Rs. 525 and Rs. 575 per sq. lf., or an average of about Rs.550 per

sq. tf..

The Prlce at the RecelvlngSlteslt

ls understandable that a developer will pay a price for development rights which ls propor-

tionate to the value that they add to his site. What this means ls that the purchase of devel-
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Collectorate Building Kanak Building
‘ potential potential

Gross Building Size (sq.lt.) 25,000 160,560 144,900 415,800

Efficiency Factor .75 .80 .75 .80

Net Rentable Space (sq.ft.) 18,750 128,448 108,675 332,640

Average Rent Rate (Rs.) 240 240 240 240

Gross Income (Rs.) 4,500,000 30,827,520 26,082,000 79,833,600

(Rs.) 225,000 1,541,376 1,304,100 3,991,680

Effective Gross Income (Rs.) 4,275,000 29,286,144 24,777,900 75,841,920

Real Estate Taxes (Rs.) 545,062 4,978,644 3,159,182 12,893,126

Operating Expenses (Rs.) 1,282,500 5,853,628 7,433,370 15,168,384

NIBR (Rs.) 2,447,438 18,453,872 14,185,348 47,780,410

äoéisstgioctpgrlgtäst (Rs.) 40,140,000 130,950,000

ääitäßtiiääüfääiää. ,...„,.....„„ ·"*"
·‘°”

Annual Building Cost (Rs.) 5,507,208 14,261,940

2‘§„§‘."l%’.',£l{ill§.„„„ „...,
Resldual Income (Rs.) 12,946,664 33,518,470

Capitallzed Value (Rs.) 18,129,170 95,901,214 105,076,650 248,284,96O
@ 13.5% Interest

Income Loss (Rs.) 77,772,044 143,208,310

Cost of TDR per sq. it. (Rs.) 573.70 528.60

Table 5. Income Lose calculatlona for Sendlng Sltea

opment rights ls tantamount to purchase of additional land. In a simple calculation, the

developer will distribute the total land cost over permissible total buiIt·up area to arrive at a

figure representlng land cost factor per developable sq. ft,. If the land is ln the core area, the
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100'x 200’ lot will cost (100 x 200 x 2780
*“)

Rs. $5,600,000. The total developable bulk with 10

per cent basement bonus is (20,000 x 4.95) 99,000 sq. 11.. Hence, the land cost factor per

developable sq. 11. equals to (55,600,000 / 99.000) about Rs. 560. lf a 20 per cent overage is

allowed through TDR transfer, the total allowable bulk will be (20,000 x 5.85) 117,000 sq. 11.. The

land cost factor per sq. 11. in that case will drop down to ($5,600,000/ 117,000) about Rs. 475.

This means a saving of (560 · 475) Rs. 85 per sq. 11. of built—up area, i.e; a total saving of

(117,000 x 85) Rs. 9,945,000. After this calculation on the basis of land price, the developer wlll

also work out sophlsticated computations involving the construction cost, mortgage loan,

current interest rates and current rental rates to assess the cost vs. benelit picture.

As dlscussed earlier, the method normally used in such real estate computations ls the Land

Residual Method. The NIBR can be calculated following the process as was done for the

sending sites. The annual building cost requirement is determined using the capitalization

rate (lnwood factor) as a multiplying factor to the capital cost of the building. This deducted

from the NIBR gives the residual income which can be then capitalized at market interest rate.

The income from a building depends on the market rental rates which vary dependlng on Io-

cation, opportunity cost, etc. usually reflected ln the land prlce.*•° The current land price ln the

core is about Rs. 2,780 per sq. ft.; that in the north district (near Shyam Bazaar 5-Street

crossing) is around Rs. 1,120; and in the south district (near Charu Market area) Rs. 850.

Current rent rates are Rs. 240 per sq. ft. ln the core, Rs. 75 in the north district, and Rs. $0 ln

the south.*°° The construction cost ln the core area is currently placed at around Rs. 250 per

sq. 11. including basement and foundation. This ln the north and south districts wlll be roughly

*••
Current land prlce In the BBD Bag area is about Rs. 2,000,000 per katha. One katha equals to 720 sq.
ft.. Land cost per sq. ft., therefore, ls (2,000,000 / 720) Rs. 2,780 (Letter from Mr. Subimal Ghosh,

Managing Director of M/S. Ghesh, Bose & Associates P. Ltd., the leading Architects, Engineers, Town
Planners and Valuers firm ln Calcutta, March 12, 1988).

*••
The land price ls, actually, a forerunner of the trend in rent levels. Typlcally the land prices appre-
ciate on the basis of future potential of the land, but the rent levels do not immediately plck up as the
opportunity cost ls a factor that develops alter a lead time.

¤° Letter from Mr. S. Ghosh; lbid.
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225 per sq. ft. considering savings in mobilization and work room, etc. in the less compact

morphology of these areas.

lt has been found in the previous analyses that an 11-storied building with a basement will

have to be built to absorb 20 per cent TDR overage in a 100* x 200* lot. According to current

building regulations, elevators and numerous fire protection arrangements are necessary lf

the building is taller than 18 meters. The standard practice in elevator, mechanical systems,

and water supply, etc. design does not require staging if the building does not exceed a 20

floors height. What this means is that the absorption of the 20 per cent overage ln the form

of TDR ls possible without involving additional cost in elevator and mechanical systems, and

with marginal increase in the foundation cost. lndeed, when there is a basement floor in the

proposed building, the whole basement can be designed to act as a hollow cap on the foun·

dation piles; and the increase in foundation cost from an 8 storey-high building to one 11 sto-

ries high shall be rather insignificant. Taking into account these cost conslderations, the

construction cost for the additional 20 per cent bulk should be around Rs. 225 in the core, and

Rs. 2fI) in the north and south receiving districts.

Using the Land Residual Method, and considering a 20 per cent overage in exchange for TDR

transfer the values of TDRs are computed for 3 sending areas - the BBD Bag and Esplanade

area, the north, and the south recelvlng districts. The differences among these 3 locations ln

the rent levels and construction cost are already mentioned. There will also be differences ln

the tax and operating expense rates. The comprehensive plan under preparation is thlnklng

of a deliberate tax incentive for dispersal of development away from the core to the peripheral

areas. Frequently suggested tax rates in these newly developed area is 11 per cent whereas

that in the core ls 17 per cent. The operating expenses in the core ls about 20 per cent of the

effective gross Income; but that ln the north and south dlstricts will be around 15 per cent. This

is prlmarily because of the difference ln the rent of the spaces used up ln operating plants and

staff oflices. The oomputatlon of the values of TDR in these 3 locations can be done as shown

ln Table 6 on page 240.
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Receiving Site Receiving Site Receiving Site
BBD Bag or North District South District
Esplanade Area

Site Area (sq.lt.) 20,000 20,000 20,000
(100'x 200’)

Additional Area (sq.lt.) 18,000 18,000 18,000
(20% overage for TDR transfer)

Efficiency Factor .8 .8 .8

Net Rentable Area (sq.I1.) 14,400 14,400 14,400

Gross Income (Rs.) 3,456,000 1,080,000 720,000

Vacancy & Credit Loss (Rs.) 172,800 54,000 36,000
@ 5% of Gross Income

Effective Gross Income (Rs.) 3,283,200 1,026,000 684,000

Real Estate Tax (Rs.) 558,144 112,860 75,240

Operating Expenses (Rs.) 656,640 153,900 102,600

NIBR (Rs.) 2,068,416 759,240 506,160

Construction Cost (Rs.) 4,050,000 3,600,000 3,600,000

Capitalization Rate .1372 .1372 .1372
13.5% Interest 8 50 year projectlon

Annual Building Cost (Rs.) 555,660 493,920 493,920

Requirement
(Cost x Capitalization Rate)

Residual Income (Rs.) 1,512,756 275,320 12,240

Capitalized Value (Rs.) 11,205,600 2,039,407 90,666
@ 13.5% Interest

Price of TDR per sq. ft. (Rs.) 622.5 113.3 5.0

Table 0. Income Galn calculatlons for Recelvlng Sltes
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TDR prlces calculated ln Table 6 show that the price will be more than the average of Rs. 550

per sq. lt. in the receivlng sites in the BBD Bag and Esplanade areas. But they will be a less

in the north and south receivlng districts. The preliminary calculation on the basis ofland price

lndlcated a saving of Rs. 9,945,000 for building 18,000 sq. lt. extra as TDR bonus in a lot

measurlng 100'x 200' in the old core. That is, a TDR price of (9,945,000/ 18,000) Rs.552.5 per

sq. ft,. The calculations involving all cost and benelit factors indicate that actually a higher
'

price (Rs. 622.5) will be affordable by the developers for transfers in BBD Bag or Esplanade

areas. Same land price based calculations for the north and south receivlng districts on a

100'x
200’

lot are shown in Table 7 on page 242.

lt is interesting to note that the land price based calculations do indicate a much higher TDR

prices in both these districts (in the north district about double, and in the south district around

34 times higher). A logical explanation of this dichotomy is perhaps the fact that the land

prices have already gone up whereas the rental rates are still awaitlng opportunity cost to

develop. lt is, however, important to note here the trend in rent rate appreciation. In 1979-80,

after the imposition of the Calcutta Municipal (Amendment) Act in 1977, the rent rate in the

old core was around Rs. 200 per sq. ft. That in the north district was then about Rs. 35, and ln

the south dlstrlct roughly Rs. 15. Comparing these rates with those current, lt can be observed

that the rent rate has slnce gone up by about 20 per cent in the core; while in the same period

that in the north district has appreciated by about 115 per cent, and in the south district by

about 235 per cent. Thus, it will be reasonable to believe that within a short time the TDR

prices on the residual income basis will also appreciate conslderably In these districts. The

( land price base calculations suggest only that. However, it should be concluded at this point

that until the TDR prices based on residual income do not come to an equilibrlum level with

at least the 'falr' compensatlon price in the sending sites, the TDR receivlng sites in Calcutta

will have to remain limited wlthin the BBD Bag and Esplanade areas.
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North Receiving South Receiving
District District _

Area of the Site (sq.ft.) 20,000 20,000
(100'x 200’)

Land Cost (Rs.) 22,400,000 17,000,000

Potential before TDR (sq.lt.) 99,000 99,000

Transfer

Land Cost I sq. ft. (Rs.) 226.3 171.7

Potential after TDR (sq.ft.) 117,000 117,0w

Transfer

land Cost I sq. ft. (Rs.) 191.5 145.3

Saving In Land Cost I (Rs.) 34.8 26.4

sq. ft. for TDR Transfer

Total Saving (Rs.) 4,071,600 3,088,800

TDR price I sq. ft. (Rs.) 226.2 171.6

Table 7. TDR Prlces on the basls of Land Price
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7. Conclusion

The analyses of the previous chapter have revealed that a TDR program can be applicable in

Calcutta without major revision in the existing building regulations. ln general, the program

can be introduced by incorporating in the building by-laws the regulations which will allow the

owner of a designated Iandmark property to sell his unused development rights. Conse-

quently, regulations to allow the buyer of those rights an overage of density in his building

projects elsewhere are also to be lnstituted. The unused potential of a Iandmark property ls

to be determined by calculating the shortfall in built-up area in the existing building from that

of the replacement building allowable under current building regulations. Authorizatlon of a

development rights sale is to be oontingent upon an agreement by the Iandmark owner to

maintain the building in a manner approved of by the competent authority. ln the receivlng

site, the TDR bonus will allow the additional bulk; but that has to be developed complying to

other existing by-laws. However, apart from these basic components, the TDR program at

Calcutta must also be governed by some other principles which are derived from the evalu-

atlon of the tool in the US programs, as well as from the testing of the tool in Calcutta situ-

ations.
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7.1. Principles to Govern the TDR Program in Calcutta

The regulations learned through the examination of the TDR programs in the US and the

questionnalre survey are general In nature. Any city planning to introduce a TDR program

must lncorporate these regulations as the basic principles. The examination of the US pro-

grams also Indicated the potential features in which the conflict must be resolved considering

the particular circumstances of the prospective city. The regulations found important through

the testing of the tool in Calcutta situation are those particular to Calcutta. The regulatlons,

both general and particular, are listed below, respectively. Following this there will be dis-

cusslon on the necessity, basis and details of some of these regulations requiring further ex-

planation and elaboration.

The General Prlnclples

1. The receiving areas must be clearly identified. An approved urban design of these

areas should be ready to offer predictability regarding the building potentials of the

receiving sites. An estimation of the total additional density that can be absorbed in

these sites is to be made to plan and prioritize the transfers from Iandmark buildings.

2. The program must not be govemed with a strict adjacency and single ownership re-

quirement.

3. A TDR inventory to be prepared ln order of significance of the Iandmarks. The

amount of unused development rights releaseable from the designated landmarks

must also be ascertained. This is to be checked against the absorption capacity of the

identified receiving sites, and priorities on the landmarks to be set accordingly.

4. The TDR sellers to be made responsible for the implementation of the conservation

plan for the Iandmark building. A Iandmark owner to be eligible for marketing his

unused development rights only after having the conservation plan and estimates

required to preserve the Iandmark approved of by the competent authority.

5. The TDR buyers to be given Incentive of a ‘fast track' building permit approval.

6. A llaison organization to act as the ‘single window' authority for the approval and

administration of the projects involving TDR transfers. (This Is referred to as the

'competent authority'.)

7. A TDR bank to be organlzed by holding the unused development rights from the

public landmarks, and those donated from private and quasi-public Iandmarks.
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The Partlcular Prlnclples

1. The receiving sites for lmmediate transfers to be located in the BBD Bag or
Esplanade areas. District-wise transfers to be allowed rather than only to physically
attached sites. The receiving areas for future transfers to be identitied in the north
and south districts along the mass transit line.

2. The receiving sites in the BBD Bag area to be controlled by a set of design guidelines
to ensure protection of the character of the old city core. An overage limit of 10 per
cent may be applicable in this area. The overage limit in the Esplanade area may be
raised to 20 per cent. A higher limit up to 30 per cent may be permitted in the north
and south receiving districts.

3. The TDR Inventory to Include two lists - one for the landmarks having unused de-
velopment rights, and the other for those without unutilized potentials. The landmarks
in the second list to authorize an FAR bonus proportional to the expenditure required
for their rehabilitation and maintenance.

4. Partial development in the sites containing landmark buildings to be allowed to re-
duce the amount of TDR supply. These developments must be compatible to the scale
and character of the existing landmark building, and must be approved of by the
competent authority.

5. A TDR buyer to be given the Incentive of ULCR approval relaxation. The projects
asking for such relaxation must include transferred unused potentials from a land-
mark close to the overage limit prescribed for the area.

6. The ‘single window' liaison organization, the competent authority for the TDR pro-
gram, to begin under one of the existing institutions in the city. The selection of this
institutions to be made alter careful consideration of the goals of these agencles re-
lating to the TDR program.

7. Transfer of unused potentials from any property not deslgnated as a landmark must
not be allowed until the TDRs from the landmarks are exhausted.

The necessity and basis of the general principles listed above are adequately discussed ln the

evaluation and analysis chapters. While the rationale for the particular principles are well

identilied in the testing chapter, the basis and details of some of them requires further dis-

cussion.

7.1.1. The Need for Variable Overage Limit

First, the necessity of the variable overage limit suggested above for different areas in the city

ls to achieve two objectives simultaneously. As described in Chapter 2, the BBD Bag area

has a particular character developed through the clvic designs by the colonlal rulers. The
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scale and amblence of these areas ought to be proctored from getting disturbed by a tool,

introduced in the first place, for urban conservation. The compact morphology of the Bag, and

its constraining infrastructure and traffic conditions should not be subjected to intensive de-

velopment. On the basis of this consideration an overage limit of 10 per cent has been sug-

gested ln this area. This, however, to be adjusted alter trial in few pioneering cases.

The Esplanade area is less compact, and the vast expanse of the Maiden does allow certain

degree of additional development on its boundary. Further, the underground mass transit line

runs along the western edge of the Maidan parallel to the Chowringhee Road, augmenting the

transportation facilities of this area to a considerable degree. Over the years Calcutta’s CBD

has been moving south-wards. Ever since the Maidan was cleared out of the Gobindapur

jungle, the Chowringhee Road on its western boundary offered choice location for real estate

investment. ln the booming years of late 19th and early 20th centuries, the palatlal houses of

the Nawabs and the Zaminders on Chowringhee Road were taken over by the corporate

headquarters, hotels, theaters and large scale retail houses. The growth propensity of this

area will be an important means to implement the TDR program in Calcutta. Considerlng

these factors an overage limit of 20 per cent will perhaps be reasonable. Again, this limit has

to be adjusted according to the feedbacks from the first chain of transfer projects.

Secondly, the TDR program is also to supplement the planning goals of the comprehensive

plan for the city. To make the TDR program a means to attract development ln the northern

and southern districts will be to allow a higher overage limit ln these areas. The higher limit

is also supported by the mass translt line and the augmented infrastructure facilities in these

areas. lt has been found in the survey that the overage limit should not be more than 30 per

cent of the zoned density. To supplement the planning goals through the TDR program, the

overage limit ln these development areas may be set at a maximum of 30 per cent. However,

a flat 30 per cent overage may not be suitable for all the sites. lndeed, the allowable overage

should follow the variable FAR system in the city. The overage Ilmit may be hlghest on the

roads allowing maximum FARs, and then gradually lower on roads with lower FAR limits. The
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overage may be 30 per cent on 120' wide roads with FAR of 4.5, 25 per cent with 4.0 FAR, 20

per cent with 3.75 FAR and so on. Whatever may be the graduation, they must be decided

upon an approved urban design, and clearly spelled out to offer distinct predictability and less

discretionary options with regards to the building potentlals of different transfer sites.

7.1.2 The Dual Landmark List and Program lmplications

While the Iandmarks with unused development rights are major elements in the TDR program,

those without such development rights should also be included in the program to achieve the

primary objective of urban conservation. The Iandmarks without unutilized density should be

in a separate list with assessment of their rehabilitation and maintenance needs. Cost of their

rehabilitation and maintenance works can be raised in exchange for additional density in the

receiving sites. For example, if a landmark without unused potential will require say one

million Rupees for its restoration and a fixed deposit for maintenance,*°‘ a developer of a re-

ceiving site may be allowed to increase the density by an area worth one million Rupees ac-

cording to the TDR prices of that receiving site. The current TDR price as calculated In

Table 6 on page 240 is about Rs. 620 per sq. ft. in the BBD Bag and Esplanade areas, and

about Rs. 115 per sq. I1. in the north district. An expenditure of one million Rupees will allow

the developer additional density of about 1,600 sq. lt. in the Bag or Esplanade area, or about

8,700 sq. ft. in the north district. This additional bulk allowable ln exchange for landmark res-

toration, rehabilitation and maintenance must be controlled by the stipulated overage limit of

the dlstrict where the transfer will take place.

The landmark buildings without unused development rights are indeed existing buildings de-

veloped in full, or may be ln excess, potential according to current regulations. Since a re-

**1 Yearly maintenance to be taken care of by the interest earned yearly from the deposit ln a bank An
assessment of the yearly maintenance requirement will lndicate the amount to be deposlted in re-
lation to the rate of interest.
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placement building will not be bigger, and since demolition of the existing building may

lnvolve the ULCR approval compllcations, the owner of such a Iandmark property should be

more than interested to take good care of his building. An unqualified provision of rehabili-

tation and malntenance may be misused if the obligation of the owners of such landmarks will

only be an agreement of keeping the building unaltered, which they have to keep anyway.

n
Therefore, this provision must contain the requirement of demonstration by the Iandmark

owner of the need for such assistance. To be eligible to particlpate In the TDR program, a

Iandmark owner of this category must prove that the income from the Iandmark building ls

below a certain level. In New York City the level ls annually 6 per cent of the property’s gross

valuatlon. This was thought to be rather low by the authors of the Chicago Plan. The fact that

lt has not so far been challenged in the Courts ln the harsh real estate market of New York ls

indicative that the level is acceptable by the general building industry. However, the level in

Calcutta must be ascertained through proper studies and research of the real estate market

conditions and cost factors in Calcutta.

7.1.3. Tailoring the TDR Inventory

The case studies have lndicated that one of the major problems ln a TDR program ls the

amount of unused potentials that releases from the designated Iandmark buildings. The pro-

gram at Calcutta will not have as big a problem as that in New York City; nevertheless, the

Inventory of TDRs must be prepared with clear identification of the Iandmark building(s) In

each site, as well as Identifying those not significant in that site. This ls important because

after such an identification the sites having Iandmark buildings may accommodate certain

amount of development, and thereby will have lesser amount of unused potential to sell as

TDRs. Let us, for example, consider the Collectorate site and the Kanak Building site in this

regard to analyze what difference this may make, and what other conslderations it might in-

volve.
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The total area of Coilectorate site ls 35,680 sq. ft,. The buildings lt contalns are the main

Coilectorate Building at front abutting the front street, and some single storied buildings at

rear (existing site plan shown in Figure 32 on page 222). Of them, only the 3-storied

Coilectorate Building is of distinguished character which merits conservatlon. The buildings

at rear may be demolished with almost no harm to the Iandmark building, and may accom-

modate a modest development. The development in the Iandmark site, however, has to be in

harmony with the existing building, and there ought to be a well through out design guidelines

to regulate such a development. While design elements and features of such guidelines need

thorough research, there is no doubt that a development of this nature must follow the height

and scale of the Iandmark building beside. ln this case, a 4·storied building may be proposed

within the height of the Coilectorate Buildingßz A tentative position and coverage of a pro-

posed building behind the Coilectorate Building is shown in Figure 38 on page 250.

The Iandmark building covers 7,000 sq. tt. of the lot and rises 3 stories to a total height of 42’-

O'. Total built-up area in the Iandmark building is about 21,000 sq. tt,. The building developable

at rear can cover about 64’x 143’, i.e; about 9,150 sq. ft. leaving an adequate distance of
85’

from the Iandmark buildingm The total bulk in this building in 4 lloors plus a basement will

be (9,150 x 5) 45,750 sq. lt.. Together with the Iandmark building the total built-up space will

be (21,000 + 45,750) 66,750 sq. tt,. The total potential of the site considering the base FAR of

4.5 is 160,560 sq. ft., Alter the development at the rear, the amount of unused potential will be

(160,560 - 66,750) 93,810 sq. ft.. Allowing a modest development at the rear part of the site,

about 45,750 sq. tt. will be prevented from entering the TDR inventory.

Slmllarly, in the Kanak Building site the L-shaped Iandmark building is located at the corner

of the Chowringhee Road and the Middleton Street. Other buildings in the site include a

M Considering the current practice of low tloor helghts in new constructions, and the lofty 14'· 0' height
of the existing Iandmark building.

M The 85' distance considered adequate following the rule of thumb that approximately twice the height
of the building to be required for full appreciation of the facade (Ashihara, Yoshinobu; Exterior Design
in Architecture, Van Nostrand, New York, 1981).
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two-storied structure at the other corner on the Middleton Street and the Russel Street, one

single-storied shed abutting the Russel Street, another single storied structure with end on the

° Russel Street, and a 4-storied house behind the shed faclng the Russel Street (existing site

plan shown in Figure 33 on page 223). Except for the main Kanak Building all other buildings

in this site are of no signiücance, architecturally or historically. Thelr demolition will permit

a slzeable development in the lot keeping height and volume relation to the landmark building.

The total area of the lot is 92,400 sq. ft., Total built-up area in the landmark building ls about

97,600 sq. lt. with a ground coverage of 32,100 sq. fI.. Most of the building ls 3 floors high, with

a rear section of the arm on the Middleton Street being 4 floors tall. Each floor of the building

ls
16’-

0' high, and with the plinth the facade of the building ls around 50'· 0' tall. A building

at rear corner, and abutting the Russel Street may safely rise for 5 floors with 10'· 0' height

of each floor. A tentative disposition of a possible building, a reverse L·shaped block, ls shown

ln Figure 39 on page 252. According to this design, each floor may cover 19,200 sq. lt., The

total built-up space in 5 floors plus a basement will be (19,200 x 6) 115,200 sq. lt,.

With 4.5 FAR on the Chowringhee Road, the total potential of the lot ls 415,800 sq. ft,. Exlstlng

built-up area in the slte is 144,900 sq. fl., i.e; if all the buildings were to be retained, the unused

potential wlll be 279,900 sq. ft.. Now, if the insignificant buildings in the site are replaced by a

building of agreeable size and height, the total generated area In the site becomes (97,6fß

+ 115,200) 212,800 sq. lt,. This means, the remainder potential will be (415,800 - 212,800)

203,0tI) sq. lt., i.e; about 76,900 sq. lt. will not be allowed to be ln the TDR Inventory.

lt is, however, to be noted that such partial development will not be possible In many landmark

sites, and may not be taken as a general rule. lt may also happen that demolition of the un-

lmportant buildings in the site may not create enough room to feasibly place a new building

according to the building regulations, or may be due to the shape and size of the lot. Ground

coverage may also be a constraint. Finally, a clearing in the site may actually be necessary

to create adequate open space around the landmark building. Notwithstanding all this con-
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siderations, the TDR lnventory preparation must consider each and every Iandmark site to see

whether or not a certain degree of development is allowable in the site. The sites having

possibility must also be guided by an approved urban design of the area, as well as with a

detail design criteria. Apart from reducing the quantum of TDRs in the city, this will also

provide adequate incentive and resources for the Iandmark property owner to prepare the

plans and estimates for the conservatlon of the Iandmark building.

7.1.4. The ULCR Approval Relaxation

The relaxation of the ULCR approval will be an important incentive for TDR transfers ln

Calcutta. The development proposals hindered by the ULCR Act will perhaps jump to take

advantage of this provlsion of the TDR program. There is a Iikelihood that this provlsion may

also be misused if not controlled by strict regulations. The requirement of absorbing TDRs up

to a near saturation level of the overage limit to qualify for the ULCR relaxation is, therefore,

necessary.

ln the absence of such a requirement, a developer may use just a nominal TDR transfer to get

advantage of the ULCR relaxation, as well as to receive a fast track building permit approval.

The chance of a misuse of thls kind will be in those sites where the market demand and site

location may not protitably use the full overage limit density. In other words, the ULCR ap-

proval relaxation must be used only as a means to make TDR absorption feaslble, not TDR

transfer as a means to ease the ULCR approval requirements.

An example will provide a clear understanding of the need for thls regulatlon. Let us take the

previous example of the lot measuring
75’

x 150’ on a road allowing 4.5 FAR. The potential of

this lot alter taking 10 per cent basement parking bonus and 20 percent TDR bonus will be (75

x 150 x 5.85) about 65,800 sq. ft,. lf the studies of the developer will lndicate that the market

demand may not be as good to market so much of built—up space, he will like to build a smaller
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building. But ln order to take advantage of the ULCR relaxation provislon, and to obtain a fast

track building permlt granting consideration, he may just buy, say 50 sq. ft. of TDR from a

Iandmark owner. This will be a clear misuse of the TDR program, and will delay the genulne

transfer projects. According to this principle, the developer will have to buy at least say, 80

per cent of the overage limit to qualify for ULCR relaxation. In this example, the overage limit

of 20 percent allows an additional area of (75 x 150 x 0.9) 10,125 sq. tt., The developer must

absorb In his project at least (10,125 x 0.8) 8,100 sq. fl. of transferred density In order to be

eligible to for the ULCR relaxation and fast track building permlt approval.

7.1.5. The Selection of the Institution for TDR Administration

A fast track administration of the TDR program has been identified as an Incentive for the

implementation of the program. The creation of a non—prolit liaison organization for this pur-

pose has also been found preferable. A Landmark Preservation Commission is an usual form

for such an agency. Typically a commission is composed of selected representatives from

related fields and institutions. The number of members in a commission is usually an odd

number (e.g; 5, 7 or 9) to avoid cases of tied votes. The tenure of the members are deliberately

made staggering so that there will always be some experienced persons In the

commisslon.2“ A commission for this purpose In Calcutta will have to be formed with repre-

sentatives from the Corporation of Calcutta, CMDA, State Government, eminent scholars and

citizens, Chamber of Commerce, developers’ guild and from the local chapters of archItects'

and planners' Institutes.

However, creating a new organization amidst all the existing ones at the outset of the program

will perhaps not be a good idea. lt may be viewed as creating yet another bureaucratic com·

plication. Further, there is a chance that the existing institutions will perhaps view It as an-

2** The details of creating a Landmark Preservation Commission is discussed elaborately In the Ameri-

can Planning Association’s Planning Advisory Report No. 374 (Roddewig, Richard J.; op. cit., 1983).
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other party to share the power with, and may follow a non-cooperatlve attitude to dlscredit lt.

Also, It ls always better to start within the umbrella of an exlstlng Institution, and separated

at a later time when activities pIck·up. This will generate added support from the Institution ·

to which lt becomes a part. In Calcutta, the commission may start as a part of the Corporation

of Calcutta or the CMDA. The choice has to be made ln view of other conslderations dlscussed

below. ·

There can be certain confllcts In the design and operation of the TDR program lf the admin-

istratlon ls to be under CMDA. Firstly, there is a chance that CMDA will try lmmediate use of

the program to attaln its planning goals of dispersing developments In the northern and

southern districts. Thls wlll not be supported by the market situations, as observed in the

testing chapter, until the rent rates in these areas appreciate adequately to afford the TDR

values of the sending sites in the old core. Secondly, there is also a chance that CMDA will

try to use the program to transfer the unused potential of the bustee properties. In such a

situation, as has been observed in the Seattle program, the TDRs from the bustees will com-

pete with those from the landmarks, and the main objective of the program will be defeated.

On the other hand, the Corporation of Calcutta can admlnister the TDR program without such

confllcts. The Corporation's interest of appreclating its tax base is In no oontllct with the pro-

gram. Further, the Corporation being an elected body has more direct link with the State

Govemment which will facilitate establishment of a new wing under its roof. The admlnis-

tration of the TDR program can be through a 'Preservation CommIssion‘ in the Corporation

of Calcutta directly under the Mayor as its chairperson.

The advantage of thls division being a part of the Corporation will be three·fold. First, lt will

enable organizing a ‘fast track' approval procedure for the projects with TDR transfer as the

building permit is issued by the City Architect of the Corporation. The Mayor can easily assign

priority to these projects within his Corporation. Secondly, the survey department of the

Corporation will be able to supply ready information on the existing built·up areas of the
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Iandmark properties, which will ln turn facllitate a quick preparatlon of the TDR lnventory.

Thirdly, the establishment of a TDR bank from the unused potential of the city owned land-

marks will be much easier under the Corporation as most of these landmarks are owned and

maintained by the Corporation itself.

7.2. Passlng of the Enabllng Act

The very first step ln introducing a TDR program should be to pass an enabling act in the state

legislature. Passing of an enabling act depends highly on the legal issues that the new con-

cept may bring about. The first generation of the TDR programs in the United States have

gone through the process of harsh legal challenges. But after that first spell, "(l)awsuits in-

volving air rights are few and far between. For a case to go to the Court of Appeals is

unusuaI."*” The cases in the United States regarding the legal battles may help the under-

standing of the legality of a TDR program; but some time will definitely be necessary for the

settlement of local particularities in the legal issues. In any case, the legal problems will not

be sorted out until and unless they are faced to. It will need a basic TDR program for the legal

issues to be tried. Only then the issues could be attended and resolved with reciprocating

modificatlons ln the basic program. The proposal here is to lntroduce such a basic program.

The plus point in Calcutta in this regard is that, the Corporation of Calcutta, under which the

program ls to start, ls eager to enhance its fiscal base. ln such a situation, there is a strong

likellhood that the Corporation will be more than interested to pursue passae of an enabling

act in the state legislature. The elected body in the Corporation, being from the same political

party in power ln the State Government will, deünitely play a positive role in this regard. The

fact of the matter, as observed in the recent New Jersey Conference on TDR is that, the legal

M Newman, Harry N. and Ostrow, Edwin; "Getting Down to Cases : Air Rights Present Problem," Real
Estate Weekly, May 9, 1983.
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procedure may take some time at best; it cannot block a TDR program permanently.*•• lt has

also been observed in the case studies that legal acceptance of the program depends more

on the due process In designation rather than on the concept of development rights transfer W

per se. Therefore, the TDR program in Calcutta must Involve only those buildings that are

either designated by ASI or are prospective according to the designation criteria of ASI.

7.3. Support and Challenge to the TDR program In Calcutta

Having considered the necessary regulations and legal preparation aspects, the lncorporation

of the TDR program In Calcutta must also examine the possibilities of support and/or chal-

lenge Ifßmight raise. lndeed, from the passing of the enabling act to the implementation of the

program, it will be supported or challenged by different institutions and interest groups ac-

cording to the program’s potential to supplement or conflict their own objectives. Urban con-

servation may be a goal with which nobody will apparently quarrel, but this alone has not

worked in any existing program in the US. The authorities instrumental In Implementing the

the TDR program must have some concrete benefits to be achieved through the program.

The Corporation of Calcutta is hard pressed with Its fiscal problems, and desperately trying

to alleviate the situation through controversial real estate ventures. A TDR program at this

stage will be a highly attractive tool for the Corporation to boost development to enlarge its

tiscal base. Further, It will be able to resolve the outstanding and potential oonflicts involving

landmark properties In the clty without spending Its resources. And what will be more en-

couraging to the Corporation Is that lt will be able to achieve these objectlves without actually

lncreasing the absolute density, and thereby without any additional oost In the Infrastructural

2* "Transfer of Development Rights : A Choice for New Jersey,” A conference sponsored by the Natural

Resources Defense Council and the New Jersey Conservation Foundation, September, 1986

(mimeographed). Also in Footprints, A Report to members of the New Jersey Conservation Founda-

tion, Vol.XIV, No.5, September-October, 1986.
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provlslons. Support from the Corporation ln favor of the program will be there without any

doubt.

The State Government will also have certain Incentives to help institute a TDR program. First,

if the Corporation of Calcutta can achieve a sound economic health through a TDR program,

the State Government will be relleved of the subsidles it ls providing for the last several years.

Secondly, if a TDR program can generate a better development environment, lt will attract

more regional headquarters which the state has been loosing of late to the neighboring states.

Thirdly, incorporation of a TDR program in Calcutta will bring the prestige of being a pioneer

in introduclng a new tool in the country. The politicians like nothing more than being in the

news for doing something good. The initiation of a TDR program in Calcutta will provide them

with a scope in this respect.

CMDA, the planning agency for the city, also will have interest to support the TDR program.

CMDA will be able to use the program as a tool for the implementation of its planning objec-

tives. Although not immediately, the program will eventually facilitate development in the

north and south axis. Indeed, the ditferential overage limit suggested to be in the regulations

governing the program does provide incentive for development in the locations desired by

CMDA. Further, the flexibilities ln the urban design achievable in the receiving sites through

the TDR program will allow a unique opportunity to shape the city's growth ln desired fashion.

However, the institutions like CIT and the Housing Board will perhaps oppose a TDR program

in Calcutta. The reason is simple. These organizations being government bodies can build

projects with more density than is permissible under current building regulations. For in-

stance, the Sunny Park Housing Complex, built by the Housing Board, Is built to an FAR of

about 8 while the allowable FAR on the approach road of the site is around 3. ln the existing

situation these governments bodies have monopoly in building additional bulk according to

the market demand. The idea of private developers also being able to do so will not be viewed

favorably by them. However, they may not be very strong in opposing the program considering
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the fact that they can build extra density without paying for it, while a private developer will

have to buy from a TDR seller. Therefore, they will still have the edge of price advantage in

marketing their projects compared to a private developer.

The system of government bodies not being controlled by the building regulatlons ls lndeed

a case where the creator of the rule becomes the breaker of the same rule. This perhaps got

started from the consideration that the government bodies build projects for public benefit,

and that too without a profit motive. Sometimes additional density may also become neces-

sary to offset the subsidies with which the spaces are to be distributed to the section of the

society not served by the private sector. But today both CIT and the Housing Board are far

from adhering to the principle of public service. The Sunny Park Complex, for example, has

been for the hlgh income group involving substantial profit. The recent projects of ClT have

also been designed with clear profit motive. Considering these facts the system now warrants

amendment. The government bodies must also conform to the building regulatlons, because,

in the first place, the regulatlons are to protect light, air and other environmental factors. This,

of course, is not to be tagged with the TDR program. This ought to come as an independent

amendment of the conventional system as a reaction to the changed situation.¤’ ln any case,

the opposition to the TDR Program by CIT and the Housing Board will not be a formidable

impedlment as they are not instrumental for the inoorporation or implementation of the pro-

gram.

The developers in Calcutta will be enthuslastic for the TDR program unlike their counterparts,

say ln the New York City. The reason ls that in New York the developers can build additional

bulk through numerous as-of-right bonuses, whereas in Calcutta the TDR bonus will be the

**7 lndeed, the Corporation of Calcutta is very much against this convention. ln the Sunny Park case, the
Corporation declined to give sewer and water connection on the grounds that the sewer and water
lines along the approach road were not big enough to supply such a huge demand. The Corporation
argued that the FAR levels are set according to the infrastructural capacities, and it cannot make
those who followed the regulations suffer for one who has dlshonored them. Ultimately, the Housing

Board had to connect their sewer and water lines to those in the closest main road having adequate
capacity at the Board’s own expense. This length was substantial, and so was the cost. This case set
an example to the government bodies to avoid such oonflicts.
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only means to increase development potential. The developers ln Calcutta have always been
“

trylng to build more than what ls permissible. Much of the cases in Calcutta lnvolving the

building permit granting process are due to this demand. For example, the high-rise office

building, named the Chatterjee International Centre, on the crossing of the Chowringhee Road

and the Park Street has been built violating the FAR specilication. The argument sustalned

by the Court has been that the site faces the Maidan, a permanent open space, which can

support the additional density built in the building. Another Iandmark case has been in the

Burra Bazaar area where the developer built the additional bulk under the cover of a religious

festival; and once that was built, the Corporation had been in trouble to get the demolition

order as the owner just keeping the case hanging through legal maneuvers of injunction and

appeals. By the time the case will be settled, the building will perhaps outlive its life. There

are innumerable small cases where the property owners bribe the ofticials and building in-

spectors in the City Architect’s department to build little extra. All these cases, and partic-

ularly those by the government bodies of CIT and the Housing Board do indicate that there is

a strong demand in Calcutta to increase the density. The developers will particularly welcome

the TDR program as this will remove the monopoly of the govemment agency’s ability to

construct additional density.

The support for the TDR program from the preservatlonlsts needs no elaboration. Indeed, it

ls due largely to their initiative that a conservation ethic has developed in Calcutta. The gen-

eral citizen ln Calcutta, like any other city, will react according to the impact of the projects

lnvolving TDR transfers to their personal properties. For any particular case there will be a

group supporting it, while another will perhaps oppose. The balance of voice and influence

will play the decisive role; and a circumstantial component, such as this, will have to be re-

solved case by case.
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7.4. The Epilogue

The concern for urban conservation in a city with a glorious past but a strained present is

somethlng that can neither be afforded, nor can it be forgotten. Calcutta in the penultimate

phase of this century finds herself ln this peculiar situation. As a typical Bengali philosophy,

the tradition of ‘high thinking' hangs on the city’s populace despite 'plainer living'. Economic

constraints could never stepped Bengalis from thinking high, and preservation of Calcutta's

Iandmarks are intrinsically related to this spirit. Preserving the remnants of the glorious past

In the city artlfacts is one of the most desirable, because they keep the memory of the highest

thinking phase -· the Renaissance of Bengal — alive. Incorporation of a TDR program in

Calcutta may be viewed as a 'hlgh action' derived from the ‘high thinking'.

A TDR program may be as well applicable to other metropolitan cities in India. Ifthe program

can work in Calcutta, it will work in any other city as the building regulations of most cities in

India are now guided by the National Building Code. However, every city will have certain

particularities in which the program will have to be tested and adapted upon. In this respect,

let Calcutta lead the way in Introducing a new thought, as she used to do in her glorious past.

In that glorious period, an Englishman named William Hunter came to Calcutta to work for the

East lndia Company. As he arrived at the port on the Hooghly river, he was struck by the

beauty of the city. He wrote home to his fiancee,

"lmagine everything that is glorious in nature combined with all that ls beautiful ln architecture,
and you can falntly picture to yourself what Calcutta Is."**'

Much of that beauty has already worn out. and the rest is vanishing fast. Let the vibrant in-

tellectual community of the city take the lead to protect as much of that environment as pos-

sible. Adoption of a TDR program will be a step forward in this direction. The city was founded

on the 24th of August, 1690. A TDR program will be an excellent glft on her 300th birthyear. lf

N Moorhouse, Geoffrey; op. cit., p.4.
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the gilt will be accepted by the city, at least for a trial, the purpose of this research will be

more than served.
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Appendix A. Effect of Tax Regulations on Historic

Preservation
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Survey Questlonnalre
for the evaluation ol

Transfer of Development Rlghts (TDR)
as a tool for

Landmark Preservatlon

The objectlve of thls survey ls to ldentlty the prospects I problems ot TOR as a regulatory measure tor landmark
preservatlon. Therefore, the survey ls intended to be conducted among those who directly or lndirectly have been
involved ln the TDR program. lf you are not famillar with the program, please pass this questuonnaire along to
someone who has experience I knowledge of lt. Please lndicate ln the last question lf you would like to know the re-
sults ot the survey. Thank you.

1. How have you become famlliar with the TDR program?
‘

Through lnvolvement ln proiect(s)
Through literature and discussions
Other (please specify)

lf you werelare directly involved ln the program, please attach a brief statement ot your experience to benefit
this stuoy.

2. Do you consider the TDR program to be useful for preservation of urban landmarks?

Yes I No I Don't know

lf ‘yes', why do you think so few transfers have actually been consummated up today?
Alternatively. if your answer is 'no', what do you think is the reason? Please explain.

3. Do you think obstacles to the use of TDR are decreasing over time?

Yes I No I Don't know

If 'no' skip questions · 4 and 5, goto question · 6

4. lf modificatlons of the program are to be credited for Improvement In the performance of
TDR system. please lndicate their order of signiflcance.

(Mark the most Important by
'1‘,

then rate as 2, 3, 4 etc. according to decreasing importance)

Allowing sale of TDR to a second party
Allowing sale of TDR to non·contiguous but nearby lots
Allowing sale of TDR to far away lots
Allowing sale of TDR to a bank
Other (please specify)
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5. lf you think change In the real estate market is responsible for Improvement in the per-
formance of TDR system, please lndlcate the order of slgnlficance of the following
changes.

(Mark the most Important as 'l', then rate as 2, 3, 4 etc. according to decreaslng lmportance)

Growing demand for built-up space
Rise In downtown land price _
General increase in the knowledge about TDR
The TDR program becoming easie to administer
Other (please specify)

8. lf your answer to question - 3 is
‘no‘,

ls Improvement in TDR program possible? lf yes,
please explain. _

7. How important ls it to clearly ldentify the TDR recelving areas?

Must be done
Should be done
Does not matter
Should not be done

8. Recelving sites must be chosen according to some criterla. Please rate the following
features in order of importance.

(Mark the most Important as
'1‘,

then rate es 2, 3, 4 etc. according to decreaslng Importance)

Availability of services and Infrastructures
Demand for built-up space
Following the growth direction of the city
Acoordlng to planning decision of growth areas
ln the depressed areas to boost growth

9. Do you think areas for recelvlng TDR should be controlled by:

a) General downzoning to create market for TDR .... Yes I No
· b) An urban design ldentifylng variable development potentials .... Yes I No

c) Development permits only to TDR buyers .... Yes I No
d) Other (please specify) .

10. Should the celllng llmit for additional bulk ln TDR recelvlng sites be fixed or flexible?

Flxed I Flexible

lf ‘flxed', roughly what per cent of the zoned density

lf ‘fIexible', how decision on maximum density In those sites be decided?

By merit of the project
By market demand
By limits of available services and Infrastructures
Other (please specify)
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Flexibility in the regulation could breed corruptlon. How do you think that should be dealt
with?

By open public hearing
By well thought out guidelines for project evaluation
According to an approved urban design

11. Adjacency in TDR program was thought Iogical as additional density in the receiving lots
beslde would be balanced by underdevelopment (light and air pocket) of the adjacent
sending site. Do you share this logic?

Yes / No / Don't know

lf °yes', the market for the unused potential of a sending site becomes restrlcted, partic-
ularly when adjolning lots are all newly developed. What should be done in such a case?
Please lndicate.

12. ll adjacency restriction ls removed, the market for TDR braodens and planning objectives
may be achleved through proper urban design. But usually citizens ol the designated
receiving area object to additional density in their neighborhood. How do you think this
conlllct can be resolved?

Through provlsion of additional public amenities
Through demonstratlon of private benelit (eg: lrlerease ln property value)_
Through tax incentive for accommodating additional density
Other (please specify)

13. Do you think TDR is bound to lnvolve cumbersome legal procedures or can it be simpli-
üed?

Cumbersome / Could be simplilied

If lt ls cumbersome at present, do you think subsequent experience can help lt become
simpler?

Yes / No / Don't know

14. Do you think operational compllcatlons in TDR program might be caused by:

(Please rate 1 - 6 ll you thlnk responsible reasons are more than one)

Lack of planning direction
Administrative process
Public relation / information problem
Lack of acceptance by mortgage instltutions
Lack of synchronization between demand and supply of TDR
Other (please specify)
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15. Do you thlnk admlnlstratlve compllcatlons ln TDR program might be caused by:

(Please rate 1 - 5 It more than one reason are responsible ln your oplnlon)

The building permit granting process
Involvement of too many authorities
Lack of political will
Lack of planning direction
Other (please specify)

16. Do you think operational and administrative problems can be mlnimized by designating
a public authority to perform liaison function?

Yes I No I Don’t know _
17. There may not be an interested buyer lust at the tlme when a landmark owner wants to

sell hls unused development rights. Should there be a TDR bank to redress such syn-
chronlzation problem between demand and supply of TDR?

Yes I No I Don’t know

18. Do you think TDR can also be exchanged for other than rights for building additional bulk?
(e.g: buslness Iloense, permit etc.)

Yes I No I Don’t know

19. Do you think TDR buyers should be given Incentive through a promise of less bureaucratic
and, thereby less time consuming building permit processing?

Yes I No I Don’t know

20. Do you think TDR can adequately compensate the owner for economic loss Imposed by
a landmark designation?

Yes I No I Don’t know

lf ‘no', do you think there should also be some Government subsidy to balance the short
fall?

Yes I No I
Don’t

know

lf ‘yes', would you agree that resources for such subsidy should be generated through a
public banking of TDR or by marketing the TDR from publlcly owned landmarks?

Yes I No I Don’t know

21. Do you think TDR program can be misused for other purposes In the guise of preserva-
tion?

Yes I No I Don’t know .

lf ‘yes°, do you think thls problem needs special attention or can lt be checked through
other existing regulations?

Needs special attention
Other regulations may take care

22. Do you think TDR program will be more readily accepted In luture?_

Yes I No I Don’t know
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23. As-ol·right lncentlves and bonus provlslons In most exlstlng zonlng regulatlons seem to
compete wlth the TDR program, and they also increase absolute density. Should such
provisions be suspended while institutlng a TDR program?

Yes / No / Don’t know

24. Your involvement in ! lamiliarity ol TDR program has been as a:

Landmark property owner
Developer! builder
Administrator
Planner larchitect
Mortgage lender
Legal consultant .
Realtor
Other (please specify)

25. Can we call you to discuss your experience?

Yes / No

ll 'yes', your telephone no. please : ( ) . When is the best time to call?

26. Do you like to know the results of the survey?

Yes ! No

ll 'yes', your name and address please:

Thank you tor you tlme and cooperation. A sell addresseo stamped envelope aooompanles the questlonnalre to ta-
dlltllß QISY fßßpdüllß. lf by Ihy OHIIIOG U10 OIWOIODO ls IIIISSIDQ, p|O3$O Sdld UB responded QUBSIIOHIIIIYQ (OZ

Ramen De
Ph. D. student, Environmental Design & Planning
Architecture Annex
Vlrglnla Tech
Blacksburg, VA 24061

703 961 4359 (olllce)
703 953 1753 (home)
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Appendix D. Case Study References

New York City Dorothy Minor
New York City Landmark Preservation Commission

Blythe Merrill
Municlpal Arts Society

Karen Huebner
New York Landmarks Conservancy

Edward Mohylowskl
New York City landmark Preservation Commission

Norman Marcus
Bachner Tally Polevoy Misher & Brinbery

David A. Richards
Sidley and Austin

Patricia Prothro
New York City Plannlng Commission

Chicago John J. Costonls
Vanderbilt University, College of Law

Cheryl A. lnghram
Pannell Kerr Forster

San Francisco Larry Badiner
San Francisco Department of City Planning

Denver Lisa Purdy
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The Historic Denver Incorporated

Robert Damerau
Denver Planning Oflice

Ron Emrich .
Dallas Landmark Commission

Seattle Karen Gordon
City of Seattle Department of Community Development

John Chaney
Pioneer Square Preservation Board, City of Seattle

Washington DC Hugh C. Miller
National Park Service

Nellie Longsworth
Preservation Action

Frank Gilbert
The National Trust for Historic Preservation

Cecil Tucker
Zoning Commission, Washington, DC

Philadelphia Donna Ann Harris
Philadelphia Historic Preservation Corporation

Tom Chapman
Philadelphia City Planning Commission

Dr. Richard Tyler
Philadelphia Historical Commission
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